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Abstract
This research

examines education

provision

for pupils

who have a statement

of

special educational need, as specified by the 1986 (NI) Order, in an Education and
Library Board in Northern Ireland as such provision existed on 1 March 1994.

Teachers,

administrators

questionnaires.

In addition

interviews

with

interviews

were

professionals

and

to interviews

statemented
sought

outside it.

parent/guardians

children

from

with

were

respondents

also

administrators

Two case studies

completed

were

self-administered
from

conducted.
within

each

Supplementary

the

ELB

undertaken.

and

from

The first

was a

secondary

comprehensive

school; the second was a college of further

Archival

and

documents

statistical

were

analysed

in

group,

order

education.

to

frame

the

development of special education provision within a historical context.

Findings

were

integration.
identified

explored

under

Wide variations
within

headings

of administration,

in interpretation

and between

groups

- which

communication between groups also contributed

of special

education

led to much

and
were
Poor

and while ELB

and parents

/guardians

Funding was also a major issue.

The research discovered that whilst the majority of respondents
at an ideological level, of the principle

terms

confusion.

to this confusion,

administrators saw little wrong with the system, teachers
felt far from satisfied with various aspects.

curricular

of integrating

were supportive,

statemented

children

into

mainschool contexts, at a practical level such support was rarely in evidence.

An apparent

lack

of knowledge

on

the

part

of many

regarding special education curricular issues was identified.

ii

mainstream

teachers

The lack of access to

specialist subject teachers,

by statemented

Mainschool

teachers

critical

educational

initiatives

expressed
special

no such

education

were

from a range

sentiments,
In-set

pupils, was a source of some concern.

of the apparent
of statutory

though

lack of support

bodies.

all teachers

for special

Special school

were critical

teachers

of the

lack of

provision.

Overall, these results

suggest that statemented

curricular entitlement

and

pupils

are still viewed a separate

are not getting
grouping

within

their

full

education

circles.

The research

findings

are discussed and recommendations

the literature, legislation and forthcoming Code Of Practice.

made, in the light of
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Chapter One
SETTING THE SCENE

1

1.1

Introduction

The objective
provision

of this

within

research

is to examine

the Southern

Education

and describe

and Library

special

Board

education

[SELB] as such

provision existed in March 1994.

The research took place during
the then government's

a period characterised

evolving

educational

While it may be obvious that practices
school level, it has been
setting

of policy

government

argued

that

sets

the

innovations must lie (Hurt, 1988;

Educational
United

legislation

Kingdom

maintained,

most

implemented

through

consultation.
to redefine
Clough

education

(Ramasut,

framework

from
1992).

may be developed
factor in change

1989;

Brady,

within

at a

is the

1989).

It is

school

based

separately

from

which

Barton, 1992).

in Northern

[UK]

within

level

arising

policies (Audit Commission,

that the fundamental

at government

policy

by change,

initiatives
notably by

Ireland

did not develop

(Cathcart,

1984).

Gilbert (1990),

a process of centralised

Indeed,

that

such

intervention

it

has

been

legislation

was

with a minimum

While it would appear that the intention behind such action
levels of responsibility

& Linsay,

uncertainty,

1992)

the

net

within
results,

educational
it has

contexts

been

unpredictabilityand low morale among

(Bennett,

asserted,

have

teachers (Lindsay,

of
was

1985;
been
1992;

Gaden, 1993).

It has been proposed that the expansion of special education provision in the UK
resulted

directly

from

humanitarian

endeavoursin

(Wolfensberger,

1989; Lindsay,

1992).

resources

such resources

themselves

when

the

mid

1960s

Yet, this implies an equal allocation

2

are limited.

It has been

of

suggested

that it is perverse to argue the humanitarian ideology when such provision was
made only

after it has been

legislation;

or when

mandated

the resources

gesture (Mitchel, 1990;

provided

Norwich, 1990;

The objectives of this introductory

by litigation

a meagre

resulted

in

philanthropic

Copeland, 1993).

chapter are threefold.

outline of the education system in Northern
research;

were

that later

Ireland during the period of the

second, to provide an outline of the Southern

Board during the period of the research;

First, to provide a n

Education and Library

and third to introduce

the aims and

objectives which framed the research.

1.2 Education Administration in Northern Ireland
In order to set the context for this research,

there follows an outline

of the

structure and characteristic features of Northern Ireland's educational system.

The population of Northern Ireland is shown in Table 1.1.
TABLE 1.1
NI

population

between

1971

and

1994.

1971

1981

1989

1994

Male

48.7%

49.1%

48.9%

49%

Female

51.3%

50.9%

51.1%

51%

Total
(Thousands)

1,536.1

1,536.1

1,532.2

1,583.2

(N1 Annual Abstract Of Statistics, 1995)
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One of the distinctive

aspects of the current

education

system

in Northern

Ireland compared with that in England and Wales is the fundamentally different
administrative

structure

within which

schools operate (Cathcart,

1984).

The

present education system developed, in the main, from the reorganisation

of

local government in 1972; from the dictates of the 1986 (NI) Order and from the
1989 Education Reform (NI) Order.

Education

is central

economic

development,

Ireland

(Cavanagh,

modern

competitive

to the government's

wider aims

social policy and community

1993).

in the
relations

key

areas

for Northern

It is viewed as a critical, essential foundation

economy.

Action to raise achievement

of

of a

in education,

at

every level, is seen as a key aspect of the government's strategy to promote selfsustaining economic growth in the Province (Sutherland, 1989).

The Department of Education for Northern
central administration

Ireland [DENI] is responsible

of education and related services.

for the

It is concerned

with

all aspects of education from nursery to higher education; with arts and culture,
including

libraries;

recreation

and with

with

the provision

the promotion

of a youth

of community

service
relations.

for sport

and

Its primary

statutory duties are to promote the education of the people of Northern

Ireland

and to secure the effective execution of its policies in relation to the provision
of the education service by Education and Library Boards [ELB]. DENI officials
advise government

policy makers

DENI officials subsequently

on the development

of educational

policy;

frame legislation to secure the implementation

of

such policies and, are the ultimate source of accountability to Parliament for the
efficiency and effectiveness of the Province's education system.
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The

School

Inspectorate

information

for DENI.

Section

is

the

Its main functions

foremost

source

specific
practices

about the state of education in Northern

institutions;

to improve

and weaknesses

educational

wherever

these exist.

of provision

standards

colleges; to inform the

Ireland

standards;

assesses and reports to DENI and the Department
on the quality and effectiveness

educational

are to assess educational

within the education system, including teacher training
Department

of

as a whole and i n

and report

on

good

In addition, the Inspectorate
of Economic Development

for the training

of young

[DED]
people

and adults in all grant aided vocational courses (DENI, 1993).

The Education and Library

Boards are local education

and library

authorities.

Each ELB has a range of functions that have been allocated to them by the 1986,
1987 and 1989 Education (NI) Orders.

Their key functions

the education needs of their areas and on the formulation
they are also accountable for resources
that efficient

education

is available

are to advise DENI o n
of education

policy;

allocated to them by DENI and to secure
throughout

primary, special and further education.

In March

the stages of primary,

post

1994 there were five ELBs i n

Northern Ireland, which employed 7,705 full-time and 18,189 part-time staff.

Including the Department of Education there are 11 statutory bodies responsible
for aspects of the administration

of the education

The other bodies are the five Education
Catholic Maintained
[NICC]; The Northern

and Library

Schools [CCMS]; The Northern
Ireland

Schools

system in Northern

Boards; the Council For

Ireland

Examinations

Curriculum

Council

And Assessment

Council

[NISEAC]; The Staff Commission For The Education And Library
Youth Council For Northern
single administrative

Ireland.

body which

Ireland.

Boards and the

In 1995 NICC and NISEAC joined to form a

was named the Council for the Curriculum,

Examinations and Assessment [CCEA],

Table 1.2 records education costs for 1991.
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TABLE 1.2

The

cost

educational

of

Northern

provision

Ireland's

for

1991

Staff

(£M).

£M

DENI

622

12.80

ELBs

1,550

32.39

CCMS

27

0.78

NICC

55

2.10

NISEAC

98

2.32

5

0.15

14

0.48

2,371

51.02

Staff
Commission
Youth

Council

TOTAL

(NI Annual Abstract Of Statistics, 1992)

These figures represent

10.7% of the total government

capital expenditure

in

Northern Ireland for 1991.

In addition to the above statutory
non-statutory

bodies such

bodies, the education

as the Northern

Ireland

system also includes

Council

for Integrated

Education [NICIE] and the Association of Governing Bodies of Grammar Schools
[GBA] as well as an administrative body through

which the five ELBs co-operate

on training matters - the Regional Training Unit [RTU],
A characteristic

of the

educational

system

in

Northern

examination which most children in their final year at primary
sit in order to determine

the type of post-primary

6

Ireland

is

the

school (Year 7)

school they will attend -

secondary

or grammar.

procedure',

though

11 plus'.

traditionally

be divided

style of education;

place in different

schools.

does not necessarily
1990).

is officially

is referred

known

to throughout

Parents

into

homogeneous

and secondly,
Though

as 'the transfer

the Province

Such 'selection' has, apparently, two dimensions.

could and should
uniform

This examination

Firstly, that children

groupings

which

that such an education

it has been

argued

follow from the first (Hegarty

may choose not to enter

their

as 'the

require
should

a

take

that the second aspect

& Pocklington,

children

1982; Dunn,

for the examination.

Additionally, children attending schools in the Craigavon area do not sit the 11 +
exam (Wilson, 1987).

In this area children

move directly

school to junior high

schools for three years after which

from

their primary

the school they

will

attend is determined by their progress at the junior high school - this system is
called 'The Dickson Plan' after the chief officer of the SELB who introduced it.

Against this background, Northern

Ireland's

ELBs, the CCMS and the DENI appears
are duplicated.
education
improving

complicated

Thus, in 1993 the previous

administration
efficiency

in Northern

by reducing

education

administration

and in many

government

Ireland

with

the number

cases functions

undertook

the

specific

of ELBs.

with five

a review

of

intention

of

In March

1995 this

Review had yet to publish its recommendations.

1.2.

(i)

School

The current
with

five

maintained,

Management

Types

school system in Northern
different
other

integrated schools.

forms of
maintained,

Ireland

grant-aided
voluntary

is a complex and diverse

schools
grammar

-

controlled,

and

grant

This last category and some small elements

sector such as special schools serve pupils from all religious
with minor exceptions,

schools in practice

7

are attended

one

Catholic

maintained

of the controlled

denominations

by either

but,

Catholics o r

Protestants,

rarely

both - Protestant

children,

in the main,

attend

controlled

schools; Catholic children, in the main, attend maintained schools.

For administrative purposes the vast majority of special schools in the Province
are deemed to be of the controlled
Schools, Whiteabbey
Francis

type; the exceptions

which are administered

de Salle School,

by the Deaf

Belfast;St. Vincent's

education

religiously

mixed.

Plans are currently

are

and Dumb Society;

schools.

St.

In addition, colleges

funded by ELBs and their student

being formulated

the Jordanstown

School, Belfast and St. Gerald's

Resource Centre, Belfast which are all maintained
of further

being

by DENI that will

populations

result

are

in colleges

of

further education becoming exclusively responsible for their own budgets.

Controlled schools accounted for 712 of the total schools in the Province
These schools are administered

by a Board Of Governors

having a majority of places on the Board.

Recurrent

in 1994.

[BOG]. The local ELB

and capital works funding

comes directly from the ELB who also employ teaching

and non-teaching

staff.

Controlled schools are sometimes referred to as 'state' schools.
There were 559 Catholic maintained schools in Northern
schools are owned by the

Catholic Church through

recurrent funding comes from the

works they relate

maintained

are

planning
Governors.

employed

for school provision.
Representatives

in 1994. These

a system of trustees.

Their

local ELB who also employ the non-teaching

staff; but for capital
schools

Ireland

directly to DENI.

bythe

Maintained

CCMS whoalso

Teachers in Catholic
co-ordinate

schools are managed by a Board Of

of the Catholic church,

clergy

and trustees,

the majority of seats on the BOG, though the local ELB is also represented.
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the

have

There were also 15 'other' maintained schools in the Province
of these were owned by the Protestant
primary

schools.

churches

in 1994. Thirteen

and two were

Irish-medium

These schools were managed by a Board Of Governors

also directly employed teaching

staff.

Non-teaching

which

staff are employed by the

ELB who allocate recurrent funding to the schools.

Voluntary

grammar

schools are owned by trustees

Governors

who are the employers

and managed

of all staff in the school.

receive both recurrent and capital funding direct from DENI.
Ireland

had

70 voluntary

preparatory

grammar

schools,

These

In 1994

26 of these

schools

Northern

schools

having

departments.

Grant-maintained

integrated

schools [GMIS] are privately

by trustees, and are managed by a Board of Governors.
schools

by Boards of

they

receive

both

capital

directly employ their own staff.

and

revenue

owned, in the main,

Like voluntary

funding

from

grammar

DENI.

There were 15 GMI schools in Northern

They
Ireland

in 1994.

The Province
These

had 16 independent

schools

either

belong

schools in 1994 which catered for 959 pupils.

to church

instruction is carried out through

groups

or,

are

schools

the medium of the Irish language

in

which

[Bunscoli].

All costs, staffing and capital, associated with these schools are met by a Board Of
Management.
inspections.

DENI involvement

with these

However, the Irish language

schools is limited

to curriculum

schools have currently

(March

1996)

an application to DENI for staffing and recurrent expenditure funding.

Within a Northern
duel meaning.

Ireland context the term 'integrated

In the context of this research

9

education'

may have a

it applies to special educational

integration.

However,

it is perhaps

integration'

- the bringing

viewedmore

together of children

widely

as

'religious

from the Provinces

two main

cultural traditions - Catholic and Protestant.

In law, all schools in Northern
religion.

In practice,

Ireland are open to all pupils regardless

DENI statistics show the majority

of Protestant

of

pupils

choose to attend controlled schools; while most Catholic pupils are enrolled i n
schools

under

Catholic

management

(DENI,

1990).

The

acknowledges this expression of parental wishes (Dunn, 1989).

government

However, during

the 1980s there was a steady, if slow, development of integrated

schools.

Since

1989, under the Education Reform Order, DENI has a specific duty to encourage
and facilitate integrated
Northern

Ireland

education.

Council

advisory and promotional

It does this throughthe funding

for Integrated

Education

services to parents

of the

[NICIE] to facilitate

and schools.

its

From a position i n

1987 where there were six integrated schools, there were 26 schools in March
1994.

1.2.

Their total enrolment was 6,376 pupils; with 267 teachers employed.

(ii)

Pupil

Pre-School

And

Teacher

Numbers

Sector

The pre-school sector covers enrolments in nursery schools, full-time and parttime attendance, approved nursery
and

reception

classes,

full-time

classes, full-time and part-time attendance,
attendance

only,

in

primary

schools.

Enrolments in this sector have increased steadily over the period 1980 to 1990
(from 7,105 to 9,194) though the rate of increase has slowed in recent years.

Primary

Sector

After a decline in the first half of the 1980s primary

enrolments

from 180,838 in 1985 to 184,241 in 1992. Enrolments

grew slowly,

in the controlled

primary

sector have remained fairly stable over the past five years - in 1985 there were
88,750 pupils compared to a total of 88,091 in 1992.
the maintained

In contrast,

enrolments

sector have grown from 88,396 in 1985 to 96,150 in 1994.

in
Over

the last five years there has been little change in the level of enrolments

in the

controlled

school

primary

enrolments,

sector

in

each

of the

five

on the other hand, have increased

ELBs.

Maintained

in each of the five ELBs, with

the greatest proportion increase (11%) occurring within the SELB.

Post

Primary

Sector

The post primary sector caters for children between the ages of 11 and 19 years
of age who are enrolled
enrolments

remained

in secondary

relatively

stable

or grammar
in the

1970s but have

steadily from 158,892 in 1980 to 146,849 in 1994.
1992 the decline in enrolments
than

in voluntary

enrolments

grammar

in controlled

secondary

this

since

in the controlled

- 6.6% as opposed
schools

In

fell

more

to 1%.
than

in

sector

declined

Over the period from

was more marked
schools

schools.

1985 to

grammar
Similarly,
maintained

schools, 18.8% compared with 8.8%.

Special

School

In March

Sector

1994 there were 46 special schools in Northern

Ireland; 536 teachers

were employed in these schools.

Special schools catered for 3,786 pupils.

pupils

must

attending

special

schools

either

have

a 'Statement

All

of Special

Educational Need’ (a statement), as specified by Article 29 of the 1986 (NI) Order,
or have a draft statement (a statement in the final stages of preparation).

School and pupil numbers for March 1994

are summarised in Table 1.3.

TABLE 1.3
Number

of pupils

Northern

enrolled

Ireland

at

in

schools

March

in

1994.

Number of
Schools

Number
Puuils

Nursery

85

9,194

Primary

973

184,241

Secondary

170

89,968

26

3,750

70

53,131

46

3,786

1,370

344,070

Grammar

Preparatory
Secondary

Special
Total

(Nl Annual Abstract Of Statistics, 1995)
Teacher

Numbers

There were 18,273

In

Northern

Ireland

full-time equivalent

50 on the previous

year;

teachers

6,761 (37%) were

in post at March

male,

11,512 (63%)

breakdown of these figures by school type is give in (Figure
and 1990 teacher
grew by 2.5%.

numbers

in primary

The

Between 1985

school Pupil Teacher Ratio

Over the same period teacher

schools decreased by 6.7% whilst enrolments
secondary school PTR from 15.4 to 14.9.

female.

schools rose by 3% whilst enrolments

This led to a decrease in the primary

[PTR] from 23.3 to 23.2.

1.1).

1994, a fall of

numbers

in secondary

declined by 12%. This reduced the

FIGURE 1.1
Teachers

employed

Northern

Ireland

8000

in
in

schools
March

in

1994.

6,308

6000
4000
2000

Nursery

Primary

Secondary

Special

Grammar

(Nl Annual Abstract Of Statistics, 1995)

In the early 1990s, PTRs in Northern
all sectors except nursery

Ireland remain below those in England i n

(Table 1.4).

However,

treated with caution as it is affected by varying
case of secondary

the comparison

needs

school distributions

PTRs, by the fact that teachers

and students

to be

and, in the

in sixth form

colleges in England are not included.
TABLE 1.4
Comparison

of PTRs
between

between

1992

and

NI

and

1994.

1992/93
School

England

1993/94

Sector
NI

England

NI

England

Nursery

24.4

19.5

23.9

19.2

Primary

20.8

22.9

20.4

23.2

Secondary

14.8

16.7

14.7

16.6

Overall

17.4

19.2

17.1

19.4

(NI Annual Abstract Of Statistics, 1992/95)

Within each of the ELBs the PTRs are comparable

(Table

1.5).

Though

it is

interesting to record that within the special education sector, the SELB had the
lowest PTR of the five ELBs.
TABLE 1.5

Comparison

of PTRs

between

ELBs in

1993/94.

SouthEastern

Belfast

Western

North Eastern

Southern

Nursery

25.8

24.7

24.3

24.2

23.9

Primary

20.6

20.9

21.1

20.1

21.1

Secondary

13.5

14.1

14.1

14.3

14.2

Special

6.9

6.4

6.6

6.0

8.1

Overall

16.9

17.3

17.3

17.5

17.8

School

Type

(NI Annual Abstract Of Statistics, 1993/95)

1.2.

(iii)

Teacher

Those wishing

Training

In

Northern

to teach within the education

obtaining

their qualification

university.

In Northern

colleges; Stranmillis

through

Ireland

system currently

a teacher training

there

do so by either

college or through

are two main initial

teacher

College and St. Mary's College Of Education.

University Of Belfast and the University
certificates

Ireland

in educational

issues.

a

training

The Queens

Of Ulster offered various post graduate

The number

of places

available

for those

wishing to pursue a teaching career has slowly decreased since 1981 (Table 1.6).

TABLE 1.6

Total

enrolment

in

teacher

between

1981/82
Male
Female
Total

1981

1984/85

training
and

establishments

1993.

1987/88

1990/91

1 993/94

542

399

319

278

214

1,275

1,164

1,218

1,237

978

1,817

1,563

1,537

1,515

1,192

(NI Annual Abstract Of Statistics, 1982/1995)

This career
years.

pathway

has remained

remarkably

unchanged

over the past 50

In March 1994 entry into the teaching profession was through obtaining

a degree; either

a degree in education

(Bachelor

of Education)

or obtaining

a

Post Graduate Certificate in Education [PCGEJ.

1.2.

(iv)

Special

Special education

Education

provision

Provision

covers a wide range

of pupils

from

those whose

special needs may be temporary and transient to those who may have long-term
permanent

needs.

assessment

framework

special educational

Statementing
specified

is the name
within

the

given

to the multiprofessional

1986 (NI) Order - a statement

need is issued by an ELB where

the educational

of

problem(s)

exhibited by the child are so complex that they cannot be met from the schools
own resources.

This research

deals exclusively

with those children

who have

had their special educational needs identified by means of a statement of special
educational

need, though

the research

acknowledges

that the vast majority

children who have special educational needs do not have a statement.

of

Special education

provision

in Northern

Ireland

is currently

centrally by DENI through the 'special education section'.

administered

They in turn devolve

day to day management to the ELBs as each ELB has a duty under the 1972 Order
to provide special educational provision for children
area (Article 25).

within its administrative

However, this Order gave no directives or guidance as to what

form this provision should take and as a consequence

each ELB has developed a

form of special educational provision according to its own perceived priorities.
This uncoordinated
ability)

provision

means that children

with statements

may be placed within classrooms in mainstream

(of similar

schools in one ELB, i n

special units in another ELB or in special schools in a third ELB. It has been
argued that the allocation of a statement of special need and subsequent school
placement will depend more on which area of the Province one lives in rather
than on any objective model of special needs provision (Cairns, 1993).

The level of funding that each ELB allocates to special educational

provision

is

dependent on perceived need and not on any central direction from DENI. This
has resulted in a 'patchwork'
Province

of special educational

with little co-ordination

of resources

provision

throughout

or administrative

the

structures

(Devine, 1993).

Nowhere can this lack of co-ordination

be better observed than

in the funding

of Special Educational Needs Units [SENU] - the North Eastern

Board provides £300 per unit; the Western Board provides £2,063 per unit; the
South Eastern Board provides £1,000 per unit; the Belfast Board provides £3,000
per unit while the Southern Board provides £5,000 per unit!

It is argued that Northern Ireland should be regarded as a distinct enigma with
regard to educational provision for children who have special educational needs
(Murray,

1985; Crudden, 1992); the failure to develop a fully adequate special

educational service in Northern

Ireland

being due to profound

and persistent

structural

deficits in the administration

unequalled

anywhere

of education,

structural

in the UK (Devine, 1993) and resistance

deprivation
to educational

change by 'conservative' interest groups (Osborne & Millar, 1987).

1.3 Introduction to The SELB
(Note: quotes used within this section were obtained from interviews with SELB
officers.

For a more detailed explanation please refer to 3.3. (ii).]

The Southern Education and Library Board, along with the other Education and
Library Boards in Northern
of local government

Ireland was constituted on 1 October 1973, the year

reorganisation.

The SELB was charged

under

Three and Four of the 1972 Order to be the Education and Library
area, thus replacing the County Armagh Education Committee.

Articles

Board for its

Under the terms

of the 1972 Order, the SELB has a statutory duty to ensure provision for primary,
secondary, special and further education; for recreational,

social, physical and

cultural provision; for youth service provision and for library provision.

The SELB is funded directly through

an annual

block grant

amount allocated for 1993/94 being £186.1 million.
relationship
fulfilling

with

DENI and as such

its statutory responsibilities,

has

from DENI - the

The SELB is in a client

considerable

to deploy resources

freedom,

subject

to

to reflect features

specific to its locality (SELB Information Brief, 1993).

SELB policies are officially sanctioned by a Board of Management.
of this Board consists of councillors, school representatives,

Membership

representatives

trustees from maintained schools and members of the general public.

of

The management
officially

structure

designated

of the SELB is headed by a chief executive

by DENI as the

accounting

essence of this role is his responsibility
finances for which
and economical

he is accountable;

administration

resources in his charge.
in his task.

officer

for the propriety
for the keeping

and for the efficient

Board.

and regularity

The
of the

of accounts; for prudent

and effective

use of all the

The chief executive has seven departments

to aid him

Each department is administered by a senior education officer.

Senior education officers

[SEOs] are typically

ELB administrators

experience.

Each SEO is assisted in the administration

education

officers

responsible

for the

who is

[EOs]; with

assistant

for the implementation

of his/her

education

of policies.

of many years
department

officers

[AEOs]

The actual number

by

being

of EOs and

AEOs varies between each department.

'Education
and

Department

advisory

service;

programme.

I' is responsible

the

'Education

music

service

Department

operation

of the devolved management

delegated

and

procedure

partially

and ensures

primary,

post-primary,

operates

through

primary

educational
computer

that

the

further

provision.
awards

and

scheme

budgets;
Board

has

development

benefits;
and

provision,

house bound mobile libraries.

legal

administers

efficient

and

and planning;

and

libraries,

special

the

effective

education

nursery,

provision.

nursery

insurance
The

matters;

‘Library

of

transfer

It

provision;

and

further

Department’ is responsible

personnel.

administers the SELB’s 23 branch

awareness

(LMS); in the management

and special educational

The ‘Administrative
and

international

it also

development

post-primary

the

of the curriculum

H* supports schools and colleges in the

education

six branches:

provision;

education

delegated

for the provision

for

purchasing;
Department’

five public service mobiles and two

The ‘Finance

Department’ is responsible

for

the regularity of the finances administered by the Board. The ‘Architectural
Department’ provides

maintenance

buildings

The ‘Contract

and schools.

and

support

services

for the Board's

Department’ administers

Services

building cleaning, grounds maintenance and catering.

An additional function outside the above seven departments is the provision of a
youth service.

The youth service is concerned

Board's area.

Through

educational

centres

a network

it provides

with young people within the

of 461 youth

opportunities

clubs

and

for personal

three

outdoor

development

and

social education that complement school, work and home.

In March 1994 the breakdown of pupils and teachers

in each of the differing

school types within the SELB were as follows;

•

Controlled nursery (12) 638 pupils, 21 teachers.

•

Maintained nursery (2) 100 pupils, 4 teachers.

•

Controlled primary (108)

•

Maintained primary (147) 25,557 pupils,

•

Controlled secondary (17)

•

Maintained secondary (19) 13,132 pupils, 855 teachers.

•

Grant maintained integrated (4) 615 pupils, 32 teachers.

•

Controlled grammar (3) 2,215 pupils, 139 teachers.

•

Maintained grammar (12)

•

Further education colleges (4) 6,378 full time / 18,000 part time.

•

Special schools (6) 294 pupils 51 teachers.

15,968 pupils,

8,611 pupils,

9,000 pupils,

(Note: The number of schools within each category

745 teachers.
1,198 teachers.
569 teachers.

505 teachers.

are in parenthesis.)

1.3.

(i)

SELB

Special

As a result of the
review

of the

Educational

Philosophy

1989 Education Reform Order [ERO] and DENI undertaking

administration

of education

in

Northern

Ireland,

the

a

SELB

developed in 1993 its 'Strategic Management Plan 1993-1996' to show that it could
continue

to deliver a high quality education service to schools.

This document

was an attempt to define SELB core activities over the next number of years.
strategic

plan focused on perceived critical areas of change and their

impact o n

the type and delivery

of services offered by the SELB. Its objectives

raise standards

maintaining integrity, commitment and accountability.

while

A key aspect of the strategic plan was the formulation
an attempt to delimit future projects.
a declaration
underpin

of values.

were to

of a mission statement i n

Fundamental to this mission statement was

That is, the qualities

and characteristics

the future actions of all SELB departments.

specified

The

that would

This mission statement

fivecore activities considered to be of critical importance.

One of these core activities was the identification of children for whom
educational

provision

was deemed to be inappropriate.

To that end,

'normal'
the SELB

accepts it has a duty to offer schools appropriate advice and guidance in relation
to the

area

of special

educational

provision;

to ensure

consistency

in

the

identification and assessment of children's special educational needs and to fund
such provision

when a statement of special educational

need, which identifies

the nature of the child's needs, is issued.

The short and medium term actions which needed to be taken
strategic

plan to become operational

have already

in order for the

been set out in a series

of

management frameworks which in January 1994 were being aligned with those
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suggested by DENI.

However, it has been argued that reasons for this alignment

had more to do with the

dictates

contained

within

DENI Circular

1987/21

'Education Of Children With Special Education Needs', than with any framework
offered by the strategic plan.

Notwithstanding,

parallel to the ideology expounded within

the strategic plan,

SELB policy on educational provision for statemented children has always been
one of flexibility of local response to the needs of individual
Information Brief, 1992).

(SELB

Thus several different styles of educational provision

have developed in schools as teachers were enabled through
to pursue legitimately

children

different

practices.

special education policy is the requirement

various initiatives

However, the cornerstone

of SELB

that, as far as possible, children

with special educational needs should be educated within 'mainstream'

schools -

though the need for special school provision for children with 'severe' learning
difficulties and physical disabilities is also acknowledged.

The implications

of this policy

was that henceforth

develop a greater range of educational strategies
children,

while

the SELB, throughthe Special

schools

would have

for dealing with statemented
Education

Branch

and

Curriculum Advisory Support Service [CASS] would devise support structures
help achieve this objective.

This being particularly

courses which
teacher training

However,

has resulted

recent changes

the
to

important within the post

primary sector where the needs of statemented children had to be considered
subject specialists.

to

by

to the funding of in-service

in schools controlling

the funds

for in-service

have meant that fewer schools are 'accepting' places on SELB

provided courses (Cunningham, 1991).

The

1986

(NI) Order

The 1986 (NI) Order set a course for the future education of children with special
educational
Order

needs within

brought

Northern

established

Ireland.

The statutory

fundamental

changes

procedures

in

administration of special education within the SELB.

the

that the

nature

of

the

The assessment framework

which the Order required resulted in special education arrangements within the
Board

having to be totally reorganised.

Segregative
1980s,

educational

placements,

the

norm within

were now only to be used as a last

manyELBs prior

resort (integration

to the

as an ideology

had

been expounded within the Armagh Education Committee since the late 1950s).

As a measure

of its commitment

commissioned

in November

regarding

statemented

1993 a policy paper

children,
'Statementing

entitled

The SELB'. This paper set out the Board's future policy intentions
children

who

had

special

educational

priorities

requiring

action.

The paper

needs

and

indicated

the

outlined

Within

in relation

a framework

that a fundamental

children

consideration

were

under

record

five;

curriculum
above

more efficiently

outlined namely:

and effectively.

special educational

keeping;

in-service

In order

to help

matters.

Key areas

training;

guide

provision
post-16

SELB policy

to
of

objective

would be to extend the capacity of SELB schools to meet the educational
statemented

SELB

needs of

for future
for children

provision;

formulation

and
in the

key areas, a special needs sub-committee was established.

Summary

This complex

pattern

SELB is a microcosm
Northern

Ireland

had

of provision
of the

and management

educational

344,070

pupils

system

at school,
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relationships

in

the

27,500

within

Province.
students

In
at

the
1994,

further

education

colleges; 684,000 registered

library

attending

youth clubs.

had 24 further

schools, 123 branch
responsibility

The Province

libraries

for these

and 158,00 young

and 2,384 youth clubs.

services

Local Education Authorities

users;

is carried

education

people

colleges,

1,336

In other parts of the UK

by local government,

mainly

[LEA]. LEAs vary in size, many having

by

populations

in excess of 1.5 million, equivalent to that of the whole of Northern Ireland.

1.4

Research

Aims

The research

was carried

development

problems

Ireland.

out by a teacher
in

who was concerned

special education

formation

in

Northern

It is hoped that the research will present findings in such a manner

to act as a catalyst to induce potential change.
outset that the researcher
level,

policy

with apparent

is a supporter,

as

It should be clearly stated at the

both at an ideological

and practical

of special educational provision within integrated contexts.

The research
Given

has as its operational base the

that the categorisation of handicap

various categories

of disability.

was removed with the introduction

of

the 1986 (NI) Order, this approach may appear to be problematic and, in the eyes
of

some

might

Nevertheless,

be

deemed

sufficient

to

the decision to base the research

discredit

the

on categories

one and should not be taken

as endorsingtheir educational

terms

use

were

in

widespread

throughout

entire

the

duration

research.

was a pragmatic

significance. Such
of the

research.

Additionally, much of the special education debate within Northern Ireland

was,

and continues to be, conducted in categorical terms (Cairns, 1993; Gaden, 1993).

The research

aims to examine policy and provision,

for children

who have a

statement of special educational need, within an Education and Library
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Board i n

Northern
curricular

Ireland

with particular

issues.

In

order

focus on administrative,

to frame

current

integrational

provision,

the

and

historical

development of special education provision was also investigated.

1.4.

(i)

Research

Objectives

To meet the aims of the research a series of objectives were identified to:

1. trace the history of provision
within the SELB;
2. identify

the underlying

for children

principles

with special educational

on which

special

educational

needs

needs

provision within the SELB are based;
3. consider the administration of special educational need provision within the
SELB and identify the main issues associated with that administration;
4. examine the extent to which SELB administrators take into account external
economic factors when framing special educational policy;
5. examine the concept of integration, its management and associated issues;
6. to consider how the concept of educational rights has developed particularly
in relation to equal access to the Northern Ireland Curriculum [NIC] for
children who have special educational needs;
7. determine

administrators',

teachers'

and parents'

views and attitudes

on

policy issues and key concepts within special education;
8. determine

if

ELBs

policy

makers

and

teachers

have

differing

conceptualisations as to that which constitutes special educational needs;
9. make recommendations that may become apparent from research findings;
10. raise awareness as to the value of applied educational research
teaching profession and educational administrators.

amongst the

Chapter Two
A REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.1

Introduction

Special education provision (or lack of it) has been, and continues to be, one of
the more controversial

concepts

Booth, 1993).

of the debate appears

A portion

in UK educational

circles

(Hegarty,

1988;

to be rooted in the profound

implications of special education's perceived success or failure (Norwich,

1990;

Oliver, 1996). An element of emotionalism may also surround the concept, as it
touches the lives of not only those children with special educational needs, but
also their

parents,

siblings

and teachers

(Brennan,

1992; Morris,

Additionally, it has been argued that in a decade of financial
the question of special education's cost effectiveness,
considerations, remains unanswered (Evans, 1987;

1993).

belt-tightening,

especially

integrational

Sheldon, 1991).

It is maintained that special education and special educational provision has not
been under such public scrutiny for years (Barton, 1992;

Potts, 1995(a)).

The

Warnock Report of 1978 and, within a Northern Ireland context, the subsequent
1986 and 1989 (NI) Orders, focused much interest on the educational

needs and

provisions made for children with learning difficulties (Cunningham, 1991).
a result of this 'raising
area

of investigation

As

of profile', special education issues became a popular
for many

paradoxically not so in Northern

researchers

in England

and Wales - but

Ireland where there has been little published

literature on the topic (Crudden, 1992; Cairns, 1993).

Despite the fact that special

educational

recognition,

education'

the term 'special

been confused (Sigmon, 1987; Ford, 1992).

provision

has received

and its related concepts
It has been suggested

legislative
have

often

that

many

'expert' writers and educators contribute to this confusion by offering different
interpretations

of such key terms as 'learning
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difficulties',

'special education'

and 'statements' (Goodison, 1988).
their interpretations

(Maclure,

Some of these writers differing a great deal i n
1988; Ainscow, 1991) which

Hurt (1988) argues

simply serves to 'muddy the water' even further.

It would appear
parental

that

power

educational

the

winds

and efficiency

system

special education

of change
gains

in Northern

that

Ireland

associated
swept

in the

with

through

market

forces,

the

'mainstream'

1980s, bypassed

the world of

(Cormack et al, 1987, Cunningham,

1991).

The fact that the

Warnock inspired drive for the integration of children

with special educational

needs

in England

into mainstream

contexts

was gathering

pace

and

Wales,

apparently went almost unnoticed by DENI and ELB administrators (Dallat, 1989).
DENI cuts that meant huge reductions

in the number

residential education and their relocation
are better

remembered,

pupil-teacher

it has been

of children

in sometimes unsuitable

argued,

for causing

ratios, cuts in cash for books and more expensive

The debate over the Northern

teachers

to certain

Ireland

standards

whose charges

Curriculum

of education,

are apparently

soon to be introduced

again in the wake of changes

Cunningham

1992).

- there

has

may

be time

However, there is also the concern,

1990).

led to new

demands

on

Delegated budgets

of mainstream

Ireland,
schools

schools may soon be able to 'opt out'.

for

to the new educational
learning

that teachers
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of

pace from the baselines

Devine, 1993).

to the local management

They, like mainstream

over

school meals

for special schools in Northern

(1991) argued that late arrival

be advantageous

rows

[NIC] and the question

may move at quite a different

appropriate for other children (Hegarty, 1988;

(McKeown,

alternatives,

political

than for any move towards integrational provision (Cathcart,

entitlement

being sent to

from

world may

others'

and managers

within

mistakes.
special

education missed out on earlier funding that was given for training
ever increasing new educational demands (Devine,

to meet the

1993).

2.2 The Concept Of Special Education
Throughout
appeared

history

there

have

to have or laid claim

mentally

handicapped,

travellers'

children

the

been

many

to having

physically

minorities

special

that

educational

handicapped,

the

needs,
blind,

etc. (Ryan & Thomas, 1981; Solity, 1992).

context the use of the descriptor

either

have,

e.g., the
the

deaf,

Yet, within

a UK

'special' would appear to refer to some and not

to others (Norwich, 1990; CSIE, 1993).

Nagata (1990), expounded the contemporary

success of special education

US and predicted that special educational provision
while

in

Winche!

practice

its pedagogy

(1991), in expressing

educational

provision

would
an

become

opposing

and its related terms

in the

as a slogan would disappear,
routine

view,

within

most schools.

hypothesised

were 'fads', likening

that

special

them

to hula

hoops and progressive education which decline with the passage of time.

It is probable

that the individuals

who initiated the idea of education

for the less able or the handicapped three-quarters of a century

provision

ago would have

had little notion of the impact the concept they developed would have - special
education

being a multifaceted

their philosophy

and traditions,

experiences (Anderson, 1975;

The concept
Northern

concept, with the views of individuals
modified and structured

by their own personal

McTear, 1992).

of special educational

Ireland

rooted i n

provision,

in one guise or another
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which

had been

since the early

in evidence

i n

1900s, became widely

popularised

initially

within the educational

1947 Education Act; and more recently

world with the enactment

with the introduction

of the

of the 1986 (NI)

Order and the 1989 Education Reform Order [ERO] - the Warnock Committee's
recommendations having an immeasurable influence upon policy formation i n
the Province in the 1980s and 1990s (Brennan, 1992; Cairns, 1993).

Few in the Province
special

educational

would disagree
provision

(Cairns,

with the underlying
1993).

moral reasons

It would be difficult

for

to find

individuals who did not respect the attempts by the Courts and DENI to ensure
equal educational opportunities
abilities.

for all children irrespective

of their cognitive

The trouble begins, it is critically suggested, when attempts are made

to translate the concept into practice (Ainscow, 1991;

Gaden, 1993).

It has been argued that if one perceives the concept of special education as a n
instrument

of social reform and a reflection

of societal attitudes, then special

education as an educational concept is most likely doomed (Oliver, 1992; Gash,
1993). The emergence
the then Conservative

of new social perspectives, economic considerations
government's

social and budgetary

considered to signal a full-cycle return to the conservative
(Goacher, 1986).

policies

and

could be

politics of the past

Commentators however have argued that special educational

provision is most likely to suffer, not so much from direct economic attacks, as
from central

government

benign

interference

(Galloway,

1987; North,

1990).

The probability of increasing central government intervention, whether in the
form of funding issues or curriculum monitoring, or both, raises the question of
how

many

schools

within

Northern

Ireland

will,

out

of conscience

or

conviction, continue to invest in an ill-defined educational concept, whose cost
and efficacy remain, as of yet, undetermined (Levacic, 1989).
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It has
of its

long been regarded that the manner inwhich a society provides for those
citizens with disabilities

values

(Ryan

& Thomas,

presumptions

which

is a touchstone

1981; Etheridge,

would

appear

of its concern

1994).

for democratic

Nevertheless,

to inhibit the

appropriate

a set

of

democratic

response to the needs of those who require such additional provision appear to
exist within the UK
special educational
conviction

(Fish, 1989;

needs, it is asserted, there

thateducation

is a democratic

irrespective

of his/her

levels

opportunity

to develop

his/her

Norwich, 1990).
Northern
entry

Adams, 1990). In relation

of ability

Ireland

in the selection

to post-primary

education

are regarded

as unequal

right

for all, that

every

child,

should

be entitled

to an

equal

(Galloway,

1985;

to the

procedure

(11+) which has

for decades (Cathcart,

Northern

and as a consequence

Ireland,

construed as a liberating

within

characterised

1984).

The inherent

who are not academically endowed
entitled

described as lesser educational resources (Cathcart, 1984;

Within

full

it may be argued find expression

values of this procedure mean that children

with

would appear to be a lack of

potentialities

Such presumptions,

to children

it is suggested,

to what

could b e

Wilson, 1987).

educational

advance or as the achievement

reform

was

never

of the right of all to

secondary education (Crudden, 1992). Today, it has been argued, we tolerate a
system which socially

downgrades most young people, rather than raising their

expectations

1993).

present

(Cairns,

It is contended that the spirit

in the 1944 Act prevails

financial
constraints

constraints
from

(Norwich, 1990).

the

today and is increasingly

resulting

from

publishing

economic recession

of school

performance

It is moreover congruent with government

only too obviously
reinforced
and the

by the
academic

'league'

tables

efforts to turn the

concept of education into a market activity with weighted forms of competition
(Meazzini, 1984; Galloway, 1985;

Lindsay, 1992).
30

There is, however,

a profound

consideration

beyond the formal

expression

such a concept and that is the political culture of a society which determines

of
the

manner in which such concepts are interpreted and realised (Cathcart, 1984).
has been argued that Northern
and more generosity

Ireland

of spirit

than

It

society needs to exhibit more concern

it has hitherto

manifested

in relation

to

special educational issues (Cormack et al, 1987; Cunningham, 1991).

Cornwell (1988) suggests that if the concept of special education is to become a
reality,

rather

than

the pious wish of conscience

stricken

liberals,

necessary for society as a whole to face some of the challenges
presents.

It is possible

differences,

which

also

that

the

greater

is one of the fundamental

it will be

special education

appreciation

of individual

tenets of the concept of special

education, may improve the quality of education for all children (Devine 1993).

At the time of writing

the impact of the impending

1996 Education (NI) Order

and the Code Of Practice (abbreviated versions of the UK 1993 Education Act and
Code Of Practice)
implies

that

difficulties
between

have yet to be assessed.

special

needs

are

It has been suggested

something

that

viewed as the child's problem rather

the child,

his/her

school

and

children

than arising

his/her

home

that the Code

'have';

learning

in a relationship

(Greenhalgh,

1996).

Though the Code, in a few places, (Para 2.19 & 3.65) does apparently concede that
a child's

educational

difficulties

may

environment.

3 1

owe

their

origins

to

the

school

2.3 Administration Of Special Education
Cavanagh

(1993) argues

development

that

the

of any education

fundamental

system is the extent to which

dictates are compatible with local circumstances.
of educational
learning

reform,

difficulties

the

interests

stood

management

in

of

central

who

had

(i)

Management

Of

and/or

becoming marginalised.

to organise their resources in a way that manage change

2.3.

the

policy

handicaps

management of change in such circumstancescalls for ELBs to support

efficient manner (McKeown & Connolly, 1992;

in

As schools undertook the task

of pupils

danger

issue

The
schools

in an effective and

Riddle & Brown, 1994).

Change

Views on special education provision suggest that managers

of ail schools must

change their attitudes towards children with special educational needs in order
to accommodate
kinds of change

them within
necessary

existing

school structures

relate to the establishment

special needs co-ordinators (JCEHC, 1985);

(Dessent,

1987).

The

of promotion posts for

the provision of internal and external

support services for such co-ordinators (Dunn, 1989); the development of whole
school

policies

implementation

on

special

educational

issues

(Ramasut,

1989);

and

of ELB wide special education policies (Nagata, 1990).

(1993) argues that such organisational

changes need to be planned

the

Walters

in advance

and properly resourced

with a clear vision of the aims andobjectives necessary

to achieve integration.

Yet,

there must also be a change

school - the school must become a welcoming
educational needs (Booth & Swann, 1987),
be there (Bailey, 1982).
acceptance

Organisational

and understanding

in the ethos of the

place for children

with no questioning
changes

with special

of their rights to

need to be seen as part of a n

of the fact that the purpose

of schools

is to

educate all children, and not merely those who meet an increasingly
band of selection criteria (Hegarty, 1988;

2.3.

(ii)

Oliver, 1990).

Definitions

In everyday

life we tend to assume that there

words or terms we use.

Yet, it has been argued

assumption

1972; Andreski,

every-day
when

(Thompson,

use of a term, then

the

area

significance.

1989).

is mutual understanding

of the

that this is frequently

a false

Thus, if disputes exist about the

it must be expected that controversy

of discussion

is

abstract,

unclear

or

1989).

will exist

of high

emotional

In addition, it has been debated that in order to be able to use a

term we have to know what it means and that knowing
knowing

narrowing

those things to which it properly
Sigmon

(1987) proposed

the

refers

view

that

what it means involves

(Thompson,
it may

1972;

Andreski,

be better

to regard

educational terms as having a range of connected meanings rather than having
a single, specific meaning; for him the meaning
it was put in communicating.

of a term was the use to which

Thus, it may mean different

things

to different

people.

Terminology
including
influences

reflects

disabled

and influences
people

the way disability

themselves

people's perceptions

(Morris,

1989;

and attitudes, which

Gaden,

terminology

associated

with

special

by society,

1993).

subsequently

the provision of resources and services (Tomlinson, 1981;
of the current

is viewed

It also

may affect

Maclure, 1988).

education

Much

is of a medical

nature, it assumes a medical model of disability (Booth, 1988; Tremer, 1995).

Schools differ in their ability to provide
needs (Anita, 1990).

Therefore

for children

with special educational

schools will differ in the number

they judge to have special educational

needs.

One of the benefits

of pupils that
of the term

'special

educational

disadvantages

was

needs'
the

lack

Commission,

1992). Therefore,

educational

needs has

depending

was its move away
of a

clear definition

the judgement

to be relative,

as it does on the

and

of the

one

concept

its

(Audit

a child

has special

to a certain

extent

subjective,
of the

Whether the 'learning difficulty' is

severe to call for additional provision

question of judgement and of the capacity

of

as to whether

competencies, judgements and expectations

child's teachers (Barton & Tomlinson, 1985).
sufficiently

from categories;

to be made is to an extent a

of the school in which

the child is

enrolled (Tomlinson, 1989; Crudden, 1992).

The 1986 (NI) Order established
that special educational

in Northern

Ireland

the legislative

need only exists where special educational

needed or called for (Cairns, 1993).

Thus, whether

principle

provision

a child experiences

is

special

educational needs, or not, is to an extent dependent on the provision made in the
particular school

and ELB (Cunningham,

1991).

Since ELBs differ in the extent

to which they fund schools to make special educational
ELB may be assessed as in need of special educational
of special

educational

need issued

which places

provision
provision

a child in one
and a statement

him in a special

school;

in

another ELB the same child may be placed within an integrated SEND, while in a
third

ELB the

child's

educational

needs

may

be met in the

school

he/she

currently attends either with or without a statement (Devine, 1993).

This makes

it

educational

very

difficult

to define,

quantify

and

streamline

special

provision.

It is argued that this state of affairs has resulted, in the main, from an absence
of an objective model of special education, and the vague nature
legislation
1995).

applicable

Many research

to special
projects

education

(Audit

have reported
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and wording of

Commission,

confusion

among

1992; Tremer,
professionals

and parents with regard to special education terminology, and have highlighted
the uncoordinated provision which results (Cole, 1990;

2.3.

(iii)

Walters, 1993).

Funding

This point is related to the question: Who has responsibility
special educational
pay for them?

needs?

Prior

If a pupil requires

to the

for funding

additional resources

1986 (NI) Order extra

allocated in the form of a placement at a special school.

resources

pupils'

who should
were

usually

Following the 1986 (NI)

Order ELBs made additional provision for special education at one of three levels:

•

Through the issuing of a statement of special educational need;

•

through help from Curriculum Advice Service or the Peripatetic Service; or

•

through

support,

both

material

and human,

for the school

from

general

resources.

However, the 1989 Education Reform (NI) Order shifted the responsibility
meeting the majority

of pupils'

special educational

for

needs from the ELB to the

school by virtue of delegating the majority of the budget to the school (Cairns,
1993). This largely removed the middle level of support.
found themselves
support.

Paradoxically,

with more pupils with special educational

schools

needs and less ELB

This had the effect of schools putting forward many more children

for

statementing as to do so was to gain extra ELB resources as the ELB had to provide
the resources named in the statement (Cunningham, 1991).

The question of where resources are most effective and appropriately targeted is
complex.

It has been argued (Dessent,

policies should focus on increasing
thrust

on

increasing

general

1987) that ELB and school

that which is normally
provisions

rather

than

resourcing

available,

with the

individual

ones.

According

to this argument

the majority

schools in order that they may enhance

of resources

should

be allocated to

their ability to meet the needs of all

pupils; the corollary being the identification of a minimum number
need of individually
factors affecting
needs.

targeted

resources.

However, resources

the ability of a school to meet children's

The policy and organisation

educational

schools

to meet

needs
the

(Solity,

special

are not the only
special educational

of the school also have a vital role to play

(Walters, 1993) though this raises the issue of priority
special

of pupils i n

given to pupils who have

1992).As ELBs allocate

educational

needs

funds

of children

directly
attending,

to
the

possibility exists that schools may not use the funds for the purpose for which
they

were intended.

In an economic climate of financial belt tightening where resources
the temptation is for schools to put resources
be in need of more immediate attention
exists that
identified

the ELBs simply
needs (McKeown,

into areas which they consider to

(Levacic,

will not provide
1992).

are scarce,

1989).

enough

The potential

The possibility

resources

for tension

also

to meet the

between

parents

and schools at this juncture is great; for example a parent/guardian

approaches

a school to have extra resources for his/her child who has learning

difficulties,

he/she

is told the school has

no extra resources,

he/she

approaches the ELB to

seek extra provision only to be told that the ELB had already provided resources
to the school.
rapid

It has

been suggested that the result of this situation

increase in the number

such statements

of parents seeking statements

being viewed as a form of protection

has been a

for their children,

to ensure

that the child

gets the resources that he/she is entitled to (Audit Commission, 1992).

A related
reduced

point with
funding

regard

to schools getting

for ELB special educational
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delegated

support

budgets

services,

is that

of

i.e. educational

psychologists,

peripatetic

implementation

of the

teaching
Local

staff etc. (Sigmon,

Management

1987; Toon, 1989)

of Schools

[LMS] schemes

Full
would

necessitate schools buying in these services which up to this point in time have
been paid for by the ELB.
other ventures

The suggestion is that schools may hold the funds for

(Cunningham,

1991; Tremer,

severely

limit the preventative

services

(Solity,

developing

1992)

special

work

and

1995).

which

paradoxically

educational

needs

This course of action would

was a feature
may

with

result

all

of these

in

the

support

more

children

attending

funding

implications.

2.4 The Curriculum

Northern Ireland has a distinctive curriculum,
teachers

and other

interested

determined

bodies, to ensure

in consultation

what is taught

with

in schools best

meets the needs of Northern Ireland pupils and Northern Ireland circumstances
(Osborne & Millar, 1987;

This curriculum

DENI, 1988).

is designated

as the Northern

NIC has six compulsory elements.
are:

English;

Mathematics;

Ireland

These are referred

Science

and

Curriculum

to as Areas Of Study.

Technology;

the

Society; Creative and Expressive Studies and Language Studies.
are

six educational

Heritage;

themes;

Education

for

Mutual

Health Education; Economic Awareness

Careers Education (post-primary

[NIC],

The
They

Environment

and

In addition there

Understanding;

(post-primary

Cultural

schools

only);

schools only) and Information Technology.

Each Area of Study consists of one or more contributory

subjects, together

they

form

seeks to be broad

and

a framework

for teaching

and learning

which

balanced.

Each subject is specified in terms of Attainment Targets, Statements of

Attainment
differs

and

from

conscience

Programmes

the

other

which

of Study.

subjects

parents

may

The position

within

the

exercise

of religious

NIC because

to withdraw

of

education

the

their

right

children

of

from

teaching of the subject (NICC, 1990).

The principle that all pupils, irrespective of their level of ability, should receive
a broad and balanced
the first time

curriculum,

established

statemented

pupils

this

educational

standards

in

relevant

law in

entitlement

further,

to their individual

Northern

Ireland

represents

building

on the

an

needs is now for

(Devine,

opportunity

advances

1993). For
to improve

of recent

years

highlighted in the Warnock Report and the 1986 (NI) Order (Crudden, 1992).
Education Reform

(NI) Order 1989

principle curriculum
1989).

Part Three

curriculum

was the legal

requirements for all

was balanced

that

and broadly

all pupils

implications
reflected

of society.

This statement

for the school curriculum

in the curriculum

of every

of entitlement

(BELB, 1989).
pupil

were

development

The

set out the

schools (DENI,

based and which

spiritual, moral, cultural, intellectual and physical
school and thereby

which

pupilsin grant-aided

of the Order indicated

which

instrument

as

entitled

to a

promoted

the

of pupils at t h e
had fundamental

This principle

- it was not enough

had to b e
for

such

a

curriculum to be offered by the school; it had to be fully taken up by each pupil
(Devine,

1993).

Where

specific

aspectsof the

curriculum

may

not

be

appropriate for some pupils who have special educational needs, there was scope
for special arrangements to be made for them, but the general
Northern

Ireland

Curriculum

1993; Tremer 1995).

had to be reflected

principles

in all arrangements

of the

(Devine,

Consultative reports prior to the introduction of the 1989 Order affirmed that the
majority of respondents
children

supported the participation

who had special educational

Ireland

Curriculum

Council

needs

[NICC] fully

within

the curriculum

(DENI, 1988(a)).

supported

this

of

The Northern

principle

of active

participation by the complete spectrum of children who had special educational
needs,

including

whether

those

with

profound

they are in special, primary

NICC apparently
statemented

did not underestimate

pupils within

and

multiple

learning

difficulties,

or post-primary

contexts

(NICC, 1990).

the task of achieving

the NIC, and to that end have

participation

by

issued detailed non-

statutory guidance and advice to all teachers.

Special

educational

difficulties;

they

needs
are

are

often

not just a reflection

related

to factors

of a pupil's

within

schools

inherent

which

may

exacerbate some problems (Norwich, 1990).

Schools which successfully meet the

demands of a diverse range

needs through

invariably
1989).

of individual

extremely effective

Thus, participation

in

agreed policies are

inmeetingspecial educational

needs (Ainscow,

the NIC by pupils who have special educational

needs is most likely to be achieved by encouraging

good classroom practice for

all children (Cathcart, 1990).

In

order

to achieve

success

in school,

it is argued,

pupils

with

special

educational needs require time, specific forms of support, carefully

structured

teaching

means

programmes,

communication

(Galloway, 1985: Barton,

special educational
differentiated

and in some cases the use of alternative

needs, simply

require

to match their need (Fish,

access to the curriculum

1992). The majority ofchildren
work to be suitably

to be facilitated

ensure that success is achieved (DENI, 1993).
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by whatever

with

presented

1989). The vital common factor

of

and
is for

means necessary

to

It is the hope of the NICC that

planning
need

for participation

for detailed

statements
teachers

for such pupils within

statutory

(NICC, 1990).
in relation

modifications

Nonetheless,

the NIC will minimise

or exemptions

NICC do accept

to the implications

to be written

the concerns

of assessments

the
into

raised

for statemented

by

pupils

and on judgements made about schools on the basis of such assessments.

To that

end, and in response to such concerns, it is likely that assessment arrangements
will not be statutory

for statemented

children

who

have

severe

learning

difficulties (DENI, 1993(a)).

To ensure that schools had the necessary support for the introduction of the NIC
and

other

aspects

responsibility
curriculum

of educationalreform,

support
an

and curriculum

to inspect the delivery

(Crudden,

1992).

2.5

written

statutory

advice

to all

schools, including

of the curriculum

in schools

Ireland

lack

in their

area

Indeed, Article 29 (2)(f) of the 1989 Order requires
permission

advisory

from

school

governors

to enter

SEND.

officers to

schools

on

a

basis.

Integration

Research

into the integration

mainstream

prior

Pocklington,

of children

schools has been carried

(Hegarty, 1993; Lee, 1996).
place

given

LEA in England or Wales, ELBs in Northern

authority

curriculum

were

by Article 29 of the 1989 Education Reform (NI) Order to provide

However, unlike

obtain

ELBs

to

the

with special educational

out over a significant

needs into

number

of years

Indeed, within the UK much work had already taken

introduction

of

the

1981 & 1982; Daunt, 1992).

1981

Education

In addition,

Act

UK research

(Hegarty
results

&
are

supported by those from international studies (Meijer et al, 1994; Malecka, 1994).
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However,

integrational

practices

have

now

to be

implemented

different educational contextthan was inexistence in the early
arising from the introduction

of LMS and the changing

within

1980s.

a

Issues

patterns of resourcing

are of great importance for children who have special educational needs (Riddle
& Brown, 1994). Control over the allocation of resources has shifted away from
ELBs/LEAs to individual

schools, with inevitable

practice encouraged (Ainscow, 1995).
considered

with

regard

consequences

for the type of

A further aspect which now has to also be

to integrational

issues

relates

to parental

choice

(Fletcher & Hegarty, 1992).
2.5. (i) Origin Of The Term

The 'right'

to an education

for all children

was first enshrined

in the 1948

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Clough, 1991). This right was renewed
at the

1990 'World Conference

on Education

opportunities for all irrespective

for AH' to ensure

of individualdifferences

educational

(McTear, 1992). This

concept was given a special education slant in 1993 when the United Nations
'Standard

Rules

Disabilities'

on

urged

the

Equalisation

countries

of Opportunities

to ensure

for

that the education

Persons

with

of children

with

special needs was an integral part of their educational systems (UNESCO, 1994).

This developing awareness found an expression in an increased questioning
the principles

that allowed children

with

special

educational

needs

of

to be

segregated from many aspects of daily life, educational provision being but one
aspect (Anderson,

1973;

categorising

children

convenience,

had been

increasingly

unpopular

Galloway,
for

1985).

educational

of long

standing,

Within

the

purposes,

UK the

practice

and

administrative

but the principle

was becoming

because of the suspected adverse discrimination

might appear to involve (Jowett, 1988).

of

that it

It was being argued that if children

with learning difficulties,

irrespective

of their severity,

were to have the same

rights as other citizens, they should also have the same education
(Booth,

1987;

Adams, 1990).

categories frequently

Certainly

the

terms

that

gave rise to discrimination fears

One aspect of the move towards 'normality'
was, whereby children

had

'integration';

applied

to

(Barton, 1992).

for that is what it

who had handicaps and disabilities were educated within
Brennan, 1992).

known by many differing names in the various countries
In

been

was the process,

the 'ordinary' education system (Gordon, 1986;

attempted.

opportunities

Northern

Ireland,

as

in

the

in the USA 'mainstreaming’;

rest

This process was

in which

of the

it has been

UK it

and in Scandinavia

was

called

it formed part of

the much wider concept of 'normalisation' (Wolfensgerger, 1983;

Sigmon, 1987).

A central issue developing within special education circles in Northern

Ireland

even prior to the Warnock Committee being established, was the extent to which
a child

who

educational

had

educational

facilities within

(Scott, 1983).
outcomes,

special

ordinary

needs

could

schools,

rather

This would extend the opportunities,

for much

greater

academic

and/or

and its related

rising

orthodoxy

Toon,

1989).

among

Yet,

with

simplifications belying
and segregated
carries
children

passage

are

of time,

integrational

of both (Bless, 1992). For

attending
however,

an SENU

are

it has been

(JCEHC, 1985);
exclusive

recently

than

terms

a new
1981;

acquired
education

each

would

integrated

discovered

units often are as segregated from the other children

This ideology

integrated

many

the

special

& Thomas,

events,

example,

experiencing

schools

1970's becoming

the UK (Ryan

not mutually

special

not guarantee

Booth, 1985).
late

with

in special

within

their full meanings

education

an element

opportunities;

the

than

though

1979;

issues were, in the

educationalists

provided

socialintegration

school placements generally offered (Hudson,
of integration

be

situation
argue

that

educational

that children

in the mainstream

in such
school

as they would be had they been attending
contrast

many

children

from

special

a special school (Cairns,

schools

attend

integrated

1993).

In

classes

in

mainstream schools and colleges (Riches, 1989; Daunt, 1992; Tremer 1995).

Many definitions

of 'integration'

exist; almost every

their own favourite (Mitchel, 1990).
which

made

Hornby,

popular

1992).

integration'

Warnock’s

were

integration

the

easy

term

to the

wider

definitions

to follow

education

of 'locational',

and

understand

'social'

(Scott,

(Rieser,
and

1990;

'functional

1983).

existed where children

Locational
school

from the special

school met on social occasions - lunch times, joint trips

integration

was where children

with special educational

were educated in the same environment

as children

needs.

further

Fish

world

a special school and a mainstream

shared the same site; social integration

etc.; functional

has put forward

However, it was the Warnock Report (1978)

was said to exist where

school and mainstream

author

(1989) took this

concept

needs

who did not have special

and

described

in

detail

the

consequences of this view for the education system as a whole, including for the
first time, colleges of further education.

Warnock's
education.
children,

definitions
The

were further

fundamental

irrespective

developed by the supporters

principle

of inclusive

education

of any difficulties or differences,

of inclusive
is that

should learn

all

together

in schools which recognise and respond to their diverse needs and accommodate
different styles and rates of learning (Ainscow, 1991).
children with special needs should receive whatever
to ensure their effective education (Adams, 1990).

Within inclusive

schools

support they may require

Each school becomes a small

community collectively accountable for the success or failure of every student.

Statham (1982) suggested that, although

the outcomes for integrational

policies

have been couched in educational terms, it should be noted that the justification
for integrating

children

schools has historically
specific

educational

who have

special

educational

needs

into

ordinary

been based on appeals to social justice rather

grounds.

In

this

respect

the

development

than

on

of special

educational policies could be viewed as part of the developing Welfare State, for
educational

policies did not develop in isolation from socially based initiatives

(Cathcart, 1990; Williams, 1993).

Unlike those who framed the 1981 Act, we are now aware
issues

are

complex

and

multifaceted

(Oliver,

1992); yet

that
in

integrational

the

late

integration ideology appears to have been simply viewed as changing

1970s,

the place

to which children were educated (Barton, 1992).

In the time that has passed since the publication
evidence

of studies such

indicated

that

as those of Goacher,

commonly

Whilst stipulating

education

accepted

of the 1981 Education Act, the
(1986) and

integration

in ordinary

Cole, (1989), have

definitions

no

schools as a principle,

longer
the

exist.

1981 Act

provided, as did the 1986 (NI) Order, three apparent 'opt out' clauses (Cole, 1989).

Integrated education did not 'have to' occur where:

•

It represented an inefficient use of educational resources.

•

Where the education of the 'normal' children would suffer.

•

Where it was not for the benefit of the child.

Thus, an

authority

that had many special schools (segregated

area, could argue that the efficient

use of resources
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provision),

in its

depended on the continued

use of these special schools in the traditional
in the

1981 Act/1986

towards

additional

way.

A further

(NI) Order was that rather

integration,

than

an ELB could interpret

danger

delaying

inherent

commitment

it as an opportunity

close down its special school provision and send children to mainstream
but not make any extra financial
develop

integrational

this context

resources

available to the ordinary

programmes(Churcher,

it is important

to note

that

1985;

the

Norwich,

schools,
school to

1990).

1981 Act, while

to

Within

attempting

to

encourage school based integrational policies, did not have extra funds released
from government to help with the process (Cole, 1989; Daunt, 1992).
wished voluntarily

to accept special needs pupils onto their

Schools that

rolls, had to do so

and meet the needs of those pupils out of their already existing resources.

2.5.

(ii)

Efficacy

Of

Integration

Few would argue with the concept that every child has a fundamental

right

an education, and must be given the opportunity

his/her

potential

(CSIE, 1993).

educational

systems should be designed

(Gilbert,

Problems begin

1990; Jenkinson,

1993).

to achieve and reach

to appear
which

when

it is suggested

take into account

This has been

taken tomean

should

provide

an appropriate

schools with this all inclusive
combating

discriminatory

education

orientation

for them.

that

those
schools

It is argued

will be the most effective

attitudes and may improve

that

this concept

children with special educational needs must have access to mainstream
which

to

that

means of

the cost effectiveness

of

the education system (Gaden, 1993).

Related to the above sentiments,
concept

integrated

educational

is almost universal

educational needs is a 'good thing', given the correct level of resources

(Barton,

point

that

for

in the

children

that the
special

Toon (1989) has made the

provision

agreement
with

1992).

of

there

pantheon

of education

mythology

the angels

segregationists;

are on the side of integrationalists,

and the devils are

Mittler (1985) has made similar comments.

Given such support

for the concept

of integration

it is almost

impossible

examined critically (Hegarty & Pocklington, 1982;
made the point that
have been written,
he

suggests

that

while

to view

the

papers

correspondingly
by

failing

integrational ideologies.
tend

many

to

Gibb, 1991).

criticising

to b e

Booth (1993) has

segregation

in education

few critiques

of integration

are available;

be criticalwe

cannot

Nagata (1990) has suggested

integrational

for the concept

process

ask

that

questions

educational

as non-problematic,

an

of

papers

assumption

reflected in much of the recent legislation.

The picture

is further

complicated

by the contradictory

research on integration (Booth, 1988;
of affairs
Among

are methodological
these

(Walker,

difficulties

Ainscow, 1995).

weaknesses

are

(1) the

1985); (2) issues particular

results of much
Contributing

in numerous

choice

as relevant

to the selection

of research

of educational

(Walters, 1993); and (3) problems in measuring dependant
Problems recognised

to this state

studies (Burgess,

of models

to evaluation

of the

design

interventions

variables

of research

1988).

(Bell, 1985).

designs

included

large versus small group and a failure to consider critical factors in the design
consistently (Bain, 1987).
and objectives, teacher
progress

were

attitudes, and methods

all areas

interventions (Burgess,
dependant

variables

of concern
1984).

such

effectiveness have yet
difficulties

Instructional time, integrational

surrounding

pertinent

issues, unclear

for monitoring
to evaluation

individual

attitudes,

to be overcome.
efficacy

acceptance,

Noting

studies

and

adjustment,

lack

of clear

evidence in support of the concept or against it (Pumphrey, 1990).
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and

these, it is easier to grasp
the

pupil

of integrational

Finally, problemsrelated to the measurement

as

goals

of
cost
the

definitive

Nevertheless,

many

'benefits'

reported on over the years.
by several different

pertaining

to integrated

placements

have

Indeed such 'benefits' have been similarly

authors at different

times.

Such 'benefits'

been

reported

may be divided

into seven core areas:

1.

•

On

behalf

of

the

They have a basic right

children

to

be

integrated

to be educatedwith

their

peers.

(Hegarty,

1981;

Goacher, 1986; Norwich, 1990)
•

They will have access to a wider curriculum,

more specialist teachers

and to

the recognised

attend

(Hurt,

public qualifications which

the curriculum.

1988; Audit Commission, 1992; Cunningham, 1991)
•

They will have increased

opportunities

for social interaction.

(Adams,

1990;

have

to be

Norwich, 1990; CSIE, 1993)
•

They will be

able to attend

transported to a distant school.
•

They will remain

members

their

local

school

rather

than

(JCEHC, 1985; Cohen, 1986; Malecka, 1994)

of their

local community.

(Rose,

1978;

Nagata,

1990; CSIE, 1993)
•

They will lose the stigma of attending a special school.

(Murray,

1985; SELB,

1988; Riddle & Brown, 1994)
•

They will learn at an early age to live in

the 'real' world' unprotective

and thus become more adapt at dealing

with every

day life. (Thomas,

Solity, 1992; CSIE, 1993)

2.

On

behalf

of

other

children

in

mainstream

schools.

world
1988;

•

They will learn to understand
disability without
understood.

•

and accept the diversity of

developing

prejudice

or fear

of the

human

ability and

unknown

or mis

(Ainscow, 1989; Mitchel, 1990; Fletcher & Hegarty, 1992)

They will have the opportunity

to develop

caring

attitudes at school that are not only worthwhile
shape attitudes for future

work.

(Norwich,

and

sharing

in themselves

skills and

but may aid to

1990; Audit Commission,

1992;

UNESCO, 1994)

3.

•

On

behalf

of

special

school

teachers

Those that move with pupils into mainstream
their own skills in teaching

contexts will be able to extend

a wider range of pupil abilities.

(Cunningham,

1991; Hegarty, 1993; Greenhalgh, 1996)

4.

•

On

behalf

of

mainstream

teachers.

In meeting the challenge of children with learning difficulties they will not
only gain new skills in relation to those pupils but, with support, will learn
to offer more skilled and finely graded teaching to many more pupils.

(Ford,

1992; Gaden; 1993; Tremer, 1995)

5.

On

behalf

of

educational

•

the

parents/guardians

of

the

child

with

needs.

They will have access, like their children, to a local school.
share

the experiences

make regular

special

of local parents/guardians

contact with the school.

(Cohen;

In this way they

and are more
1986; Ainscow,

likely

to

1991; CSIE,

1993)
•

It is likely that all their children
Bless, 1992;

•

will go to the same school.

(BELB, 1989;

Brennan, 1992)

Because of increased

contact

they will meet with increased

and support from the community.

understanding

(Booth, 1988; Daunt, 1992; CSIE, 1993)
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6.

•

On

behalf

of

other

parents.

They will gain directly, or indirectly
understanding and acceptance of disability.

7.

On

behalf

•

Integrated

of

through their children, in the
(Morris, 1991; UNESCO, 1994)

society.

educational provision would appear to be the culmination

comprehensive

ideology.

An opportunity

for all children.

(Cathcart, 1990; Crudden, 1992; DEE, 1994)

of the

to provide a 'common' education

The above, educational, 'benefits' may be expanded thus:

1. Statemented

children

educated

in

integrated

mainschool

contexts

will

perform academically at least as well, and possible better than, their 'nonstatemented' peers in special schools and classes (Hegarty,
Barton,

1992).

provision

Early efficacy

for statemented

placements,

resulted

in

studies within

children,
academic

1988; Ford, 1992;

a UK context

as opposed
achievement

on integrated

to special
data

school/class

which

favoured

placements within mainschool contexts (CSIE, 1993).

2. Integrated
esteem

statemented children

will

have better social skills and in self

and adjust better in adulthood than their peers in special schools and

classes (Hudson, 1979;
underlying

arguments

Murray, 1985;
made

by

Lindsay, 1992).

One of the fundamental

supporters of integrated

provision for statemented pupils, is that the placement
’ordinary’

mainschool

contexts

will result

educational

of such children

in the development

appropriate social skills due to the presence of many role models.

in

of ‘more’

3. Non-statemented

pupils

will

become

more

integrated statemented pupils (Lowen, 1985;
assumption

here

is that

frequent

between

statemented

increased

social interaction

turn

lead to improved

entire

school

no difference
integrated

interaction

and familiarity;
status

for

reviews of educational

in achievement

contexts
1992;

Ireland within

Mittler, 1985;

non-statemented

social

tolerant

of

Barton 1992).

The

in the 'ordinary'

classroom

children

result

would

increased

statemented

between

research

familiarity

i n

would i n

children among

would indicate

statemented

and those educated
Oliver,

the

in segregated

1992). The dominant school

difficulties/physical

disabilities

schools and not within

mainstream

were

sums on building and

large

contexts

that there

is

pupils who are educated i n
contexts

(Adams,

of thought

education circles remained that education

who had learning

spending

and

population.

However, current

Lindsay,

and

accepting

Northern

provision for children

should

(Devine,

in

1990;

be made in special

1993).

equipping

As a result,

such

special

ELBs

schools,

which, in turn, developed high levels of expertise in dealing with the particular
handicaps

for which

they were designed (BELB, 1989).

However,

apparent

failure

the

to recognise

on

part

of DENI administrators

majority of children who had special educational needs, though
children,

were

currently

already

being

educated

within

there

was a n
that

the

not statemented

ordinary

schools,

(Cairns, 1993; Tremer, 1995).

Those statemented children who were not placed in special schools were usually
found in SENUs.

As the SELB has by far the largest number

in the Province

then

number
(Cairns,

of statemented
1993).

it naturally
children

Whilst

SENUs

follows
being

that

the SELB also has the

educated

unquestionably
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of SENUs of any ELB

within
can

mainstream
provide

largest
contexts

'locational

integration'

by virtue of their position, the levels of 'social' and 'functional

integration' such SENUs enjoy differs markedly between schools (Cunningham,
1991).

2.6
The

Conclusion
above

reviewof literature

research is based.

forms

the

framework

around

One aspect of this review has to be highlighted

and that isthe almost total
within Northern Ireland.

lack of research

on special

which

this

at this point,

educational

provision

The vast majority of literature used in this review was

UK and US based.
This review
theoretical

would

indicate that though

there

level on special educational

has been

much

written

at a

issues, there would appear to be very

little change at the practical end of policy formation and

developing provision,

this being especially true in relation to integration and related areas within the
education Board within which this research

was conducted.

Many studies have

taken place and theoretical articles have been written on the apparent benefits
of integrated
educational

educational
needs

and

opportunities

their

rights

for

(Roaf

children
& Bines,

who

have

1989).

special

Yet peoples'

perceptions and attitudes still would appear to equate statemented children with
special

schools

statemented

- within

children

a Northern

were being

Ireland

educated

context

in special

in

1994,

schools

72.4%

despite

of

DENI

written policy that all children should be educated in mainstream schools except
where it was either not practicable or not in the best interests of the child.
all the ELBs, only the SELB appear to be moving,

Of

albeit very slowly, towards

something approaching

inclusive education.

Only in the SELB has the concept

of the SENU developed.

Thus, apart from having the greatest number of SENUs

of any ELB in the Province;

the SELB also has, apparently,

of statemented children being educated in mainstream
later be discussed, it is a matter

of debate

the greatest number

contexts.

Though as will

if SENU provision

equates

with

integration.

Yet, from an SELB perspective
efficacy

of their

concept

has

funding

SENU provision

appears

to be fine.

research

will attempt

never

special education
educational

It is argued,

seriously
ever

provision.

reviewed.

will be shown

to discover

if there

theory

within

curriculum

the

Their support

questioned, nor

been

The reality

integrational

the

has ever opened the discussion

educational

been

provision

administration,

minority

special

no-one

has

On the

for the SENU

the

mechanism

surface

and the day-to-day

This

the rhetoric

practice

Especially

of

everything

tobe somewhat different.

is a gap between

SELB.

on the

issues

of

of special
relating

to

and integrational matters.

that educationalists

who pursued

integrationalist

grouping in Northern Ireland in the 1980s

policies were a

(Scott, 1983).

Nevertheless,

those who did promote the concept got the moral impetus for the pursuit of such
policies

from

mainstream

the

conviction

education

that pupils

were being

unfairly

who were

excluded

from

normal

treated, and in the process

denied their natural human rights (Devine, 1993).

Cunningham

being

(1991) found a

similar situation within the SELB.

Such exclusion was itself viewed as the basis of additional educational

inequality

(Glennerster, 1978; Morris, 1991) since exclusion from the mainstream
in its train exclusion from mainstream rewards (Cole, 1989).

At this time, within

the UK, a concern for social equality lay at the heart of developing
integration (Benn, 1978;

Goacher, 1986).

brought

However, according

a policy for

to Sheldon (1991),

educational policies relating to integration in the UK have seldom been based o n
any form of statement of human rights.
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Chapter Three
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1

Introduction

The aims of the research
related to children
SELB.

were to describe

special education

who had statements of special educational

provision

as it

need within the

In this sense the entire research may be viewed as a case study.

Research is the arriving at dependable solutions to problems through
and systematic
1996).

collection

The methodology

exclusively

of reliable

paradigm

philosophy

and valid data (Skidmore,

selected for this research

by the aims of the research.

methodology
history,

and analysis

a planned

project

was determined

To that end the research

drawn from a co-operative

and fiscal economics,

perspective

in which

both

adopted a

based within

quantitative

and

qualitative research strategies were used in combination.

The underlying
special education
research

philosophy of the research
system

requires

was that an effective and dynamic

the closest possible

relationship

and education practice, with the locus of innovation

the point of delivery - in schools.

Yet, the role of researcher

to loom large in the many roles that teachers

firmly

between
rooted at

would appear not

view themselves

performing

(Burgess, 1985; Carr & Kemmis, 1986), a possible reason being that for a long
time,

research

Researchers

was

something

that

was

'done'

to teachers

much

of education

described as incomprehensible
1988;

'others'.

were alleged to be exploiting schools for their own purposes with

little return for teachers (Denzin, 1986; Andreski, 1989).
in which

by

Wragg,

1989).

It has

research

literature

Indeed, the language

is couched has often

to the majority of practising
also been

argued

that

teachers

existing

been

(McNiff,

managerial

frameworks and authority structures currently within many schools effectively
de-skill

teachers

and undermine

their

confidence

in

the

professional contribution to education research (Burgess, 1985;

value

of their

Riches, 1989).

Yet teacher

initiated

research,

which

is what this research

is, despite the

constraints of time and other school based pressures, is seen by many as vital to
the health of the profession

(Statham,

1982; Wragg, 1989).

(1992) recorded how teacher research
children's

needs and

Vulliamy & Webb

may lead to a greater understanding

potential. Carr & Kemmis (1986) argued

that there

of
is a

growing movement to extend the professionalism of teachers by

providing them

with much

theorising

and

a development

was

personal

greater

research;

opportunities
though

they

uncoordinated

and

This research

was a case study

did contend

the Education

that such

of an ELB in Northern Ireland.

himself a teacher,
Board in which

experienced with - the Southern

As a research

in curriculum

opportunistic.

reasons the researcher,
within

to engage

elected to carry

he worked

Vulliamy

out the research

therefore

was most

Education and Library Board.

strategy, case study has a long history both in anthropology

sociology where it is associated with ethnography
particular

and

For practical

aspect

or group

(Giddins,

& Webb (1992) and

particular strength of case study

and the intensive study of a

1976; Walker,

Skidmore

and

1986).

(1996) have

both

More recently,
highlighted

the

as a methodology for practising teachers.

Stenhouse (1975) distinguished the use of case study in educational circles from
its sociological and anthropological
strand

of methodological

technique

origins.

He used the term to describe

concerned

with

the

problematic educational situations with a view to explaining
initiating

intervention.
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examination

a
of

them, but without

Case studies aim to give a portrayal of a specific situation in such a manner
illuminate a

more general principle (Bell, 1985;

Kane, 1993).

study is its capacity to take into account uncontrolled
a situation

which

Breakwell,

1990).

methodology
procedural
regard

the researcher

There is a growing

in its own right,
guidelines

it is

participant

did not/could

and a recognition

variables,
not

acceptance

to record

of case

those aspects of

foresee

(Stake,

1974;

of case study as a research
that it is possible to develop

(Nisbet & Watt, 1985; Bryman

important

A strength

as to

that case studies

& Burgess,
are

1994).

not simply

observation studies - as that would exclude historical

In this

extended

case studies

(Stubbs, 1983; Adelman, 1985).

Case studies have the advantage of being readily
that they are immediately intelligible

understood

by 'lay people' i n

if the report is well written

(Dalin, 1976;

Elliott, 1991).

The possibility also exists that case studies may identify

a pattern

of influences

that are too infrequent

techniques (Stake,

to be discerned by othermethodological

1974; Hammersley, 1987).

Case study therefore seemed an ideal methodology to met the aims of the current
research.

In addition, Stenhouse (1975) further

accumulation

of documents,

included within

the case study.

suggested

including data collected

from

the inclusion

of a n

interviews,

to be

He called this the 'case record'.

Case records

complemented and supported the case study.

However, case studies also have a number

of weaknesses.

It had been

that the results obtained from case studies are not easily generalised
an intuitive
while

the

and subjective judgement (Reid & Walker,
documentary

characteristic

of the

except b y

1975; Vulliamy,

case study

anecdotal style so that the study becomes uninteresting

argued

may

result

and stale (Dalin,

1990);
in

an
1976;

Yin, 1984; Wragg, 1989).

Stake (1974) suggested

that researchers

using case

studies may only choose the evidence which supports their conclusions - a form
of selective reporting.

3.2 Education Research

In addition to acting as a catalyst for curriculum

and altitudinal change within

the world of special education, the Warnock Report (1978) was also instrumental
in forcing a change in emphasis within special education research
1988;

Bassey, 1990; Skidmore, 1996).

(Burgess,

This Report, as well as contributing

to

sociologists taking a more direct interest in special educational matters than had
previously

been the case, also shifted the focus of research

from descriptive

studies to studies of the ways in which various special educational needs might
best be met (Bell. 1985; Vulliamy & Webb, 1992).

This shift in research direction was accompanied by a move from the traditional
emphasis of psychology and quantitative research
approach

which

Hegarty

education issues.
been relatively
special

(1981)

argues

to a more qualitatively based

is particularly

suited

to special

However, despite this change in emphasis to date there have
few published

education,

the

qualitative

research

being

characterised

majority

projects

on the theme of

by positivist

research

strategies (Vulliamy & Webb, 1992).

Risking the distortion
identify

two main

which is often borne of simplification,

methodological

research

traditions,

known as quantitative and qualitative (Floud, 1979;
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these

Bell, 1987).

it is possible to
are

commonly

3.2.

(i)

Quantitative

The success

Methods

of methodologies

in the physical

sciences

(positivist

strategies) led to attempts to emulate such successes within

research

the social sciences

(Cohen, 1986; Kane, 1993). Whilst any shortened statement on the methodology
of positivism is clearly problematic in that the term is used in many different
ways [twelve different usage’s have been identified (Halfpenny, 1982)] a central
tenet of the positivist position is the view that the study of society and human
behaviour

should be scientific

in the mode of the natural

sciences,

with a

distinctive feature being its empirical nature (Walker, 1985; Bryant, 1990).

A fundamental belief of positivists is the view that the social and natural worlds
conform

to certain

fixed and unalterable

laws (Denzin,

1986).

Thus, it is

axiomatic within the empirical, positivist, paradigm that principles

which had

been successfully applied to natural phenomena

could be directly employed to

the study of social phenomena

So understood,

research

(Bryant,

is seen as no different

(Hammersley,

1987; Wragg,

knowledge through
experimental

1990).

from

1989).

research

Both

are

in
deemed

the use of an exclusive quantitative

paradigm.

Within this framework,

the

socially based

physical

sciences

to pursue

objective

methodology and the

verification

was based upon

replication (Barton & Tomlinson, 1985; Denzin, 1986); such replication assumed
that research
reliability

could

be objectively

repeated and results obtained checked for

and validity (Elliott, 1991).

Quantitative

data was anything

which

could be quantified on a specific numerical basis (Bryant, 1990).

A purely

positivist methodology

leads to the animate

world being

treated as

methodologically equivalent to the inanimate (Kane, 1993). Forms of reasoning
appropriate

to dealing with the inanimate world being applied increasingly

the social world.

A fundamental

belief of positivists is that the meaning
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to
of a

statement

is, or is given

by, the method

of its

verification - unverifiable

statements being, by association, meaningless (Bryant, 1990).

However, Sigmon (1987) argues
been

exclusively

paradigm,
experiment
'nonsense'

conceived

the results
within

that where

within

have

been

research,

the confines
'uninspiring'.

the world of education

involving

of positivist
Attempts

throwing

people,

has

experimental

at the

controlled

up their own

brand

in which teacher variables become a form of contamination

of

which

interfere with the objectivity of the research and thus limit the extent to which
conclusions may be generalised (Bell, 1987).
Webb (1992) highlighted
educational

settings

that

positivist

Supporting such views, Vulliamy &
methodologies

used within

did little to add to our understanding

special

of the practical

realities of teaching and learning.

Perhaps more fundamentally,

it has been arguedthat as the subject

matter of

the social sciences are intrinsically different from that of the natural sciences;
it is therefore
1990).

inappropriate

Nevertheless,

to copy its methodology

those who commit themselves

(Walker,

1986; Bassey,

to the positivist paradigm

accept the view that there are objective solutions to social problems and that
these may only be established by the use of the methods of science (Burgess,
1985; Bryant, 1990).

Social research thus became an applied science generating

a form of objective knowledge (Bandura, 1977;
one example (Burgess, 1988).
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Urray, 1985). Surveys being but

3.2.

(ii)

The

Qualitative

Methods

A counter tradition to the positivist position is one that, in its simplest terms
may be described as qualitative in nature
1994) though
(Schratz,

it has also been described

1993).

As qualitative

(Hughes,

1976; Bryman

as 'humanistic'

methodologies

are

and 'interpretative'
not

concerned

measurement they tend to be less structured than quantitative
may be made more responsive to the needs of respondents
matter (Kane, 1993). Qualitative research

& Burgess,

with

ones and as such

and to the research

methods have several distinguishing

characteristics; Vulliamy (1990) listed them as:

•

They allow for, and provide, descriptions and accounts.

•

They occur in 'natural' settings.

•

Culture, meanings and processes are emphasised.

•

They attempt to generate hypotheses and theories from emerging data.

•

They have a greater
research

of methodological

flexibility

than

positivist

design.

This qualitative
tends

degree

position in not concerned

to be less structured

than

with objective measures

a purely

positivist

tradition,

and, as it
it is more

responsive to respondents and to the nature of the research (Bryman & Burgess,
1994). Here the most distinctive characteristics

of human actions are not their

objective observable features but the subjective non-observable
interpretations

(Burgess, 1988). Within this interpretative

uncover and clarify meanings
context more intelligible.

and interpretations

meanings

and

model the task is to

and in so doing, make the

Walker (1985) agreed with this contention

when he

stated that qualitative researchers often exploit the context of the data gathered
to enhance the value of the data.

As a consequence,

it is argued that analysis of

qualitative

material

is more explicitly

interpretative,

than a quantitative analysis (Walker, 1985;

'Verstehen'

of historical

influences

or 'understanding',

of explanation

upon

the notion of 'verstehen'
human

implies that human

that have no comparison

assumes that the intentions

actions

behaviour

in the objective

of the person

contexts.

assumes that human

(Kane,

behaviour

and,
1993).

poses problems

natural

must take precedence

explanations which lie outside the individual (Denzin, 1986).
of this methodology

and personal

McNiff, 1988).

Qualitative methods contains two central themes;
the importance

creative

world.

It

over causal

The second feature

is located in historical

Thus, no explanation of an event can be totally complete without a n

acknowledgement

of the historical

context

in which

though it is acknowledged that qualitative research

the event

took place,

does not necessarily

have

an historical component (Walker, 1985; Schratz, 1993).

Qualitative research
limited

funds.

methodology has attractions

To counter

this

the

collection

for the sole researcher
of data

qualitative methodology is time consuming and tends to have
this in itself may cause anxiety for the researcher.
also pose difficulties in relation

using

with

exclusively

little structure

Qualitative methodologies

to analysis and with regard to reliability

validity (Belson, 1986; Sapsford & Jupp, 1996).

-

This being particularly

and

true with

respect to interviews (Wragg, 1989).

Interviews, as a research tool, in whatever form they take, are one of the

main

methods

1993);

though

of collecting
tightly

quantitative.

qualitative

structured

data (Powney

interviews

& Watts, 1987; Kane,

have been equated to questionnaires

Indeed, for many years it has been integral to social research,

so

much so that its complexity as a data collection tool may sometimes be obscured
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(Lin, 1976; Breakwell, 1990).

A wide variety of interviews exist, from the tightly

structured

to the informal

thing

formal

interview

as a totally

unstructured

interview

Walker (1985) defined an interview

interview,
(Burgess,

as a conversation

there

being

no such

1988; Breakwell,

1990).

in which the researcher

encourages the interviewee to tell, in their own terms, experiences and attitudes
that are relevant to the research.

The research interview has been defined as a two-person
by the interviewer
information,

and

for the specific
focused

by

him

purpose
on

conversation

of obtaining

content

specific

research
research

initiated
relevant
objectives

(Cannell & Kahn, 1968; Kane, 1993).

However, this direct interaction between
having

all the advantageous

researcher

of qualitative

and interviewee

as well as

methods, may also be disadvantages,

especially in relation to time very time (Breakwell, 1990).

In addition, Powney &

Watts (1987) have pointed out that a great deal more has been written

about the

methodologies of interviews than about their analysis.

Apart from being probably the oldest method of gaining information (Bell,

1985;

Breakwell,

it is

probably

1990), both

Magoon

(1977)

the most ill used research

and

Wragg

technique

(1989)

suggest

in the world.

that

Potts (1992) has

argued that often the interviewer may learn more from the social aspects of the
interview

than

dimension.
respondent
interviewing
interviews

from

any

Interviewer
subjectivity,

information
bias,
sample

are a small number
(Denzin,

merely characteristics

1986) though
of the

provided

interviewer
bias,

Breakwell

methodology.
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the

subjectivity,

unclear

of difficulties

-

social

relationship

respondent

questions

and

bias,

straitjacket

that may distort the results
(1990) contends

that

these

of
are

3.2.

(iii)

The

It has been
research

suggested

must

reconciles,

Amalgamated
that

Methodology

if we are to understand

be characterised

the

positions

by

of the

(Walker, 1985; Kane, 1993).

special educational

policy evaluation

applied

While

positivism

research

views

participatory

which

and

issues,

then

combines,

qualitative

indeed

methodology

Mittler (1985) and Vulliamy (1990) have both argued

of quantitative

critical

eclecticism

quantitative

for the integration

areas of enquiry.

an

educational

and qualitative

research

and innovation

being

techniques,
particular

Carr & Kemmis (1986) called this amalgamated

with

fruitful

methodology

a

science.

views
it

as

educational
practical

reform

-

and collaborative.

as technical

a critical

applied

It takes the

analysis directed at transforming

educational

and

interpretative

science views

it

as

view of research as a critical
processes.

Carr & Kemmis (1986)

have argued that a critical applied science must be a participatory

science.

participants

and endure

being teachers,

pupils and those who create, maintain

educational arrangements, and as such

it cannot

Its

be divorced from the practical

realities of education.

Critical science

methodology

interpretations

that

accepts

individuals

differs is in its recognition

that

attach

research

to their

must be grounded

actions.

of how those interpretations

Where

this

Thus, while acknowledging

actions
paradigm

are

constructed

the interpretative

out of human
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insight

understandings

insists that these understandings

method

may be systematically

distorted by institutional structures and social and political constraints
1990).

in the

the

are themselves

(Nagata,

that educational
critical
socially

science
produced,

historically
(Magoon,

Within

located

and

hence

always

vulnerable

to ideological

distortion

1977).

this

qualitative

research

the

‘amalgamated

methodology’

methods were used to complement

the researcher

was

quantitative

to explore the ‘What’ identified

used

methods.

whereby
It allowed

by the quantitative

approach

with the ‘Why’ and ‘How’ identified by the qualitative.

The

methodologies

quantitative

aspects

within

and qualitative

self-administered
interviews;

used

research

questionnaires

as well as having

of the

research

this

and

research
techniques;

qualitative

a critical

simply

involved

could

applied
not

be

the

quantitative

integration

of

in the form

of

in the form of semi-structured
science

dimension.

explored

using

Certain

quantitative

techniques, while others could not be answered by qualitative ones.

3.3

Research

Once the research
research

design

information
research.

Design

methodologies
process

and from

was

whom

had been

to decide
to collect

identified

how

best

it in order

the
to

next

collect

to meet

stage
the

the

Information was required on:

•

Historical perspectives on the development of special education.

•

Actions/attitudes to various concepts in special education.
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in

the

required

aims

of the

Six groups of people were identified as being essential sources of information:

•

ELB

administrators.

•

Educational

•

Special School Teachers.

•

Mainschool

•

Parents

•

Statemented

psychologists.

teachers.

of statemented children.
children.

Data was collected using five differing methods:

•

Self-administered

•

Semi-structured

•

Case studies.

»

Historical

•

Written

3.3.

(i)

questionnaires.
interviews/personal

accounts.

documents.
Sources

Self

It is suggested

Administered

Questionnaires

that questionnaires

are probably

collecting data (Youngman, 1985; Tall, 1988).
be

sent

to large

constructed,

they

numbers
are fairly

Postal questionnaires

of people

and,

easy to analyse

the

most common

They are cheap to administer,
provided

they

(Oppenheim,

have the added advantage

of being

have

completed conveniently and in privacy (Sapsford & Jupp,

been

1966; Belson,
able to reach

from widely scattered areas, or who work odd hours (Kane, 1993).
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method

1996).

of

may
well
1986).

people

They may be

However, it has also been suggested
(Bell, 1985); and, with regard

that questionnaires

to postal questionnaires,

are difficult

to design

people may not complete

them as they lack 'face-to-face' encouragement (Walker, 1986; Schratz, 1993).

In this project self-administered postal questionnaires
how

people

namely,

perceived

integrational

three

key

issues

issues, curriculum

in

special

were designed to explore
education.

These

issues and administrative

issues

issues were

identified from the Warnock Report (1978), Audit Commission research

(1992) as

well

research

as from

conducted

the

researcher's

by him

(Cunningham,

which

personal

suggested

that

experiences
they

and

required

previous

further

investigation

1991).

A separate questionnaire was designed for three of the groups of respondents
teachers,

education

administrators

and parent(s)/guardian(s)

3.2 and 3.3).

The questionnaires for teachers

50 questions,

the questionnaire

questionnaire
on

contained

curriculum

administrators'
questions
24

administrative

in

the

issues.

on each

respondents

and

20

questionnaire

on curriculum

questions

questions

aspects

each contained

had 24 questions.

The teachers'

on administrative

questions

had

on

14 questions

aspects and 19 questions
parent(s)/guardian(s)
While

all

three

topic the wording

areas; 23 questions

integrational
on

on integrational
questionnaire

so that

issues.

administrative

questionnaires

varied

3.1,

and administrators

for parents

seven questions

(Appendices

-

The

areas,
issues.

were

contained

it was appropriate

17
The

all

on

parallel
to the

own frame of reference.

Responses to questions for the teachers
on a five point scale from 'strongly
parent(s)/guardian(s)

were

on

a

and educational

agree' to 'strongly

'yes/no'

basis.

administrators
disagree'.

were all

Responses

for

All three

questionnaires

were

piloted each

on three

separate

occasions,

the

original

drafts for teachers and administrators containing 100 questions

and

the

original

draft for the parent(s)/guardian(s)

On

the

and the format

and

wording of the remaining questions changed in light of critical comments.

The

basis of this piloting the number

piloting

containing 46 questions.

of questions

was reduced

ensured that all questions asked were

questions,

complex

questions,

technical

clear and unambiguous.

questions,

irritating

Leading

questions

and

questions which made use of a negative were avoided.

The physical
importance,

appearance

Clarity of wording

covered.

questions

The first
a

with

'difficult/thought
'high

was deemed

to be of critical

and to that end a lot of time was spent formatting

the first page.
points

of the questionnaire

interest'

high

and simplicity

few pages
interest

provoking'
questions

of each

questions

designed

were fundamental

questionnaire

the

value;

of design

them, especially

middle

while

all

to encourage

contained

section

'easy'

contained

questionnaires
respondents

the

ended

with

to return

the

questionnaire and perhaps consider giving a follow up interview.

A good quality

stamped

addressed

address to a named person,
questionnaire,
explained

was sent to each

envelope

contained

the aims of the research,

questionnaire
addressed

this

envelope

and

envelop

questionnaire

to

be

assured
(first

stamp)

encouraging

was

returned.
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class

stamp)

participant.

a one

confidentiality.

class

(first

page

included

a typed

In addition

covering

participants

A large,

with

letter

to the
which

to return

good

quality

to allow

the

the

stamped
completed

Questionnaires
would

not

were sent to participants
be away on holiday;

predictably

pressures on schools.

covering

letter

(addressed

to their respective

thereafter

post) which
post)

seasonal

holidays

were

avoided

as were

'busy times' i.e. June and September were avoided due to exam and

placement

reply

on dates at which it was assumed they

3.4)

a reminder

October

1993

were posted

to

schools). Teachers
letter was sent.

the

encouraged

participants

(Appendix 3:5).

questionnaire

the teacher
were given

Thisreminder

included a second copy of the questionnaire

further

experiences

(Appendix

In

to reply

participants

three

weeks to

letter (first

and a SAE (first

given

the

and

extent

class
class

of their

It was initially consideredsending a second follow

up letter, but this was rejected on probable response and cost.
use of incentives were initially considered to encourage

Additionally, the

response

rates but this

idea was dropped on resource grounds.

Similar procedures
questionnaire

were followed for administrators

and covering

letter

to administrators

and parents.

The initial

was posted in November

1993 (Appendix 3.6) and that to parents in April 1994) (Appendix 3.7).

Reminder

letters (Appendices 3:7 & 3:8) were sent four weeks later.

The main characteristics of the survey method of data collection as used within
this research

•

The survey

were:

required

the

respondents

to reply

to a number

of written

questions in the form of a self-administered questionnaire.
•

The respondents in the survey were deemed to be representative of a defined
population

- this

allowed

the

researcher

sample to the entire target populations.
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to generalise

results

from

the

Surveys

allow the researcher

to gain

much

information

from

respondents

relatively quickly and with minimal cost and, due to their numerical
they were relatively easily analysed.

content

Sapsford & Jupp (1996) suggested that i n

terms of data collected its cost for each pound spent is low compared to other
methods of data collection while its reliability and validity coefficients are high.
However, the survey method does have defects to go with its strengths;
respondents

it allows

to provide what they perceive as the socially acceptable answer,

places an undue
identification

emphasis

on reliability

of factual information

difficult aspects of human

of measurement,

only

and only allows a superficial

behaviour

permits

an

measure of

(Hoinville & Jowell, 1978; Walker,

1985;

Drew & Hardman, 1989).
3.3.

(ii)

Interviews

A major qualitative aspect of the research
had been hoped to include some group

was semi-structured

interviews

but practical

interviews.

It

problems

in

relation to time, distance and payments for substitute cover in schools made this
impossible.

Given

the

researcher
particular

identified

problem

of interviewer

bias,

and

is a supporter of special education provision in
care was taken

in this respect,

fact that

the

integrated contexts,

both in the construction

questions and the manner in which they were asked.
ensure that all schedulescontained jargon

the

of the

Great care was taken to

free questionswhich

elicited the

required information - though it was accepted that no schedule could erase bias
which might be conveyed through

one’s voice, facial expression

All interviews were conducted on a one-to-one basis.

and gesture.

The manner
interviews
familiar.

of the interview

was considered

to be an important

factor

were conducted in a polite, attentive and sensitive manner

but not

The environment in which the interviews took place was deemed to b e

important.

The assumption

relaxed and comfortable
environment.

was made that interviewees

if the interviews

Interviewees

could take place within a 'friendly'

were reminded prior to the interview

what the aims and objectives of the research
that the researcher

would be much more

beginning

were, as the supposition was made

was more likely to get good responses

if the interviewees

knew the broad area under investigation.

Interview

schedules were semi-structured

depth points arising from
on initial assessments;
terminology

schedule

integrational

difficulties;

training.

responses in

equality

The semi-structured
in

interviewer’s

which a fair

and designed to explore

the questionnaires - lack of consultation
issues; funding

of educational
interviews

measure of

guidance was minimal.

in greater

issues; altitudinal
opportunities

consisted

latitude

and teacher

of a carefully

of reply

issues;

was permitted

worded
- the

It was felt that this form of interview

would allow respondents to express themselves at some length, but also provided
a framework around whichto focus the

session.

Sample interview schedules are

included in Appendix 3:10.

As well as interviews designed to follow up questionnaire

responses,

the views

of another group - educational administrators outside the SELB - were sought i n
order to gain information
Northern
interview

on the broader perspective

Ireland and thus set the SELB research
schedule for this group

of special education

in context.

followed the same format

in

The design of the
as above with

integrational, curriculum and administrative topics being explored.

In order to gauge the attitudes of teachers in special schools, one special school
was randomly selected from the six within the SELB. Teachers from that school
were approached

for interview

during

a SELB In-Service

training

day (N=6).

The teacher questionnaire was used for this group.

Similarly, the responses

of ten SENU teachers,

schools in the SELB (four primary

and three post-primary)

detail to gauge their opinions on the research
interviews took place within

from seven

the teacher’s

randomly

were examined i n

aims and objectives.

school.

selected

All these

The teacher questionnaire

was used for this group.

In order to have an educational
were interviewed.

psychology

perspective,

four psychologists

Three were from the SELB one worked in another ELB. The

education administrator questionnaire was used for this group.

In addition to the above interviews
children (N=8) also took place.

a number

of interviews

with statemented

All such children were interviewed in their own

classrooms.

Question format was deemed to be a critical factor in the design of the interview
schedules.

The questions

themes identified through
that it was possible

were mainly

‘open ended’

the questionnaires

to explore

peoples

covering

- it was through

interpretations

the

various

such questions

and perceptions.

A

number of ‘closed questions’ covering factual information were used at the start
of each interview in order to put the interviewee at ease.

Many respondents
enquiry.

spoke at length, giving an account of a particular

This form of methodology has been termed 'ethogenic'

(Harre,

area of
1977).

The ethogenic methodology is founded on the idea that an individual tends to be
the kind of person his language,

his traditions, and his expert knowledge tell

him he/she is (Harre, 1978). Kelly (1969) made the suggestion

that events are

only meaningful in relation to the manner that they are construed/interpreted
by individuals.

Providing that the accounts given are authentic, they represent

an inexpensive information collection methodology (Sapsford, 1996 & Jupp).

A total of 41 interviews

took place over a period

of 28 months.

A large

percentage of interviewees declined to have their interviews audio-taped (67%);
all ELB officers refused to be taped.

In these cases notes were taken.

However,

this caused some problems as it was not possible to record every word spoken
and so some detail inevitably

was lost and this also created a less than

ideal

context in that the interviewer could not make eye contact with the interviewee
whilst

writing.

When all interviews had been completed the information

so collected was coded

into the various categories specified earlier.

Kerlinger

(1970) and Bryman &

Burgess (1994) have defined this procedure

as the translation

of interview

responses into specific categories for the purpose of analysis (some difficulty
was experienced here coding responses to open ended questions).

Information

so categorised

was

later

assimilated

into

the

research

support/refute information from other methodologies and other sources.
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to

3.3.

(iii)

Case

Studies

Within the broad case study of the SELB, two additional case studies were carried
out in differing

educational

contexts in order to illustrate

some of the special

educational provision and management issues identified at a school level.
Yin (1984) called this form of case study an embedded case study.
the embedded case studies were: a post-primary

The contexts of

school which had three

SENUs,

and a college of further education.

Permission

for the post-primary

from the Board of Governors

school to be used as a case study was sought

of the

school

and

the

school

principal.

The

researcher's detailed knowledge of the school situation and observations
during

the

years he worked there,formedthe framework

Twenty-six of the 43 teachers
the data so collected.

gained

of the case study.

at the school (61%) provided additional input into

The possible effects of 'bias' within this context were kept

very much to the fore of the researcher’s thinking and every effort was made to
remain as objective as possible.

Permission

to enter the college of further

special needs co-ordinator,

education was obtained

with the agreement

through

of the college principal.

59 lectures in the college, 16 (27%) provided additional information,
degrees of complexity.

Information

the researcher spent several
researcher
currently

In

the

Of the

of varying

was obtained over a two year period when

hours,one day each week,

had no prior knowledge of this

in the

college nor did he

college.
know

The

anyone

lecturing in it.

addition to the

two school-based

case studies,

two pupils

of whom

the

researcher had a knowledge were used in order to illustrate specific points.

The

first ‘mini case study’ was a pupil of 12 years of age and was used in order to

illustrate the statementing procedure when children
the post-primary

sector.

move from the primary

The second ‘mini case study’ was of a three

child and was used to examine the degree of co-operation
ELB and the local Health and Social Services Office.
children’s homes to interview their parents.

year old

existing between

The researcher

Both sets of parents

to

the

went to the

were aware of

the aims of the research.

At the

centre

participation
activities
and/or

of every

case

observation'.

in the differing

study

within

The researcher
contexts

was told by participants.

behaviours

used

this

did not engage

- he simply

recorded

The researcher

quickly

of shorthand

a form

by the

other techniques

but difficult
is often 'weak

case study, as a methodological

that information

Notes were taken

researcher.

The guiding
describe

a

editing was similar to that

to organise;
in reality'
technique

collected

from case studies is

whilst information
but easy to organise.

was less reactive

methods of data collection employed in the research

critics.

contexts; notes

interviews.

in reality'

much less.

he saw

to discern

detailed to vividly

The method of note taking and subsequent

during

of the

Notes thus recorded were typed prior to being assimilated into the

Adelman (1985) has suggested
'strong

devised

was that notes should be sufficiently

given event.

used

able

'non

Within each of the case study contexts, school - college -

was noted as soon as it was observed.

research.

that which

was thus

home - information
in

was

in any

(policies in action) over a period of time in natural

were made on the spot.

principle

research

gained

from

Additionally,
than

the

other

i.e. the effect of bias was

However, case study, as a methodological technique isnot without its

The subjective nature of

the methodology, and its ability to be applied i n

different

contexts

have been critically

commented

upon (Denzin,

1970; Dalin,

1976; Drew & Hardman, 1989).

3.3.

(iv)

Historical

In order to provide

Research

a historical

background

sought to describe past provision
Ireland in general.

Walker

solutions to contemporary

one of the key differences
enquiry

already

is

problems

that

research

(1985)suggested

can illustrate

that historical

research

historical

was

and Northern

and

research

how

research

to be sought in the past.

betweenhistorical

described,

information

the SELB in particular,

The rational was that historical

and why policies developed.
enables

within

to the research,

Though,

other forms

must

deal

of

with

information that already exists (Hockett, 1955; Vulliamy, 1990).

Sources of historical

information

may be divided into two categories:

and secondary sources (Bell, 1987).

primary

Primary sources were original to the area of

study, they had a direct relationship

with it: examples

utilised include

written

and oral accounts, documents, reports and minutes.

Secondary sources were those which

did not bear a direct relationship with the

era

of secondary

under

research

investigation:

examples

were: quoted material,

year books.

Two personal

textbooks,

documents

officer who wished to remain

statistical

were

anonymous

provided

sources

included

abstracts,

in

the

almanacs,

and

senior

ELB

(due to the wealth of 'unofficial'

and

unique information they provided) were also used.

by a retired

3.3.

(vi)

Written

Sources

A great deal of time was spent in selecting
research

which

- the act of getting a book into print

expert (Kane, 1993).

books to uses within

the

does not make the author

an

Among the traditional standard sources used were:

•

Periodic literature - newspapers, magazines and scholarly journals.

•

Pamphlets.

•

Dissertations.

•

Almanacs and Year Books.

•

Census

returns.

3.4 The Sample
Sampling

decisionswere

taken

very

early

into

the life of the

research.

Sampling did not apply to the educationadministrator as all administrators
had an input

into special

education

questionnaires

- a total sample.

administration

Sampling

decisions

who

at ELB level were sent
therefore

applied to the

survey of teachers and parents/guardians.

It was decided to use

random sampling techniques.

The simple random sample,

sometimes called unrestricted random sampling - is a methodological technique
whereby each person in the population had an equal change of being chosen.
Because chance is used to select the sample, the likelihood of bias or of picking
an unrepresentative group is, as a consequence, reduced.

Sample size for the

survey was an area which

was given

a great

deal of

consideration, as it was vital that an adequate sample of views was obtained for
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the quantitative data.

This was important as there is no set sample size to suit all

contexts (Bell, 1987; Sapsford & Jupp, 1996).

It has been suggested however, that

as a general rule behavioural science is plagued by considerably
than

the

physical

consequently
& Hardman,

requires
1989).

considerations,
apparent,
sample

sciences

so

that

sampling

in

more variance

behavioural

sciences

a larger sample pool for accurate generalisations

It had been originally

intended,

due to financial

to have a total sample of 100 persons.

as a result of studying other research

would be required,

therefore

(Drew

and time

However, it soon became

projects, that a larger

the decision

was taken

teacher

to increase

the

sample size to two hundred.

Two hundred
maximum

teachers

were chosen

due to the fact that it was decided that a

of 150 replies could be dealt with

available.

by the research given the resources

The research aimed for a response rate of 70%, as suggested by Bailey

(1978).

3.4.

(i)

Teachers

The total number of teachers in the SELB at the time of the research was 4,003; to
survey

everyone

would be

impracticable

and expensive.

constraints

it was decided to use an unbalanced

teachers

from

educational

sectors (50 teachers

each

sector. A sample

Because

of these

sample i.e. equal numbers

of 200 teachers

from each sector):

primary,

stratified

by

secondary,

of
four

SENUs

and special schools was selected.

The selection procedure was as follows; all schools within the SELB were placed
into one of four lists - primary, post primary, SENU and special.
then allocated a number.
Two staff, randomly

Each school was

Twenty-five schools from each list were then selected.

selected from SELB school staffing

lists, from each school

were then approached to take part in the research.

Teachers from the grammar

sector were excluded from the research due to the small number of statemented
children within the SELB who attend grammar schools (less than 0.05%).

One hundred

and twenty-two

replies

were

received.

This

represented

a

response rate of 61%. Differences were found to exist in the level of response
depending on the educational sector the teacher was working in (Table 3.1).
TABLE 3.1
Teacher

questionnaire

response

Replies

Male

Female

Response
Rate (%)

36

10

26

12

Post Prim.
N = 50

27

14

13

54

SENU
N = 50

42

3

39

84

Special
N = 50

17

0

17

34

122

27

95

61

Primary
N = 50

TOTAL

The overall

response

rate

examines

the differing

different

picture appears.

encouraging,
apparently

of 61% was disappointing

response

rates within

sector

statemented

educational

one

sectors

a

the

by the fact that most of these teachers

importance

was also encouraging

children

when

The 84% response from the SENU sector was most

and may be explained
appreciated

- though

specific

of the

significance for future special education planning.
primary

rate.

are integrated

given

within
79

research

project

and

its

The 72% response from the
that

primary

within

the

schools than

SELB more
any other

sector.

The response rate from the secondary sector, 54% was disappointing

and

other than a lack of interest in the research or insufficient time to complete the
questionnaire

is difficult to explain.

The low response

rate of 34% from the

special school sector warranted closer investigation.

Additional interviews (N=6) on this aspect uncovered the fact that teachers from
the special school
(despite

the

importance

sector viewed

covering

letter

the research

explaining

of their contribution).

special school teachers

working

the

as being

outside their

brief

research

emphasising

the

The common opinion expressed was that as
within a segregated educational

opinions on a project that was quite evidently

integrationally

setting their
oriented would

have little value.
TABLE 3.2
Number

of

teachers
a

follow-up

gave

permission

for

interview.

Total
Reo1ies

Yes

No

Primary
N = 50

36

6

30

Positive
Response
Rate (%)
1 6

Post Prim.
N = 50

27

1 1

1 6

40

SENU
N = 50

42

32

10

76

Special
N = 50

17

3

14

17

122

52

70

42

TOTAL

Fifty-two teachers
This represented
with three

who

(Table 3.2) indicated
a response of 42%.

teachers

from each

permission

for follow-up interviews.

Twelve follow-up interviews

sector being
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randomly

selected

took place,
by number

allocation.

Teachers so selected were given four dates that the interview could

take place - the majority
date.

were able to accommodate either the first or second

All interviews took place between November 1993

teacher's school.

All respondents were advised of the timing of the interview at

least two weeks prior to the date of interview.
interviews

ina favourable

environment,

It was attempted to conduct the

though in

conducted in less than ideal circumstances
the interviewee

and March 1994 in each

practice

some

were

i.e. at the end of a school day when

was obviously tired; in a noisy staffroom; in a classroom with

the cleaners moving around etc.

3.4.

(ii)

Education

Administrators

Given the small numbers involved, ten, all education administrators
policy

impact

on special

education

provision

within

the

who had a

SELB were

sent

questionnaires - a total sample.

The opinions/views
importance

of ELB administrators

within the research.

were

Opinions/views

from all three levels of the ELB administrative

deemed to be of critical
were sought from members

hierarchy

- senior education

officers; education officers and assistant education officers.
initially

sought

follow-up

Of the

through

a postal questionnaire

and

Such views were

subsequently

interviews.

ten

questionnaires

questionnaires

sent

returned (two

out, eight

senior

were

education

returned.

they would be prepared
one

interviewees

to give a follow-up

education officer;

two

Of the

officers; three

officers; three assistant education officers) five administrators

officers;

through

interview

assistanteducation

eight

education

indicated

that

(two senior education
officers).

Two

came from the capital expenditure section, one from the finance

section, one from the educational
education

section and one from the special

section.

The administrators
interview

psychology

who

were

interviewed

were

given

four

dates

could take place - all were able to accommodate either

second date.

Interviews

respondents were advised
date of interview

took place between

1994

of the timing of the interview

(Appendix

researcher's school to be

January

3:10).

Four of the

that

the

the first o r

and May 1994.

two weeks

interviewees

All

prior to the
came

to the

interviewed while the fifth interview took place in the

head-quarters of the ELB.

3.4.

(iii)

Parent(s)/Guardian(s)

The names of the parents or guardians
an SELB data base.

The names

of statemented children

of one

hundred

parent(s)/guardian(s)

choose at random from this data base using random number
procedures.

generated

were

selection

The selection was stratified in order that 25 parent(s)/guardian(s)

were selected from each

of four educational sectors,

SEND from primary and secondary
100

are recorded on

i.e. primary,secondary,

and special schools, making

a sample size of

.

Thirty-six replies were received.

This represented

with the 'teacher' questionnaire, differences

a response rate of 36%.

were found to exist in the level of

response depending on educational sector (Table 3.3).
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As

TABLE 3.3

Parent(s)/guardian(s) questionnaire
response

rate.

Reolies

Response
Rate

Primary

5

20

Post-Primary

8

32

1 8

72

5

20

36

36

SENU
Special

This low response
disappointing
data collected.
of collecting

School

rate,

with the notable

However, if nothing else, the findings
data from

parent(s)/guardian(s).

to give follow up interviews

giving permission (31% response rate).

interviews

exception

of the

SENU sector,

was

and would later tend to limit the usage that could be made of the

tended to be reluctant

interviewed

(%)

between
were

Parent(s)/guardian(s)
(Table 3.4) with

with a single

1994 in their own homes.

parent/guardian,

Only four fathers were present.
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usually

also

only

All eleven parent(s)/guardian(s)

October and December

mainly

do illustrate the difficulty

11

were
These

the mother.

TABLE 3.4
Number

of

parent(s)/guardian(s) who

permission

for

a

Yes

Total
Reolies

3

0

Post

8

3

2

38

18

7

8

38

5

1

4

20

36

1 1

17

3 1

Prim.

Other

Interviewees

Seven individuals

from

The group consisted

servants

outside the SELB were

They were selected for their

QUB), one

school

principal;

two

of the Northern

issues within

prominent

educational

matters.

(the late Prof. H.R. Cathcart,
psychologists;

Ireland

Curriculum

on

and public

within
who

the

early

Northern

have

due to his wealth

Northern

psychologists

information

servants

male, four

two

DENI civil

Council's

special

sub-committee.

educational

provision

three

of special education

professor

educational

Professor Cathcart was interviewed

for her

interviewed,

knowledge

of; one university

and a member

education

Positive
Response
Rate (%)

0

TOTAL

female.

No

5

Special
School

(iv)

interview.

Primary

SEND

3.4.

follow-up

gave

Ireland;

views

were

historical
Ireland;

responsibility

the school principal

on special

selected

due

education
to

development

the two senior
for

special
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of knowledge

on special
was selected

matters;

the

two

their

ability

to

of

special

educational

DENI officers

educational

policy

provide

were

civil

matters

at

'department

level'; and the NICC committee

member

had expressed

a strong

interest in providing an interview for the research.

These interviews allowed participants to relate, in their own terms, experiences
and attitudes which were relevant to the research.
earlier been give a letter explaining
nevertheless,

was not bound

unstructured

nature

the aims of the research,

by a rigid

of the

Whilst each participant

interview,

interview
many

had

the researcher,

structure.

supplementary

Due to the
and

probing

all seven of these individuals

at their

questions were asked.

The researcher

travelled to interview

place of work.

Two interviews were taped.

3.4.

(v)

Pupils

A number of semi-structured

interviews

(N=8) - four boys, four girls.

took place with statemented

The method of selection

children

was as follows - SELB

schools which had statemented pupils on their rolls were listed by school sector.
One school from each sector was then selected at random, by the researcher,
using random number allocation.
then approached

The principal

of each school so selected was

to nominate two statemented pupils (one male, one female of

approx, the same age) to take part in the research - at this stage in the research
timetable

all schools

with statemented

pupils

Subsequently, two children were 'nominated'
further
children

education

and special

to take part

parents/guardians.

in the

school

of the

from the primary,

sectors.

research

were aware

Written

was obtained

post-primary,

permission
from

research.

the

for the
children's

All interviews took place in the children's school/college.
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In addition, throughout the period of the research,
a SEND in a post primary school.
of statemented children

the researcher

was a HOD of

This position enabled him to acquire the views

within 'natural' contexts.

All such opportunistic

interviews, by their very nature, were not recorded.
as was practicable after the child had left the room.
took place over a period of three years.

mini

Notes were taken as soon
Twenty-six such interviews

Twenty-one interviewees

were male;

five were female (the composition of the SENUs meant that an 'in built' gender
imbalance was inevitable).

3.5 Analysis And Validation Of Data
Validity is important

when

conducting

any form of research,

as

it tells us

whether an item measures or describes that which it is supposed tomeasure
describe.

It seeks to establish the truth and to enhance

or

its credibility to enable

it to stand up to scrutiny (Johnson, 1985; Sapsford & Jupp, 1996).

The validation of data concerns

the processes whereby

researchers

can both

have confidence in their own analyses and can present their analyses in ways
which may be independently
quantitative

research

checked by others

both of these objectives

(Vulliamy & Webb, 1992).
may be achieved

cross checking of numerical data, though there is an increasing

In

through

the

argument

that

quantitative research cannot be objective since it depends on the researcher’s
choice

of questions and subject matter (Bassey, 1990).

Until recently qualitative data validation was a methodological problem
the traditional concepts associated with positivist research

area, as

were not applicable

to qualitative studies (Bryant, 1990). However, whilst an analysis of qualitative
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data is more explicitly interpretative and personal than quantitative analysis, it
nonetheless should be equally systematic and careful (Breakwell, 1990).

Qualitative data poses much greater problems of analysis;

Tesch(1990) argues

that this is one reason why it is viewed as overly subjective and open to the bias
of selection
attributes

and interpretation

reflecting

a spurious degree of objectivity

positivist research.
analysing

qualitative

Bryman

and

of conventional
on the fact that

time-consuming - something

by the researcher.

responses

prejudices

to the procedures

which

A one hour tape took over four

this then had to be read and inferences

derived from questionnaire
researcher's

researcher's

(1994) commented

data is particularly

was vastly under-estimated
hours to transcribe,

& Burgess

the

drawn.

Yet, data

is equally open to the intrusion

of the

bias - the use of numbers does not protect against bias, it merely

disguises it.

Within this
Internal

research

project,

validation had internal

validation was deemed to apply

and external

aspects.

to the soundness of the study, while

external validity had to do with the generalizability of results.

3.5.

(i)

Triangulation

In an attempt to overcome some of the difficulties surrounding
research findings, the validation techniques
(1975) defined triangulation

of triangulation

the validity of

were used.

Smith

as the use of two or more methods of information

acquisition in the study of some behaviour.
is 'common sense', in that if a variety

The basic principle of triangulation

of different

methodologies

point to a

specific conclusion then this gives creditability to that conclusion, especially if
the

methodologies

contrast

with

each
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other

(Cohen

1986).

The

use of

triangulation also encourages researchers to used different modes of enquiry

i n

addition to their preferred methodology (Quicke, 1986; Kane 1993).

Denzin (1970) divided triangulation
time

triangulation;

theoretical

into six sub-categories

space

triangulation;

triangulation;

investigator

triangulation.

combined

which

levels

triangulation

he termed,

of triangulation;

and

methodological

This research used five of Denzin's categories.

Time triangulation
this research

attempts to take into account the factors

was concerned

with education

provision

of change

at one specific

- while
point i n

time (March 1994) time triangulation was attempted through the use of the cross
sectional
related

questionnaires,
data.

data within
same

Space triangulation

and historical

attempts

data concerned

to overcome

one specific culture or context by making

research

research

interviews

but from

this

participants

was

differing

achieved

cultures

through

a

and

use of data based on the

contexts

- in
of

the

current

responses

from

Combined level of triangulation

uses more than one level of analysis from the three main levels used within
social

sciences

information
responses

from

participants

responses

triangulation

draws

researcher

upon

methodologies.
was

used

in the

through

on one viewpoint

qualitative

group;

organisational)

- this

research

from individual teachers, administrators and parents;

DENI/SELB

relying

(individual;

-

case

written

study

to

Investigator
current

research

both

is where
did

not

collected

obtained

theories

utilised

triangulation

and

the

sought group

questions.

methodological

only - this research

the

school;

replies

alternative

time

the bias of collecting

comparison

from the two school case studies.

with

official

Theoretical
rather

than

quantitative

and

more than

one

allow

for

this.

Methodological triangulation uses different methods on the same object of study
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or the same method on different occasions - this form of triangulation as used i n
this research is detailed below.

For example, information collected from the postal survey of teachers was cross
reference

with information

historical

records and abstracts;

cross checked
interviews

through

were

questionnaire

obtained during

interviews and from

information

collected from allsources

the two case studies; information

checked

with

other

current and

interview

based

obtained

were
through

information

and

returns; personal accounts were checked with SELB records

and

in some cases with interview responses; historical records from DENI were cross
checked with SELB records; information

from SELB records pertaining

two case study schools were cross checked
school records; and, numerical

to the

with school based interviews

data relating

to pupils, teachers,

and

funding and

schools were cross checked with DENI statistical abstracts. The Northern Ireland
Office annual statistical returns and school records.

Some inconsistencies were identified through the use of the above triangulation
techniques

- the gap between rhetoric

and reality was apparently

as wide as

ever, though data relating to 'numbers' showed very little variation - DENI, SELB
and school records all were remarkably similar.
related

to differences

responses

in questionnaire

replies

- the teacher group was particularly

The number of inconsistencies

The majority of inconsistencies
and

subsequent

interview

subject to this form of error.

identified were small in relation

to the amount

of data collected (less than 3%) and should in no way be deemed to lessen the
reliability of the research

findings.

In addition, teachers,

parents/guardians may have genuinely

administrators

and

differing perspectives of legislation i n

particular and educational matters in general.
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3.5.

(ii)

Questionnaire

Responses

All questionnaires were edited in order to identify and eliminate errors
participants.
and

A check was made to see if all questionnaires were fully completed

answered

accurately.

questionnaires
research.
teacher

made b y

which

It

had

been

decided

at

an

early

stage

that

had not been fully completed would be rejected from the

One teacher questionnaire

was so rejected;

this represented

0.8% of

replies.

Questionnaires where the respondent ticked more than one box in any question
were also rejected.
represented
possible

2.7%

that

response
compliance

of parent/guardian

this

than

One parent/guardian

respondent

permitted

with

the

replies.

was

within

was so rejected;

this

Whilst it may be argued that it is

attempting
the

standardised

questionnaire

to indicate

questionnaire

instructions

a more

design,

lessened

the

complex

his/her

non

reliability

and

validity of his/her responses - hence the questionnaire was rejected.

After the editing procedure
were

categorised

teacher

in relation

questionnaires

administrators

to each

were

questionnaires

parent(s)/guardian(s)
were then checked
follow-up

had been completed,

responses

to ascertain

specific

put

into

in

another

in a third

data from the questionnaires
respondent

one

group
group

group

those respondents

grouping
(Group

(Group

(Group

C).

A);
B)

- all the
all

the

and

the

Questionnaires

who gave permission

for a

interview.

With these, clerical, pre-recording checks carried out the information
questionnaires
master response

from each of the three groups of respondents
sheets which

then allowed percentage
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from the

was collated onto

replies to be calculated

for each individual question - and also made the information

obtained

much

easier to handle.

Once the collation of data within each group had been completed and recorded
the next step was to compare the responses from the various groups, to look for
similarities and/or differences and present the information
It had been hope to use a computer
questionnaires.

However,

advice

to analyse
given

at the

in tabulated form.

the data collected
time

questionnaire design advised against the use of a computer.

in

relation

from

the

to

the

However, with the

benefit of hindsight, it is accepted that using a computer would have allowed for
more sophisticated editing and statistical presentations (Hoinville & Jowell, 1978;
Sapsford & Jupp, 1996).
3.5.

(iii)

Interview

Responses

The first stage in the analysis of interview responses involved the transcription
of replies.

The entire transcript was then read several times in order to discern

the emergence

of themes. Unique themes and general

themes were identified.

Themes so discerned were 'clustered' and then matched, if applicable, with one
of the research areas of inquiry.

This information was then assimilated into the

research.

Factual responses were cross checked with information from additional sources.

3.5.

(iv)

Historical

Data

Cohen & Manion (1980) referred to the evaluation of historical data as historical
criticism and the information
evidence.

subsequently

yielded by the process as historical

Within this research historical criticism had two aspects.

The first related

to establishing

order to uncover

possible untruths

data

was

carried

interviews,

out

the authenticity

through

questionnaire

of information

or distortions.

cross

returns

The evaluation

matching

information

and official

collected

records.

i n

of primary

obtained

Johnson

from

(1985)

has

suggested that secondary sources are open to more error due to mistakes which
can occur when

information

attempt to minimise
information
covering
referenced

such difficulties

from secondary
the

is passed on, than

same

primary

sources.

Documents

responses

sources.

In an

sources were used to cross check

aspectof investigationand

as were interview

are primary

from different
time

period

on historical

organisations

were

cross

aspects of the research,

though it was recognised that these could be subjective and related to memory.

The second aspect of historical
the documents/information

criticism
obtained,

worth of the data contained therein.

having
related

established

the authenticity

to evaluating the accuracy

of
and

Travers (1969) many years ago listed many

of the difficulties confronting researchers who set about attempting such a task
- they are equally relevant

today.

However, within

this research

the principle

thrust was to attempt to identify any form of bias through the cross referencing
of information

obtained

in interview

with that

obtained

in

questionnaire

returns.

As most of the data collected
qualitative

in nature,

the skills of classifying,

seen as basic to an evaluation
had been
final

subjected

in thehistorical

ordering

of the data collated.

to historical

step in the evaluation

aspects

criticism

process

and any
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the research

was

and evaluating

were

Once information
dubious

was to assimilate

research.

of

collected

data rejected,

the evidence

into

the
the

3.6 Research Ethics
Collecting information

from people raises ethical

issues.

As a consequence,

ethical considerations were very much to the fore in all aspects of the research
design

and

within

the

'day

to day'

aspects

of the

differing

research

methodologies

selected.

The researcher

accepted that he had a fundamental

responsibility

to carry

out and present

his research

distortion.

truthfully

and without

Ethics, as used within this research, were defined as:

'a matter of principled sensitivity to the rights of others.'
(Cavan, 1977)

The principle of informed consent was fundamental
participants, or in the case of the children
full consent,

either

written

or verbal,

to this consideration.

their parents/guardians,

All

gave their

to take part in the research.

The

principals from each of the two case study contexts gave written permission; as
did the parents of the children

used in the mini case studies.

taken in the development of the research
the research,

especially

The decision was

design to give those who took part i n

those who were interviewed,

control

over access to

their views, and over the extent to which data gathered could be released.
key

concepts

were

confidentiality,

negotiation

and

control.

collected was kept confidential to the person concerned
if he/she wished it released.

Information

until it was determined

That release of information

with the proviso that the provider of the information

was then negotiated

would have the final say.

In this respect the names of schools used in the research

have been changed as

have the names of the children used in the case studies.

The researcher accepted full responsibility for maintaining confidentiality.
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The

In addition to giving

consent

to take part in the research,

informed

that they were free to withdraw

informed

consent

implying

informed

consent

arises

informed

from

the

participants

at any time should they

refusal

(none

participants

did).

right

were

so wish -

The principle

to freedom

and

of
self-

determination (Cohen & Manion, 1980).

Explicit
included

authorisation
within

was obtained

the appendices.

from

all parties

to used the

documents

‘important’

documents

On this point several

could not be used as permission to use them was withdrawn.

All participants had the aims of the research

fully explained to them as well as

the likely benefits to accrue from it. Participants

were actively encouraged

to

ask questions relating to the research design and research aims.

It is hoped

that

educational

research

relevance

to their

likewise undertake

this

research
for

teachers

professional
research.

may

help
within

development,

to promote
the

the

SELB and

and

thus

demonstrate

its

them

to

in the research

full copies of the research

will be presented to DENI and to the SELB staff library.
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of

encourage

To this end all key participants

will get an abridged version of the final research;

development

Chapter Four
Development Of Special
Education In Northern Ireland
From 1944 To 1994

4.1

Introduction

It has been argued that
within

the

Provision

developed

institutions
early

UK passed

education
through

initially

for children

1900s, provision

provision

several
in the

phases

needs

1989; Hutt,

1991).

charitable

from blindness

was characterised

with special

(Ainscow,

1800swhen

who 'suffered'

issue (Best & Best, 1988).

for children

by neglect

bodies

and deafness.

In the

and an avoidance

During this period children

built

of the

with special educational

needs were not only excluded from education, but tended also to be marginalised
from society in general (Cole, 1990).

It was at this
Northern

time that

Ireland;

Muckamore

many

residential

the Downshire

Abbey, Antrim,

hospital

in Downpatrick

opened

in 1912.

'schools'

were

was opened

Within

such

built

i n

in 1902, whilst

'schools'

children

tended to be viewed in terms of a 'medical model', which led to a medicalization
process with a resultant

emphasis on care, treatment

and separation

(Heywood,

1978; JCEHC, 1985).

Such 'schools' were essentially places of custody, surrounded

by

prison

high

walls,

instruction
argued,

a

atmosphere

prevailing

being carried out (Ford, 1992).

was based

upon

the

principle

with

little

educational

This form of provision,

it has been

of institutionalised

segregation;

an

ideology developed in the UK by the Eugenic Society (Booth, 1982; Cole, 1989).

Attitude

changes

in

the

1960s resulted

philosophy which viewed children
same educational

rights

in

the

growth

with special educational

as theirpeers

(Barton,

1992).

of an

educational

needs as having
While the

the

1970s saw

special educational issues being discussed, for the first time, within mainstream
education

circles.

Northern

Ireland

Throughout

the

1980s special

and the UK became

more closely
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educational
aligned

provision

(Akenson,

in
1983;

Cairns, 1993) with the 1986 (NI) Order reflecting
Education Act.
approaching

the main dictates of the 1981

However, it has recently been predicted that special education is
the end of this current

phase due, in the main, to the conflicting

ideals of the legislation of the 1990s (Barton, 1992).

4.2

Legislation Pertaining To Special Education
Pre Warnock

From

1870 until

essentially

just

the

a rural community

small communities
the UK (Barritt,
and private

after

Second

(Birrell,

World War,

1980) (Table 4.1).

remote, both literally

1962; Cathcart,

Northern

1990).

Ireland

was

It was a Province

and metaphorically,

from the rest of

Such conditions resulted,

life of a need 'to make do'; this led to families

of

both in public

and communities

becoming self-contained and self-sufficient - they did not seek welfare because
it was not there

(Dallat, 1989; Cunningham,

1991).

It has been suggested

such social climates affected early educational provision

for children

special

appearing

educational

protectiveness

needs

for such

(Cole,

1990).

children,

and

Communities
a strong

reluctance

that

who had
to have

to send

them

a
to

residential schools (Tansley, 1960; Brennan, 1992).
TABLE 4.1

in

Urban/rural

population

Britain

Northern

and

(thousands )
Ireland

1935/1991

1935
England

1935
NI

1991
England

Urban

29,952

1,293

33,151

1,646

Rural

12,000

608

8,598

590

40%

47%

26%

35%

%

Pop. Rural

1991
NJ

(NI Annual Abstract Of Statistics, 1992)
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Thus, attempts made under the 1933 Education (NI) Act to deal with 'afflicted' and
'mentally defective' children
schools

through

failed, due in the main,

provision

to the

solely based within

reluctance

of parents

residential

to send

their

children to a boarding school (Dallat, 1989):
'The specialist schools at the time (the 1930s) were all boarding
schools. Many of these were in very remote places, for example
Muckamore (Abbey School, Antrim) was in the middle of a bog in the middle of nowhere. The thinking at the time was 'out of
sight - out of mind'.
Parents simply would not send their
children to these very remote places and, because of poor
transport arrangements, risk only seeing their children three or
four times a year.’
(Educational Psychologist)
While the danger of drifting
that children
available

might

have

into sentimentality
been

hidden

feelings

however,

pertaining

it is important

to children

who

the danger

away or denied

resources

(Cathcart,

1984).

Without minimising

to convey

a sense

should also not be overlooked

these dangers

will be apparent,

had

disabilities

that

were

of the deep rooted

and/or

handicaps

in

of interest

in

communities in Northern Ireland in the mid 1930s.

The momentum
the reform
Barton,

of the war years produced in the UK an upsurge

of all areas of education,

1992).

There

was official

including
and

public

reconstruction to overcome the inadequacies
and to provide a greater
heightened

awareness

increasing

acceptance

content

(Barton,

1992).

measure

towards

special

recognition

of the

of special

In conjunction
education

of the role of the State in its provision,
Government

form of the 1944 Education

Act.

(Rose,
need

1978;
for

of the existing education situation

of social justice.

the value

education

response

to this momentum

This Act provided

there

with

this

was a n

if not in its
came in the

the basis for educational

progress in the post-war UK and was to become a catalyst for the 1947 Education
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Act of Northern

Ireland

as pressures

for educational

reform

in Northern

Ireland were similar to those in the UK (Wilson, 1987; Devine, 1993).

In Northern Ireland, there were also public demands for official recognition

of

the need for improved education facilities and the desire for greater equality of
opportunity

for children

who had special educational

needs.

There was also a

political importance attached to the need to be seen to be proceeding

'step b y

step' with the rest of the UK (Neave, 1978; Osborne & Millar, 1987). However, the
distinctive and fundamental features of the Northern

Ireland in general and its

education system in particular, especially those features
and management
educational

development

(Birrell, 1980;

4.2.

(i)

of the

various

types

of school,

related to the control

tended

with the rest of the UK difficult,

to make

parallel

if not impossible

McKeown, 1992).

The

1944

Education Act

In England and Wales an Education Act was passed in 1944.
special educational

provision

as provision

for pupils

disability of mind or body by methods appropriate
that disability.

The Act, and regulations

This Act defined

who suffer

from

for persons suffering

made thereafter,

any
from

defined an expanded

framework of 11 categories of handicap, reflecting the then dominating medical
based concerns

for precise

increase

on the previous

mentally

defective:

classification.

categories

This framework

of blind, deaf, physically

Blind
Deaf Partially

Partially
Deaf

Delicate

Physically

Diabetic

Epileptic

Educationally

Sub-Normal

Speech Defects
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represented

an

defective

and

Sighted

Maladjusted

Handicapped

The 1944 Act represented

an ideological

shift compared

regarding special educational provision (Goacher, 1986;

to earlier

enactment’s

Cole, 1989).

It required

LEAs to identify children who needed special education, and to provide for it, i f
possible, within

'ordinary'

schools.

This Act represented

a legislative

emphasis from segregated education towards a more integrated

shift i n

approach.

For

the first time special education was not viewed as a separate entity from the rest
of the education system
irrespective

(Churcher, 1985; Cathcart, 1990).

of his/her

intellectual

Henceforth, any child,

ability, who was considered

to be educable

would have the right to a place, subject to certain requirements, at an 'ordinary'
mainstream school (Gilbert,

1990).

The thinking

1944 Act was essentially

behind

the

Disability was assumed to be something
problem; children

were

internal

the analogy

(Adams,

1990).

to the child - it was his/her

sent to a doctor who diagnosed this 'problem'

labelled the child with one of the 11 categories
The child was then sent

medical

and then

provided by the Act (Cole, 1990).

to a school that specialised in that particular disability,

with a physical

illness is obvious (Statham,

addition, the 1944 Act oversimplified

1982; CSIE, 1993).

the concept of handicap,

In

it assumed it was

an illness and not as we now know it to be, a complex constellation

of changing

interrelated emotional, personal and environmental factors (Potts,

1995(b)).

Thus, despite

the

apparent

suggestion

of a greater

empathy towards, the education of children

who had 'handicapping

the existing structure

of special educational

relatively

by the introduction

1990).

unchanged

Nevertheless,

from

a Northern
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understanding

provision

of, and
conditions',

within the UK remained

of the 1944 Act (Tizard, 1978; Reiser,
Ireland

perspective

this

Act was of

critical

importance

as it acted as a catalyst

within the Province (Cathcart,

4.2.

(ii)

The

1947

Ireland.
other

Ireland)

set out policy

Education

bodies

for

greater

the demand

educational

handicaps/disabilities, and noted the ’reforms'
in

England

through

acknowledged

the

the

legislation

1944

peculiarities

Education
in

Act

on all educational

This White Paper acknowledged

interested

educational

1990).

(Northern

The 1944 White Paper

for future

the

matters

in Northern

of parents,

equality

and

children

with

in this area already taking

place

Act.

Northern

for

teachers

However,
Ireland

the

Paper

educational

also

system

which would lead to differences in forthcoming legislation; peculiarities such as
the

many

Province.

differing

school

types

These 'peculiarities',

and

management

it has been

structures

argued,

resulted

in

within

the

a Northern

Ireland Act that was much more rigid and less child centred than the 1944 Act i n
the UK (Osborne & Millar, 1987).

Nevertheless, the objectives of the 1947 Act, which eventually followed from the
1944 White Paper, was to produce an education
child, irrespective

of levels of intellectual

system which

ability,

equality

develop their educational potential to the full (Devine, 1993).

would give every
of opportunity

Thus, the 1947 Act

represents the first attempt by central government to formalise
special

education

The framework
primary,
Act.

provision

within

to establish

this

post-primary

When the

and further

Northern

system

1947 Act came into operation,

the

already

tripartite

established

the Ministry

faced the largest operation of educational reconstruction
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and standardise

Ireland.

paralleled

education

to

system
by the

of Education

ever undertaken,

of
1944

[MOE]
with

each

County Education

development

Committee required

to draw up extensive

educational

schemes:

'The 1947 Act laid new and wide ranging responsibilities on
County Committees, responsibilities which for any Committee
such as the Armagh Committee which to date had been obliged 'to
make do' had unprecedented financial implications.'
(Prof. H. R. Cathcart)

Henceforth,

Education Committees were required

to ascertain

those in need of

special education whether for physical or intellectual causes, and to provide for
them

in the

committees

manner

that

was most suited.

varied due to interpretative

result education provision

However,

and ideological

responses

by

differences,

tended to be reactive and merely

these

and as a

served to increase

locally based uncoordinated provision (Cairns, 1993; Tremer, 1995).

While

the

children,
had

been

1947 Act promised
the suggestion
so 'successful'.

surprising
handicap

of educational

opportunity

has been made that as the existing
County

obligations by simply extending
Cairns, 1993).

equality

Education

Committees

this method of provision

With the benefit of hindsight this situation

segregated

satisfied

all

system

their

legal

(Cunningham,

1991;

should not have been

given that the 1947 Act was based upon the existing

framework

proposed by the 1944 Act with its 'medical' model of disability

assumed that the 'problem' lay within the child.

for

of

which

That model was unsuccessful

in

England, and there was no reason to suggest that the same reasons for its lack of
success were not applicable in Northern Ireland (Cormack & Osborne, 1987).

An additional deficiency of the 1947 Act was that there remained the notion that
there were children who were unsuitable to be educated and so remained outside
the sphere of educational influence:
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'Children classified as unsuitable for education continued to b e
educated in special care schools under the jurisdiction of Health
and Social Service Authorities. For paradoxically, while the 1947
Act indicated that all children should as far as possible be
educated in 'ordinary' schools, it operated on the assumption that
most children with handicapping conditions would be placed i n
schools other than 'ordinary' mainstream schools.'
(Educational

Psychologist)

However, despite these misgivings,

the impact of the 1947 Act, lay in the fact

that its commitment

equality

'integrationalist'
1993).

to educational

thinking

provided a catalyst for a growth

among educationalists

in Northern

Ireland

This shift in doctrine may best be observed in the sentiments

i n

(Devine,
contained

within Ministry of Education Circular 278, issued in May 1954:

'No handicapped pupil should be sent to a special school, who
could be satisfactorily educated at an ordinary school.'
(Page iii)

However, while the number

of children

with handicaps/disabilities

special schools in Northern Ireland continued to increase

attending

(Table 4.2), there was

no parallel increase in provision (Scott, 1983).

TABLE 4.2
Pupils
as

designated
a

percentage

as
of

handicapped/disabled
all

1950/51

1953/54

NI

0.55

0.64

England/Wales

0.91

Scotland

1.19

school
1956/57

children.
1961/62

1968/69

0.68

0.92

1.23

0.99

1.39

1.47

1.84

1.27

1.23

1.35

1.49

(MOE/HMSO Abstract of Statistics 1974)
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A number

of reasons

development
inhibition

have

of provision

been

put forward

though

there

to account

seems

in the years 1950/69 was the financial

little

for the

doubt

situation.

that

lack of
a major

County Education

Committees did not have the money or apparently did not choose to place special
educational issues at the top of their priorities (Cathcart, 1984):
'Choose may be an unfair word to use since the choice before
Committees was hardly free and extensive.
Committees were
under pressure to align reform and order priorities, as well as
re-organise post-primary education - which was to involve a
massive building programme. In such a climate, talk on special
educational provision may have been seen as a luxury many
could not afford.'
(Educational

A point of note regarding
the Northern

Ireland

from

1951 onwards

educational provision in the post war years, was that

birth

Kingdom (Table 4.3).

Psychologist)

rate was higher

Consequently,

than

elsewhere

school enrolments

with all the attendant

difficulties

in the United

increased
in the

at all levels
provision

of

buildings and amenities to fulfil the statutory duties contained in the 1947 Act.
TABLE 4.3
Birth

rates

per

1,000

from

in

1951

the
to

United

Kingdom

1981.

UK

England

Wales

Scotland

NI

1951

15.8

15.4

15.1

17.8

20.7

1961

17.9

17.6

17.4

19.5

22.4

1971

16.2

16.0

16.1

16.6

20.7

1981

15.5

15.7

15.1

16.1

18.2

(UK National Statistics 1982)
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Despite the increasing
associated

with

implementation

the increasing birth

of the

primary

reorganisation

central

rate,

it has

been

which may be

suggested

that

the

of the special educational aspects the 1947 Act, were delayed

because

annual

demand for special education provision,

priority

given by County Committees to
(Cathcart,

1990).

allocation of capital expenditure

However,

from

primary and post
1955 onwards,

was made for special education

an
from

government.

As a result of this funding, special classes were established in schools which had
a minimum

of 15 children

who had been 'determined'

Sub-Normal

[ESN], As a result of a new building

as being Educationally

programme

the number

of

special schools in the Province increased to 19 - with 1,375 children - 995 males
(73%) and 380 females

(27%) - attending

[this apparent

gender

imbalance

continues to the present day and has never been adequately explained - indeed
it raises the issue how can one
is difficulty in

learning?].

maintain that the basis foreducational referral

An additional 550 children were enrolled in 23 ESN

classes attached to primary

schools.

special education

though

increased

With the passage of time, provision
it still remained

concentrated

with little provision in rural areas, especially Counties Fermanagh
(Table 4.4).
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for

in Belfast
and Tyrone

TABLE 4.4
Special

school

provision

in

NI

between

1962

and

1973.

1962/63

1967/68

1972/73

School/Punils

School/Punils

School/Punils

9 / 928
1 / 41
5 / 437
0 / 0
4 / 143
2 / 61
0 / 0
0 / 0

9 / 1,057
1 / 71
6 / 601
0 / 0
5 / 254
2 / 106
0 / 0
0 / 0

/ 1,610

23 / 2,088

Belfast
Londonderry
Antrim
Armagh
Down
Co. Lon'Derry
Tyrone
F ermanagh
21

Total

10 /

1,088
1 / 75
6 / 592
0 / 0
6 / 358
2 / 100
1 / 58
0 / 0

27 / 2,291

(MOE/HMSO Abstract Of Statistics 1974)

4.2.

(iii)

The

The

continuing

educational

1964

White

shift

provision

in

Paper

opinion

within

that

dictated

segregated

contexts

a

movement

towards

away

a more

from

integrated

approach was further developed in Northern Ireland in 1964 when the Ministry
issued, 'Educational Development

Ireland'.

This

Paper, which became known as the 1964 White Paper, reviewed 'problems'

that

of Education

arose following

the implementation

policy could be fostered.
the educational scene.
thought

required

that

those

with

arrangements
mainstream

in

The 1964 Paper was not intended to cover all aspects of
It dealt only with issues which the Ministry of Education

policy

substantial

educationalprovision

Northern

of the 1947 Act in order that changes

changes

- issues

provision were not directly addressed.
preamble

Within

progress

in the Province.

special needs
that would
schools, though

would

pertaining

to special

education

However, it was acknowledged within the
had

been

made

It also indicated

be needed

allow such children
it did not indicate
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together

that

regarding

special

more schools

with an

extension

to be educated within

for
of

'ordinary'

how this could be achieved.

Comments made in the 1964 White Paper
opportunities

relating

to integrated

educational

encouraged

the Armagh

for children with handicaps/disabilities

County Committee to establish the policy that in each new school within its area
there

would

be a 'special

handicapping

conditions).

class'

for 'determined

The recommendation

secondary school in County Armagh
been 'determined

(children

with

was made that in future each

would have classes for children

as in need of special

scores below 80 points.

children’

education'

who had

i.e. intelligence

quotient

Other committees took similar decisions and as a result

the number of classes for 'determined' children increased (Table 4.5).
TABLE 4.5

Special
places

per

classes
1,000

for

of the

Number
d

City

pupils

school population,

of

Number

1965.
of

post-primarv

rimarv
D

Derry

'determined'

uni1s

D

uni1s

22

56

Belfast

29

23

Antrim

19

23

Armagh

33

41

Down

32

39

Fermanagh

28

88

Tyrone

22

81

Derry

34

3 1

(MOE/HMSO Abstract Of Statistics 1966)

In 1967 the issue of special class provision
mainstream

schools,

publication

of Circular

circular

gave

was addressed

for children

by the Ministry

with special needs i n
of Education

1967/2 'Special Classes In Secondary

information

regarding
procedures
1 07

to

be

with

Schools'..

followed

the
This

when

establishing

special classes in primary

and post-primary

schools.

At this time

the Armagh Education Committee had 14 ESN classes in 11 schools - primary and
post-primary.

However, it was felt that for some children

effect of such classes could have
development.

an adverse

effect

upon

the segregational
their

educational

In the light of such expressed concerns the Ministry of Education

issued Circular 1967/25 'Special Classes For ESN Pupils At Primary School'. This
circular accepted that for some children special classes would not represent
best educational provision.
integrated
the number

The movement from the remediation

phase was beginning
of 'determined'

to gather

children

momentum

attending

though,

special

the

phase to the
paradoxically,

classes continued

to

increase in all areas except Belfast (Table 4.6).
TABLE 4.6

'Determined'

pupils

attending

ESN classes by ELB.
1960
Derry

City

1965

1 968

0

0

78

Belfast

658

743

688

Antrim

156

201

703

Armagh

103

140

340

Down

125

146

154

F ermanagh

0

19

51

Tyrone

0

0

173

Derry

0

0

78

(MOE/HMSO Abstract Of Statistics, 1970)

The late 1960s saw the beginning

of policy based desegregation

with respect to

special education in Northern Ireland (Sutherland, 1989):
'Educationalists
had since the 1947 Education Act, been
questioning the benefits of segregated special schools and classes
for the majority of disabled and handicapped children.'
(Education Officer)
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Extra funding

was made available

to Education

Committees

for books and

Circular 1967/18 'The Educational Assessment

equipment for ESN children.

ESN Pupils', issued in April 1967, defined procedures

Of

to be followed for the

formation of special classes for 'determined' children

in post-primary

Apparently,

classes for the whole of

their

children

remained

school careers

with

in ESN 'determined'

no attempt

to integrate

mainstream educational system (Vaughan, 1986;

them

into

schools.

the

'normal'

Bain, 1987).

4.2. (iv) The 1972 (NI) Order

The Education and Libraries

Order 1972, became law in August

1972. Articles

Three and Four of the Order established five Education and Library
place of the existing eight County Education Committees.
from April

1973.

Under this Order, each

primary, post-primary,

special and further

Boards i n

This change took effect

ELB had to ensure

provision

education; for recreational,

for

social,

physical, cultural and youth service activities; and an efficient library service.
Those sections of the 1972 Order relating to special education were Articles 25 26, and Schedule Eight.
requiring

Article 25 specified the duties of ELBs to children

special educational

years of age: Article
special educational

treatment

26 outlined

provision.

in their area who had reached

regulations

regarding

(The subsequent

children

five

requiring

1976 (NI) Order and the 1978

(NI) Order clarified procedures first outlined within the 1972 (NI) Order.)

The 1972 (NI) Order, in common with previous legislative enactment's,
detailed definitions

of key terms.

This lack of clear

resulted in a continuance of confused terminology
administrators

and parents.

It is unfortunate

avoided

definition/guidelines

perceptions

among teachers,

that many subsequent

writers

failed to see that the confusion in relation to terminology was a direct result of a
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confused

and

imprecise

piece

of legislation.

Uncoordinated

educational

provision and

policies are a, notunexpected, subsequent by-produce of confused

and

legislation.

imprecise

Perhaps

not unexpectedly,

classified as ineducable
system to the
guide-lines

this 1972 (NI) Order still allowed for children

and therefore

special care system

to be transferred

managed

to b e

out of the education

by the various Health Boards.

were ever issued by DENI establishing

No

the criteria for such critical

'all or nothing' judgements (McKeown & Connolly, 1992):

'This is not surprising, for educationalists were beginning to
formulate the philosophy of a continuum of handicap and a
continuum of need. To divide so finally one section of the school
population from the other was based upon a false premise and
supported by no educational rational.'
(Educational

However, the

impetus created by

Psychologist)

the 1972 (NI) Order was responsible

for the

creation of an education ideology that resulted in the growth of integrated
provision

is secondary

1983; Cairns, 1993).

and primary

The suggestion

schools

for 'determined'

children

'unit'
(Scott,

that the SELB was the only ELB to embrace

the 'unit' approach at this stage may be linked to the fact that the SELB had the
least number of special schools of any of the ELBs (Devine, 1993).

NI educational statistics
of the total primary
special

education;

population.
was still

show that at January 1972, 9,678

population,
and

11,110

The apparent
in existence

gender

with

had been formally
at

secondary
imbalance,

71% of males
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level,

primary children, 4.5%

ascertained
12%

first officially
and just

as in need of

of the

secondary

recorded

29% of females

in 1947,
being

ascertained

as being in need of special education provision,

questioning

again

if referral was being made on the basis of difficulty in learning or gender.

While the increase
part to this increase
4.7) provision
increased.

in numbers

of peripatetic

in pupil numbers,

within mainstream

By 1974 there

teachers

especially in remote rural

education for 'determined'

behavioural

with speech or language

problems.

However,

the

with hearing

had also

for children
impairments,

disorders and one for children

policies

of such,

reflect the philosophy and methodologies operational

'units'

in

areas (Table

children

were 24 SENUs; seven of these catered

with moderate learning difficulties, six for children
ten for children

had been an answer

with

continued

to

in special schools; and i n

many cases the SENU functioned as a school within a school (Cairns, 1993):
'In those days (pre Warnock) for all the contact we have with
the rest of the school we might as well be in the middle of a field.
We had our own play ground and separate dinner breaks. The
rest of the school had no contact with us. Our (SENU) children
never attended mainstream classes.'
(Retired SENU Teacher)
TABLE 4.7
Number
by

County

of

peripatetic

Education

teachers

Committees

between

1964
Derry

City

employed
1964

and

1974.

1974

0

0

Belfast

3

15

Antrim

3

1 1

Armagh

2

9

Down

3

12

F ermanagh

1

9

Tyrone

2

8

Derry

0

0

(MOE/HMSO Abstract Of Statistics, 1974)

4.3 The Warnock Era
Recognising
learning

the concerns

that opportunities

for children

difficulties reduced when they were segregated

of education, the government

established

who had handicaps/
from the mainstream

in 1973 a Committee of Enquiry.

The

resultant report 'Special Educational Needs - Report of the Committee of Enquiry
into the Education of Handicapped Children and Young People' was published
1978.

This Report, the Warnock Report, it has been argued, represented

themost comprehensive analysis
(Lynas, 1986;

of special education ever carried

in

one of

out in the UK

Hegarty, 1993):

'The Warnock Report and the recommendations which resulted i n
legislative changes, for us the 1986 Order, was the most important
government report ever in relation to special educational policy
formation.
It undoubtedly framed the 1981 Education Act i n
England and the 1986 Order in NT'
(Senior Education Officer)
'The Warnock Report was without doubt the most important piece
of legislation
regarding
special educational
provision
this
century in the UK.'
(SENU Teacher)
Additionally, Potts (1995(a)) has suggested that this era, the 1980s, was one of the
most important in bringing special education issues to a wider public.

The Warnock

Committee

Scotland and Wales.
exclusion
initially

ever

predominated.
change
evolving

the

as

(Cunningham,

evolutionary

rather

It was no 'starry-eyed'
special

education

development

(Hurt, 1988;

special

education

provision

in

England,

Provision in Northern Ireland was not reviewed nor was its

explained

viewed

reviewed

1991).
than

The resulting
revolutionary,

report

was

pragmatists

vision of the future for it did not seek to

system

of well thought

overnight
out policies

Fish, 1989).
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but

rather

viewed

and practices

a slow

as essential

The report adopted a long-term perspective and in so doing proposed a statutory
framework

of

special

education

provision

within

recommendations and suggestions for improving
be taken
framework
accepted
framework

•

up progressively
drew upon
within

education

(Lynas,

its

different

the quality of provision could

in line with available

ideas and practices

which

resources.

The proposed

that had already

become widely

1986).

The principle

features

of the

were:

A broader

concept

of special

educational

needs

embracing

not

only

'determined' children and those with disabilities of mind and body, but also
those with emotional and behavioural disorders.
•

A progressive

system of educational

assessment ranging

from school-based

procedures to a full multi-professional assessment.
•

The replacement

of the categories

of handicap

established

by the

1944

Education Act with the concept of 'special educational needs'.
•

The development of more flexible range of special educational

provision

in

'ordinary' and special schools to match differing requirements.

Recommendations
implied a concern

within the Warnock Report, and its underlying
for the education of children

needs and a realisation

of the fact that any

philosophy

who had special educational
recommendations

made would

necessitate a change of attitude on the part of society (Fish, 1985). Earlier, the
1970 Education Act, whilst undoubtedly

a very significant

was proof of some change

but there

embarrassment

of heart,

and rejection of children

of society (Churcher, 1985; Gilbert, 1990):

piece of legislation,

was still evidence

who could not conform

of fear,

to the norms

'Despite its critics the Warnock Report was instrumental
i n
'pushing' the government towards publishing a White Paper o n
special education and so begin the ideological shift that was to
eventually
find expression
in the 1981 Education Act, and
indirectly the 1986 (NI) Order.'
(Senior

Yet, despite the injunction
education

system

in

the

to 'treat
early

Educational

all children

1980s had

equally',

been

children with handicaps/disabilities (Sutherland,

Psychologist)

Northern

materially

1989).

Ireland's

unwelcoming

to

The reality, in terms of

educational ideology and capital provision, was a fair measure removed from the
fulsome tributes attested to in DENI Circulars 1971/64; 1985/29 and 1990/45:

'At this stage in the development of the education system (circa
1982) children in Northern Ireland with handicaps or disabilities
were being faced with formidable barriers to attaining their full
potential in an education
administration
that was largely
unsympathetic to all but the academically competent.’
(Educational

Psychologist)

'Even as late as the early
1980s educationally
sub-normal
children and severely handicapped children were rarely treated
the same, from an educational
perspective,
as their
nonhandicapped peers.
The predominant ideology was segregated
care as opposed to integrated educational provision.'
(Prof. H. R. Cathcart)

In prizing intellectual prowess, through the selection
system, often by default,

appeared

to bestowed second-class

who had disabilities and/or handicaps (Wells,

It has been
result

suggested

of altitudinal

that Warnock's
changes;

11+exam, the educational

the

1988).

recommendations
practice

educational

purposes

and

administrative

increasingly

unpopular

due to the adverse

status on children

of

gained

categorising

convenience
discrimination

support

as a

children

for

was

becoming

that it appeared

to

involve.

In

particularly

this

respect

unfortunate

those
by

with

reason

special

of the

educational

needs

had

been

seeming value-judgements

and

legislative tags applied to them (Corder, 1992; Morris, 1991; HMSO, 1991).

In August

1980, the government

Education.'

This White

Paper

position of special education
acknowledging

that

the

legal

framework

was

by Warnock's

that there

had been a shift

especially

integrated

educational

ideology

Widlake, 1989).

funding
many

legislation
require

in attitudes

for children

the

legal
While

issues

central

it promised

of the

with
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the

question;

acknowledged

to educational

provision,

was in effect endorsing

many

times before

the financial

Warnock

change.

into

had

handicaps/disabilities.

government

legislation

called

The White Paper,

The White Paper concluded

recommendations

legislative

describing

educational

being

the government

by not providing

programmes,

- thought

to special

in relation

that had been endorsed

buck' to LEAs.
of the

relation

increasingly

provision

However,

such integrational

with

the wider frame work of education.

recommendations.

provision,

integrated

in

itself

'Special Needs l n

same since the 1944 Act, the Paper accepted that

specifically

By endorsing

the White Paper

concerned

within

law

remained substantially the
present

published

(Cohen,

backing

Committee

for those

1986;

required for

was in effect 'passing
by making

an

the

the point that

did not

require

recommendations

that

4.3.

(i)

1981

Education

Act

The 1981 Education Act gave statutory force, in England and Wales, to some of the
many recommendations

contained in the Warnock Report of 1978.

The extent to which learning difficulties could hinder a child's development was
now seen to depend not only on the nature and severity
also

on

the

personal

environment

attributes

(Dean,1989).

Here,

and resources
fundamentally,

of the
we had

'medical' model of disability to a 'social' model (Tomlinson,
The 1981 Act replaced
educational

needs'.

professionals

Nevertheless,

could measure

they were 'special'.
consensus

the categories

among

of handicap

this

about

Garnett, 1991).

child, and

his/her

an

from

shift

just

of 'special

assumed norms

would appear
what

that

to see if

to have been n o

constituted

As with previous legislation

special

need

terminology

difficulties remained due, in the main, to the fact that the legislation
imprecise and confused.

a

1982; Sheldon, 1991).

with the concept

needs against

Yet, it is argued that there

(Wolfensberger, 1983;

but

Act was based on the assumption

children's

professionals

of that difficulty,

itself was

The lack of clear definitions meant that the number

of

children included could be extended without challenge:

'The unintended, but not unexpected, consequence of the 1981 Act
was that many more children were rejected by 'mainstream'
schools than were being integrated into them.'
(Prof. H. R. Cathcart)

The 1981 Act was greeted by educationalists with a variety of responses
from those who saw it as a 'parents'
far enough

in

charter'

ranging

to those who felt that it did not go

legislating Warnock's recommendations:

'While it was true that the 1981 Act amended the law broadly i n
line with the concept of 'special educational needs' as proposed
by Warnock; it did not go as far as many had hoped in terms of
legislation regarding integrational issues.'
(Senior Educational Psychologist)

It

was viewed basically as an 'enabling' Act, based upon a consensus

constituted

good educational

practice,

though

its impact

special needs depended upon how each LEA interpreted

of what

on children

the Act (McTear, 1992).

This was the sharpest criticism of the 1981 Act: it allowed considerable
interpretation.

LEAs

'integrational'

message

which

chose

not

to

of the Act were provided

with

recognise
with

the

scope i n

underlying

a 'loop hole'

which

allowed them to opt out. It is indeed a source of considerable regret that those
who later formulated the 1986 (NI) Order did not learn from this error:
'The 1981 Act and its subsequent regulations and developments
were watched with great interest by educationalists in Northern
Ireland. As a result of a series of locally based consultations,
DENI introduced educational measures designed to bring a similar
educational philosophy to Northern Ireland. This process began
in 1982.'
(Educational Psychologist)

4.3.

In

(ii)

April

Amendment Of The

1982, DENI issued

Law

On

Special

a Consultative

Education

Document

of the Law on Special Education', the intention

'Amendment

make education boards aware of the proposed introduction
legislation

in

developments
which

to all

order

to bring

in Great Britain.

had been

introduced

Consultative Document were:

special

education

The changes
by the

1981 Act.

of which

was to

of a framework

services

proposed

ELBs entitled

into

line

for
with

were similar to those

The main

features

of the

•

The replacement of the categories of handicap as defined in the 1947 Act by
the term 'special educational

provision'

based on the 'special educational

needs' of individual children;
•

to provide for the closer involvement

of parents

in the decision making

process about their children's 'special educational needs'; and
•

the establishment,

in law, of the principle

that

children

with

'special

educational needs' should be educated within mainstream schools in so far as
that was compatible with their receiving

the 'special educational provision’

required, the provision of efficient education for the other children

in the

schools, and for the efficient use of resources.
This

document

determining

defined

the

assessment

to be

if a child had or had not special educational

the 'statement of special educational
legally

procedure

binding

document,

followed

needs, and described

need' - the statement.

could be written

when

when

This statement,

an ELB considered,

a

after

having made an assessment of a child's special educational needs, that it should
determine the special educational provision to be made for him.

It was proposed

that this statement would contain an outline of the child's educational needs and
the provision that an ELB proposed in order to meet those needs.

The proposals were basically recommendations
Education Act, thus

this Consultative

from the Warnock Report/1981

Document

contained

no radically

new

departures from the developing special educational philosophy in the rest of the
UK (Cathcart,

1990).

Henceforth,

parental

involvement

procedure was something to be positively encouraged;
required

to secure that a child on whom

they

in the

assessment

whilst an ELB would be

maintained

a statement

was

educated in an 'ordinary' mainstream school, account had been taken of his/her
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parent/guardian's wishes and educating him/her in an 'ordinary'

school had to

be compatible with -

•

(i) His receiving the special educational provision he/she requires;

•

(ii) the provision of efficient education for the children with whom he will
be educated; and

•

(iii) the efficient use of resources.

(Note the use of sexist language
explain the gender imbalance

implicit in the legislation.
in the number

This may partly

of males as opposed to females

within special educational contexts.)

Where a child with a statement of special educational need was to be educated i n
an 'ordinary' school, a duty was placed on those concerned with making special
educational

provision

for him to secure

that the child engaged

in school

activities together with children who did not have special educational needs.
relation to children

who were deemed to be unsuitable

for education at school

the Consultative Document indicated that while the present
allowed ELBs to refer these children

legislation, which

to the Health and Social Services, would

continue, this would be the subject of a separate consultative
near future.

In

document in the

All five ELBs made responses to the 1982 consultative document:
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'We (SELB) welcome the emphasis placed upon the integration of
children with disabilities into ordinary schools by stating the
point that the SELB had been an early supporter of such a policy.
Concerns
were expressed over the proposed
statementing
assessment procedures. The point was made that such assessment
procedures would be of more benefit to solicitors than to
children.
The procedures were viewed as cumbersome and
bureaucratic.
In addition, concern was expressed over the
definitions proposed by the document. We felt that they were too
vague to be of practical use i.e., the question was posed as to
where the children currently classified as 'maladjusted' would fit
into the new concept ofspecial education.
Critically, the
document was vague in the definition proposed for 'learning
difficulty’.
Indeed, reading the document one could make the
assumption that children with emotional, behavioural and social
problems, would in futurenot be dealt with
under special
education legislation at all.'
(SELB Response Ref.: 1982/32/12)

While the consultative

process

appears

on the

surface

to be democracy

in

action, it is disturbing to relate that only 22 replies in total were received to the
1982 Consultative
quo.

Document,

12 ofwhich argued

Even more surprising,

is the

for a retention

fact that DENIwere unable

of the
to 'find'

status
the

responses made to them by the ELBs (Appendix 4.1) indeed, even some ELBs had
difficulty in 'uncovering' their written responses to DENI (Appendix 4.2).

4.3.

(iii) The

1984

(NI) Order

The

1984 (NI) Order was brought

into operation

in January

provisions, incorporated into the Education and Libraries
into operation on 27 June 1986.
emphasised the importance
needs and making

ensure the identification

all children

to meet those needs.

of children

These

(NI) Order 1986, came

From a special education perspective,

of identifying

provision

1986.

the Order

with special educational

A duty was placed on ELBs to

whose special education needs were such

as to require boards to determine the special education provision
made for them.

120

that should be

The 1984 (NI) Order set the scene for the implementation
Proposed

changes

to the law on special

already made by the 1981 Education Act.

education

of the 1986 (NI) Order.

being

based on changes

No changes to legislation in the form of

amendments or deletions have been made since it was placed on the statute book
in 1986.

In response to the Consultative Document issued by DENI pertaining

the proposed legislative changes

the SELB submitted detailed views which were

framed after careful consideration through a Working Party.
general

issues contained

concern

to the

to

within the 1984 (NI) Order which

SELB, who communicated

these

comments made on the Draft 1984 (NI) Order.

There were three
were of particular

concerns

to DENI through

Their concerns were related to:

•

The abolition of the categories of handicap;

•

the extension of the age range of special education; and

•

the increased formality of assessment procedures.

Nevertheless, despite such reservations, DENI issued the 1986 (NI) Order in April
1986.

4.3.

The statementing era had begun!

(iv) The

The provisions
education
which

of the

Order

1984 (NI) Order which

were incorporated

came

importance
making

1986 (NI)

into

operation

of identifying

provision

with

special

(NI) Order 1986,

on

emphasised

all

Ireland

concerned

into the Education and Libraries
27 June
children

to meet those needs.

education in Northern

were

1986.
with

This
special

the 1981 Education Act in England:
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educational

These changes

were based on changes

Order

needs

the
and

to the law on special

already

legislated for by

'The 1986 Order and its impact upon special educational provision
was as important in Northern Ireland as the Warnock Report was
in England and Wales.'
(SENU Teacher)

Whilst accepting

that

the

1986 (NI) Order provided

a legal

framework

for

educational assessments, beyond that framework the Order did little to determine
the

actual

processes

professionals

of

involved.

assessment;

that

The Order, rather

being

convolutedly

on ELBs to make an assessment of the educational
who probably

has, special educational

apparently

left

to

placed a statutory

needs which

would call for the ELB to

been suggested that to a large extent what was being determined

(Cornwell,

However,

value of a particular

child, his/her

It has

by this process

resource

worthiness

1988; Cunningham, 1991).

the

1986 (NI) Order, with

regard

to integration

and related

betrayed an absence of planning

within DENI, and this is further

the lack of concrete commitment

to special education in subsequent

specifically

duty

needs of a child who has o r

determine the special educational provision that should be made for him.

was the educational

the

the 1989 Education Reform Order (ERO) (Cairns,

1993).

issues

evidenced i n
legislation,
Thus, apart

from some minor amendments which were made by the 1987 (NI) Order and the
1989 ERO, the 1986 (NI) Order represents

the cornerstone

of special education

legislation in Northern Ireland (Appendix 4.3).

The 1986 (NI) Order established fundamental changes in educational philosophy
concerning
1993).

special

education

provision

Northern

These changes manifested themselves in two key areas.

raised to the public domain issues pertaining
who

within

had

special

educational

needs,

to educational

specifically
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Ireland

(Devine,

Firstly, the Order
rights

integrational

for children
issues

and,

secondly,

it provided a statutory

framework

for the identification,

assessment

and provision of special educational needs:
'The 1986 Order led, albeit indirectly, to increased accountability
on the part of ELBs for the special education service that they
provided.'
(Senior Education Officer)

McKeown (1992) argued that the 1986 (NI) Order was a fundamental step forward
in relation to educational provision, from a legislative perspective,
with special educational

needs; whilst agreeing

Devine (1993) critically

commented

for children

in the main with this position,

on the fact that no additional

funds were

released from central government to help implement the dictates of the Order.

The 1986 (NI) Order applied to all teachers and all schools.
some Articles and Schedules that were specifically
provision.

However, there were

related to special educational

Those Articles were Articles 29 through

to Article 36, and Schedules

11 and 12.

Article

Article

29

29 placed

educational

a duty

needs were

on

such

ELBs to ensure
as to require

that

children

whose

the ELB to determine

special

the special

educational provision that should be made for them were identified and assessed.
Referring to this identification process, the Article asserted:
'It shall be the duty of each Board to secure that, of the children
in its area to whom this Article applies, those with special
educational needs which call for the Board to determine the
special educational provision that should be made for them are
identified.'

Assessments carried out under Article 29 were specified
Order.

Section Four of the Education (Special

123

in Schedule

Educational

11 of the

Needs) Regulations

1985 listed those from whom advice may be obtained when

an assessment

was

being undertaken - the child's teacher, his/her school principal, an educational
psychologist,

the child's parents,

a medical doctor and, if applicable,

a social

worker.

Article 29 specified that a school principal
he/she

could refer a pupil for assessment if

felt that the school could not cope with the child's

using existing resources.

educational

needs

Where an ELB decides that the information it has leads

it to believe that a child may have special educational needs, it then writes to the
parents informing them that it proposes to initiate an educational assessment o n
their child; of the procedure
Board from whom

to be followed;

additional information

of the name of an officer of the

may be obtained: and of their right to

make representations (Schedule 11: Part 1 (1)).

Parents have 29 days to inform

the ELB whether or not they wish the assessment to take place, and if not, why
not (Schedule
account

11: Part 1 (2)).

parental

views,

assessment, or not.

After 29 days have passed the ELB, taking

make

a decision

whether

to go

ahead

with

into
the

If they decide to proceed with the assessment, they write to

the parents giving them the reasons for their decision (Schedule 11: Part 1 (4)).

All advice is in written form.
adviser being

given

The parents of the child receive a copy, with each

a copy of the advice given by others.

In certain

cases,

those asked to give advice to an ELB may wish to physically examine the child so
that they may obtain additional information.
such

examinations,

(Schedule
under

11: Part

but

cannot

1: Section 4).

refuse
If, after

Parents have the right

to allow
making

the
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to be examined

an educational

Article 29 an ELB decides that it is not required

educational provision be made then:

child

to attend

assessment

to determine

special

'The Board shall notify the child's parents
decision and of the parents right of appeal.'
The format for a statement of special educational

in writing

of its

need was prescribed

in the

Education (Special Education) Regulations 1985, (Appendix 4.4).

Article

30

Article 30 related to children who were under two years of age and as such did
not directly apply to ELBs. Nevertheless,
request

should the parents

an educational assessment be carried

of such children

out, then the ELB must comply,

though

the actual form of the assessment was left to each ELB to decide.

Article

has been used principally

This

in cases where a child has an identifiable

disability, e.g. Blindness, Downs Syndrome, Spina Bifida etc.

Article

31

Article 31 was concerned
needs.

with the statement

of a child's special educational

If, after carrying out an educational assessment under Article 29 an ELB

decides that a child's educational
within

an 'ordinary'

school,

the

needs are beyond that normally
ELB mayinitiate

the

formal

dealt with
statutory

educational assessment procedure as specified in Article 29.

Before issuing a statement of special educational need under Article 31, an ELB
must give to the parents/guardians
statement.

of the child a written copy of the proposed

This proposed statement is referred to as a 'Draft Statement'.

parent/guardian
representations,

disagrees

with

any

part

of

this,

to the ELB about the content or, require

they

If the

may

make

the ELB to arrange

a

meeting between them and an officer of the Board (Schedule 11: Part 2). Where
such representations are made to an ELB, the Board may, after considering
representations,

issue a statement

in the form originally
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proposed,

such

issue a

statement

in a modified form, or determine

(Schedule 11: (7 a-c)).

not to issue a statement

at all

Should the ELB decide to issue a formal statement,

they

must also serve on the parents/guardians

of the child a copy of the statement,

and notice of their

DENI against

'Right of Appeal' to

the special

educational

provision specified; as well as notice of the name of the person to whom they
may apply

for information and advice

about their child's

special educational

needs (Schedule 11: (8 a-c)).

If the parents disagree with any part of the formal statement they may, within
15 days, request a meeting with an officer of the ELB. Parents

may request a

meeting with those who give the advice,

(Section 8 (2-3): Schedule 2).

these discussions the ELB may confirm the

final statement as sent to the parents;

After

amend the statement in the light of the discussions or cease the statement.

Article

32

Article 32 was concerned
'ordinary'

with the provision

school context. It specified

educational provision

of special education

that where

for a child for whom

an ELB arranges

it maintained a statement

Article 31, it should be the duty of the ELB, to secure that he/she
an 'ordinary' school (Article 32: (1)).

within

Paragraph (2) states:

special

•

(a) his receiving
he/she requires:

•

(b) the provision of the efficient education for the children
with whom he will be educated: and

•

(c) the efficient use of resources.'
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educational

provision

special
under

is educated at

'The conditions referred to in paragraph (1) are that account has
been taken, in accordance with Part 2 of Schedule 11, of the
views of the child's parents and that educating the child at a n
'ordinary' school is compatible withthe

an

that

Article 32 placed a responsibility
special education needs.

on teachers to identify pupils who may have

The Board of Governors, in the case of a controlled

school, or the managers in the case of a maintained school, had a duty to assess
the nature

and extent of all pupils with special

educational

needs

in their

school.

Article

33

Article 33 provided definitions for terms used with Articles 30 -32. Henceforth,
pupils were no longer classified according

to specific categories

the medically based categories of past legislation were replaced.
making special educational

provision

individual pupils was introduced.
was a fundamental

The definition

feature of the Order.

provision

The concept of

to meet the special educational

needs of

of 'special educational needs'

Hereafter,

'special educational needs' if he/she had a 'learning
special educational

of disability;

to be made for him.

a child was said to have
difficulty' which called for
Learning

difficulty

rather convolutedly 'defined' as:
•

'A significantly greater difficulty in
majority of children of his age; or

learning

than

the

•

a disability which prevented or hindered him from making
use of the educational facilities of a kind generally provided
at 'ordinary' schools for children of his age; or

•

he was under the age of five years and was, or would be i f
special educational provision were not made for him, likely to
fall within the above two grouping when over that age.'
(Article 33: (2 a-c)).
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was

Article
Article

34
34 empowered

could be constituted.
far

as

possible,

DENI to specify

special

schools

Article 34 additionally referred to the requirement

that, as

children

should

Regulations

attend

by which

collective

worship

and

religious

instruction, subject to the approval of their parents.

Article

35

Article 35, in conjunction

with

Schedule

12, referred

to children

who were

'unsuitable for education at school':

'Each Board shall in accordance with the provisions of Schedule
12, determine the children in its area who are unsuitable for
education at school and shall comply with that schedule i n
relation to such children.'

For children with severe learning
Social Services administered

difficulties,

'school' referred

special care school.

to a Health and

Special care schools became

the responsibility of the Department of Education in April 1987 - they were then
renamed special (s) schools.

Article

36

Article 36 related to the duties of the Health and Social Services
children

under school age that they, the DHSS, are of the opinion

special educational provision later in their lives.
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in relation

to

may require

4.3. (v)

The

1989 Education Reform

Order (ERO)

Education reform was much in vogue in the late 1980s.
devoted
direction

considerable

energy to changing

of the education

system

the

in Britain

The

government had

educational
(Chitty,

character

1989; Cairns,

and
1993).

Although much of the central thrust of this reform originated in the Callaghan
era, the

reform process gained considerable momentum duringthe years of the

Thatcher governments and culminated in England in the Education Reform Act
of 1988.

The Conservative government's
December 1986.

plans for education reform were announced

in

A National Curriculum consultation document was issued in July

1987; the Education Reform Bill was introduced in November 1987 and received
the Royal assent in July 1988.
the government's

During this time there were few modifications to

proposals, despite considerable

protests from educationalists

(Maclure, 1988).

This would appear to substantiate Chitty's (1989) assertion that

the government

made no real attempt to generate

national

consensus

about a

major re-structuring of the education system.

Within a Northern

Ireland

context there

was a different

experience.

process of Educational Reform deliberation included two preliminary

The

discussion

documents and a draft Order all of which were subject to extensive consultative
feedback.

It may be that the political sensitivities

Northern

Ireland

created

a requirement

of the education system i n

to ensure

as wide a consensus

as

possible in order to inhibit possible future setbacks to the process of reform.

The first

of these

discussion

documents

'Education

In

Northern

Ireland:

Proposals For Reform', which was issued in March 1988, contained government
criticisms

of the present

educational

system.
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This document commented

on

many

commendable

features

of education

within

the

Province,

but

also

identified:
'..The existence of some fundamental and

significant weakness.'
(Page 5)

In the primary

and secondary

balance of the curriculum
development

sectors criticisms

offered - an undue attention

of a small range

expense of a broad provision.
task of raising

of skills, knowledge

interest

bring

of fostering

together
tolerance

indicated that the government

of responses

received

October 1988 by a further

to support

educational

from

and mutual

differing

understanding.

would be publishing,

at the

was to be tackled
were themselves
approach

for the

programmes
traditions

and

in the

This document

later in the year a draft

In the event, perhaps due to the substantial

(5,348) this initial

paper,

which

Thus the government’s

children

Order to amend the 1986 (NI) Order.
number

Ireland

with deep divisions

was also to continue

which

was being paid to the

and competencies

standards in education in Northern

reflected in the education system.

activities

and

It was acknowledged, with some concern, that the

within a context of communities

'new reform'

focused on the breadth

'Education

document

In Northern

was followed
Ireland.

The

in
Wav

Forward'. This Paper outlined the major decisions reached by the government

in the light of the earlier consultation,

and in essence outline the impending

Reform Order.

The Education

Reform

Order (ERO) was laid before

Parliament

and

passed

unammended on 19 December 1989 and came into operation on 19 February 1990.
The 1989 ERO is somewhat shorter than the 1988 Act (its UK counterpart)
many of its main sections are familiar. The 1989 Order prescribed
Ireland Curriculum (NIC), for all grant-aided
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but

a Northern

schools, based on six compulsory

areas

of study

attainment

and

six cross-curriculum

targets and programmes

the end of each

of four

themes,

with

of study, subject to national

key stages.

Maintained Schools [CCMS]; a Northern
Schools Examination

educational

It established
Ireland

to grant

at

For Catholic

Council [NICC] and a

and Assessment Council for Northern

altered the admissions arrangements

assessment

the Council

Curriculum

agreed

Ireland

[NISEAC]. It

aided schools by the introduction

of open enrolment, based upon parental preference,

along with new provisions

for admissions criteria for schools.

The Order also required
delegate

resource

ELBs to fund schools (except special) by formula and to

management

to

provided for the establishment
schools (these

schools catered

stipulated certain

post-primary

schools

of grant-maintained

and

and controlled

for both Catholic and Protestant

arrangements

colleges.

in respect of the provision

It

integrated

children)

and

of information

by

schools to parents and the wider community:
'The central ideas underpinning the 1989 Order were rooted i n
policies already articulated at Westminster.
The concepts of
raising
educational
standards
and nationally
assessing
the
results,
of re-structuring
relationships
between
central
government and
Education
boards, of
undermining
the
dominance of professionals
in the interests
of enhancing
parental choice, of placing education into the market place and
demanding
wider
accountabilities
will
be
familiar
to
educationalists on both sides of the Irish Sea.'
(Senior Education Officer)

Yet, there

were some substantial

outcomes,

which

between

the

served

respective

system of integrated
social context
differing

within

differences

to maintain
education

and

Northern

outcomes which

reinforce

systems.

schools, was clearly
Ireland.

have emerged
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in both

proposals
the

For example

a response

differences

the promotion

to a distinct

More puzzling,
in Northern

existing

and eventual

however,

Ireland

political
were

of a
and
those

as a result of the

consultation
ignored
argued

process, in some instances

by thegovernment
that

such

in response

to arguments

in England and Wales.

divergence,

relatively

minor

In

in scope,

the case, however, that only in Northern

were

one sense, it may
constituted

tinkering with the essential core of reform and should therefore
remains

which

Ireland

be

only

be ignored.

a
It

did the government

engage in genuine consultation on such matters.

The principle
broad

and

established
this

that all pupils,

balanced

curriculum,

represented

building upon the advances

(vi)

1996

legislation

had

an

relevant

to their

levels,

should

individual

receive
needs

not

until

opportunity

to improve

standards

was
needs

further,

Order

the 1996 Education Order and the accompanying

been

a

of the Warnock Report and the 1986 (NI) Order.

Education (NI)

During this research
Practice

of ability

in law by the 1989 ERO. For pupils with special educational

entitlement

4.3.

irrespective

implemented.

Indeed,

1997 with the Code of Practice

the

Order

did

being introduced

not

Code Of
become

in September

1998.

The main substantive provisions of the 1996 Order prescribe:
•

the advice to be sought by ELBs in assessing special educational needs;

•

the form and contents

of statements, and of notices to be served on parents

along with draft statements;
•

the establishing of a special educational needs tribunal system;

•

parental choice of school for their children:
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•

the procedures for carrying out reviews of statements, including the making
of transition plans; and

•

restrictions on the disclosure of statements.

4.4

Overview

Throughout the history of special education within Northern

Ireland, the MCE

and later the DENI would appear to support the ideological concept of integrated
educational

opportunities

but a variety

of reasons,

not least of which

is the

failure to allocate additional funding for special educational needs, have meant
that this ideology has not always been put into practice.

This chapter

has

suggested that the 1986 (NI) Order was written in the false belief that there was
already

a general

national

trend

towards

handicapping conditions into the mainstream
may well have influenced
encourage

subsequent

and regulate an existing

accepting

children

who

had

of education (Wright, 1991). This

legislation, since those laws written
trend would be written

differently

to

from

those intended to initiate it.

Two important conclusions may be made from this historical overview.
a major in relation
been the
medical

to special education development

shift from thinking of children
terms

placements

to a concept

within

'ordinary'

inevitable, and is continuing.
education of children

with handicaps/disabilities

of psychological
schools:

in Northern

and,

growth

secondly,

through
historical

Firstly,

Ireland

has

in purely
learning
change

is

Those granted the responsibility for the care and

with special educational

needs can learn from the past

that positive change can only take place when there is a firm and coherent
foundation for theory and ideas and commitment at all levels to those ideas.
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The apparent

consistent

who have been
since

imbalance

designated

1947 is interesting

'referred'

for assessment.

the part

of teachers

between

as being

the number

in need

of special

to record.

Males being

Other than

differential

and parents

of males and females

between

boys

educational

provision

over twice as likely
educational
and girls,

to be

expectations
such

on

a situation,

especially as it has occurred over a period of fifty years, is a paradox.

Much has been
administrators

written

about different

and parents,

patchwork of provision.

on

perceptions,

on the part

educational

terms

special

However,

and

1986 (NI) Order being

terminology

difficulties

a case

may

the

less has been written on the fact

education legislation over the past fifty years has been imprecise
the

of teachers,

point.

It is from this

that special

and confused,

source

introduced

introduced

in Northern

in

Library

England

Ireland.

(NI)

difficulties from Health
Boards.

Order

and

Wales

before

For example the

similar

legislation

1970 Handicapped

considerable

Service

departments

It took 17 years for similar legislation

to introduce
consternation

the

principle

to Northern

among the parents

in hospital

education provided in mainstream

the

local education

with severe

in the form of the

1987

Ireland.

This

schools; while children
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caused

with SLD who lived
buses, taught

grounds and did not have a right

authority.

Children

and

of children

and Wales were educated in special schools by teachers

is

to local Education

in Northern Ireland - their children were collected by ambulance
by nurses in buildings

many

educational

Act transferred the responsibility for schools catering for children
learning

that

arise.

Another area worthy of debate is the inordinately long gap between
legislation

resulting

to have an

with SLD in England
under the

direction

of

Chapter Five
Special Education Provision
Within The Southern Education
And Library Board
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5.1

Introduction

This chapter
and

relates to the managerial

Library

Board.

administration

framework

The objectives of the

of the

chapterare

of the SELB; to describe thefunctions

Southern
to

outline

provision

provision

and to describe the categories

1994

the

of the Special Education

Branch, to outline the education
existed in March

Education

for statemented

children

as such

of statements

issued by the SELB.

Policies pertaining
Warnock

to special education

continuum

approximately

20%

of

special

provision

educational

of the school population.

in the

SELB recognise

need

that

encompasses

It is acknowledged

this 20% there exists a sub group of circa 2% - these being

the

that within

children

whose

educational needs are such that they will require some form of special education
for most of their time at school.

These pupils (the 2%) are referred

statemented pupils, after the process of educational

to as

assessment profiled in the

1986 (NI) Order.

Whilst supporting

the concept of a continuum of special educational

SELB administratively
differentiated

differentiates

process, it

the

is argued, has

two

groups.

resulted

in

This

need, the
managerial

administrators

and

curriculum

advisers becoming informed about the special educational needs of

all children

and therefore

more adept at appraising

the deployment

of limited

economic resources (SELB Annual Report, 1992).

However, it has been suggested that the base percentages
by the

SELB, may

(Cunningham,

1991).

underestimate
Nevertheless,

the

extent

of the

of 20% and 2%, used
'educational

despite this assertion,
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problem'

special educational

policy decisions, staffing

levels and funding

dictates within the SELB continue

to assume that one pupil in six at any time and up to one pupil in five at some
time, during

their school career

may require

some form of special

education

provision; and that the provision so required be provided from within a schools
own resources.

In relation

educational

needs are

educational

provision

to statemented

of such

children,

a complex

it is accepted that as their

nature,

they

will

require

to be provided for, and funded exclusively

special

by the SELB

directly (SELB, Annual Report 1993).

In

March

1994 the

statements

2.15% of its school

of special educational

(NI) Order.
figures)

SELB had

This compared

need as specified

with a Northern

population
by Schedule

Ireland

average

supported

11 of the 1986
of 1.67% (DENI

and an England and Wales average of 2.28% (Audit Commission,

Of concern to SELB administrators was the fact that whilst the Northern
and

UK figures

increasing
Northern

were

slowly

at a much greater
Ireland

average,

increasing,
rate.

SELB percentage

If such figures,

continued

to increase

already

by

1992).
Ireland

figures

were

in excess of the

at the same rate they would

considerably exceed national averages by 1996, with all the attending

financial

and resourcing consequences that such a situation implies.

5.2 The Special Education Branch
5.2.

(i)

Historical

Development

The Special Education Branch
'Amendment
ELBs in
impending

of the Law on Special Education', which

April

1984.

This

1986 (NI) Order.

administrative
the

owes it origin to the DENI consultative

impending

document

sought

was disseminated

comments

Education Boards were required

and policy changes

from
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to all

ELBs on

to inform

that they intended to implement

legislation.

document

the

DENI of

in light of

SELB administrative preparations began in March 1985, when in response to the
Draft 1984 (NI) Order three special education working groups were established

-

each with a different remit:

'One group considered the developing integration movement for
statemented children and how integrational initiatives could be
encouraged;
another
group
considered
the
expansion
of
appropriate educational provision for the 16-19 age group; while
the third group considered the implications of integration and
demography for the future role of the five special care schools
within the Boards area.'
(Assistant Education Officer)

It has been argued that:

'Subsequent special educational developments within the SELB
owe their origins to this period of debate where a philosophy of
special education provision was considered and subsequently used
to frame future policy.'
(Assistant Education Officer)
Recommendations
response

from

the three

working

to DENI to the Draft 1984 (NI) Order.

opinion amongst those working within
two

common

fundamental

'segregation/integration'

-

While there

The

1. To simplify
education

policy

first

core

of SELB

was a divergence

of

all debates were
related

to

continuum.

the
of

Subsequently,

objectives were formulated:

and focus the administration
assessment

the

the second related to the management

change - the imposed change/self generated change
three managerial

formed

the groups, underlying

concepts.

continuum

groups

procedure

surrounding

the new

impending

(statementing).

2. To ensure the co-ordination of all special educational support services.
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3. To promote better assessment and co-ordination
of the in-service
requirements of teachers who work within the field of special education.

To achieve

these

objectives

the

SELB established

in April

Education Branch which included within its administration

1986 a Special

the existing schools

educational psychology section and the hospital and home teaching sections.

The Special Education Branch
special

care

statemented

schools;
children

statemented children,

special
within

was henceforth
educational
mainstream

where necessary,

to administer
needs

contexts;

arrangements
arrangements

for
for

to be educated in schools out-side the

SELB administrative area; and to oversee the above
'While the assessment of a
remained with the educational
for the administration relating
educational placement of the
Special Education Branch.'

units;

- special schools;

policy objectives:

pupil's special educational needs
psychology section, responsibility
to statementing, and the eventual
child rested exclusively with the
(SELB Information Brief, 1987).

It was intended that the creation of a Special Education Branch would result in a
more efficient and cost effective entity than:
'.... the numerous and complex administrative procedures which
it replaced.
This new administrative branch, it was planned,
would improve and streamline special educational services to
school by various SELB sections. Principal teachers would now
have one officer (special education officer) to deal with.'
(Education Officer)

Henceforth, schools would have a central branch with which to deal with and a
specific education officer to whom they could refer to on special educational
issues.

The hope was that this would lead to improved co-ordination with schools
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and SELB responses

would, as a consequence,

be more consistent,

efficient

and

eventually more cost effective.

5.2.

(ii)

The

Current

Position

The Special Education Branch

is managed

by an education

officer who has a n

assistant education officer and a clerical staff of seven to aid her in this task.
potential source of confusion

for parents

and teachers

A

alike is that this officer

is known within various SELB documents as: the education officer (special); the
special

education

officer,

the

placement

officer

(special);

the

statementing

officer and the special needs officer:
'Its a source of some amusement to me why they (the SELB) do not
use one term for the person in charge of the special education
section rather than the six or seven they presently have. The
whole idea behind the reorganisation of special education at the
Board in the mid 1980s was to simplify matters for parents and
people like myself. All these different names just confuses.’
(School Principal)

As the 1986 (NI) Order did not allocate any funding
measures that it implicitly
initially

by diverting

required,

funds

from

for the special educational

the Special Education Branch
existing

projects.

was funded

Thereafter,

from

1987

onwards the branch had its own budget allocation.

SELB educational

assessment

and related

upon: the Statutory Rules Of Northern
Articles 29 to 37 inclusive

administrative

Ireland

and Schedule

procedures

1985 No. 365; the 1986 (NI) Order,

11; and, the Education

1989, Articles 16 and 155. These are the only pieces of legislation
role of the Special Education

Branch

though

must conform

of course

the branch

and its duties are
to the

Ireland Educational Orders and DENI statutory rules.
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are based

Reform

in which the

specifically

dictates

Order

detailed

of all Northern

The administrative

duties of the Special Education Branch

are divided into six

key areas:

(1) Special

•

Schools

Within

The SELB

Establish, service and advise special

Administrative Area

school management

committees

and

governors.
•

Maintain legal contacts with the Southern

Health and Social Services Board

about ex-special care school properties.
•

Building

projects,

including

site

acquisition,

planning,

accommodation

schedules and equipment.
•

Appointment

of teaching

and non-teaching

staff to special

schools and

provision of in-service training.
•

Day-to-day

administration

school, including

of all five special

all aspects pertaining

(s) schools

to assessments

and Fallowfield

and statementing,

funding and record keeping.

(2)

•

Special

Receive

Schools

outside

the SELB

proposals/statements

section; arranginginterviews,

from

Administrative Area

the

schools

educational

admissions and transport

psychology

to schools outside

the SELB administrative area.
•

Control of budget and financial
SELB administrative

(3) Special

•

Educational

estimates for pupil placements

outside the

area.

Provision

Receive proposals for establishing

Within

Mainstream

Schools

new SENUs from the chief educational

psychologist.
•

Supervise building modifications to host schools that apply to have a SENU.
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•

Day-to-day administration,

including

initial

assessments,

statements,

school

placements, funding, record keeping and classroom assistance.

(4)
•

Home
Receive

Tuition

And

proposals

Hospital

from

Teaching

senior

medical

officers

pertaining

to children

unable to attend school as a result of medical conditions.
•

(5)
•

Identifying and employing tutors for the children identified above.

Nursery
Establishing

Schools

and

Nursery

and operating

Classes

a policy for 'out of turn'

admissions

to nursery

schools on the grounds of special educational need.
•

Receiving requests for initial assessments from parents

of children

who are

under five years of age.
•

Day-to-day

administration

statements,

school

placements,

classroom assistance

(6)
•

Retention
Operating

Of
DENI

including

all

funding,

aspects
record

relating
keeping

to assessments,
and allocation

of

levels.

Over-age
procedure

Pupils
for

obtaining

approval

for

retention

of

statemented children attending special schools and units.

The above inventory represents a listing of the duties and responsibilities of the
Special Education Branch

of the SELB as they existed in March

1994.

These six

areas of responsibility represent the foundations upon which the SELB has built
and developed its policies and provision for statemented children.
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The Special Education Branch administers a continuum
that ranges

from placements

specialised residential

in mainstream

institutions

of educational

provision

classes, to placements

(SELB, 1993(a)).

On 1 March

in highly

1994, the range

of provision along this continuum were:

•

Mainstream class full time

•

Mainstream class part time/special withdrawal class part time.

•

Special class/unit (base) part time/mainstream class part time.

•

Special class/unit full time

•

Special school linked to mainstream school.

•

Home School Tuition.

•

Boarding special school (EBD only)

•

Boarding special school - (Outside ELB).

The

number

of statemented

administrative
years.

area

has

with extra help.

other than social

children

been

in

consistently

placements
reduced

This has been assisted by a policy decision

breadth

of specialist

provision

children

However,
for

whom

use of the funding

the

Board

cannot, for

e.g. children

visual or hearing problems (SELB,

and seven

to enhance

sound

of the

available

ELBs within

pupils had placements in two
and six schools

in other

the
the

to support

local

to be a number

educational

who have special

of

within

and

of

financial

needs resulting

from

1993(b)).

1994 the SELB utilised nine special schools in England;
in other

SELB

and develop

children

it is recognised that there will continue

reasons, make provision,

In March

outside

over the past number

available for statemented

SELB and, by a more determined
initiatives.

activities.

Northern

Ireland.

Additionally,

three

in Eire

statemented

mainstream schools in England; one school in Eire

ELBs within

Northern
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Ireland.

Forty-one

children

(3.8%) of the total number of children with statements within the SELB attend
these schools.

5.3 Statements of Special Educational Need
In March 1992 there were 5,327 children with statements of special educational
need attending schools in Northern

Ireland (Table 5.1). Of these

(62%), were male,with 2,025 (38%) female - it is
imbalance, with more males having
statistical average
Two thousand

statements

interesting

than one would expect from a

and sixty-nine

children

school age; while 2,240 (42%) were of post-primary
thirty-one

to note a gender

(50%) or the school population figures given

seven hundred

children

(2%) attended grammar

children 3,302

in Table 1.1.

(52%) were of primary
age.

One hundred

schools while 241 children

and
(4%)

attended schools outside their ELB.
TABLE 5.1
Pupils

with statements
by

education

of

special educational

Board

at

March

need

1994.

Primary

Post
Primary

Grammar

Other
ELB

Total

BELB

426

377

25

33

861

NEELB

529

45 1

19

29

1,028

SEELB

847

623

27

89

1,586

SELB

582

443

3

41

1,069

WELB

385

346

3

49

783

(NI Annual Abstract Of Statistics, 1993)
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Table 5.1 indicates that the number of children for whom the SELB maintained
statement
children

of special educational
(59%) were male, with

are apparently

over represented

children

in the SELB represented

children

in the primary

population

within

sector

the

SELB.

need, was 1,069.Six hundred

a

and thirty-six

433 children

(41%) female - once again males

(Table 1.1).

The total number

20.1% of the Northern
represented
The 443

represented 1.5% of the total post-primary

of statemented
total.

The 582

3.5%of the total primary

school

children
population.

Ireland

in

the

secondary sector

The 306 children

special school sector represented 27% of the Northern Ireland

in the

total (NI Abstract

of Statistics, 1994).

Alongside

the increase

statements

in mainstream schools the SELB has been experiencing

in the number

in

of children

1.5% annually).

the

number

attending

of children

being

supported

special schools (currently

This is against the national

by

an increase
increasing

at

trend of an overall decline in the

number of children attending such schools (Audit Commission, 1992).

In March 1994 there were 78 children with draft statements.

These

are children

All

that remains

who are in the concluding stages of the assessment procedure.
is for the child's parents
statement.

to accept the content

of the proposed

When so accepted, the education officer (special) will then specify a

school placement.

Within the SELB the average time lapse between the issuing

of the 'draft statement'
three

or guardians

and the child being placed in a school is approximately

months.

It is SELB policy that all children have the same rights of access to an education
which offers an equal opportunity

for all (SELB, 1987).

Further

to this, Article

Four of the 1989 Education Reform Order placed a duty on schools to provide and
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deliver

a broad,

according

balanced

to individual

curriculum

needs.

to all

These concepts

SELB policies pertaining

to statemented

view that such children

should havetheir

children,

differentiated

are fundamental

children.

Integral

educational

only

in relation

to

to this policy is the

needs

met within

SELB

schools:

'It is not SELB policy to see the number of children supported
with statements of special educational need artificially reduced
against perceived need, as is the alleged case in other ELBs. It is
equally not policy to see the
assessmentof children become
resource/financial driven rather than reflecting the individual
needs of children.'
(Education

Officer)

Against a backdrop of finite resources, SELB officers are confident that they are
making

the

statemented

most efficient
children,

and

effective

and that there

use

of the

finance

available

is equality of funding between

for

special

schools and special educational needs units.

However,

mainstream

equality of funding
interviewed

school

principals

do not

for special education

(N=4) expressed

the

fear

always

provision
that

the

agree

(Appendix
Replacement

that
5.1).

there

is

Principals

and

Variation

Scheme for LMS proposed by the SELB, which will come into effect in April 1996,
would reduce centrally
school principals

prescribed

maintained

funds for special

education

that if levels of provision

provision.

The

were to be maintained

then funds would have to be diverted from the schools' own budget.

The view

was expressed that if this was to occur then schools would cease to have SENUs thus statemented

children

would have

Such action would run contrary

to seek placements

to the SELB’s integrational

was unresolved at June 1995.
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in special
policy.

schools.

This issue

5.3.

(i)

Assessment

Children with special

Procedures
educationalneeds

are identified by the SELB by means of

the formal procedures laid down by the 1986 (NI) Order.

The Board may learn of

a child's possible need for special education from a number
officers may refer very young children

for special education after the parents

have been informed

of the need for assessment;

their

directly

own children

of sources:- medical

concerned

parents

to the Board; but mostly children

may refer

will be already

enrolled in school before their special educational needs become apparent.

The identification and assessment of children who may have special educational
needs, is divided into four stages as determined by the 1986 (NI) Order.

The first stage of the assessment procedure occurs when a parent/guardian
school principal believes that a pupil may have learning

difficulties

greater than those which are normally dealt with by the school.
either

party

concerns.

has the right

to notify

the Special

Education

which are

In such a case

Branch

The education officer (special), may seek clarification

has done

pupil's difficulties are continuing
stage of the
educational

assessment

psychologist.

Where it is

all that it can from its own resources
to give cause for concern

procedure

requires

This psychologist

that

then

a referral

will determine

of their

on the initial

arrangements made by the school to deal with the child's problems.
clear that the school

or

and the

the second

is made to a n

whether

there

are

'prima facie' grounds for embarking on formal assessment procedures.

Where it appears that the child's problems

are 'serious and complex', to use the

1986 (NI) Order's phrase,

psychologist

the educational

officer (special) that formal assessment procedures
of the 1986 (NI) Order, should begin.

the education

as specified in Schedule

This represents
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notifies

the third

11

stage of the

assessment

procedure.

subsequently
advice, this

analyse

written

is the fourth

advice received

officer

educational,

(special)

medical,

will then

social

request

and

stage in the assessment procedure.

he will decide whether

educational need.
or

The education

and

psychological

On the basis of

or not to issue a statement of

special

Parents have a right of appeal to DENI regarding this decision

content of the statement so issued.

The SELB is required
educational
statement

to review

need which
should

be

it maintains.

maintained

multidisciplinary

assessment

Review.

present

Persons

following; the
psychologist,

pupil's

at least annually
The decision

on

of the

a pupil
pupil's

at an annual

class

each

teacher,

statement

of special

as to whether

or not a

is made

on

educational

needs

review may include
the

school

the basis
- the

Annual

any or all

of the

principal,

an

educational

the school medical officer, the child's parent/guardian(s)

applicable a social worker.

of a

and, if

Annual reviews are expected to provide the Board

with relevant information to assess whether
the placement itself, remain appropriate.

the provision

made by a school, o r

The information

provided in reviews

is normally

based upon written reports which incorporate the views

of teachers

and

staff who

the

child's

placements

within

other

parent/guardian(s)

work

with

the

child.

are also considered.

Pupils

The

views

who have

SENUs or special schools may only transfer to a mainstream
contained within
best interests.

an annual

A statement

special education

of

school if the advice

review indicates that such a move is in the pupil's
remains

in force until

sub-committee, acting

it is cancelled

on the advice contained

review.
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by the SELB
in an

annual

When a child with a statement moves into the SELB area from another area, the
education officer (special) will decide if a reassessment

will be made or, acting

on advice, she may simply write a statement identical to the one from the other
Board/LEA.

5.4 The Six Categories Of Special Educational Need
For administrative

purposes

into six categories.
Severe Learning

the Special Education

These categories
Difficulty

Branch

records

are; Moderate Learning

[SLD]; Emotional

statements

Difficulty

and Behavioural

Disorders

[MLD];
[EBD];

Blindness and Deafness; Speech Defects; and Physical Disabilities (Table 5.2).
cases where

a child has two or more factors

needs as stated on the statement,

then,

contributing

to his/her

for administrative

purposes,

In

special
the first

named 'factor' is assumed to be the recording one.
TABLE 5.2
SELB

statements
for

issued

by

type

1993/1994.

Number Of
Statements

Percent Of
SELB Total
(%)

MLD

674

63

SLD

306

29

EBD

1 2

1.5

Physical
Disability

44

3

Blind/Deaf

12

1.5

Speech
Disorders

21

2

1,069

100%

(SELB Annual Statistics, 1994)
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5.4.

(i)

Moderate

Learning

Difficulty

(MLD)

Definition

Within the MLD grouping
learning

difficulties',

difficulties.

sport.

'developmental

described

difficulties'

It is accepted, however,

strengths

as having
and

'moderate

'communication

that some children

or abilities in certain

Nevertheless,

through

are children

Children with these difficulties exhibit a limitation in certain areas

of development.
particular

there

in general

specialised teaching

may demonstrate

areas of learning

these children

or class groupings

require

and especially

additional

assistance

in order to benefit from the

educational provision made available (Williams, 1993). In the recent past such
children would have been termed as Educationally Sub-Normal [ESN].

In some ELBs in the Province a child with MLD may be place in a special school,
in another ELB he/she may be placed in an 'ordinary'
support.

class and get specialist

In the SELB children who have MLD recorded on their statements are

educated within SENUs.

Development

Shortly

Of

before

the reorganisation

government/local
educationally
Armagh,

Provision

authority

sub-normal

Banbridge

of education

working

pupils

and Mourne.

party

should

authorities

recommended

in 1972, a joint
that

be built at Dungannon,

The current

chief

schools

Craigavon,

psychologist,

against this:
T argued that there was likely to be an increasing trend towards
educating ESN children within 'ordinary' school contexts, and
consequently recommended the development of a system of
primary and post-primary special educational needs units (SENU)
in each of the largest towns in the county, thus allowing
children who had MLD's a placement in schools close to their
home.'
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for

argued

This proposal

became

SELB policy in April

Education Committee was the first education
take the decision

1972.

Thus, the Armagh

committee

in Northern

County

Ireland

not to build special schools; and the first to formally

make

provision for ESN children in 'ordinary' school contexts (Cunningham 1991).
a result of this policy, the first SEND in Northern

Ireland

to

As

(and possibly the UK)

opened in 1973 at St. Joseph's primary school, Bessbrook:
'While
saving money does not appear to have
been the
predominant
reason for the committee adopting the 'SENU
policy', it is true that providing special education provision
within existing schools as opposed to building new special
schools appears to have saved enormous sums of money.'
(Educational

Since St. Joseph's

SENU opened,

number of SENUs for children

there

has

been

Psychologist)

a steady

expansion

in the

designated ESN/MLD within the SELB (Table 5.3).

It would appear that the implementation

of the integrational

directives

of the

1986 (NI) Order acted as a catalyst to this form of provision.
TABLE 5.3
Number of SENUs

within

the

SELB

as of June 1986.

Age
Lurgan
Portado wn
Banbridge
Dungannon
Cookstown
Newry
Armagh
Total

Aee

5-8
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
4

8-11
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
8

Ase

11-16
0
3
2
0
2
3
1
1 1

(SELB Annual Statistics, 1987)
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As a result of the growth in the number

of special educational

chief psychologist

a compendium

uniformity

was asked to provide

of provision

needs units the

in an attempt to have
His, 'Brief For The

and the optimum use of resources.

Provision Of ESN And Diagnostic Units'. (SELB, 1978) was, in March

1994, still the

document which reference was made with regard to SEND provision.

By March

1994, the

SELB had

31

SENUs in

primary

schools.

This

total

represented the largest number of SENUs of any of the ELBs in Northern Ireland
(Table 5.4).

These 31 units were based in 15 schools.

SENUs in the
hearing

post-primary

difficulties

sector

including

and a unit for children

In addition, there were 19

a unit

for

with physical

children

who

disabilities.

had
These

units were based in ten schools.
'The SELB. currently has the largest number of SENUs of any ELB;
as a direct result, it also has the largest number of teachers
within SENU and the greatest number of children attending.
Proposals are currently being considered for additional primary
SENU provision in Armagh and Portadown; and for additional
post-primary
provision
in
Kilkeel,
Warrenpoint
and
Crossmaglen.
We are very proud of this form of integrated
provision for handicapped children.'
(Senior Education Officer)

The original

SELB aim of having

primary

and post-primary

special education

provision available in each town so that no pupil would have to go to a boarding
school or travel a long distance appears to have been accomplished.
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TABLE 5.4
Special

educational

needs

units,

staffing

and

pupils

by ELB at March 1994.
Number Of
Teachers

Post-primary
SEND

Primary
SEND

Number
Puuils

BELB

4

3

6

57

WELB

7

1

5

62

NEELB

9

6

9

103

SEELB

1 1

2

10

113

SELB

21

14

31

245

(N1 Annual Abstract Of Statistics, 1993)

Current
Within

Position

the SELB 674 children

difficulties
hundred

as the

principal

and forty-five

have
cause

children

again a gender imbalance which
questions

the SELB assertion

learning).

Such statements

SELB.

statements that
of their

(68%) are

cite moderate

special educational

represent

need.

Four

male; with 229 (32%) female (Once

has yet tobe adequately

that referrals

learning

explained,

are made according

and which

to difficulty

63% of the total number

i n

of issued by the

Three hundred and eighty-six of these children are in the primary

sector

(57%) with 288 (43%) in the post-primary sector.

The

number

difficulties
remained

of

pupils

with

as the

principle

relatively

stable

percentage increase

statements
cause

of their

between1987

and

that

specify moderate

special educational
1992.

During

this

of four per cent(4%) being recorded (Figure

153

learning

needs
period
5.1).

have
a

FIGURE 5.1
Pupils
difficulties

700
600
500
400
300
200

563

with

statemented

within

the

571

579

SELB

moderate
between

595

learning

1987

and

612

589

1994.

678

656

1 00

0
1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

(TV/ Annual Abstract Of Statistics, 1994)

However, the period 1992 to 1994

saw the number of such statements

markedly with the 1994 figures having

increasing

an increase of 15% on the 1991 figures.

This increase has been directly attributed by DENI administrators to the fact that
parents were now becoming more aware of the statementing procedure.
'The increase in the number of statements issued by ELBs may b e
attributed to the fact that as time passed more and more parents
were becoming informed about statementing.'
(DENI

Administrator)

During the same period special education provision did not increase:
'The unfortunate result of this lack of development has been that
since 1992, within the SELB, a large number of pupils with MED
have been statemented directly into mainschool contexts, as all
placements within the SENUs have been filled.'
(SENU Teacher)
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Such pupils tend to remain within the mainstream

of the education system with

no specialist educational support, until a place becomes available within a SENU.
The number

of statemented

children

awaiting

placements

within

a specific

post-primary SENU had increased four fold since 1991 (Figure 5.2).

FIGURE 5.2
Pupils

with

a placement

moderate
in

a

learning

SENU

difficulties

within

the

SELB

waiting

1987/1994

25 20
15 -

21

-

10

-

5 - 0
0

3

0

-

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

(Nl Annual Abstract Of Statistics, 1994)

DENI Special Education Inspectors
SENU in January 1987.
within

Northern

education

for

Eight

154 pupils.

Seven

difficulties

physical

disabilities.

minority

This was the first SENU inspection

Ireland.

learning

integrational

carried out an inspection

schools

and one SENU for pupils
It was

noted

were having

these, it was recommended

that

more active role in supporting

had
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been

with

provided
moderate

need arose out of
an

expansion

of

all SENUs within the SELB. A

with

such

programmes

teams that teachers

pupils by carrying

liaison with mainschool subject teachers.

- these

pupils

whose main

attending

by the inspection

for

there

difficulties

had ever taken place

involved

SENUs catered

programmes for children

of pupils

were

of all post-primary

and

for

should take a

out preparatory

work and

As of 1 March 1994, the SELB utilised six schools making
ELBs. Such placements

were made either

MLD provision

on the grounds

of religious

where boarding facilities were required or to reduce the travelling
pupils

5.4.

in other
choice,

time for the

concerned;

(ii)

Severe

Learning

Difficulties

(SLD)

Definition
Within the SLD grouping there are children
multiple

learning

communication
exhibit

difficulties

a marked

their learning;
throughout

difficulties',

limitation

that some children

in certain

areas of learning.

considerable

assistance

1993).

Children

likely to remain
(Carter,

may demonstrate
Nevertheless,

through

specialised

teaching

difficulty

that is significantly

is usually

associated

below the average,

all aspects

of
age

It is accepted,

strengths

or abilities

these children

require

in order to benefit

from

1991).

with

intellectual

and with a marked

functioning

impairment

ability to adapt to the daily demands of the environment (WHO, 1985):

'Within the SELB, children who have been statemented as having
severe learning difficulties comprise not only the organically
impaired but also those whose serious emotional disturbances o r
orthopaedic impairment renders them functionally disabled.'
(Educational

156

'severe

developmental

1989).

particular

the educational provision made available (Garnet,

Severe learning

across

Dallat,

in general

and

and

with these difficulties

at an early

1982;

'profound

difficulties'

in all areas of development,

time at school

however,

'developmental

(Jenkinson,

they are very

their

described as having

Psychologist)

in the

Although a low level of intellectual functioning is common to all these children,
in other

respects

the wide range

learning

difficulties,

results

of impairments,

in widely differing

often resulting
patterns

of daily behaviours.

This diversity has the, 'knock on effect', that such children
service

needs

beyond

those

traditionally

in multiple

offered

by

of the

1947

require

a range

'ordinary'

of

school

placements.

Development

Of

Provision

The 1987 (NI) Order, changed
the

the requirements

1986 (NI) Order, and specified

educational

treatment,

mainschool

contexts,

irrespective
unless

unreasonably

expensive.

Commission,

1992), figures

SELB show that no trend
been

suggested

ability
number

increased

that

of pupils

of level of severity,

such

a

Despite this,

placement
and against

requiring

to mainschool

segregation

(Rieser,

by

educational

proved

impracticable

the national

1995). Figure 5.3

special (s) schools within

stable, with a two per cent (2%) rise/fall

rise of five per cent (5%) from 1987 to 1994.
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trend

schools

contexts

disability decreased,

1990; Tremer,

special

were to be met within

for pupils enrolling in special

of pupils attending

remarkably

that the needs

Education Act and

(Audit

within the

occurred.

but

It has

segregation

highlights

or

by

how the

the SELB have remained
from year to year, and a

FIGURE 5.3

Pupils
difficulties

with
within

statemented
the

SELB

severe

between

learning
1987

and

1994.

300 .286

1 987

1 98 8

1 9 89

1 990

1 991

1 99 2

1 994

1 993

(NI Annual Abstract Of Statistics, 1994)

Pupils attending special schools have ages ranging

from four years to 18 years,

though in certain circumstances, where a place is available, a pupil may remain
at the school until he/she
to a sheltered

is 19 years old, after which he/she

employment

usually, though

placement.

not always, identified

Pupils attending

usually transfers

special

by Social Service personnel

schools

are

who under

the 1986 (NI) Order have a statutory duty to inform the SELB.

The small number of children attending special schools within the SELB, 7.8% of
the Northern Ireland total, may be directly attributed to the occurrence

that the

SELB has the fewest number

Ireland.

of special schools of any ELB in Northern

Children attending the various special schools within the SELB may be observed
from Figure 5.4. Likewise, and as a consequence
has the highest number of statemented children
and post-primary
number

schools can be linked

of special educational

mainstream

of this, the fact that the SELB
attending

to the fact that

needs units for statemented

schools.
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mainschool
it has
children

the

primary
highest

attached to

FIGURE 5.4
Pupils
schools

within

Ceara

enrolled
the

Donard

in

SELB

special
in

March

Lisnally

1994.

Newry

Sper rin
View

(SELB Annual Statistics, 1994)

Twelve children with severe learning
figures
children

were

being

enrolled

educated
within

difficulties (4%) of the SELB’s total SLD

in schools

outside the SELB.

special (s) schools

within

The number

of

the SELB has remained

stable since records were first kept in 1950 (Figure 5.5). The only increase

in

numbers occurring after the 1987 (NI) Order came into effect.
FIGURE 5.5
Pupils
within

the

attending
SELB

special

between

schools

1950

1 9 92

and

1994.

294

1 9 90

262

1 9 85

234

1 9 80

227
224

1 975
1 9 70
1 965

276

1 960
1 955

253

1 950

236
1 00

200

300

(SELB Annual Statistics, 1994)
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Within

the

SELB there

are 43 teachers

children with severe learning
(PTR) of 1 : 6.86.

working

in schools

that

difficulties, this equates to a teacher:

This PTR compares

average of 1:7.1 and represents

favourably

with

cater

pupil ratio

the Northern

the second most favourable

teacher:

for

Ireland

pupil ratio

in Northern Ireland (Table 5.5).
TABLE 5.5
Pupil/teacher

ratios

Northern

in

special

Ireland

in

(S)

schools

in

1994.

BELB

1 : 6.52

SELB

1 : 6.86

WELB

1 : 7.32

SEELB

1 : 7.35

NEELB

1 : 7.45

(NI Annual Abstract Of Statistics, 1994)

The SELB does not currently

have a policy of diverting

funds from the special

school sector to special educational provision within mainschool
1995).

Thus, funding

levels for the above schools have

over a considerable
research,

of time despite

numbers.

were calculated

for variations

consistent

Prior

to this

pupil in various

For the first time these costs are specified (Table 5.6). The
by dividing

school sector by the number

funding

falling

remained

no figures existed to show the cost per statemented

educational contexts.
figures

period

contexts (SELB,

in funding

the total budget

of pupils in the sector.

between

individual

differentials.

160

allocated

to the special

While this does not allow

schools it does broadly

indicate

TABLE 5.6
Pupils

costs

with

in

three

severe

educational

learning

contexts

difficulties.

for

children

(thousands

£)

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

School

£2.459

£2.978

£3.100

£3.126

£3.456

Special
School
Outside SELB

£3.985

£3.958

£3.893

£3.729

£4.482

SENU

£1.245

£1.189

£1.043

£967

£957

Special

(SELB Annual Statistics, 1993)

Table 5.6 highlights

the

fact

that,

as would

be

expected,

a special

school

placement outside the ELB is apparently the most expensive

form of educational

provision

This could

for a pupil

with

severe

learning

attempts by education administrators
such

schools

placement

over the

continues

to the small

number

past number

to represent
of pupils

difficulties.

to limit the number
of years.

the 'cheapest'
with

severe

On the

of children
other

attending

hand,

form of placement

learning

explain

difficulties

a SEND

mainly
involved

due
i n

relation to total global funding.

Current
Within

Position

the SELB, three

severe learning

difficulties

needs.

One hundred

female.

Statements

the total number

hundred

and six children

as the principal

and fifty-five
pertaining

of issued.

children

have

statements

cause of their
(51%) are

to severe learning

cite

special educational

male, with

difficulties

that

151 (49%)

represent

28% of

While the special school system is a 'global

all age

range system' and not one organised into primary and post-primary sectors, it is
possible to calculate the number

of children

161

in each sector.

One hundred

and

sixty-six children

are of an age that would place them

in the primary

sector

(57%); while the remaining 140 children (47%) are in the post-primary sector.

5.4.

(iii)

Emotional

And

Behavioural

Difficulties

(EBD)

Definition
Emotional

and behavioural

and severity
problems

of behaviour.

of adaptation

inappropriate

children may
have

a severe

psychosis.

with

these

of physical,

between

themselves

aggressive,

bizarre

have difficulty
pervasive

are manifest

Children

to a range

They may set up barriers
through

difficulties

making

in many
difficulties

different
exhibit

social, and personal
and their learning

or withdrawn

developmental

disorder

Pupils with EBD span a wide range

or, more

of ability,

unusual
situations.

environment

behaviour.

sense of their environment

Some

because they

rarely,

though

forms

adult type
the majority

have learning difficulties of some degree (Chazan, 1993).

Indeed, most children,

during

their

school

life, experience

changes

in their

emotions which may have an impact upon their behaviour (Bless, 1992).

Within

the SELB, the needs of these children are met by the school from within

existing

resources:
'A few children
may display
a range
of emotional
and
behavioural difficulties that are of a much more extreme nature,
requiring a higher level of intervention and support than the
resources normally available within a school may permit.
This
group
of children
tend to experience
great difficulty
i n
establishing appropriate peer relationships, will openly refuse
and defy adult intervention
and often have a very negative
effect on the learning experiences of the peer group.'
(EBD Teacher)
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Development

Of

Provision

Children with a statement which specifies EBD (boys only - no similar provision
exists for girls) within the SELB have been placed at Fallowfield special school,
Lurgan since 1967:
'Children who have attended Fallowfield School over the years
have presented a wide range of emotional and behavioural
disorders.
These include over reactive behavioural problems
such as aggressiveness, hyperactivity and disruptive tendencies,
as well as timidity and over-inhibition.'
(EBD Teacher)
'Within a Fallowfield context, some children exhibit tendencies of
both. In addition, a small number of children show evidence of
serious pathological problems.'
(Educational Psychologist)

Fallowfield has always been a post-primary residential school (28 of the current
30 children

are boarders)

and has traditionally

taken pupils from across the

Province (Figure 5.6). In March 1994 the average length of stay at the school
was two years seven months.
FIGURE 5.6
Pupil

enrolment

at

Fallowfield

by ELB in March

special

school

1994.

SEELB

(SELB Annual Statistics, 1995)
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Plans are presently

being actively pursued to reopen a disused primary

just outside Armagh

to cater for the increased

Emotional and Behavioural
waiting list of 22 pupils.
though

present

Unit [EBU] e.g. Fallowfield

for placements
school

This proposed additional provision

this may be explained

children

demand

time, has no EBD provision

outnumbering

currently

imbalance

boys.

has a

within

The SELB, at the

for girls or for boys under

years nor do such children currently

in an

is for males only -

by the very extreme gender

who have EBD - boys vastly

school

the age of ten

have their needs provided for in another

ELB area.

In June 1993, there were 22 pupils from the SELB administrative
placement at Fallowfield, yet less than
allocated

to children

administers

living

within

the school. A possible

places by the SELB to other ELBs.
who

attend

Fallowfield

School

area awaiting a

20% of places at this school have been

the SELB, despite the fact that
reason

for

the

SELB

this situation is a 'trading'

of

Thus, for example, the 13 pupils from the BELB
are,

apparently,

compensated

for by

the

15

children from the SELB who attend special schools within the BELB. While this
may be an effective administrative/funding arrangement, the fact remains

that

in relation to the area of EBD, a child living in the SELB area has less chance of
obtaining a place at Fallowfield school than a child from any other ELB.

Current

Within

Position

the

SELB, 12 children

behavioural

difficulties

needs.

are male.

All

difficulties

represents

as the

have

statements

principal

Statements

cause

pertaining

1.5% of the total number

that

cite

of their

emotional

special

to emotional
of statements

educational

and behavioural
issued.

these children are of an age that would place them in the primary sector.
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and

None of
Seven

children

(58%)

attend

children

attend Fallowfield school; this being the only school for EBD children

within the SELB.
'determined';

schools

outside

the

SELB area.

The remaining

Prior to 1986, within the SELB, such children

in other

ELBs they

may

have

been

called

five

had been termed

'maladjusted'

(DENI

Circular 1971/64; Bridgeland, 1971).

5.4.

(iv)

Physical

Difficulties

Definition

The term
1993).

'physical

Not every

disability' covers
child who

a vast spectrum

has a physical

This condition

from the SELB.

Development

1989;

disability will have

However, those who do will have had the condition
own doctor.

(Morris,

initially

Stukat,

a statement.

defined by their

is then assessed by a senior clinical medical officer

On the basis of this assessment a statement is issued.

Of

Provision

No school for physically disabled children has ever existed within the SELB. I n
1962, during the era of the Armagh Education Committee, 14 children
county

attended

Belfast.

Since

physically

special
the

schools for the

physically

SELB was established

disabled children

school; Mitchell House school

in

disabled

in England

1972, an increased

number

and
of

have attended schools in Belfast - Fleming Fulton
andStewart Memorial school, though

sending such children to schools in England has been halted.
position in the south of Belfast enables a SELB minibus
daily.

from the

On request, the SELB may arrange

additional

Fleming Fulton's

to travel

support

the policy of

to this school

for schools which

have physically disabled children as provided by Mitchell House special school's
'Integration
educational
physically

Education
provision

Scheme'.

Further

for statemented

disabled children

to the

children,

at the CBS primary
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SELB policy
a unit
school,

was

of integrated
established

Newry,

for

in December

1976.

This unit continued

June

1992, when

School,

to serve the primary

the children

and post-primary

of post-primary

sector until

age moved to St. Mark's

High

Warrenpoint.

Current

Position

Within the SELB, 44 children

have statements

the

special

principal

cause of their

that cite physical

educational

children (68%) are male with 14 (32%) female.
of the total number of statements issued.
that would place them in the primary
(70%) are

in the post-primary

outside the SELB area.

needs.

Of this

Such statements

Thirteen

children

disabilities

as

number,

30

represent

(30%) are of an age

sector; while the remaining

sector.

Nine

Of the remaining

'special units' at Newry or Warrenpoint.

children

35 children,
Great pressure

(4%)

(20%)
24 attend

31 children

attend

schools

either

of the

is applied each year o n

the staff of these two 'units' to increase the number of pupils within the 'units':
'Every year, around March, just after all the annual reviews have
taken place, the SELB send me a list of the children who will b e
coming to me in September.
Every year they send me more
names than I have places for. It just not on. I simply just send
them the list back and ask that the correct number of children be
allocated a place.'
(Post Primary SENU Teacher)

Of the 44 statemented children who have physically
the SELB, one may observe a wide range
spina

Learning

Difficulties [PMLD] fall into this grouping.

is that educational

heart

diseases

of heterogeneous

mobility,

range

bifida,

provision

disabling

etc.

cannot

Children
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within

conditions

- loss of

Profound

Multiple

with

A consequence

follow a 'standard

requires a curriculum tailored to the child's specific needs.
class sizes to remain small.

conditions

of such a

model' but rather
Hence the need for

Within

the

SELB children

who

have

a physical

administrative purposes into three groups.
physical
school,

difficulty

palsy

or spina

usually come to the attention

are

divided

The first consists of children

will have been recognised

e.g., cerebral

disability,

bifida.

and diagnosed before
The second

group

of the Special Education Branch

for

whose

they enter
of children

once they have

started school and are recognised by teachers in the reception classes:

'To distinguish children
whose physical
difficulties are so
extreme as to only be able to access the curriculum
with
additional support, the Board requires evidence to confirm that
either the pupil depends on adult supervision
to achieve
mobility around the school to benefit from the educational
opportunities offered by the school or; evidence to confirm that
the pupil requires daily supervision with their personal care
and hygiene.'
(Primary SENU Teacher)

The third group consists of children

whose physical

difficulties

are as a result

of accidents.

All children

who

therapy

such provision

have

require

specialist

supervision

specified

on their

and

regular

statement,

paramedical

the costs of which

are paid for by the SELB directly to the local Health Board.

5.4.

(v)

Auditory

And

Visual

Difficulties

Definition
The terms

'blindness'

and 'deafness'

cover

a vast spectrum

(Kyle,

1993).

All

children who have been diagnosed and blind, partially sighted, deaf or partially
hearing will have a statement.
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Development

Of

Provision

(Deaf

The SELB has since its inception
children

together

on the grounds

and

Partially

Hearing)

grouped deaf children

and partially

that very few children

hearing

were totally deaf and

thus, administratively at least, the two categories merged (Allen, 1986).
the SELB had one peripatetic

teacher for the hearing

impaired.

to three teachers in 1979, and by 1993 there were four teachers.
with a high

degree of hearing

Jordanstown

school, Whiteabbey,

with

less

serious

impaired

children.

September
September

September

primary

Others

was established

established

was opened

5.7).

the

Those

one of the Board's SENU's for hearing

at

at Lismore

at Cookstown

Drumgor

1974, and at Newry Model PS in September
children

Those children

or Cabra school, Dublin (Figure

loss attend

were

This increased

loss were provided with a place in either

The first of these

1967.

post-primary

In March

hearing

In 1976,

PS i n

PS, Craigavon

in

1979. The first SEND for

Comprehensive,

Craigavon

in

1991.

1994 the SELB had two SENUs for hearing
sector and one in the post-primary

closed in

1993.Since

grammar

school

1979 deaf and

were

sent

to school

blind
in

impaired

in the

sector - the unit at Newry having
children
England.

who

were

Children

impairment also attend six schools outside of the SELB area.
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children

suitable
with

for

sensory

FIGURE 5.7
Pupils

with

hearing

SELB

between

7

1978

1981

difficulties

1983

1975

7

7

1985

1987

and

1989

within

the

1994.

1991

1993

(SELB Annual Statistics, 1994)

Development

Of

Provision

(Blind

No provision

for blind children

their

educational

special

and

Partially

Sighted)

exists within the SELB.

provision

provided

Such children

at either

Whiteabbey or St. Joseph's school Drumcondra, Dublin.

Jordanstown

monitored

sighted within an 'ordinary'

by SELB educational

large print

typewriters,

psychologists.

enhancers,

school,

Since 1972 there have

been five to eight children each year attending these schools.
a pupil who is partially

have

The placement of

school is always closely

Specialist equipment

special desks, lights

and lenses

such

as

will be

stated in the pupil's statements and as such are funded for by the SELB, and do
not come out of the host schools budget.

Within the SELB, children

who are

blind, partially sighted or deaf are automatically are given a statemented when
they attain two years of age.
Current

Position

Within the SELB, 12 children have statements that cite either auditory or visual
disabilities as the principle
total,

seven

children

cause of their special educational

(58%)

are

male
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with

five

children

needs.

Of this

(42%)

female.

Statements that cite either auditory or visual disabilities represent
total number of statements issued.

(1%) of the

Eight children are of an age that would place

them in the primary sector (66%); while the remaining four children (34%) are
in the post-primary

sector.

Six of these children

the SELB. Of the remaining
placements outside

5.4.

(vi)

Speech

(50%) attend schools outside

six children, four are in nursery

the SELB, while two attend integrated schools.

Difficulties

The term 'speech defect’ covers a vast spectrum.
speech defect will

Not every

child who has a

have a statement. However, those who do will have had

conditioninitially defined by a
doctor.

schools awaiting

speech therapist

recommended

the

by their own

This condition is then assessed by a senior clinical medical officer from

the SELB who takes advice from a senior speech therapist.

On the basis of this

assessment a statement is issued.

Current

Position

Within the SELB,

21 children

have statements that citespeech

defects

principle

cause of their special educational needs, this number

relatively

stable since 1987.

(53%) are female.
total number

Of these, ten children

of statements issued.

Newtownabbey,

the

though

Twelve children

male, while

sector.

majority

All these children
attending

plans are presently

'speech unit' in Craigavon.
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11

of the

are of an age that would

sector (57%); while the remaining

(43%) are in the post-primary
SELB areawith

has remained

Statements thatcite speech defects represents (2%)

place them in the primary

the

(47%) are

as the

nine children

attend schools outside

Thornfield

being formulated

special

school,

to establish

a

5.5 Special Education Support Services

The Special Education Branch administers five 'support services':
1. The peripatetic teaching service;
2. Classroom assistants;
3. The hospital and home teaching service;
4. Home to school transport arrangements; and
5. Curriculum support for statemented children.

5.5.

(i)

The

Peripatetic

Teaching

Service

The peripatetic service has three separate constituent parts;
•

The Peripatetic Special Needs Service;

•

The Pre-School Peripatetic Special Needs Service, and

•

The Peripatetic Service For The Hearing Impaired.

Children who have special educational needs which have been assessed to be of
a specific and short term nature

have their education

provided by teachers

from the peripatetic special needs service.

Some pre-school
and these
children
provide

needs

children

require

specialist teaching

are met by the SELB pre-school

do not have a statement.
educational

Teachers

advice to the SELB when

before attending
peripatetic

working

school

service;

for this service

it is assessing

such
also

the educational

needs of pre-school children as part of the formal assessment procedures.

As of

1 March 1994, two teachers worked for this section and 13 children were having
their educational needs partially provided by this service.
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The SELB since its inception has had a number
hearing

impaired.

of peripatetic

teachers

for the

This peripatetic section initially had its own administrative

structure but since 1986 has been administered directly by the Special Education
Branch.

Since 1990 there has been a growth

teachers

for pre-school

educational

needs

children

in the number

and children

(HMSO, 1990) (Table

5.7).

who have
All these

of peripatetic
specific

children

special
all

have

statements of special educational need.
TABLE 5.7
Peripatetic

teachers

within

the

SELB

1989/1994.

1989/90

1990/91

1991/92

No. of Teachers
(Special
Needs)

6

7

10

taught
Puoils
by above

53

80

107

No. of Teacher
(Hearing
impaired)

3

3

4

(SELB Annual Statistics, 1995)

5.5.

(ii)

Classroom

Assistants

The provision of classroom assistance owes its origin to the 1986 (NI) Order.

In

accordance with this dictate, the educational provision made by the SELB for a
statemented pupil may take the form of providing
assistant

to provide

extra non-educational

the pupil with a classroom

support.

These children

almost

exclusively (97%), have medical problems, especially problems associated with
mobility or vision.

It is intended

that the provision

of a classroom

assistant

enables these children to attend ordinary classes with minimum difficulty.
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All

children

with a classroom assistant will have been assessed by an educational

psychologist,

to determine

the need for assistance - this is in addition to the

statutory assessment procedure.

As a matter of policy all SENUs in the primary

sector automatically have classroom assistants provided, post-primary

SENUs do

not:
'The provision of classroom assistance for statemented children
results directly from the SELB’s supportive principle.
This
supportive principle established by the SELB in 1987 states that
statemented children should as far as is possible be educated i n
integrated contexts.
It is policy (SELB) that this is their
educational entitlement. In this sense, the supportive principle
calls for the removal of all barriers to education instead of
removing the pupil.'
(Senior Education Officer)

Some pupils have special educational

needs which, having

been assessed, are

considered to be of a specific and short term nature; such children
to have a ‘Temporary (Non-statutory) Statement’.
pupils are provided for by teachers
service.

are deemed

The educational needs of such

from the SELB’s peripatetic

special needs

Teachers from this service work along side the child’s own teacher

providing additional support and curriculum

advice.

As of 1 March 1994, three

teachers worked for this section and 23 children were having their educational
needs partially provided by this service.

5.5.

(iii)

Hospital

And

Home

Teaching

Service

Individual tuition is provided by the SELB Hospital and Home Teaching Service
for children

who are medically unfit to attend school for an extended period.

The level of tuition provided is dependent on the medical condition of the child;
this being normally five hours each week for a child of primary
eight hours each week for a child of post-primary

school age.

school age and
A certificate

from the board’s senior medical officer is required to confirm that the child is
unfit to attend school before home tuition is provided.
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5.5.

(iv)

Transport

The requirement

Arrangements

for transport

to and from school is contained

within

Part V

‘Non Educational Provision’ of the child’s statement of special educational

need.

As of 1 March 1994, 94% of statemented children within the SELB were in receipt
of home/school transport.

This percentage equated well with percentages

from

other ELBs (Figure 5.8).
FIGURE 5.8

Percentage
receipt

1 00 %

of

of home

SELB
to

statemented

school

pupils

transport

as

who

were

of March

in
1994.

-

95% □ BELB

90% -

■ SELB
□ SEELB

85% 80% 75% MLD

SLD

However, in an apparent
1993 a procedure

whereby

TOTAL

attempt to save funds the SELB initiated
a parent/guardian

in December

must apply for transport,

annual review for their statemented pupils irrespective

via an

of the distance that the

pupil lives from the school.

Schools who do not so apply have the transport

allocation

child’s

removed

complications

fromthe

that such a removal

statement

implies.

with

all

Additionally,

the

attending

in another

apparent

attempt to

save funds, the SELB have removed

private

statemented

pupils, i.e. taxies or special contract

vehicles, and simply

child a bus pass for ‘ordinary’ transport.

transport

facilities

for

given the

While it could be argued that this is a n

extension to the integration procedure, there is no evidence that this is the case;
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indeed such an action

was taken without consultation, and thus,

understandably,

caused considerable distress to parents.

5.5.

(v)

Curriculum

Support

The SELB provides a range of curriculum

support services to meet the needs of

pupils with moderate and severe learning

difficulties.

curriculum

that provision

advisers is designed to ensure

needs of individual children
are minor and temporary

in the most appropriate

or major and permanent.

principals in all schools to identify the training
analysis

of needs

identified

by schools,

Support offered by SELB
is tailored to meet the

way, whether

such needs

Each year the SELB invites

needs of their teachers.

a programme

to provide

After

support

in

curriculum and managerial areas is drawn up.

However, the LMS scheme has meant that many schools are now in total control
of their own budgets
dropped sharply

and as a consequence

from 2,432 places

the'uptake'

of SELB courses

in 1990 to 1,071 in 1993.

has

Simply put the

schools will not pay for the courses due to the large expense involved;

course

fees, travel expenses, substitution cover and subsistence expenses.

5.6

Overview

The scene has now been set.
provision

within

the

The administration

SELB has been

outlined.

Education Branch as it existed in March 1994 has
of this section have been isolated and listed.

The position
been described.

of the

needs
Special

The key duties

The number and type of statements

issued by the SELB have been listed and described.
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of special educational

The SELB was the first education Board in Northern

Ireland to take the decision

not to build additional special schools for children
difficulties, and place such children
schools.

who had moderate

in special classes attached

Despite the fact that respondents

to this research

provision was a response to developing integrational

to mainstream

maintain

that such

attitudes within the Board,

the suggestion remains that the decision was financially based.
to build the four special schools recommended

learning

The decision not

by DENI undoubtedly

saved the

SELB a huge amount on capital and recurrent costs.

Apart from the development

of SENUs, the SELB has not developed

form of provision for statemented pupils.
not placing

statemented

additional provision

other

While the Board does have a policy of

pupils in schools outside its area, it has not developed

to meet the new needs.

who would previously

any

The suspicion

exists that children

have been placed in schools outside the Board are now

being placed in schools that are unsuited to their needs, or in units where

the

staff are not trained to meet their needs.

Gender imbalance is particularly true with respect to MED provision - here boys
outnumber

girls two to one.

Yet, this imbalance

may be directly

related to the

number of males, Province wide, put forward by schools for assessment; in 1990,
674 males compared

to 67 females; in 1993, 874 males compared

Simply stated, as many more boys are put forward

to 65 females.

for assessments

follows that more boys may have a statement issued.

therefore

The fundamental

it

question

has to be asked - why are so few girls deemed to be in need of assessments?

Is

there

a hidden

is

being

applied?

agenda whereby

a factor other than difficulty
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in learning

Additionally, and accepting that many more males exhibit EBD than females, this
research

regrets the

fact that no EBD provision exists for females within

the

SELB, nor are there any plans to provide such provision.

Despite the
administrate

fact that
structure

chapters will highlight
such

the SELB professes
pertaining

to have

to special

educational

and efficient

provision,

later

areas of difficulty with regard to the administration

of

provision.

In addition, from anintegrational perspective, children
shown to experience
that

a complex

all

children

opportunities.

little functional
within

integration

SENUs are

The next two chapters

attending

SENUs will be

despite the SELB’s assertion

experiencing

integrated

will look at SELB special

provision within two differing contexts.
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educational
education

Chapter Six
A SPECIAL EDUCATION
PERSPECTIVE WITHIN THE
SELB
FRIEDLAND HIGH SCHOOL
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This chapter
school.

is a case study of special education

provision

It will examine special educational provision

as they existed in March 1994.

in a post-primary

and managerial

During the period of the research

practices

the school had

three Special Educational Needs Units [SENU] catering for 45 statemented pupils.

6.1 Friedland High School
Friedland High School was the first post-primary school within the SELB to have
a Special Educational
1986 (NI) Order.

Needs Unit established

after the implementation

of the

In March 1994 Friedland had the largest number of statemented

pupils being educated within an apparently,

integrated

context of any school,

primary or post-primary, in the SELB.

Friedland is a group nine comprehensive

school (DENI Information

Brief, 1993)

having dropped from group ten classification in June 1991 as a result of falling
pupil numbers - (a school's DENI grouping
enrolled

on 30 October the previous

staffing

levels,

promotion

points

depends upon the number

year;
and

this

capital

in turn

directly

allocation).

of pupils

determines

Friedland

was

originally two separate schools sharing the same campus; St. Patrick's HS and St.
Mary's

HS - both

schools

amalgamated

in

1986 (from

their

inception

both

schools had a joint Board of Governors).

This amalgamation

was, apparently,

resisted in the strongest

possible terms by

many of the teaching staff in both schools:
T personally did not want this amalgamation. I couldn’t see any
benefits - it was forced upon us by outside agencies. We had all
the benefits of a small intimate school; our exam results were
very good, and our discipline was excellent.'
(Science Teacher)
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'Our school (St. Mary's) was a good school, we did not need to b e
amalgamated.
I felt then, and still feel, that we were
amalgamated for ‘political’ reasons - to 'save' the other school
from closing.
Our pupils all benefited from the small school
ethos. Moving to a larger school destroyed all that.'
(History Teacher)
'My union (trade union) formally opposed the amalgamation.
I
signed a petition that was later presented to the Board Of
Governors. I honestly feel I suffered as a direct result of putting
my name on that petition.'
(RE Teacher)
'I initially felt that the amalgamation was harmful to both
schools due to the educational issues involved.
Yet these fears
were insignificant compared to the issues resulting from two
separate
school staffs wishing
minimum
contact
and co
operation with each other.'
(English Teacher)

Teachers

were

apparently

devastated

when

it

became

amalgamation was going to proceed given the resistance

obvious

that

the

from large sections of

the staff at both schools:
'You could have cut the atmosphere in the staffroom with a knife
- it was terrible. Those against the amalgamation did not speak to
the few who supported it. Mind you very, very few supported it.'
(Science

Teacher)

'Only for us they would have had to close (the other school) yet
they treated us with contempt.
Each school staff 'blamed' the
other for the amalgamation.'
(Language Teacher)

Jennings

(1988) obtained similar responses

from staff in December

1986 when

she studied the amalgamation for a M.Sc. thesis:
'The experience of the amalgamation at Friedland will simply
remain as a festering wound. Teachers still were not speaking to
each other almost a year after the amalgamation had occurred.'
(Pg. 23)
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However, the amalgamation

did have a history.

The original

plan was for St.

Mary's and St. Patrick's, both of which opened in 1967, to be junior high schools
eventually

contributing

same campus.
senior high

to a single senior high school later to be built on the

However, as a result of demographic
school was never

schools declined

built; whilst numbers

- the decline being the greater

suggested that the falling enrolment
on amalgamation (Jennings,

shifts

in population,

attending

the

the two feeder

in St. Patrick's.

It has been

acted as an initial catalyst for discussions

1988).

The first proposal to amalgamate the two schools was made in 1974 and coincided
with

the

Labour

comprehensive

Party

lines.

plans

to reorganise

This proposal

Northern

Ireland

schools

failed to get any local support

on

as it was

regarded by many, rightly or wrongly, as:
'... a response to socialist educational philosophy
the curriculum requirements of either school.'

rather

than

(Jennings,

In 1982 following DENI inspections
Reports

published

both schools had their

in the local press.

After these

1988)

General

reports,

to

which

Inspections
contained

many favourable comments, had been published, the joint BOG asked both school
principals

to submit reports as to how the two schools could work more closely

together.

As a result

of these

amalgamation of the schools

reports

the

BOG expressed a desire

to take place and,though

for

an

this was counter to staff

wishes, this desire quickly developed at a senior administrative level.

In June 1988 the two schools amalgamated
September
enrolled

1994 there

were

to

form Friedland High School.

48 teachingstaff at the

in seven year groups.

At present

school

the school offers

with

I n

772 pupils

Advanced

Level

courses (A Levels) in seven subject areas, but unless there is a marked increase
in pupils who wishing
these courses.

to study 'A Levels', June 1995 will mark the cessation

The Senior Management

Team [SMT] view the possible

of

loss of

such courses as a potentially fatal blow to the school due to the high number

of

'funding points' that such pupils attract:
'I argued that we had to do all in our power to keep 'A Levels' at
Friedland. Apart from the redundancies that would follow, I feel
that we would lose a lot of esteem in the local area. 'A Levels' give
a flavour of academia to the school. Even as early as first year
parents look for their children to take 'A Levels'. I felt that few
parents would send their son or daughter to a school that they
knew they would have to transfer from at the end of their fifth
year in order to finish their education.'
(SMT Member)

The constant threat of closure of the 'A Level' courses coupled with declining
number

of pupils attending

of years, feeling

the school has left the staff, over the past number

very vulnerable

to potential

redundancies

members of staff have been made redundant.
highest

number

of 'discretionary'

teaching

- since

1990 five

In addition, the school has the

posts (N=6) within the SELB. These

posts may be withdrawn by DENI with three months notice.

Paradoxically, despite the fact that pupil numbers
permission

in 1990 for a new school

costing

have been falling, DENI gave

two million

pounds

to be built.

Work on this building began in April 1990 and finished in July 1993. The new
school was built to accommodate

one thousand

pupils despite the fact that the

combined totals of St. Mary's and St. Patrick's never exceeded 821 pupils:
'I couldn't see the logic then
school was built.The original
powers that be wished the
demolished and a single new
single school image.’

andI still can't see why a new
two buildings were fine. I feel the
two
separate
school
buildings
one built in order to foster the
(PE Teacher)
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The new, single campus Friedland is managed
of a pyramid

of five levels, with long chains

vice-principals;
seven

year

hierarchy

a senior management

heads
does

(Appendix
not

6:1).

imply

through

a hierarchy

consisting

of command; one principal;

team of four; three
The principal

senior

holds

authoritarianism.

the

three

teachers
view

Nonetheless,

and

that

the

horizontal

communication is apparently of minor importance and would appear to have n o
part to play in the school decision-making process:

'This school is very much into 'little boxes'.
Everyone does
exactly what they have to and no more.
People often use the
phrase - he's getting paid for it so let him look after it - discipline
is a case in point.
Everything is referred up the chain of
command.
This
attitude
of course
resulted
from
the
amalgamation.
It's not as bad now as it was - but its still pretty
bad'
(Language

Teacher)

'The management structure used within this school is primarily
concerned to show the 'command' aspect of structural positions.
People do as they are told with little or no consultation from the
top. It has always been like that.'
(Maths Teacher)

The present
judging

management

structure

from the size and content

appear to have two functions
specific obligations
levels

managerial

many

- they explain

This hierarchy

structure

Management are constantly

rules,

implicit

of the staff hand-book.
in precise

of those in the hierarchy,

in the hierarchy.

optimum

has

for

given

explicit,

These rules

would

and explicit terms the

and they act as buffers

was deemed

Friedland

and

between

by the SMT to be the
its

contextual

origin.

attempting to mould staff views closer to their own

and in the process avoid conflict.
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One way of achieving

this

appears

to be the

promotion

of critics

of the

amalgamation:
'Outspoken critics of the amalgamation in general and the SMT i n
particular, were promoted and thus made part of the SMT.
Needless to say all public criticism of the amalgamation ceased.
The poachers had now turned gamekeepers. It was unbelievable.
The tension that that created within the school was unreal.
I
personally hated going to work and seriously considered looking
for another job.'
(English Teacher)

Nonetheless, the management

structure

used apparently

has resulted

in many

teachers losing 'positional authority' within the school:
'The total promotion points for the new school were less than the
total points of St. Mary's and St. Patrick's together.
Job
descriptions were posted in the two staffrooms people had to re
apply for their jobs. Many did not get them though no-one lost
money as all posts were protected.'
(Science

Teacher)

Teachers in Friedland appear to be still coming to terms with the amalgamation,
despite the fact that it occurred almost eight years ago!
movement

has

amalgamation

occurred

over

the

same

is still a topic of conversation

time

interval

among

there appears to be a wide gap, from a co-operation
management of the school and the majority of teachers
at the time of the amalgamation.

Furthermore,

The fact that little staff

many

means
staff.

perspective,

that

the

In addition,
between

the

who were in the school

the mechanistic

management

structure that the SMT used to manage the school post-amalgamation has, from a
policy implementation perspective, tended to alienate a large percentage
teaching

staff from policy consultation,

and as a consequence

this gap, as a HOD expressed:
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further

of the
widened

That crowd (the SMT) never ask the opinions of anyone who is
not in their clique. They don't value our opinions. They decide
what is to be done and we are expected to fall in line. Is it any
wonder there is a lack of motivation and enthusiasm for the
policies they devise.'

However, management have contended that:
'The school policies initially used for the amalgamated school
were a mixture of already existing policies from the two host
schools. Thus there was no need for consultation - the policies
were always there. We would have consulted if there had been a
need to.'
(SMT Member)

6.2 Origin Of The Special Educational Needs Units
In March 1978, the SMT of St Mary's HS (now Friedland High School) debated the
proposal

suggested

educational

needs.

by DENI to establish
The proposal

pupils who had moderate

a class

indicated

learning

for

children

that the units

difficulties.

with

special

would accommodate

DENI indicated

that all costs,

material and teaching, would be centrally provided with no expense at all to the
school:
'After debate, the proposal was rejected unanimously by the SMT
who in their letter to DENI pointed out the facts that the school
did not have any teachers with the required experience to teach
such children, nor did they have any spare classrooms.'
(Former SMT Member)

A similar
response

approach
from

by DENI was made

the school,

proposal was not unanimous.
to have

been

that children

though

again

on this

The assumption
with

learning
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in April

occasion

1981, with

the

a similar

vote to reject the

underlying

both refusals appears

difficulties

were

in

some

way

qualitatively

different

separately from

from their peers

and hence

they should

be educated

them.

'It has always caused me someamusement that a fundamental
point was missed by all concerned; that point related to the fact
that the children to be placed in the proposed SENU class were
already attending the school. By accepting the DENI proposal the
school had nothing to lose and all to gain.
They would have
gained extra staff, extra funding and extra pupils.'
(SENU

Notwithstanding

Teacher)

these refusals, the joint SMTs from St Mary's and St Patrick's

(DENI apparently aware of the impending amalgamation) were approached for a
third time in March
the

1985 with a view to establishing

same time two other secondarymaintained

approached.
as existing

a SENU at the school.

schools in the

area were also

DENI wished the proposed SENU to be sited in a maintained
SENUs in the area were all in the controlled

At

sector.

school

The schools

approached were made aware of the 'type' of pupil that would be enrolled within
the

SENU, the funding

that would

be made available

curriculum support that the school could expect.
list of criteria

that had to be fulfilled

prior

to the

school

and the

All three schools were given a
to the

SENU being

established

(Appendix 6.2).

Of the schools approached
set.

Patrick's

could fulfil the criteria

In August 1985 the joint Board of Governors made application

allowed to establish a SENU.
the

only St Mary's/St

formal

proposal

This application

to establish

DENI and the SELB to establish

was accepted, and in January

the SENU was published

national press. As a result, in February

to DENI to be

in

the

local and

1986 the BOG were givenpermission

a SENU with effect from 1 September

1986

1986.

by
The

position of Head of the SENU was then advertised - no teachers from St. Mary’s o r
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St. Patrick's applied for the post, subsequently a special education specialist with
eight years special education experience was appointed.

Teachers,
the

at the establishment

concept

of educating

of the SEND at Friedland,

children

who

had

special

apparently

supported

educational

needs

i n

mainstream educational contexts (Figure 6.1).

FIGURE 6.1
Describe
special

your

support

for

educational

needs

at

the

the

time

the

concept

being

SENU

educated

was

children

of
in

who

mainschool

established

at

have
contexts

Friedland.

15

Strongly
For

Yet why establish

No Opinion

Against

Strongly
Against

a SEND in such a context at the third

time of asking?

suggestion has been made that the demographic shift, already
the

school

actively

seeking

pupils

from

other

towns.

The

noted, resulted i n
This

argument

is

supported by the fact that the SMT of St. Mary's first refused to accept a unit for
'determined' pupils in 1978, and again in 1981.
verify

that

the

Interviews

SMT would

apparently

management

statemented

pupils into the school in 1986 as the enrolment

with members

of Friedland

of the

permitted

of such pupils

viewed as essential given the situation with falling pupil numbers

was

and, perhaps

what is more important, the consequence of teacher redundancies:

'Yes - I suppose if we hadn't had the threat of redundancies as a
result of falling pupil numbers then I don't think we would have
ever allowed statemented pupils into the school.'

(SMT Member)
Another SMT member stated:
'I am sure that everyone in the school knew that bringing the
SENU to the school was simply a way to increase pupil numbers
and help put off redundancies - though it was never spoken too
loudly. At that time we would have taken anyone to the school to
increase our numbers. When we later heard that a statemented
pupil irrespective of his age, was ‘worth’ the same points as an A
Level pupil, I was delighted. I don’t think we ever, at least at the
early stages, thought of curriculum considerations - the big
discussion centred around which room to allocate to them (the
SENU).'
(SMT Member)

Thus, it would appear
with

that establishing

employment/financial

philosophy

concerning

an SENU in the school was more to do

practicalities

the rights

than

of children

any

evolving

educational

with special educational

needs

(Table 6.1).
TABLE 6.1
Teacher
for

the

perceptions
SENU

as

being

to

the

established

main
at

reason

Friedland

Save
Teaching
Positions

Extra
Funds

Benefit
Of
Pupils

No
Odinion

Ex St Pat’s
Staff

1 2

3

1

2

Ex St Mary's
Staff

1 1

1

1

1

Total

23

4

2

3

The first SENU at Friedland was established

in 1986 under Article 11A (5) (b) of

the 1972 Order as amended by Article 22 of the 1984 (NI) Order.
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From the outset,

it was made clear by the SELB Special Education Branch
had

a statement

of special

educational

needs

that only pupils who

indicating

difficulties would be offered a place within the SENU.

moderate

learning

Six pupils formed the first

intake in September 1986.

The SENU classroom

was housed within

the main

building

of the school.

addition to the teacher a classroom assistant was also appointed.
pupil numbers

had risen to 13. As a result application

DENI/SELB for a second SENU to be established.
SENU to be established
classroom
within

assistant

in September

the mainschool

building.

By October 1987

was made by the BOG to

Approval was given for a second

1989; a second

were also appointed.

In

teacher

and

a second

This SENU was also sited in a room

Pupil numbers

continued

to expand

rapidly

and as a result application was made for a third SENU to be established in March
1991. Approval for the third SENU was given in June

1991.

and third classroom assistant were appointed at this time.

The third teacher

However, due to lack

of space, this class was placed within a mobile classroom.

With the establishment of the third SENU, pupil numbers had risen to forty.
SMT then took the decision that future numbers

into the SENU would be limited

to 45 pupils - 15 pupils per class:
'We (the SMT) were afraid that a school within a school was
beginning to develop.
We were also concerned that several
pupils had been placed in the SENU whose needs seemed to b e
behavioural rather than academic. The image of the school had
to be considered. We did not wish to become a local 'sin bin'. By
limiting the pupil intake that allowed us to have a measure of
control who was let in. As a maintained school we held the right
to say who could and who could not come to our school.'
(SMT Member)
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The

At the time of writing there are three

SENUs at Friedland

which

cater for the

needs of 45 statemented pupils - 38 boys and seven girls.

Each unit has 15 pupils

enrolled.

and 'senior'.

These three units are termed 'junior', 'middle'

The junior

unit has pupils from 11 years of age up to 13 years; the middle unit has pupils
from 13 years of age up to 15 years; and, the senior unit has pupils from 15 years
of age until
between

they

each

unit

leave school.
(usually

There

is a high

as a result

degree

of pupil

of behavioural

incidents)

resulted in a large age range of pupils within each unit class.
teacher,

who has total responsibility

of Department (HOD) who was specifically
in a SEND for eight

this

has

Each unit has a

for that group, and a classroom

The units are managed by a Head of Department.

had taught

movement

assistant.

With the exception of the Head

trained in special education and who

years before

coming

to Friedland,

teachers were 'moved' into the SEND as their jobs became redundant

the other
within the

mainschool:

'The SENU was, and still is, very much viewed as a safety valve for
impending staff redundancies.
That's one of the apparent
benefits of having the SENUs at the school in the first place - at
least that's what I was led to believe.'
(SMT Member)

The curriculum

the children

junior unit having

are exposed to varies between each unit with the

the least amount

the senior unit the greatest.

Initial curriculum

fought for by the HOD, with teachers
pupils

in their

classes.

of contact with mainstream

Apparently,

integration

being very reluctant
just one teacher

teachers

and

had to be actively
to have statemented

readily

accepted

the

children from the units into her class; it was later discovered that this teachers
brother

had attended a special school.

The funding

for the three

units comes

from the school SMT who in turn get funds from the special education
The actual amount

the SENUs are allocated
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is determined

budget.

by the school

SMT

annually

with no consultation

with the staff in the SENU.

Current

resource

levels could best be described as 'poor'.

6.3

Special Education Issues Identified At Friedland
High School

6.3.

(i)

Managerial

Context

The SENUs are managed by a Head Of Department, the principal
the total management

of the SENUs to him.

devolved

As such, the SMT have very little

direct input into the SENU decision-making procedures
strategies.

having

and/or policy formation

The HOD of the SENU is not a member of the SMT. As a consequence

of this arrangement the management paradigm

used within the SENU in March

1994 differed fundamentally from that used by the mainschool.

It may be described
relationships,

unity

as an

'open

of direction

value

system'

with

and esprit de corps.

a strong

emphasis

It is a personal

on

type of

management:
'A central feature of the SENU is the democratic manner in which
teachers, parents and pupils all have a say in the determination
of policies. No person by virtue of position has a greater say i n
policy formation.
A strength of the structure is its ability to
respond immediately and intuitively to opportunities, due to short
lines of communication.
However, conflict does occur when the
management of the SENU clashes with mainschool i.e. over issues
such
as educational
outings,
assessment
and
curriculum
entitlement.'
(SENU Teacher)

A key aspect of the SENU management
importance
consulted
devising

accorded

to the

views

structure
and

at all stages of their children's
integration

timetables.

is the very open and genuine

opinions
education,

of parents.
especially

As a direct consequence
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Parents

are

in relation

of such

links

to

close

relationships develop between
encouraged

SENU staff and parents.

In addition, parents

to visit the SENUs and to help with curriculum

initiatives.

are

Parents

are actively encouraged to accompany field trips.

Two issues arise here.
a member

The first relates to the fact that the HOD of the SENU is not

of the SMT, and

discussed at SMT level.

as such

SENU matters

No formal communication

SENU HOD may express his opinions

are

rarely, if ever,fully

channels

exist whereby

to any member of the SMT. In addition the

SMT take funding decisions for the SENUs without ever having
make representation

to them.

vastly different

management

caused

in the

conflict

the

The second, perhaps
styles between

past,especially

in

an SENU teacher

more obvious issue, is the

the SENU and the SMT. This has

relation

to SENU

disciplineand

'acceptable' levels of behaviour for pupils.

6.3. (ii) Funding of the SENU
'The 1986 Order like the 1981 Act, made no additional funds
available for its dictates despite the fact that almost all of the
Articles pertaining to special educational provision (Articles 29
to 36) had funding implications. ELBs were left to find funds to
implement the 1986 Order from already existing resources.'
(Assistant Education Officer)

Thus,

right

from

the

implementation

of

the

1986

(NI)

Order

funding

considerations, apparently, were very much to the fore within some schools.

As noted, a major advantage
financial

advantages

that

for a school

accrued

to the

Statemented pupils carried extra funding
as valuable
terms.

as an 'A Level' student

having

a SENU was the perceived

school

from

an

attachment.

points to the school, an SENU pupil is

or three

non-SENU students

All SENU running costs were paid for centrally,
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such

in financial

as well as the salaries of

the teaching

and classroom

assistants.

Additional

provision

as specified

on

individual statements would also be paid for, e.g. classroom assistance, transport
and specialist equipment required

would be provided.

common to all ELBs in Northern

Ireland

This funding

(ASSU, 1993).

However,

situation is
in addition,

schools in the SELB receive a 'bonus' annual payment of £5,000 for each SENU i n
the school.

Thus, in 1994/95, Friedland in addition to having

the running

of the three SENUs paid for, also had £15,000 allocated to its budget.
funding

perspective

the

picture

would appear

to be a very

costs

Thus, from a
healthy

one.

However, whether funds allocated to the SENU by the SELB are always spent o n
special educational provision within schools is debatable:
T am always being told by
SELB officers that the funding
allocated to the school for the
units is generous.
I have to say
that I would not have described it such. Funding within the units
has always been pretty tight.
Our requisition allowances
are
always less than other classesof a comparable
size within the
school.'
(HOD SENU)
'Some of my colleagues in SENUs in other schools have loads of
money for equipment.
Anything they want they get. Others are
like us - they get very little.
Its an open secret among SENU
teachers that we all believe that some schools spend funds o n
SENU provision while others don't.'
(SENU Teacher)
1 personally have no doubt that SENU funds are spent on non
SENU projects in this school. I've thought so for years. You only
have to look around you on all the 'extras' - the money has to
come from somewhere.'
(SENU Teacher)

In May 1994, the education officer (special), in what may have been a response
to similar concerns
within

the

such as those above, wrote to inform

SELB of accounting

changes

that

she

all school principals

was going

to implement.

Paradoxically, this document caused much discussion and controversy,

implying

as it did, a shift from viewing statemented children as human beings, to one that
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regarded

them as 'unit costs'.

She outlined

would help her manage the financial
for the next number of years.

• SENU pupils

would

four principles

that she indicated

aspects of the Special Education Branch

These principles were:

be totally

funded

centrally

and

should

not

therefore

require additional funding from the host schools.

• SENU funds should not be utilised for projects outside the SENU.

• Funding for SENU pupils should be such that there are no surplus funds.

• Provision should be made to facilitate integrational policies.

It has been
within

suggested

that

this purely

the SELB may destroy

wipe out many
emphasis

years

is seen

encouragement

to

by

in

segregated

approach

the provisions/placements

of integrational
those

fiscal

measures,

special

to special
already

for this

education

shift

at the

education

in place

and

in managerial

chalk

face

as an

education:

'Special education does not lend itself to too strict a financial
analysis.
We are not providers and many of our children will
require support all their lives. To view them strictly in financial
terms I feel will put the integration movement back many years.'
(SENU Teacher)

6.3.

(iii)

Placements

In

The

SENU

The decision as to who is placed within
with the education officer (special).
establishment

of a class for children

the SENU at Friedland

The proposal was specifically related to the
of secondary

school age who had special

educational needs resulting from moderate learning difficulties.
to be the case for the first four years of the SENU existence.
pupils

have

been

placed

within

rests exclusively

the

SENUs at Friedland
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This continued

However, since 1990
who

had

special

educational

needs

difficulties.

More specifically,

with

complex

children

resulting

medical

factors

children

conditions,

with behavioural

placement (Table 6.2).

from

other

with physical

children

difficulties

have

with

moderate

learning

difficulties,

children

emotional

all been

problems

and

sent to the SEND for

Thus, while the number of pupils within the units have

remained the same over the years, the variety
have increased.

than

of conditions

that they exhibit

This has implications for the staff.
TABLE 6.2
Statemented
in

pupils

March

enrolled

at

Friedland

1990 and March

1994.

1990

1994

40

30

Physical
Difficulties

0

3

Sensory
Defects

0

3

Emotional
Behavioural
Problems

4

8

Medical
Conditions

1

1

MLD

Total

45

While the SELB have in accordance
placed more statemented children

Punils 45

Punils

with the dictates of the 1986 (NI) Order,

within ’ordinary'

schools, they have tended

not to relocate resources from the special school sector.

The education officer

(special) argues that it is more expensive for the SELB to educate a pupil in a n
mainstream

school,

than

in

a special

available to confirm this assertion.
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school

- figures

are

currently

not

This shift
confined

in the

composition

of the

to Friedland and perhaps

Chapter Five.

pupils

illustrates

enrolling
the general

trend

SENUs is not
identified

in

It must be remembered that with the exception of MFD and FED, of

all the types of special educational

need listed in Table 6.2 the SELB does not

have any specific educational provision for any of them.
parents

within

became more aware of the statementing

Thus, post 1990, when

procedure,

more and more of

them were seeking statements to be issued to their children:
'1991 saw a rapid increase in the number of statements issued.
Though not only in our Board. There were increases right across
the ELBs. Parents were now actively looking for a statement to
'protect' their children whereas prior to this it was very difficult
to get them to agree to the initial assessment. We (SELB) were not
funded for this increase in numbers.'
(Senior Education Officer)

As the statement is a legally binding document, the SELB appear to have fulfilled
their legal obligations by offering placements

within a SEND. As places within

each SENU were limited to 15, those children
were simply

statemented

to the

mainschool

with MLD awaiting
until

a place

placements

became

available

within the SENU, as the HOD explained:
'A very sorry
state
children were placed
support simply because
children
were to get
became available - in

of affairs developed when
statemented
into the mainschool without curriculum
it was expedient to do so. In theory those
a placement in the SENU when a place
practice it rarely, if ever, happened.'

The rapid development

of this procedure

6.2 which demonstrates

that four pupils were awaiting placements

in 1991 while 11 were awaiting

at Friedland may be seen from Figure

placements

in 1994.

It is important

that over the same time period the SELB did not increase
education provision
the

funding

at Friedland, apart from inflation

findings

of this

research,
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already

in the SENU

its funding

to record
for special

based indices, and given

discussed,

future

funding

increases

would seem highly

unlikely.

It is also somewhat

ironic

that by

making children attend mainstream classes whilst awaiting a placement within
the

SENU the

integration

SELB and

the

(but without the support

appear that the implementation
further

SMT have

established

and expertise

of the Northern

aided this process by its ideological

a form

of functional

required).

It would also

Ireland

stance

Curriculum

in 1990

that all teachers

had a

responsibility for the provision of special education:
'I feel that the NICs insistence that all teachers were teachers of
children
with
special
educational
needs
aided,
indeed
encouraged,
the SELB to place statemented
children
into
mainschool contexts with no or limited levels of support.'
(SENU Teacher)
FIGURE 6.2
Pupils

with

need at

statements
Friedland

of

between

special

educational

1990 and

1994.

60 n
40 -

1 990

1991

1992

1993

1994

Note: Only 45 pupils were ever placed within the SENU at any time due to a SMT
decision.

However, the special education

children at Friedland.

officer

(SELB) continued

to place

At the time of writing the SMT were taking legal advice

on this matter.

The HOD of the SENU indicated that, even as a specialist, he does not have the
necessary experience to deal with the range of special educational needs that h e
is presented

with.

This situation

has

serious

curriculum

implications, not least the aspect of curriculum delivery:
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and

resources

'The vast range of special educational need within any one of our
SENUs presents serious implications for classroom management
and the delivery of the NIC.'
( SENU HOD)

6.3.

(iv)

Integration

Integrated

classes

mainschool
functional

Of SENU

as discussed

subject

teachers,

integration.

in this
and

as

section
such

refers

may

be

to classes
equated

For social and mutual support reasons

the SENU are always integrated
three.

Pupils

in groups

of two or three

taught

to Warnock's
children

- never

class.

Children are selected for inclusion

from

more than

By so doing the SENU child will always have at least one friend

mainschool

by

in an integrated

in the
class on

the basis of:

«

The pupil wishes to attend the class and is of the same age as those in the
class.

•

The pupil

has

the

ability

to understand the

content

of the

class

(with

support).
•

All mainschool placements are for a trial period, usually a term, after which
the pupils placement
mainschool

is reviewed

by the HOD, the pupils unit teacher,

subject specialist and the pupils parent/guardian.

The HOD of the SENU is a Mathematics specialist.
within

the

the teachers

of the SENU are English,

have ready access to these subjects.

The other areas of specialism
RE, and Art.

Thus, SENU pupils

It is the other subjects on the curriculum

that integrated classes are actively sought for.

When the SENU was first established
provided

was

segregated

in

nature,

at Friedland,
though
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by

the educational
simply

being

provision
within

a

mainschool

campus

the SEND had achieved

interaction

between

children

integration.

at break

locational

integration;

time and dinner

while

time achieved

the

social

However, there was little evidence of functional integration:

'When we (SENU) first came to the school I had to teach the full
curriculum.
Those curriculum
areas I could not teach, e.g.,
science, PE, HE, were simply not taught. There was absolutely n o
curriculum link with the rest of the school. The only time the
children mixed with each other were at break and dinner time.'
(SENU Teacher)

However, as the number of pupils being enrolled
did the pressure

from parents

for their

within

children

the SENU increased,

to attend classes within

mainschool and thus have access to the same specialist subject teachers
statemented

so
the

as non-

children:

'I sent my daughter to Friedland as I wished her
education the same as her other brothers and sisters.'

to get

an

(Parent/Guardian)
Despite

this parental

pressure:

'Mainschool teachers were very reluctant to have children from
the SENU attend their classes - several refused.
Most took the
children reluctantly and then looked for ways to have them
excluded from their class.'
(SENU Teacher)

Reasons for this situation
opening

at Friedland,

appear to be twofold.

teachers'

informed at a staff meeting

apprehensions

Firstly, just prior to the SENU
were lessened

by the then principal

would never attend, mainschool

classes.

that children

when

1 99

were

from the SENU

Indeed, staff were informed

pupils would even have their own separate break time:

they

that SENU

'We were definitely told that there would be no links between the
school and the SENU. Our fears of the school getting the name of
being a school for 'slow' children were thus lessened. I feel that
had we known that SENU children would be joining our classes
eventually - then I would have been against the idea. Nothing
against statemented children, but they are not able to do the work
and they hold the others back.'
(Science Teacher)

Secondly, the SENU was viewed as the new principal's
difficult
openly

and tense
support

a venture

despite opposition
mainschool

climate

after

the

so obviously

associated

experience

and, in the

few teachers
with

her.

wished

to

Nevertheless,

the HOD of the SENU was able to place three

classes, Art and Science.

had some personal

amalgamation,

innovation

pupils

in two

This was managed as both these teachers

of special education through

their own families

and as such were sympathetic to the ideology of the SENU and integration.

When the Education Reform

Order stipulated

that all children

irrespective

of

their level of ability were entitled to all the resources of the school, both human
and material, the HOD of the SENU saw an opportunity
levels for statemented pupils.
had at Friedland

to increase

Prior to this the only integration

was obtained

by the

HOD by putting

integrational

the SENU pupils

'moral'

pressure

teachers:
T simply went to the subject teachers and kept pestering them
until they agreed to take some of the SENU pupils into their
classes. I reminded them of their moral obligation, I reminded
them of the United Nations Charter, I spoke for hours on equality.
I am in no doubt that several teachers took SENU children into
their classes simply to keep me away from their door, and to have
some peace.'
(SENU HOD)
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on

Now

however,

responsibilities

teachers

were

simply

made

aware

of

their

under the ERO. The HOD accepts that this change

legislative
in his course

of action made him unpopular:
'I have no doubt that I was unpopular.
I simply reminded the
SMT that they had a legal duty to ensure that children within the
SEND had the same curriculum entitlement as other children at
the school - I dropped the moral dimension...........Yet, the vast
majority of teachers simply did not want SENU children in their
classes.'

As a result of these efforts the number of pupils attending integrated
certain

subjects at Friedland increased

(Table 6.3).

pupils attended PE classes and HE classes.
Geography,

classes for

For the first time all SENU

A majority of pupils now attended CDT,

History and Science classes; modern languages,

while not seen as a

priority, were opened up to a few pupils.
TABLE 6.3
Pupils

from

integrated

No.

Integrated

Total In SENU

Figures

in Table 6.3 would

concept was 'working'
mainstream

Friedland
classes

SENU
between

attending
1991

and

mainschool
1994.

1991

1992

1993

1994

13

23

27

37

45

45

45

45

give

the

impression

given the increasing

number

that

the

SENU 'integrated'

of SENU pupils attending

classes.

In accordance

with the openness

associated with the management

the HOD had kept the pupils informed

during the negotiation
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of the SENU,

stages of devising

the integration programme.

The vast majority of pupils from the SENU thought

the idea of attending mainstream classes was a good idea:
'I really liked the idea of going to other teachers and being
taught in other rooms. My mammy said it was a great idea - she
was all for it.'
'Now I could do PE. That's all I ever wanted to do.
get on to the school team.'
'It was nice to be able to go to other teachers
in the 'unit' all the time.’

I might even

and not have to stay

Though support was not total:
1 didn't want to go to other classes.
called us 'Ewalks'.

The other children

always

(Note: an 'Ewalk' is a small, long haired, three foot tall animal from the Star War
film - an insulting and degrading term.)

A number

of teachers

only because

they

indicated

were forced

that they had SENU children
to 'take them'

by school

in their

management.

following views are typical:
T was told by the principal that unit (SENU) children were coming
to my class (science). 1 had no say in the decision, nor were m y
views ever sought. So the children arrived and just sat there. The
work is too hard for them. I don't have the time nor the skill to
teach them. I have 26 other children in the class.'
(Science

Teacher)

'The head told me that I was to have unit (SENU) children in m y
class. I told her that I thought the work would be too difficult. But
she did not listen. These children were forced on me. I feel so
sorry for them. They simply cannot do the work. They would be
much better in their own class with their own peers working at
work which is appropriate to their ability.'
(English Teacher)
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classes
The

While

the

majority

of mainschool

teachers

academic gain to SEND pupils attending

were

their

of the

opinion

classes was minimal

that

the

(Figure

6.3)

they did concede that there were some social benefits (Figure 9.4).

FIGURE 6.3
Do

you feel

academically

the pupils from

the

from

your

attending

(Teachers’

SENU

are

benefiting

'integrated'

class?

Response)

15

Know

FIGURE 6.4
Do

you feel
socially

the pupils from

from

attending
(Teachers ’

the

your

SENU

are

'integrated'

benefiting
class?

Response)

Don't Know

'I am very sure that the SENU children
learn very little in the academic sense.
say that they do benefit socially.'

who attend my classes
Though I would have to
(Maths
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Teacher)

Several pupils interviewed supported this view:

'The work is very hard, but the “crack” is great.
friends in that class but I still like going to it.'

I don't have any
(SENU Pupil)

SENU teacher respondents expressed satisfaction
accepting

limited

academic

with this integrational

benefit

advancement:

'One has to be realistic. I know that many of the
are at the height of their learning
curve.
integrated opportunities opened a new world to
They gained in confidence, became more assured
to interact with their peers better.'

SENU children
Yet providing
these children.
and were able

(SENU Teacher)
6.3. (v) The Curriculum Of The SENU
The introduction

of the

Education

Reform

Order and

Curriculum placed a requirement on BOGs to ensure

the

that all children,

those with statements, had equal access to all the resources
the SENU at Friedland these developments

Northern

Ireland
including

of a school.

were greeted by the staff with great

enthusiasm:

'The ERO gave us great leverage to use on the SMT. I was very
quick to point out the curriculum requirements of the ERO i n
order to help get places for SENU pupils in mainschool classes,
especially those classes that had previously been 'closed' to them.’
(SENU Teacher)
Though this teacher later did concede that:

'Mainschool subject teachers at this school do very little to help
us develop curricular
experiences
for our children
(SENU
children).
I would go further and say that the vast majority of
teachers - but not all - don't want our children in their classes.
They would prefer it if SENU children spent all their school time
in the SENU classes and didn't darken the corridors of the rest of
the school.'
(SENU Teacher)
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Within

The philosophy

behind

the NIC was that it provided scope for meeting

individual needs without modification.
the period of compulsory

easily

Basing objectives on ten levels covering

schooling meant that both normal

pupil over time, and differences

many

in ability, performance

progression

and maturity

for a

could be

accommodated.
'Virtually all pupils within our SENU were
form of progression through the levels. In
of levels between the four key stages meant
able to work according to their own abilities

able to record some
addition, the overlap
that our pupils were
and needs.'
(SENU Teacher)

However, despite the positive benefits of curriculum
less beneficial
upon

aspect from a special

educational

specifically

the

standards
GCSE, had

educational

entitlement,
perspective.

as assessed

through

a negative

effect

in

The emphasis

examination
encouraging

Friedland to willingly accept SENU children into their classes.

the ERO had a

results,
teachers

more
in

An SENU teacher

stated:
T honestly do believe that the majority of teachers were afraid of
the 'exam table effect' of the ERO. It was not hard to see why, in a
class of 20 children, if three of them were from the SENU then
immediately 15% of that class appeared on the results table as not
passing exams (GCSE) as SENU children at Friedland do not sit
GCSE exams. It's interesting to speculate that perhaps a few SENU
pupils might have sat exams had teachers allowed them into their
classes sooner.'
From a school management/public
more alarming.
Friedland

relations

perspective

the picture

When the first 'School Results Table' was published

had the highest

sitting GCSE exams within

number

of children

in fourth

the SELB, these children

SENU:

2 05

and fifth

was even
in 1992,
years

not

being the pupils within the

'I was horrified.
I thought we had sent in the wrong figures.
Then I realised that it was the SENU pupils that were 'pulling our
average figures down'. There was not even a footnote to indicate
that we had three SENUs at the school.
A prospective parent
looking at that table would not be impressed.
This was not the
image of the school we wished to portray.'
(SMT Member)

The staff within the SENU were also very much aware of this detrimental

effect

of the ERO upon integrational initiatives:
'Teachers were very genuinely apprehensive of the fact that
having statemented pupils in their class would significantly
lower the class averages (test results).
Especially when n o
allowances were made for the child having learning difficulties.'
(SENU Teacher)

The immediate

net effect of this situation

was that SENU pupils

increased amounts of homework from mainschool
'raise standards'.

teachers

began

as they attempted to

Equally as quickly parents of SENU children,

and the children

themselves, began to complain:
'Many parents complained that the work was much too hard for
their sons. The pivotal point was reached when the first parent
asked for her son to be withdrawn from an integrated class due to
work pressure. She stated that she would rather have her son i n
the SENU all day where the work was suited to his ability rather
than in a class where the child was 'simply a number'.'
(HOD SENU)
'Several parents called up to school to speak with me over the
volume of homework their son/daughter
was getting from
mainschool teachers.
When I explained that that was the
'normal' amount of homework that a mainschool pupil got, many
immediately expressed the view that they would prefer their
child to be in the SENU all day with the SENU teachers.'
(SENU Teacher)
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to get

Typical pupil views being:

'The teacher in the History class always is cross with us. The
work is much too hard. He makes fun of us when we can't do the
work. I don't want to go back into his class. Yet when I first
went to that class two years earlier) everything was fine - I
really enjoyed it.'
'The work is too hard. They (the teachers) don't ever explain it to
me. The others in the class never help.'
'I don't want to go back. I want to stay in the 'unit' just like in the
old days. The work in the big school is too hard for me. I can't do
it - I’m stupid. The teacher never explains it to me.'

With such views being expressed, it is very possible that pupil perceptions
have been determined by the teachers’ attitudes and approach

to them.

it would be important to record that even before the ERO teachers
were reported

as being

needs in their classes.

reluctant

to have

children

with

will

Indeed,

(in the main)

special

educational

Perhaps attitudes have become hardened.

In an emotive interview one parent/guardian said:
'I don't want my son to do science any more. He tells me that the
teacher shouts at him a lot. Fred sits at the back of the class and
the other children make fun of him because he does not know
the answers to the questions and because he is from the unit
(SENU). Surely he would be better staying in the unit where h e
is happy and contented. I have asked the teacher (SENU teacher)
do not send him back to the science teacher.'
(Parent/Guardian)

The integrational

wheel

had now apparently

parents.
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turned

a full

circle

for some

6.4

Overview

Why establish

a SENU at Friedland?

declining enrolments resulted
towns.
refused

This argument
to accept

Interviews

The

suggestion

has

been

made

that

in the school actively seeking pupils from other

is supported by the fact that the SMT of St. Mary's first

a unit for 'determined'

with members

pupils

in 1978, and again

of the SMT would verify

in 1981.

that the management

of

Friedland Fligh opened an SENU and permitted statemented pupils into the school
in 1986 as the enrolment
situation

with

falling

of such
pupil

pupils

numbers

was viewed as essential
and

the

consequence

given

the

of

teacher

was established

for the

redundancies.

It would appear
wrong reason

that the SENU at Friedland

to save jobs - having

comprehensive
immediately

therefore

'inclusive'

after

an

nothing

education

apparently

at all to do with an extension of a

ideology;

unwanted and

and

at

the

wrong

subsequently,

time

unwelcomed

amalgamation - where conflict and confusion were commonplace.

Nevertheless,
children

as the

years

passed

from it were integrated

benefit for such integration

the

SENU became

slowly into mainstream

was deemed to be social.

1989 (NI) ERO changed all that.
'league tables' any pupil

and

more
classes.

established,
The main

The introduction

of the

With its implied emphasis upon exam results and

who did not contribute

to these

teachers

became

Years of hard work encouraging

mainschool

their classes began to fall apart.

SENU staff, with some desperation,

to take SENU pupils into

by reminding teachers of their legal obligation to teach all children.
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a liability.

responded

It is unfortunate

to record

that this 'exam pressure'

meaningful integrated education at Friedland.
encouraged

to attend mainschool

halted the move towards

Children from the SENU were not

classes; the SENU children

want to be in them due to work pressure

themselves did not

from the teacher.

Indeed, many of

their parents wanted them back within the SENU.

A thesis which has yet to be examined is that pertaining

to the overwhelming

number of males enrolled in the SENUs at Friedland over the years as opposed to
females.

Males outnumbered

females five to one.

that assessments and subsequent

referrals

when

Additionally,

one meets such

referred

figures.

It becomes difficult to argue

are as a result of learning
when

one examines

from within Friedland for assessment, all were male.

difficulty
the pupils

It would appear

that in this respect females have a 'double disability' to deal with; their learning
disability itself and their gender!

An additional issue awaiting to be addressed at Friedland is that relating
placements.

The school's SMT view is that as a Catholic maintained

school they

should have a degree

of control

opposed to the special

education officer who maintains that it is his duty to place

children

over who attends the SENU.

to pupil

in the SENUs and determine

the number

This is directly

of children

in each unit.

Despite the fact that the SMT at Friedland have limited the number
each

unit

to 15, the special

children to the school.
the SMT until a place
that a vast amount
children
needs.

education

officer

continues

of pupils i n

to send statemented

These children are placed within mainstream
becomes available in the SENU.

of time is being

with MED are placed

expended

in classes which

The losers are the children.

The result

on a managerial

classes b y

of this action is
issue

are inappropriate

whilst

for their

Legal advice was being taken by the SMT at

the time of writing, though paradoxically, neither the HOD of the SENU or any of
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his staff had ever been

asked an opinion

on the issue - this

highlights

the

almost total lack of communication between the SEND staff and the SMT.

An equally
‘type’

important

of pupil

established,

being

issue that as of yet remains

unresolved,

placed

When

at Friedland

the DENI proposal

published

SENU.

the

in the local press

relates

SEND was first

specifically

that all children attending the SENU would have moderate learning
Subsequent documentation to the principal
1990 an increasing
and

sensory

Friedland

number

problems

(Table 6.2).

management
working

of children

recorded

on

This action

implications

for

the

at a very much higher

would confirm

has

From

an

statements

had many

staff

e.g.

level within

than the rest of the children in the SENU.
trained in

this.

have

been

curriculum

many

of the

the Northern

Staff within

stated

difficulties.

However, since

with emotional/behavioural
their

to the

and

problems
placed

classroom

EBD children
Ireland

at

are

Curriculum

the SENU simply are not

the differing management techniques required for each group.

integration

perspective,

few

enrolled in the SENU are experiencing

of the

pupils

functional

at Friedland currently

integration,

due in the main,

to apparent negative attitudes from

mainschool teachers

towards their presence

at the school.

at Friedland believe

that children from the

Mainstream

teachers

SENU are best educated exclusively
SENU children

in mainschool

within

classes

the SENU. They believe that placing

is a political

activity

which

has

little

educational benefit for the child.

In such

an environment,

functional

integration

it is not

surprising therefore

that does occur is fought

to discover

for by staff from

Thus, while on paper the fact that three

SENUs are attached

consequently

excellent

may be thought

to provide
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that
the

any
SENU.

to the school, and

integrational

opportunities.

in reality,

whilst

slowly

increasing,

little functional

children from the SENU.

21 1

integration

occurs

for

Chapter Seven
A SPECIAL EDUCATION
PERSPECTIVE WITHIN THE
SELB
BELLFIELD FURTHER
EDUCATION COLLEGE
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7.1

Introduction

The effects of recommendations contained within the Warnock Report (1978) on
educational
the

Report

thinking
made

have already
little

reference

been
to

documented
further

in this research.
educational

Whilst

provision,

it

nevertheless did state that:

'Wherever
possible young people (with
special educational
needs) should be given the necessary support to attend 'ordinary'
classes in FECs.'
(10.37)
And later:

'Some establishments of Further Education should experiment
with modified versions of ‘ordinary’ courses for young people
who have special educational needs.'
(10.42)
In a similar

vein concerning

the duties of the ELBs with respect

to FECs, the

Education Reform Order 1989 reiterated that:

'In carrying
out its duty a board shall have regard to the
requirements of persons over compulsory school age who have
learning difficulties.'
(Para. 100 (9))

Just what constitutes 'to have regard
[Warnock]

is open

to wide

for' [ERO] and 'to experiment

terminology

difficult for policy makers generally

interpretation

and FEC managers

and

with courses'
makes

in particular

what is to be achieved in the whole area of special educational

it very
to decide

provision

within

FECs.

The 1989 Education (NI) Reform Order [ERO] and the 1990 DENI review of Further
Education 'Signpost For The Nineties - A Review Of Further Education'
explicit the duties of Education and Library Boards to make provision
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both made
for students

with special needs in Further Education Colleges [EEC], With the DENI document
acknowledging that existing provision for students with special educational needs
within FECs being 'limited' and 'uncoordinated'.

Bellfield EEC is situated within the area administered by the SELB.
has a curriculum
written

adviser

or unwritten,

for FECs it nevertheless

on special education

Whilst the SELB

does not have

provision

in such

any

policies,

colleges,

nor,

in

March 1994, did it have plans to introduce any policies.

7.2 Bellfield Further Education College

Bellfield is the name of a townland in Damolly, County Down.

In 1942 a Technical

College was built there to provide vocational based education programmes and pre
apprentice courses for students, aged eleven years and over, who did not wish to
pursue 'O Levels' [now GCSE]. This college was called Bellfield Technical
The 'Tech', as it was referred

to locally, was originally

College.

built to accommodate

250

students in a single two storey building.

The late 1950s and early
being enrolled at Bellfield.
were provided.

1960s saw a rapid increase
As a consequence

in the number

of this expansion

However, the building programme

area.

extra buildings

was not co-ordinated

direct result today Bellfield has eight different buildings,
spread over a wide geographical

of students

The most recent

and as a

on four different
building

levels

extension,

a

science block, was opened in 1972. In 1974 the name of the college was changed
to Bellfield Further Education College.

Bellfield is currently classified by DENI as a small sized Further
it has sixty-four

teaching

staff working
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within

Education College;

four departments

- Continuing

Education Department,
Studies

Department

Vocational Studies Department, Business and Management

and

the

Technical

Bellfield had 1,176 full time students
number

of students

enrolling

Intermediate

School.

and 2,456 part-time

In

students,

March

1994

though

the

in the college, part time and full time, has been

falling since 1989 (Table 7.1).
TABLE 7.1

Number

Of Students

Attending

Bellfield

FEC

Since

1989.

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

Full Time
Students

1,458

1,321

1,234

1,198

1,123

1,176

Part Time
Students

3,598

3,213

3,198

2,597

2,513

2,456

Bellfield FEC serves

a population

Information Brief, 1992).

of 39,000 and a hinterland

of 65,000 (SELB

The College is situated in close proximity

to two other

FECs - Oriel FEC (34 staff; 578 students) and Donard FEC (81 staff; 1,236 students).
An amalgamation
review

of Further

amalgamation

of Bellfield with these two colleges as result of the DENI 1990
Education is planned

of the three

to take place in September

colleges being first suggested

in 1967.

1995.

An

Staff in all

three colleges have already been informed of this merger by DENI and the SELB.

In March

1994, the merger

and non teaching

trade

was being

unions

resisted strongly

in all three

colleges

by the main teaching
due, principally,

to the

much publicised redundancies that would seemingly follow; and, the fact that all
lecturers would have to sign new contracts and agree new conditions of service:
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'This amalgamation is not needed....... Its a political ploy to save
the other FECs. The educational provision in Bellfield is excellent
as it stands, but when we amalgamate that will change by virtue
of the fact that we will have fewer lecturers and support staff,
less funds for resources and more students!'
(Science Lecturer)
'I personally don't see why we have to merge with Donard and
Oriel (the other colleges)....... No one was ever consulted. No one I
know was ever explained the benefits of a merger. We were just
told by letter it was going to happen. I believe the reason for the
merger is financial - to save money.'
(Maths Lecturer)
However, the college management had this to say:

'The merger is a rationalisation procedure. At the moment many
courses are being duplicated. The amalgamation will allow for a
much greater focus on course provision.
It is likely that
redundancies will occur, but we would hope that they would be
accounted for by 'natural wastage, no one will be forced to leave.'
(College

Principal)

‘The mergers are still some way off, but they were inevitable. It
just didn’t make economic sense to have three colleges providing
the same courses. Its not that things were duplicated - they were
triplicated! ’
(Head Of Department)
An apparent complication of the impending amalgamation is that many lectures
within

the

having

entered

being

three

FECs currently

the respective

particularly

have

colleges

true of engineering

no
direct

qualifications

by September

teaching

from industrial

and mechanical

already identified such staff and informed
teaching

'formal'

contexts

sections.

- this

DENI have

them of their need to acquire formal

2003.

Anyone

required qualifications by that date will be dismissed:
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qualifications,

who has not attained the

'I have been teaching engineering classes for the past sixteen
years. I’m thirty six years old. Imagine how I felt when I was
told that I would have to retrain in order to be a 'recognised
teacher. It would appear that for the past sixteen years I was not
recognised - not a real teacher. How would you feel if you were
told that?
Its not very nice. It wouldn't be tolerated in industry.’
(Engineering

During the period of this research,

a readily apparent

and distrust, related to the imminent

amalgamation

Lecturer)

climate of dissatisfaction
with the other

existed throughout Bellfield with a strong feeling of non co-operation

two FECs,
with the

SMT very much to the fore:
’I don’t trust them (management) they tell us (teaching staff) one
thing and then do the opposite.’
(PE Lecturer)
‘They are running this college like a business. I have just been
told that I must ’market’ my course next year. If I don’t have
enough students the course will not run and I don’t have a job.
It’s ridiculous. So now I do my job and leave. I do no more than
that for which I am paid to do. I know that that’s an awful
sentiment but that’s how it is, and I know that I am not alone i n
thinking this way.
(Maths Lecturer)
The situation with regard to low staff moral made for a very tense atmosphere
within the college.

As a result

of the ’Dickson

Plan’

(noted

in Chapter

One) Bellfield

is unique

within the education system in Northern Ireland in that it is the only EEC in the
Province

that caters for 14 - 16 year old pupils.

exclusively in the Technical Intermediate School.
implemented

in the

Craigavon

area

These students

The ’Dickson Plan’ which

in September

1964, resulted

transferring directly from their primary schools to junior high
sitting

the 11+ transfer

examination.

When
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are educated

pupils

reached

in

was

pupils

schools without
the end of their

third year at a junior high school, a decision was taken, based upon continual
assessments, as to the school to which they would move on to in order to finish
their educational

studies.

As a result of the combined curriculum

dictates of the 1989 ERO, the Northern

Ireland Curriculum [NIC] and funding complications between DENI and the SELB,
the position of 'the school' as an administrative part of Bellfield is to change

as a

result of a recent feasibility study by DENI:

'Everyone here [at Bellfield] knows that the school department
will go. The only questions to be answered are when? - and
when it does go where will it go and how much of a staff
rationalisation will be required?'
(English Lecturer)

7.2.

(i)

Development

Of

Special

Educational

Provision

The prospectus of Bellfield EEC states:
'The college will endeavour to create an environment in which
no member of the community is denied access to its courses or is
otherwise disadvantaged because of a disability or a special
educational need.'
(Pg. 1)

The key word here, apparently, being 'endeavour'.
ordinator

As the special education co

records:

'I wanted the word 'endeavour' removed from the prospectus, but
the legal eagles got their way. Apparently, with 'endeavour' noone can take the college to court for lack of provision. Its a loop
hole for the college management. Its as simple as that.'

From the outset, special educational policy formation was totally delegated to the
newly

appointed

responsibilities

special education
included

designing

co-ordinator
specific
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by the college principal.

special

needs

courses,

Elis

ensuring

such courses were adequately staffed and that the planned curriculum
implemented.

He also was responsibility

for the development

had been

and extension

of

special educational link provisions with local schools:

'My main concern was to bring about the inclusion
needs students in the total life of Bellfield FEC.'
(Special

The co-ordinator

affirmed

Education

that early attempts to provide

of special

Co-ordinator)

educational

provision

for students with special needs had shown it to be an impossible task to attempt
in isolation.
policy

he

In the process
came

to the

view

of attempting
that

to implement

it would need

a special

to involve

education

a 'total

approach' if the policy was to stand any chance of success:
T failed to realise, at the early stage, that to implement the
special education policy would involve the innovation
and
management of change with some departures
from existing
practices within Bellfield. Consequently, it should have come as
no surprise for me to discover that managerial changes made
whilst planning and introducing the special education policy
were met with suspicion and resistance by many lecturers.'
(Special

Education

Co-ordinator)

And later he stated:

'At times I felt very isolated having to continually battle with the
managerial hierarchy concerning special educational provision.
I got very little support; even the principal, whose initial idea
the whole concept apparently was, appeared to take little interest
in the development
of the special education
policy.
My
impressions then, and now, were that special education provision
was seen as marginal to the main activities of the college - the
production of vocationally trained students.'
(Special Education Co-ordinator)

Some college lecturers had a differing perspective:
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college

‘I was never asked to help with special needs provision.
I simply
was not asked. It upsets me when I hear Mr......... complain about
all the work he has to do. I feel his workload has been self
inflicted.’
(Senior Lecturer)

Nevertheless,

of 16 staff interviewed,

only three supported,

three were against

and ten were reluctant to express an opinion on their initial support for special
educational provision at Bellfield.

The co-ordinator

was, apparently,

and/or

the

persuade

four

faced

Heads

involved with special education

with

the

of Departments

provision,

task

of how

to introduce

[HOD] to become

actively

and how to enlist the help, support

and co-operation of their staff in providing such provision.

He began

from the position

that special education

low status in Bellfield, and therefore
initial meeting was organised.

providing
courses.

any development

in special

education

with

special

needs

access

To facilitate this, the co-ordinator

by enticing

the HOD with the promise

to and

created

of increased

apparently,
An

was to persuade the

provision

of staff from each of their departments

students

had,

was a step forward.

His agenda for this meeting

HODs to become more involved
least one member

provision

by allowing

at

to base with him i n
support

a favourable

their

environment

and resources,

as

well as stating the 'potential' income that would be generated for the college.

I n

so doing he hoped that they

might

provision

departments.

for their

various

supportive of this venture,

begin

the co-ordinator

lever:
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to learn
As the

funding

during

to value
Board

special

education

of Governors

were

used their support as an additional

'These meetings
were fraught
with difficulties.
The HODs
indicated right
from the start that they were having
to
administer their various departments
with fewer and fewer
lecturers each year and therefore could not 'afford' to release
lecturers for additional work. Despite my best efforts two HODs
refused to shift from this position and did not support the special
education initiative. The other two HODs begrudgingly released
one lecturer for special education work for half a day per week.
This was simply not enough.
I made representation
to the
principal - he indicated
that he would not interfere
i n
departmental business.
You couldn't really call that a significant
expansion in special educational provision - it was lip service to
an ideology.'
(Special Education Co-ordinator)

However, one HOD, who attended this meeting, had a differing view:
‘The meeting to establish the special educational provision was a
fiasco.
To me it seemed as if the co-ordinator was ‘Empire
Building’. His presentation was not good at all. Though I must
say that he really was enthusiastic
about special education
courses. ’
(Head Of Department)

Nevertheless,
reflection

following

and evaluation,

these

meetings

the co-ordinator

and,

consequent

envisaged

a series

strategies that might be undertaken to help him achieve
the

apparent

identifying

lack

of support

who constituted

from

the

his 'student

HODs. The
grouping',

on

continuous

of actions

and

his desired aim despite
co-ordinator

their

numbers

set
and

about
with

whom he should consult concerning their educational needs:

T set about finding how many students might avail of our special
education provision.
I hoped that I could go back to the HODs
with these figures, and that I would get support for the venture.
With hind sight I probably should have found out these figures
before ever speaking with the HODs'
(Special

Education

Co-ordinator)

However, consultations with 'interested parties' proved to be more difficult than
the co-ordinator

had imagined.

The 'interested

parties'

were:

the

Northern

Health and Social Services
[DED]; and voluntary

[NHSS]; the

associations

Department

such as Mencap,

for the Deaf, the Royal National Institute

of Economic

Development

the Royal National

Institute

for the Blind, as well as staff from the

local Special School and SEND staff:

'Meetings to establish the framework of the special education
policy were not always productive.
Early meetings with Health
Service personnel
were fraught
with professional
conflict.
Health Service personnel apparently claimed ownership of those
with severe learning difficulties and those with emotional and
behavioural
disorders as, historically
they had made total
provision.'
(Special

Education

Co-ordinator)

However, once again those attending the meeting had a differing perception:

‘I was not impresses with the way the meeting was organised.
From where I sat it seemed as if the College wanted students who
had special needs, but were unrealistic as to what such a course
of action entailed.’
(Special School Principal)

(Note: it is interesting

to record

at this point

that no parents/guardians

or

students were involved in these early discussions.)

For a period of time, it would appear, the DHSS successfully
attempts

to

withdrawing

enrol

students

who

had

special

bus passes and, apparently,

in local Social Education Centres.
chose not to send their charges
when the numbers

'hindered'

educational

threatening

needs

to withdraw

Faced with these potential

to the college.

seeking placements

Bellfield's
[SLD]

placements

'threats',

parents

These issues were later resolved

in Social Education

Centres

became

large and Bellfield was then seen as an 'attractive' alternative placement.
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by

too

7.2.

(ii)

Current

Special

Educational

As stated in Chapter Five, no student
statement
his/her

of special

educational

post primary

Provision

attending

need.

a FEC within

Any student

school has the statement

FEC. The exception to this administrative

who had a statement

‘ceased’ when

procedure

the SELB has a

they enrol

in
in a

is where students with SLD

attend part-time classes.

Current special educational

provision

within

Bellfield has two distinct aspects.

These are termed ‘General’ and ‘Targeted’.

• General special educational provision occurs where an ex statemented student
attends a general

college course.

In 1994, ten students

were attending

such

courses. The courses being studied were : GCSE Repeat Course (3); NYQ Level
Two Child Care (3); GNVQ Catering (2); GCE A Level Course (1); and Cert, in Art
And Design(1).
five

All such courses were fulltime courses; 9.00 a.m. to 4.30

days a week.

p.m.

Such courseswere taught in many parts of the campus.

All

students had access to a full curriculum.

• Targeted

special

educational

provision

students are ‘targeted’ for enrolment.
three

‘categories’;

those

with

occurs

where

Students within

SLD; those

with

a specific

group

of

these groups fall into

MLD and

those

with

EBD.

Currently Bellfield has six courses for these students - five Craft courses and
one

Home Economic

courses in 1994.
external

course.

Thirty-one

validation.

teach other

were

enrolled

in

All such courses were part-time and non award bearing
Lectures

‘mainstream’

such
- no

who teach on these courses did so as part of

fulfilling their contractual time obligation
All

students

courses
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to the College.
- even

the

None volunteered.

co-ordinator.

The

curriculum
lecturers

areas covered for ‘Targeted’
available.
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courses

depends

exclusively

on the

7.3 Managerial Context

Bellfield has a hierarchical
management

team consisting

the administration
committee

management

of

that advises

the college.
him/her

of persons

on

for the

Vocational

Department

Each

HOD, in

turn,

on the management

each of these departmental

Each department

The principal

the four Heads Of Departments,

number

Department.

structure.

to seven

for

is exclusively

the

has a senior

to advise him o n

has

a departmental

of the department.
committees
Business

The

varies from four

and

Management

based in a building

or buildings.

No building at Bellfield hosts two departments, with a result that some buildings
such as the school are practically
management

are overcrowded

empty,

while

others

such

as business

-. The staffs from each department

As a consequence, communication between each department

rarely

'Staff in differing departments have their own values and goals.
They have their owninterests to protect. Each lecturer has his
own priorities and values. Very little, if any, co-operation ever
existed, or appeared to exist between the different departments.
Anyway, they never see each other. Each department has its own
staffroom. The school is run like four separate colleges.'
Education

Co-ordinator)

A counter view being:

‘As the various departments are basically self contained units
there is no need for us all to meet. We each look after our own
staffing, funding, recruitment etc. I don’t see that as a bad thing.
It allows us to become focused. Indeed, there would not be a room
in the school where all the staff could sit, apart from the
assembly hall.
Try and get a crowd like that to agree o n
anything. ’
(Head Of Department)
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meet.

would appear to b e

minimal:

(Special

and

7.3.

(i)

Integration

In an apparent

response

come about as a result
school,

the

improving

to prevent

redundancies

of the impending

SMT at Bellfield
its provision

began

which

would undoubtedly

closure of the technical

in

March

1990 to develop

intermediate
a policy

for all students and, as a direct consequence,

began

of
to

plan for increased access within an expanded range of courses designed to meet
the educational

needs of students with 'statements'

school age (post 16 years).

who were over compulsory

Prior to this date, college records

no student with a statement

of special educational

would indicate that

need ever attended

any full

time course at Bellfield!

Officially, these innovations/developments

were deemed to be carried

response to the 1986 (Nl) Order, the Education
DENI review
documents

of further

all

made

explicit

the

1989 Reform Order, and the 1990

'Signpost

education,

duties

out i n

for

the

of educational

Nineties',
institutions

as

these

to make

provision for students with special needs.

In

March

1992, the

obligations
formal

Board

of Governors

and responsibilities

response

were

in this area.

to the DENI sponsored

endeavouring

to address

This was acknowledged

1990 Report of the Further

in their
Education

Review Group:

'The governors
welcome an expansion
of special needs
provisions in FECs through out the Province.
Given the
particularly
high level of disability in NI the Governors
would agree that it is essential that this important client
group should be rapidly expanded as part of our college client
base.
Every effort must be made in order to facilitate
educational opportunities for those with special needs.'
(Bellfield Submission, Pg. 20)
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its

However, one lecturer stated:
'The widespread view among lecturers within the college was
that the development
of courses specifically
designed for
'statemented' students would never have been considered had we
[Bellfield] not 'needed' such students in order to protect 'jobs and
funds.'
(English Lecturer)
Another lecturer described it thus:
'This state of affairs was commonly known within the college as 'bums on seats means money in pockets means lecturers in jobs it really was as simple as that. I believe management would have
done anything to increase student numbers Bellfield. When you
think of it, that is illogical, when they (SMT) were the very ones
who were in favour of the amalgamation'.
(HE Lecturer)

Concern over teaching methodology was also expressed:
'We were never told who was going to teach these students.
Noone in the college had any specialist training to teach students
who were handicapped.
It would appear that the SMT assumed
these students could be taught just like all the others.'
(Maths

Lecturer)

Figure 7.1 would tend to support such a views:

FIGURE 7.1
What
For

Was

Special

Your

Perception

Educational
Being

As

Provision

Established

At

To

The

For

Main

Statemented

Bellfield

FEC?

1 0

Save
Teaching
Posts

Extra Funds
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Benefit Of
Pupils

Reason(s)

No Opinion

Students

However,

the

college

principal,

perhaps

not

surprisingly,

had

a differing

perspective:

'The development of access for students with special educational
needs at Bellfield - I mean courses for students who had
statements - was an extension of our [SMT] overall college
development plan.
Such curricular development was a natural
progression. It is totally incorrect to say that such provision was
developed to increase student numbers.
I resent the implication.’
(College

Prior to the expansion

of special educational

provision

Principal)

at Bellfield,

provision

was exclusively confined to part time 'remedial' class work - 136 students availed
of this provision

in 1991/92.

had no statemented

During

this period, as already

students enrolled.

However,

noted, the college

some statemented

students

did

attended 'link courses' (N=24); 'Link Courses were courses provided by Bellfield
staff for students

from local schools, including

a special

school (SLD) and a n

SENU (MLD).

As noted earlier,

two aspects of educational

needs were in evidence during
‘Targeted’

and “General’

wished developed.
enrolment

provision

the period of this research.

it was the ‘Targeted’

This being

for students

viewed

type which

as an opportunity

with special

Of these two types
the SMT apparently
to increase

figures:

'Many young people with statements could be coming our college
(Bellfield) in order to finish their education.
There is no post
sixteen years educational provision within the SELB for children
who have MLD or EBD. Even the children in the local special
school (SLD) could come to us for specialist instruction.
Indeed,
many of our lecturers have less than full teaching loads - those
teachers could devise and service the appropriate courses.'
(SMT Member)
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student

This form

of provision,

Targeted’

provision,

has

aspects of integration

for in addition to having

recreation

times their

and lunch

building.
designed

However,

classrooms

due to the low numbers

to be 'part-time'

in nature;

building

locational

as well

the students

share

were

also in the

involved
upon

these

the

as social
the

same

classes

already

same

campus
were

existing

all
link

provision but extending the provision to include adults.

The initial

target

groups

for these courses/classes

were the two local special

schools (SLD & EBD); the three Social Education Centres and those schools with
SENUs.

Since provision

provision

has

was initiated

progressed

steadily

in 1991 the development
(Table

7.2).

The

this

Special

‘Targeted’

Education

Ordinator [SENCO] expressing the opinion:

'The development of our already link provision into a more
formalised part of the college timetable has to be one of the
greatest successes to date.
It’s not really student integration,
though I'm sure the students enjoy being educated in a different
context; it’s more lecturer integration!'
(Special

Education

Co-ordinator)

TABLE 7.2

Whole

Class

Integration

At

1990

Bellfield

1991

FEC

1992

1990

-

1994.

1993

1994

Number Of
Students With
Ceased
Statements

0

19

29

3 1

37

Whole Class
Provision

0

1 5

24

28

3 1

% Of Total

0

79%

83%

90%

84%
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Co-

Yet, despite the SENCOs upbeat

remarks

many

other

lecturers

had differing

opinions:
‘I was made teach the SLD class because I had time left on my
timetable. Don’t get me wrong I like the children - but I am a n
English specialist.
What do I know about craft........ Craft was
selected by the Principal of the SLD school as being appropriate
for her students. If she has picked archaeology then we would
have provided it - probably via a P. E. lecturer. I’ll not have this
class next year.’
(English Lecturer)
‘Staff are being forced to teach these students because they have
time to fill on their timetables.’
(Art Lecturer)
‘Everyone in the College knows that the only reason we take these
students is to increase our enrolment figures. It has nothing to do
with a community college vision. It’s all to do with money.’
(Science

The

second

integration.

aspect

of

special

educational

provision

Here a student takes part in mainstream

Lecturer)

relates

to

‘General’

classes with support.

This

form of provision, apparently, has not been as successful as it might have been:
'Individual students who have a disability who wish to access
courses here (Bellfield) still have a mountain to climb, as well as
four flights of stairs! Indeed, only one of the buildings is wheel
chair accessible. However, apart from practical considerations I
would have to say that the major reason for the small number
involved has to do with the very obvious reluctance of members
of staff getting involved. A sense of apathy exists.’
(Special

Education Co-ordinator)

Not everyone agreed:
‘Any student, no matter their disability, can access any of our
courses here at Bellfield.’
(Head Of Department)
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In reply, the SENCO stated:
'We do have a full access statement.
Anyone irrespective of
ability or disability
can attend any course here at Bellfield.
Enrolment is open
to all, but don't expect to be helped.
It’s
politically correct tohave an open access statement.
It’s morally
incorrect once having such a policy to neglect it and refuse to
fund it or support it.'
(Special Education Co-ordinator)

The following views would tend to support his opinion:
'I really like it here. It’s a happy place to be in - the “crack’s”
great - and I wouldn't leave here. However, it is very difficult for
me to get around the college. A few more ramps and wider doors
would help a great deal.
Do you know that there are three
buildings here which have ramps inside when but to get into
each of those buildings you have to climb steps!!'
(Student with Spina Bifida)
T like it here. At first I didn’t want to come over here,
there was no where else to go. I’m glad I did come for
might get some qualifications which might mean I can get
But some of the staff don’t explain things very well to me.
in a unit you know... the teachers there explained things
well. ’

- but
now I
a job.
I was
really

(Student previously statemented MED)
'Yes I do like it here. Perhaps a little more thought could have
been put into the organisation of rooms. As, you are aware, I
have a illestomesy and therefore need to change my bag fairly
often. There is nowhere to go except the loos, and they are not
very private.'
(Student With An Illestomesy)

Despite the small numbers

involved

(see Table 7.3) there

is a wide range

disability exhibited by students currently attending classes at Bellfield.

TABLE 7.3

Type

Of Disability

Being

1990

Catered

For

At

Bellfield.

1991

1992

1993

1994

Visually
Impaired

N/A

1

0

0

1

Hearing
Impaired

N/A

0

1

1

2

Quadriplegic

N/A

1

1

0

0

Spina

N/A

1

1

1

0

Physical
Disability

N/A

1

1

4

5

Hemiplegic

N/A

0

0

0

1

Linguistic
Disorders

N/A

0

1

1

1

0

4

5

7

1 0

Bifida

Total Number
Students

Nevertheless,

many

Of

students

with

a disability

apparently

do

enjoy

experience of being at Bellfield:
'I really like it here, the other students are so friendly, especially
Mr Jones the special needs co-ordinator. The teachers aren't bad
either. They treat me as one of the class.'
(Linguistically

Impaired

Student)

'I just wish that they would get a few more ramps.
It's a bit
difficult getting around the college - because of this I'm often
late for class.
No one every has said anything,
but I feel
embarrassed. I really do want to get my GNVQ.'
(Quadriplegic
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Student)

the

But not all opinions were as positive:

'I really feel that they don't want me here. I
embarrassment to them. The other students
staff are less than understanding.
I was once
that if I couldn't stand the heat I shouldn't be
(Visually

There are a number

of supportive

feel that I am a n
are great but the
told by a teacher
in the kitchen.'
Impaired

Student)

schemes available to the teaching

staff who

have students who have special educational needs attending their classes:

'The success of each support scheme depends on the willingness
of staff to have confidence in themselves to deal with such
students and a willingness to develop a close understanding of
the educational needs of such students.'
(Special

Education

Co-ordinator)

Such a willingness was apparently missing among many staff interviewed:
'I have to be honest, I do not feel students with disabilities can be
adequately provided for within our college, especially physical
disabilities.
We simply don't have the resources or know how.
We all have pressure on us from the HODs to improve our exam
pass rates - how can we do this when our students have additional
difficulties?'
(Science Lecturer)
'No one told me that they [disabled students] would be in my class.
You can't teach them along with the others, I really do believe
that, I know it sounds awful but that’s how I feel. I think I could
teach them by themselves.'
(Business Studies Lecturer)

'I don't know how to cope with them
them like everyone else, but that’s
support at all from the SENCO.'

in class. I’m told to treat
very difficult.
I get no

(English
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Lecturer)

However, the SENCO stated:

'Lecturers apparently fail to view such students as a professional
challenge.
They often have expressed to myself the opinion that
they didn't feel that they had the skills to teach such students and indeed felt threatened by them.'
(Special

While the special education

co-ordinator

special education provision within

Education

Co-ordinator)

is obviously committed to developing

the college - other lecturers

wish to become involved with the policy given its perceived
the college.

As a result

of this

apparent

apathy,

simply did not

low status within

education

provisions

are

uncoordinated and seldom reviewed with the result that there is an incoherent
pattern of provision between the various departments within the college.

It also seems that the
difficulties

of lecturers

special needs.

SENCO is perhaps
who

have

unaware,

no experience

To simply say whey are a ‘professional

or underestimating,
with

students

challenge’

who

the
have

is somewhat

dismissive of the degree of threat that these students pose for some lecturers.

With

regard

to outside

support

agencies,

the

frequency

of visits

made

by

professionals to the college to support students with special educational needs i n
the school year 1992/93, may be seen in Table 7.4.
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TABLE 7.4
Visits

By

Professionals
1992

To

and

Bellfield

FEC

1994.
Bellfield

FEC
1994

1992
Psychologists
Speech
Therapist
Physiotherapists
Psychiatrists
Social Worker
SEN Adviser
SEN Teacher
Audiologists
Medical
Officers

On reading the above table it appears

between

1
0

3
0

0
0
12
0
0
0
0

1
0
1 6
0
0
0
0

that with the exception

of social workers,

very few external advisers visit Bellfield to substantiate or support the inclusive
services provided by special education co-ordinator.

This situation

isolation is one that causes the special needs co-ordinator
expressed the opinion

that many

of his students

of apparent

much

would require

concern.

He

these services

and advice that such external professionals could provide.

The reason for the lack of such visits to Bellfield by professionals is perhaps
to administrative

boundaries

than any lack of concern
support

services

responsibility

colleges

between

professionals

for students attending
of

further

of any one individual.

Special Education Branch.
responsibility

for

However,

FEC, it does not

education

Service,

are

institutions.
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any

rather

Among the SELB

not

educational

which

as the Special
allocate

departments

the college.

For example,

work for the SELB School Psychological

and

due

the

designated

psychologists

is administered

Education

psychologists

Branch

by the
has n o

to visit

such

With regard to special education curriculum

advisors and advisory teachers for

the FEC sector, the picture could not be much clearer, there are none!

7.3.

(ii)

Staffing

Traditionally,

the 'status' accorded to staff within the structure

of Bellfield FEC

has been determined by the level of work that they were involved in:
'Those lecturers who teach 'A Level' courses and Higher National
Diploma classes are accorded the highest promotional points and
subsequently the highest status, with courses aimed at students
with special needs being afforded the lowest status. Not a single
member of the Senior Management Team of this college teaches
classes below Higher Level GCSE. They all live in a very nice cosy
world of academia.'
(Special Education Co-ordinator)

The SENCO would contend

that lecturers

sector are tacitly being encouraged
oriented
salary;

courses

the college

to improve

his staff to move to such

has resulted

in courses

within

the special education

to move on into other more academically

he did not, nor would he when

encouraging
policy'

within

working

their

status

and

thus

pressed on the point specify
courses.

for students

Nonetheless,

with

special

their

who was

this 'unwritten

needs

having

the

highest rate of lecturer 'turnover' of all courses being offered at Bellfield since
1992. The SENCO stated:
'Special educational work within the college has always had a
very low status and has traditionally been the first area to have
redundancies. People just didn't feel that they had job security. I
have 'lost' many excellent lecturers, full time and part time, this
way. But who could blame them.'

It is argued

the

perceptions

environment,

such as Bellfield, will have an enormous effect upon the success

or failure of any changes

of the

principal

within the organisation
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in

a structured

(Handy, 1986;

educational

North,

1990).

The

principal

recognised

of Bellfield,

at

opportunities

an

early

judging

stage

from

the

his

many

importance

for students with special

supportive

of

educational

comments,

developing

educational

needs as it linked

with his

vision of a community college:

'A Further Education College such as ours has to cater for the
needs of all the potential students in our community. We looked
at our provision and saw that a gap existed in relation to
providing courses and support networks for students who had
special needs. Not just statemented students but all students who
had an educational difficulty. We saw that gap and we filled it.'
(College

Principal)

Nevertheless, apparently that is where his interest ended.
'Thereafter he delegated total responsibility for providing and
implementing such opportunities to myself.
This delegation of
authority, as I later discovered, had two fundamental problems
associated with it. First, as my post was a nominated one rather
than an 'applied for' one, my position within the college lacked
status with the attending complications that this implied and
second; while I feel that I have the principal's approval to create
changes that may be necessary to establish courses for students
with special needs - such approval was only given verbally.'
(Special

Hence, the co-ordinator's
positional

authority

position

within

but also, perhaps

especially those relating

what is more important,

hampered

to providing

Co-ordinator)

the college not only appears

overt commitment and support from the principal.
these two points have constantly

Education

to lack

The co-ordinator argues that

his attempts

integrated

appears

to lack

to develop initiatives,

classes, and as such represent

one of the main reasons for his 'apparent' lack of progress to date.

The reality
suggested,

of the
is one

principal's
that

community

is led by economic
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college

vision,

measures,

the

co-ordinator

as a result

of which

provision

for students

with special needs is not high

on his list of perceived

priorities:

'Due to economic pressures students are being valued according
to the resources, especially funds, that they bring to the college.
I now firmly believe, I didn't always, that this college (Bellfield)
set up provision for statemented students simply as such students
were valuable in resource/finance
terms.
It had nothing to do
with the developing of an inclusive ideology - its more to do with
market forces.'
(Special

Education

Co-ordinator)

It was put to the co-ordinator that this is an understandable position, given that
education

has become a 'market

each year since

and that Bellfield has begun

1987 with a budget deficit, and must generate

over £900,000 to remain
these

place activity'

financially

viable for 1994-95.

an income

of

He was not aware of

figures.

Nevertheless,
Governors,

despite staffing

and the principal's

issues, as a result

of support

aim of a community

from the Board of

college,

students with a statement of special educational need attending
increased, albeit slowly, since 1991 (Table 7.5).
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the

number

of

Bellfield EEC has

TABLE 7.5

Number
Attending

Of

Bellfield

Students
FEC

1990

the

special

specialist teaching
formal

learning

between

1991

1990

and

1994.

1993

1992

1994

19

29

3 1

37

1,321

1,234

1,198

1,123

1,176

0%

1.5%

2.4%

2.7%

3.1 %

Statemented
Students As A
% Of The Total
Student
Population

However,

Statements

0

Number Of
Students With
Statements
Total College
Student
Population

With

education

co-ordinator

stated,

that

without

adequate

support many of these students could not participate
situations

of the college.

Therefore,

in

order

in the

to facilitate

participation, the Special Educational Needs Support Services [SENSE] (Appendix
7.1) was established in 1992.

This provision

represents

Bellfield's

attempt

students who have special needs attending
constant

'turn

over' of staff and the very

have statemented
development

students attend their

of provision

to meet the educational

courses at the college.
obvious

reluctance
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educational

of

However, the
of lecturers

classes has significantly

of integrated/inclusive

needs

hampered

opportunities.

to
the

7.3.

(iii)

Local

Management

Of

Colleges

Under the fiscal Local Management of Colleges Scheme [LMC] FECs are becoming
totally responsible

for their

become totally responsible
1996.

own financing

and resources.

for its budget, capital

Bellfield

and recurring,

FEC will

in September

The term given to this organisational change is 'incorporation':

'From September 1996 this college will become responsible for its
own budget with all that it implies, both for resources and for
staffing levels. We have to face it, education is now firmly a
market place activity. Colleges or schools which do not develop
will ultimately close with the successful ones becoming even
more successful. However, I firmly believe that we have nothing
to fear, we are as good as the rest. Bellfield has the potential to
become one of the best FECs in the Province.'
(College

Nevertheless,

there

is general

of the incorporation
profit being

dropped.

opinion

within

scheme will ultimately

Principal)

the college that the introduction
lead to courses which

It is the SENCO’s opinion

do not show

that this will put the courses

which he arranges at considerable risk:
'I feel that a full understanding, the full impact, of impending
incorporation has yet to hit us [Bellfield College]. When it does
arrive, and I have little doubt about this, courses which are
regarded as uneconomic will be dropped in favour of courses
which are cost effective.
I feel that our current
special
educational provision will be hard hit due to its high staff to
student ratio and expensive equipment we have to buy in.’
(Special

Education

Co-ordinator)

The College Principal rejected such a situation:

‘If cuts have to be made, and I’m not at all sure that there will b e
any, then special education provision will be treated exactly the
same as any other form of provision.’
(College Principal)
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The SENCO’s suggestion here is that management may view his courses as a first
stage in cutbacks, either to save money or to re-deploy
areas.

staff to more profitable

In light of this potential threat, however, the co-ordinator

note the response
Review

of the Board of Governors

Group Report

on the future

was pleased to

to the recommendations

of Further

Education

of the

in NI, relating

to

funding:

'That there should be a significant
weighting
for special
educational courses, which are currently, a very costly activity
for FECs. There is a real fear that special educational provision
will be threatened as colleges move into the competitive market
place and have to show profitability.
Historically there has
never been a profit in providing for special needs and any
increase
in provision
can only mean a greater
financial
commitment for colleges.'

Within an EMC environment,
through

which

priorities

the college development

are established.

plan

is the key vehicle

The extent to which

other than members of the HODs are involved

teaching

staff

in the formulation

of the college

plan may be taken as an indicator of the extent to which strategic

responsibility

is shared in practice.

However:

'Within Bellfield only the HODs are responsible for the drawing
up of college priorities - no form of formal consultation has ever
taken place.'
(English Lecturer)

The funding issue was constantly returned to during

interviews

with staff from

Bellfield, a possible indicator of how dominant an issue it was:

'Its hard to see how this course will be allowed to continue. There
are just nine students enrolled, and even their attendance is not
good. When EMC arrives I think we're for the chop.'
(Link

Lecturer)

’One of my students requires a full time classroom assistant.
I
can’t see how this college affords that provision. We are already
in debt.'
(English Lecturer)

7.3.

(iv)

Further

Funding

education

Considerations

funding

through

the

Training

and Employment

fees.

ELBs [the

comes from

main

source

Agency,

a variety

of sources

of funding]

from

Industry,

from the Social Services

The total EMC budget is made up from contributions

Though the actual formula used to determine
continually

changing,

with attending

including

DENI

from

the

and from student

from these sources.

the LMC budget, used by DENI, is

implications

for proactive

planning

by

management.

The SENCO asserted, many times, that for the special education

policy to succeed

adequate time and sufficient resources had to be allocated to it.

However, he did

caution

that

resources.

money

Equipment

special needs teaching
unsuitable
and/or

for many

sensory

itself

was not

a resource

and resources

In

a means

to buy

bearing

on the

He realised that existing equipment

especially

impairments.

rather

would have an important

in the college.
students,

but

in the case of those

some cases,

equipment

with

would

was

physical

need

to be

modified to accommodate impairment and disability, but in many circumstances,
specialised

pieces of equipment

aims of the proposed

special

would have to be purchased.
educational

provision

technical aids for those with disabilities and to harness
give the best support

available.

were

never

was to build

realised.
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key

a supply

of

the latest technology

to

Many of these changes

equipment - were met with strong resistance

One of the

- either

to rooms

or

from staff - and as a consequence

The co-ordinator suggested that whilst it is generally
students with special educational
mounting
costs.

pressure

accepted that courses for

needs will operate as 'loss leaders'

on Departments

to increase

However, there is little incentive

efficiency

there is

and ultimately

to increase efficiency

cut

if a saving of

resources or cutting costs, by reducing teaching hours, brings about a decrease
in output.

In trying to address this resource issue, it is necessary to examine the

existing provisions

and costs.

In a submission to the principal

for additional

funds, the SENCO stated:
'As educationalists we must always try to ensure that educational
viability must not be sacrificed for financial viability. Education
can only follow market forces so far.'

Despite the fact that the method of funding FECs has shifted considerable

over

the past five years, the funding of courses for students with special educational
needs has shown no such increase (Table 7.6).

TABLE 7.6
Funding

Allocation
At

For

Bellfield

Students

With

FEC between

Special

1990 and

Education

Needs

1994.

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

Total College
Budget

1,987,396

1,993,345

2,331,459

2,488,075

2,534,632

Total Special
Education
Funding

95,360

127,593

112,347

105,387

100,475

4.7%

6.4%

4,8%

4.2%

3.9%

Special
Education
Of Total
Budget

%
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'The reality of the situation is that Bellfield FEC is one which is
led by strict financial
economy and unfortunately
special
education provision is, apparently, not high on the SMTs list of
priorities given the small number of students involved.
To
develop special educational
provision
and to promote
the
integration of students with learning difficulties at Bellfield FEC
will necessitate a considerable
shift in current
resourcing
priorities.'
(Special

Education

Co-ordinator)

Though a Head Of Department did state:

‘Special education courses and staffing
supported and funded at Bellfield.’

are

very

generously

(Head Of Department)

Within

the SELB all statements

Education

Officer

(Special)

of special

when

such

educational
students

Notwithstanding, the 1986 (NI) Order explicitly
binding on an ELB until the student reached
of this policy, based upon SLD provision,
costs; £217 on administrative

admitting
to build
outlay

students with statements,

and on-going

a FEC (Tremer,

1995).

stated that such statements

nineteen

years of age.

were

As a result

the SELB saves £3,578 on placement

of the fact that

costs - a total of

should

Bellfield

FEC stop

then the SELB would almost certainly

of educational
running

by the

1991).

does not take account

some form

join

are ceased

costs and £1,200 on transport

£4,995 per student (Cunningham,

This figure

need

costs.

establishment
When

with

such

the

figures

attending

have
capital

are considered

the

£4,995 per student appears small by comparison.

Despite

the

apparently,

funding that

such

students

attract

to the

finds its way to fund special educational

that the physical resources are inadequate.
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college,

provision.

little

of

it,

The result is

Equipment is old, poorly maintained

and difficult to use.

Thus, the SENCOs idea of having a resource base from which

teachers could access specialist equipment never developed:
'You have confirmed what I always suspected.
The funding
which the students bring to the college is being used in other
sectors.
Our provision is dying
on its feet for want of a n
injection of capital, yet the college is reaping the benefits of our
presence. It makes me sick.'
(Special Educational Co-ordinator)

Bellfield EEC is governed

by the funding

mechanisms

aslaid down within

scheme of delegation as a consequence ofthe 1989 Education Reform
bias in the method of arriving
encouraged
courses)

to opt for full

encourages

at Full Time Equilivant
time

day courses

as opposed

a movement towards full time courses.

of success.

It relates

to student

Order.

The

[FTE] (colleges are tacitly

focuses on inputs, i.e. the number of students enrolling.
takes no account

the

to part

time night

However,

it

also

The currentmodel,

FTE,

through-put

and does not

distinguish between those who pass or fail or what a student may gain from the
process.

The present

system takes no account

would recommend

that within

of students'

Bellfield,

resources

progress.

The co-ordinator

should be linked to student

progress, reflecting not just a finishing point but also a point from which
started.

Within this context some form of Achievement

could free colleges to become more flexible.

Led Resourcing

The focus would centre

they
[ALR]

on learner

achievement and in doing so, it should contribute to the overall quality a college
has to offer, especially in improving individual achievements.
the case, but a college taking

this route is indicating

resources at students and their achievements.
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This may well be

that it will target

its

There are inherent

risks however.

follow,

courses

not

viable

in terms

individuals

may gain

predictable

and controllable

potential

Financial
of

from the education
than

for losing money.

student

allocations

student

numbers,

but that

far less

numbers

and consequently

there

than

achievement.

Again, this would have implications

it must

on achievements

examine

what accounts

indicators

internal

or external.

There is the danger that such indicators

Teague

tables’

not

mainstream

tables’,

as

the

a system of ALR, this research

as is the case with

special

require

the college

to analyse

services

are in place to meet them.

of some sort,

case

within

educational
each

courses

could see certain
of individual

at Bellfield

individual’s

needs

and how they are apportioned
The resource

formulae

resource as an FTE.

different

under

the

needs,

ALR would

ensure

Against this, it is difficult

between

introduced

FEC.

and

cost of producing achievements because it depends on which

done,

for

may be used as

was/is

similarities between the operation of such and the focusing

that

the

to calculate

the

costs are included

achievements

and achievers.

ERO 1989 identifies

a unit

of

But there are many costs which fall outside this process, e.g.

costs for buildings

provisions.

or

schools.

Whilst not fully advocating

capital

is

in the case of some 'special

education’ courses and hence the need for performance

‘performance

which

Achievements are

outputs rather

and

would

process.

If a college is to be funded

enrolments or inputs,

and rewards

and equipment,

costs for various

There is therefore, no clear relationship

let alone achievements.
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between

non

ELB funded

income and work

7.3.

(v)

Attitudes

The ‘attitude’

dimension

(irrespective

of their

within

position

Bellfield
in

the

had

two aspects:

management

lecturer

hierarchy)

attitudes

and,

student

attitudes.

The SENCO stated

that,

from

his

development of special education
negative

attitudes of lecturers

reported,

was

characterised

perspective,
provision

the

within

major

affecting

the

Bellfield was the apparently

towards such provision.
by

issue

Bellfield FEC, as earlier

departmentalisation:

'Staff in different departments had their own values, goals and
interests to protect.
A favourable attitude from the HOD combined
with a well-documented policy statement outlining priorities and
future plans, would have a beneficial effect and enhance the
success of special educational provision across the whole college.
Unfortunately, it was not there.'
(Special

Education

Co-ordinator)

The lack of support from the HODs meant that staff became involved

in special

education courses not through

work-load

in the 'mainstream'
believed further

choice, but because their contractual

did not meet DENI requirements.

alienated

staff, resulting

This, the co-ordinator

in less chance

of implementation

of

the policy:

T couldn’t
They were
wanted to.
they would

expect staff to greet these changes with enthusiasm.
working for me because they had to, not because they
The majority of staff made no secret of the fact that
leave as soon as they got the opportunity.'
(Special

Policy implementation,

the special

risk because of one of three
He refused

reasons;

education

Education

co-ordinator

Co-ordinator)

stated is usually

bad policy, bad implementation,

to accept that the policy was a 'bad' one, stating
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that

at

bad luck.
the special

education

policy within

Bellfield failed to develop due to bad implementation

which could be directly attributed to poor supportive staff attitudes:
'Many of the college staff had
students. Some, a fairly large
having statemented students in
associated with it. A sense of

a patronising attitude towards the
number, simply disliked the idea of
the college and did not wish to b e
hostility existed.'
(Special Education Co-ordinator)

However, this research

did find lecturers

who expressed

‘supportive

attitudes’,

but, apparently, were not asked their opinions by the SENCO:
‘I admire all what Mr......... is attempting to do with regard to
developing additional classes for handicapped students. Though
he has never approached me at any time for assistance - though I
did offer once. I have heard him complain about lack of help and
support for his initiatives, though I feel he likes to ‘do it all
himself’. Staff would now be afraid of helping for fear of being
seen as interfering.’
(Art Lecturer)

There were some who stated:
‘Special education is not my concern.
I have enough to worry
about without organising new courses.
Everyone knows they are
only here to boost the student numbers in order to save jobs.’
(Engineering

Lecturer)

With regard to college students, this research could find nothing but support for
the concept of special educational provision at Bellfield.

Every student spoken

to recorded unqualified support for the idea as the following comments testify:
T think its a great idea.

Everyone should be taught together.'

'I agree with having students with special needs in the college. I
would help in any way as I can. I know it must be difficult for the
student themselves but it would be wrong for them to have to go to
a special school.'
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'The college should do everything in its power to allow students
from the area, no matter how disabled they are, to come here
(Bellfield) if they want to. After all we are all supposed to b e
equal.'

Given this very open and obvious support from many of the student population,
is unfortunate

to record

they were, and are, excluded from contributing

to the

development of the provision.

7.4
Within

Overview
the context

of this current

case study, difficulties

pertaining

to the

provision of educational courses for students with special educational needs may
be listed under four headings.

Administrative
•

The fact that the college has been in existence for
and during

that period never

provided

dedicated

the past fifty-three years
courses

for students with

special educational needs (nor encouraged an inclusive ideology) leads to the
suspicion that the present provision is simply an attempt to increase

student

numbers in order to protect teaching jobs and attract additional funding
to the imminent loss of a considerable

number

Intermediate

(School) Department.

of this research

no indicators

could be discovered

while many

lecturers

due

of students due to the closure

of the Technical

Throughout
to refute

the period

this suggestion,

interviewed supported it.

Integration
•

The SENCO appears to be working in isolation, with minimal support from the
principal,

members

consequence

special

of the SMT and the majority
education

provision
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of teaching

is not integrated

it

staff. As a

into the fabric of

the total provision of the college.

The practical implications

may

constriction,poor

be observed

support

for

suggestion,

in

special

education

supported

techniques

curricular

by

initiates.

observation,

may alienate some members

funding

Though,
that

of this situation
and

there

the

lack

was

of

a strong

SENCOs communication

of the teaching

staff who would be

very willing to help with the development of special educational provisions.

Attitudes
•

Lecturer
attend

attitudes

towards

the college

having

students

were, generally

with

speaking,

special

negative,

education needs

and little

has been

attempted by way of staff development programmes to counter such attitudes.
The majority of lecturers spoken to made it very clear that special education
provision
were

was not their responsibility.

very

supported it.

supportive

idea of the

hand,

inclusive

student

ideology

attitudes

and

openly

Students with special needs were also, in the main, happy

at the college and
presence

of the

On the other

were apparently oblivious

was causing

to the controversy

to b e

that their

among lecturers.

Financial

•

Limited

financial

educational

support,

provision

or otherwise,

within

FECs appears

for

the

development

to have been given

of special

by the SELB.

Thus the special education co-ordinator had no external agency to turn to for
support and advice.

In addition, because of the multi-agency

approach

Bellfield EEC, there

key actors

lessened
policy.

the chance

are many

'external'

of a successful

The more links

there

outcome

involved.

This inevitably

or implementation

are in the chain,
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to special needs adopted b y

the greater

of the final

the chance

of its

breaking

down at some stage.

To facilitate

this inter-agency

course advisory body may have been established
providers

and interested

parties, including

involvement,

with representatives

representation

from

a

from all

students.

The

purpose of this committee could be to annually evaluate special needs provisions
at the college and make recommendations
process could also foster closer liaison
them

with

mutual

a form

of ownership

for change

or improvement.

with the outside agencies

of these

provisions

The

by providing

thereby

building

upon

trust.

It is possible that the SENCO failed to realise that when implementation

involves

innovation and change, with departures from previous practices, there will be a
high

probability

lecturers

of suspicion

interviewed

at Bellfield expected

and resistance.

The apparent

was that the development
too much

among

of the special education

too soon, especially

and behaviour were involved.

attitude

where

changes

policy

in attitudes

The SENCO himself now realises that any policy,

particularly

that of a contentious

negotiation

for a successful

nature,

outcome.

requires

time, patience

Such a policy

and constant

would be on-going

and,

realistically, indeed, some degree of failure must be expected.

Yet, many

problems

associated with the development

policy may have been overcome
design

stage

to

implementation

potential

if more thought

problems

or achievement

of

of the special

had been given

implementation.

at the policyFor

a policy might be evaluated

or against which

require

within

development
students.

discussion

will be required,

successful

of the desired outcomes, the policy would have

to be constantly evaluated and modified, with maximum consultation.

further

education

objectives

it may be judged would

the context of the college.

as will an increase

If Bellfield EEC is to be a true 'community

How such

of resources

On-going

staff

to support these

college' as stated within

its

prospectus,
overall

then special needs provision

will have to be incorporated

into the

marketing and curricular plan of the college.

As a first
interview

step

towards

by a lecturer,

a total-college

approach,

that the co-ordinator

it was

might

suggested

change

the name

'special educational needs section' to, 'learning support services'.

This research would propose that if, 'special needs', remains

it will continue

to be viewed as separate

does not stress

'special',

but attempts

from mainstream.

to demonstrate

of the

He agreed this

was a good idea though admitted that he had never spoken to that lecturer
life.

during

'special', then

Learning

equality

in his

support

of educational

opportunity and suggests an inclusive approach, where all lecturers are deemed
to be lecturers of students who have special needs, which seeks to address a wide
range of learning needs, physical disabilities and emotional difficulties.

Very little Targeted' provision for students with special needs (non intellectual
based) given

the size of the College was in evidence

courses running
needs which
type.

during

the period of this research,

were intellectual

were having

integrated

educational

college - in reality the provision was as segregated
a special school.

for children

based (MLD & SLD) all were

No links with the rest of the college existed.

the students

at Bellfield.

Of the six
with special

of the segregated

Thus, while on the face of it
provision

- at a mainstream

as if it had been provided at

Only the staff and context were different.

Parallel with the above point the curriculum provided for MLD and SLD students
was also limited due, as already noted, to staffing
the period of this research
one home economic course.

was exclusively

difficulties.

confined

Provision

to five craft courses

Hardly a 'broad and balanced

curriculum'.

staffing issues are resolved it is difficult to see how the curricular
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during
and
Until

provision

at

Bellfield may be expanded; and as such a resolution

requires

the commitment

of

the SMT - it is likely that the present curricular restrictions will remain.

7.4.

(i)

Bellfield

FEC

And

Friedland

High

School

Apart from the fact that Bellfield FEC and Friedland High School are both within
the area administered
links,

administrative,

institutions.

This

curricular

or

social,

discovered

between

these

no other
two

common

educational

From a geographical perspective, they are thirty miles apart.

total

lack

observational
educational

of contact

findings
contexts,

special educational
fairly

by the SELB, this research

between

of this research
totally

unrelated,

development

made that such

both

issues

case

study

all the
exhibit

then
among

makes

disturbing,

similar

and provision,

may be common

more

contexts

issues

for

many,

if two

pertaining

the assumption

the

to

may b e

if not all, other

educational contexts within the SELB.

It was interesting, and somewhat uncanny, to discover that both contexts had, o r
were about to have, an amalgamation.

An amalgamation

which,

large body of the staff in each context did not wish or support.

apparently,

a

In both contexts

the stated reason for each amalgamation related to falling students numbers.

Following

on from

management,
by offering

this,

apparently,

and

at the

time

of both contexts

courses for students

of the

amalgamations

attempted

who had special

to raise student

educational

key finding - the development of special education provision
contexts

was, apparently,

not

as a result

the

of evolving

needs.

senior

numbers
This is a

in both case study

inclusive

orientated

ideologies, but rather as a response to market forces - an attempt to save jobs.
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The attitudes

of teaching

staff, direct

special educational provision

and indirect,

in both

may best, and somewhat generously,

as 'lukewarm', with a significant minority being negative.
be carried

out in the area

of staff development,

educational provision is to develop.
has

been

contexts

missed
appear

educational

by senior
to be happy

provision

to

contexts

towards

be described

Much work needs to

in both

contexts,

if special

This aspect of staff development apparently,

administrators.
to totally

teachers

Senior

devolve

who

administrators

the administration

are

not

in

both

of special

members of the

senior

management team or the curriculum development team.

In both contexts
being

offered.

management

there

was a very

This constriction
planning

noticeable
may

constriction

be traced

and an apparent

of the curriculum

directly

to a lack

lack of enthusiasm on the

of pre
part

of

teachers.

The two case studies described would suggest that the absence of any procedures
to overview the requirements of the 1986 (NI) Order (DENI or SELB based), from
a special education
simply ignoring

perspective

appears to have resulted

the integrational

dictates

apparent stressing of academic excellence

Within

the

critical

of funding

across

context

of the Order.

considerations,

inconsistencies

pertaining

Bellfield and Friedland.

inconsistencies

The1989 ERO and its

tended to exacerbate the situation.

of funding

ELBs - funding

in the establishments

were

As a consequence,

DENI have

recently

to special educational
very

much

a 'study group'

in

become
provision

evident

between

was established

in

October 1991 to investigate the levels of inconsistency and to recommend actions
that

may result

in uniformity

agreed formula of funding

of services

across and within
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and funding.

The search

ELBs is supported

for

an

on the grounds

that it is necessary to ensure that a child’s needs are met and not at the mercy of
where he happens

to live.

This study group had yet to publish its report

in

March 1996.

Two underlying factors may make this search for an agreed formula difficult children who have special educational needs do not have uniformity

of socio

economic

the LMS

support

systems or a uniformity

of disabilities.

Within

system, special needs funding is linked to the Social Disadvantage/Deprivation
criteria which use the 'Free Meals' system as a means of allocating money - the
more students in receipt of free meals the more money a college gets for special
educational

provision.

Although,

factors, it must be recognised

some correlation

may exist between

such

as an extremely crude measure in determining

funding.

Issues

raised

within

both

cases

studies

may

be summarised

headings:

• Administrative
• Curricular
• Integrational

The next three chapters will investigate these issues further.
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under

three

Chapter Eight
ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES

8.1

Introduction

This chapter

will examine

administrative

issues

provision within the SELB. These administrative
assessment,

statementing

Research

findings

personal

accounts

irregularities,

come from
and

an

four

analysis

related

education

issues relate to: identification,

terminology

main

to special

sources;

difficulties

and

funding.

questionnaires,

of documentation,

both

interviews,

historical

and

current.

As indicated earlier,

the 1986 (NI) Order represents

special education provision
while

seven

in Northern

out of the eight

Ireland.

administrators

agreed that the 1986 (NI) Order was the single

the legislative
It is interesting

who took part

in

most important

keystone

to note that
the

research

piece of special

education legislation since the 1947 Education Act, they were not as confident
to its implications.

While four

agreed

that

the Order had

of

implications,

as
two

disagreed and two expressed no opinion at all:

'There can be little doubt that the 1986 Order represents the
single most important
piece of legislation, from a special
education perspective, in the 1990s. There are parts of it which
could do with revision, but the Code of Practice may deal with
these.'

Perceptions
and the

on the possible contradictory

1989 Education

respondents

stating

Reform

(Assistant Education

Officer)

implications

1986 (NI) Order

(NI) Order were

that they had no opinion

even

of the

less clear

on this, perhaps

cut with

because of their

knowledge of the latter Order was limited, as one administrator stated:

'I really don't know enough about either of those pieces of
legislation to give an opinion. It's not that I don't keep up with
educational developments.
It's just that I only read those
educational aspects that directly impinge on my work.'
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six

8. 2 Identification and Assessment

Article 29 of the 1986 (NI) Order requires
have special educational

all ELBs to identify children

needs, and to assess the nature

who may

of those needs.

This

Article applies to all children who have attained two years of age or who are i n
attendance at a grant-aided school.
to be followed

in carrying

Schedule 11 of the Order outlines procedures

out assessments

and

the

manner

in

which

the

statement of special educational need, if issued, is to be maintained.
8.2.

(i)

Identification

Few educational
concerned

issues, it has been argued, have as much emotive force as that

with the initial identification

(Steele & Mitchell,

1992).

Many

parents/guardians,

expressed

the

of a child’s special educational

interviewees
view

that

for this
current

(specified in the 1986 (NI) Order) were traumatic,

research,

assessment

especially
procedures

slow and bureaucratic

wished initial assessments to be carried out efficiently

needs

- they

and as fast as possible so

that the educational provision required may be provided as quickly as possible:
The headmaster was very nice about the whole thing.
He
brought me into his office and explained the difficulties the class
teacher had been having in school with
Fred. The assessment
procedure was outlined
to me and he gave me the name
and
telephone number of someone at the
Board to contact
for
additional information.
I must say that at this time I felt very
comfortable with the procedure.
However, the one thing I was
not told was how long the whole procedure could take. It's very
frustrating.'
(Parent/Guardian)
'Having Kathryn’s learning difficulties pointed out to me by the
teacher was not an issue. Every mother knows her child, and I
knew that Kathryn would have major problems when she went to
school. What I wanted was speedy action to help her, I don’t
think that was too much to ask. The provision eventually made
by the Board was suitable for Kate’s needs, but it took much too
long to happen. There should be, there has to be, a much quicker
and much more efficient way.’
(Parent/Guardian)
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Nevertheless, despite the above comments in a few cases the consequence
teacher

bringing

a child’s

learning

difficulties

to the

attention

of a
of a

parent/guardian was one of alienation and lack of future co-operation:
'The child really was having problems at school.
Her whole
personality was being affected; indeed she was beginning to hold
back the rest of the class as I was spending so much time with
her. When I first mentioned to the mother the possibility of
having an educational psychologist assess her child the mother
went berserk. She screamed and shouted. Her response was to
take the child away from the school and formally complain to the
principal about ‘my negative attitude’. I have since discovered
that exactly the same thing happened at the school she took the
child to. Some parents just will not accept that their child has, o r
may have, special needs.'
(Primary

Teacher)

'I have only ever approached a parent once about the initiation
of an initial assessment. It was in relation to a wee boy in m y
class. I can remember the whole thing vividly. I’ll never do it
again - it was terrible. She (the mother) shouted and screamed.
She did not listen at all. She was very unreasonable - at least I
think she was very unreasonable.
She seemed to think I was
going to put her child into a special school. Indeed, I think that
many people, equate special education with special schools.
There is a lot of mis-information going around about special
education.
Someone should inform parents of what special
education involves - I couldn't because I don't know myself.'
(Post Primary School Teacher)

Indeed, it is reasonable to suggest that such a scenario may directly prevent o r
dissuade some teachers from approaching parents/guardians for permission for
an initial assessment to take place.

This research

would suggest that the behaviour of the above parents has to b e

viewed as a reasonable response to the threat of segregational
parents/guardians,

correctly, understand

education which

to carry a stigma, and not viewed, as

the teachers interviewed apparently did, as unreasonable mothers.
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An addition

issue was that some parents,

apparently,

did not understand

that

which was being explained to them:

'After having spoken with Mrs Jones for over an hour, during
which time
I spelt out to her, in graphic detail, the profound
difficulties her daughter was having at school - at 13 years of age
she couldn't read or write. She thanked me for my time and got
up to leave. As she reached the door, she turned round to me and
asked if that meant that her daughter couldn't be a vet.'
(Post Primary School Teacher)

This highlights
teachers.

the

Indeed,

professional

issue

of the

it also raises

need
the

Teacher

welfare

assessment
respondents,
involved

appropriate

of their child’s learning

difficulties;

or the school

being actively involved and
being

120 agreed

in the initial

made

strongly

about

expressed

and indeedwent even

the

their

or agreed

assessment

Almost all the educational
eight)

for

the

to the questionnaires indicated

decisions

parents/guardians

is a teacher

skills

psychologist,

or even

the

officer?

responses

favour of parents

good communicational

question,

to inform parents/guardians

or should it be the school principal;
education

for

that they

consulted with regard
children (Of the

with parents

procedure.)

same

being

Perhaps not

to initial

122 teacher
consulted

and

surprisingly,

all

opinion.

administrators held a similar view
further

were strongly i n

in

that they

believed

(seven

out of the

parents

should be

informed and consulted on any decisions in relation to a school placement.
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8.2.

(ii)

Assessment

A number
initial

of parents/guardians

educational

felt that they had been

assessments

prior

to a statement

misled in relation

being

issued.

to

Several

reported that they really did not understand that which was being told to them by school principals

and/or

teachers

and/or

educational

variety of reasons, they did not ask for clarification.

psychologists.

For a

Such reasons included:

•

They did not wish to appear stupid.

•

They felt they could ask later.

•

They trusted the school to do what was 'best' for their child.

•

They trusted the ELB to do what was ‘best’ for their child.

Additionally, the majority of parent/guardian

respondents

were of the opinion

that the assessment

in Schedule

11 of the

procedure

(as specified

Order) was 'too slow’ (Table 8.1).
However, perhaps

A majority

not surprisingly,

of teachers

educational

supported

administrators

1986 (NI)
this

view.

took a different

perspective.

TABLE 8.1
The

initial

statementing

assessment

Stronelv
Aeree
Agree

procedure

No
Opinion

is

too

Strongly
Disagree/
Disagree

Teachers
(N=122)

62

43

1 7

Parents
(N = 36)

28

8

0

0

0

8

Administrators
(N = 8)

26 1

slow.

Typical of views expressed were the following:

'The assessment procedure to determine if a child has special
educational needs, or not, was specified in the 1986 Order. This
procedure allows for statutory waiting periods between the
various stages in the assessment - these waiting periods are
usually 29 days. We cannot speed the procedure up - even if we
wanted to do so. Parents find it very difficult to understand and
appreciate why the assessment procedure takes so long.'
(Educational

Psychologist)

T often get frustrated when a parent confronts me with the
accusation that I, or more specifically my report, is holding u p
the assessment process.
Its not fair.
There are many other
professional involved in assessment yet the poor old psychologist
is the one who gets blamed for delays.’
(Educational

Psychologist)

T believe the assessment procedure as it is at the moment is fine.
To go faster may result in short cuts being taken and mistakes
being made. It will be the child who will suffer in the end incorrect
diagnosis,
incorrect
placements
and
incorrect
provision may all be made. Though I do accept that delays occur.
In the main these are human delays .... people being off work
sick - rather than inherent administrative procedural delays. '
(Assistant Education

Over half the parent/guardian
they perceived
the

most

time

and teacher questionnaire

it was the educational
and,

by

implication,

psychologist’s
caused

assessments (Table 8.2).
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the

Officer)

returns

assessment
greatest

indicated that
which

delay

in

took up
initial

TABLE 8.2
Where

do

you

feel

time

is

lost

during

Teachers
(N = 1 22)

initial
Parents
(N = 36)

64

7

32

22

4

2

16

3

Social
Services

4

2

Other
Professionals

2

0

Initial

Referral

Psychological
Assessment
School
Assessment
ELB
Administration

assessments?

Interviews with parents elaborated on this delay:
'I kept ringing the Board (Special Education Branch) to see what
the delay was in issuing a statement and they told me that they
were waiting on the educational psychologist’s report and that
they could not proceed without it. I then rang the psychology
office and they told me Joe’s name was on a list and that the
psychologist worked down the list; - they said could not tell me
when he would be seen, they suggested I ring the Special
Education Branch! I kept being sent from one office to the next,
so I asked her straight if she had even started the assessment o n
my son - she admitted that she hadn’t.
The psychologist
explained that there were too many assessments for the number
of psychologists. Its a disgrace.'
(Parent/Guardian)
'I was told by my son’s teacher that it was the educational
psychologist
who slowed down the assessment
procedure.
Apparently there is not enough of them for the work they have
to do. Why don’t they just employ more psychologists then there
would be fewer delays?'
(Parent/Guardian)
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'I did ask the psychologist why the delay in seeing my son. She
told me that she was off sick and there was no-one to cover her
work load. Apparently a waiting period of eight months for a n
initial educational assessment is not seen as excessive. There are
not enough education psychologists to do all the assessments
within the time required. To me the answer is simple - employ
more psychologists!'
(Parent/Guardian)

In relation
were

to the

volume

of written

correspondence

some parent/guardians

critical:

‘The amount of paper work
second week I get something
is not needed.’

I get is incredible.
Almost every
from the Board. I’m sure half of it
(Parent/Guardian)

T get lots of letters from the Special Education people. I’m sure
they are just trying to keep me informed, but I have to say that I
don’t understand half of it.’
(Parent/Guardian)

Many parents

interviewed

the assessment procedure
their views were not valued.
education
opinions.

officer,

were of the opinion

that they were not involved

to any great extent and, even when
Of the 19 parents

16 parents

(84%)

felt

she

they were, that

who had spoken with the special
did not

value

their

expressed

As one parent/guardian explained:

'I was in her office for over an hour speaking about my son. The
education officer never wrote a single thing I said down. What
annoyed me all the more was the fact that the telephone kept
ringing and she kept answering it. They keep telling us that
they value our opinions; I believe that that is not true. I think
she already had her mind made up.'
(Parent/Guardian)

The apparent inaccessibility of Board officers caused concern among parents:

'It’s impossible to speak with anyone up there (Board HQ). They
are all either on leave or on another call.'
(Parent/Guardian)
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i n

'I have written two letters - and I’m no good at writing. But they
never even answered me. So I just stopped.'
(Parent/Guardian)

Within

the Board, perhaps

perspective.

not

surprisingly,

there

is a somewhat

different

A clerical officer reported:

'The rudeness of these people (parents) is incredible.
They ring
in here expecting everyone to jump.
One told me that the
educational psychologist told her to keep pestering the Board as
that was the only way anything would be done. I think they feel
if they shout a lot then something will be done; or at least done
quicker. But the procedure does not work like that. I feel that
many parents need much more information on the statementing
procedure. By the way, some teachers are equally just as rude to
us - principal teachers being also as guilty.'

The majority
assessment

of teacher
procedure

respondents
slowed

were also of the opinion

down

when

it

reached

that the initial
the

educational

psychologist:
'A psychologist in this school is as rare as hen’s teeth. They are
never here.
Always on courses or sick - its crazy.
I have
children here that have been referred over six months ago - the
school report has long finished.
We now must wait on the
psychologist.
Her lack of action is now slowing everything
down. I told the parents that the fault for the delay was the
educational psychologist’s. I’m not going to take the blame for
something that is not my fault.'
(Primary Teacher)

T understand that there are simply not enough psychologists for
the volume of work they are expected to do. But that does not
help the children who are awaiting assessments.
This Board must
urgently employ more psychologists to cut down the waiting.'
(Post Primary SENU Teacher)

This opinion was apparently supported by educational psychologists themselves:
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'There are simply not enough of us.
Since the statementing
framework was introduced in 1987 there has not been a single
extra psychologist employed by this Board.'
(Educational

Psychologist)

'The ‘crazy time’ for referrals is two months before the 11+ and
GCSE exams.
The suggestion exists that schools do so to get
advantages for their pupils. You would be surprised the number
of requests for initial assessment we get from grammar schools
for Year 11 pupils. Yet we must assess each child referred - the
time spent doing this takes me away from assessments
for
potential statements.’
(Educational Psychologist)

In the case of requests for initial educational
post primary

school teachers

assessments

felt there was an apparent

at post-primary
unwillingness

level,
within

the SELB to initiate formal assessment procedures, especially for children where
MED is suspected,

at this apparently

emotional development.
educational
entire

years

'late stage’ in the child's

educational

In contrast, the interpretation of such referrals

psychologists,

was that

in the primary

if the child

could work

school sector without

through

any concern

being

and

among
his/her
raised,

then the educational 'difficulty' could not be that severe:
'I can tell the children who will be put forward for initial
assessment by
secondaryschools. Usually they will have some
slight learning
difficulty - most certainly not of such a severity
or degree thatwould require a statement
to be issued .... more
usually they will have behavioural problems.
No more severe
than many others in the school.
But the learning difficulty
apparently allows teachers to put the label 'special educational
problem'
on
the child and therefore lets
them
seek a n
educational assessment. The fact that the child has just spent the
last seven years of their lives at a school with little or no
educational problems seems to be lost on many post-primary
teachers.1
(Educational

Psychologist)

Such a situation has also led to a view among many SENU staff that such requests
are

often

viewed

as

the

post-primary
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school

attempting

to

'get

rid'

of

troublesome pupils who would not contribute to the 'school league tables' and to
place them in the SENUs ‘out of harm's way’.

A possible explanation may relate to pupil enrolment

numbers in small primary

schools, especially, those in rural areas and those with falling
suggestion has been made that school principals
children

(all school referrals

enrolments.

The

in such schools may not refer

must be made by the school principal)

who have

suspected special educational needs for initial assessment, as they are concerned
that the child may be removed from their school - this action may put teaching
jobs in the school at risk due to falling pupil numbers.

This would explain why

so many children are immediately identified and referred

for initial

assessment

when they arrive at the post-primary school.

Within the SELB area, few primary schools have SENUs.

Those which have (N=5)

are

for

mainly

especially
where

in

the

controlled

sector

one from the maintained

that

assessment

reveals

(N=4).

Thus

a school

principal,

sector, to refer a child for assessment,

that

the

child has

special needs,

then

likelihood is very great that the child will have to move from his/her
and be placed in a school with an SENU which
Principals

interviewed

(N=3) simply

preferring

to quote the social benefits

potential benefits of moving.

to refer

in

Year

Seven

benefits to the child of remaining
SENU placement
very

happy

of remaining

with

in their

this

the

school

tradition.
situation,

school over the

pupil numbers

on

overlooked.

school principals

children

did not feel

However, the impact of falling

teacher employment cannot be

Three primary

is not of their cultural

and

interviewed
for

formal

stated that it was their policy not
assessment,

quoting

the

social

at the school over the academic benefits

- the link with the 'make do' philosophy

strong:
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of an earlier

of a

age is

'I feel that I know the parents at my school and I can say without
fear of contradiction that they would rather their children stay
here than go to the special unit at Cloon Gap school.
The
children’s friends are here and they know the teachers.
Apart
from anything else the parents would never allow their children
to go to a controlled school.
The religious factor cannot be
overlooked in this country.’
(Primary

Principal)

A rather more cynical approach, was expressed thus:

1 do not bother referring children for educational assessments
when the child is in year seven.
It takes much too long. The
child will have long left us, so why should we bother.
The
secondary schools have more clout than us; they certainly have
more resources.
I let them make the initial request for the
assessment.'
(Primary

It would not be unreasonable

to suggest that the net result

Principal)

of this 'attitude'

is

that in post-primary schools across the SELB children with special needs may be
working at inappropriate levels, and as such are falling through
afforded

them

by Article

29 of the

1986 (NI)

the protection

Order - as illustrated

following case study:

Case Study One

'Timothy Jones transferred
to his local secondary school i n
September 1991 when he was 11 years old. Within two months
the Head of Year One had received so many reports pertaining to
Timothy's lack of progress and poor behaviour that she asked the
teacher in charge of the school's SEND to informally
assess
Timothy's
reading
and
mathematical
levels.
Subsequent
psychometric testing revealed that Timothy was working at the
level of an average seven year old both in the areas of Maths and
English; four years behind his chronological age.

Timothy was immediately referred to the school psychologist b y
the principal in order that the formal assessment procedure
could begin.
On visiting the school, the psychologist informed
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by

the

the principal that she had known Timothy for many years as she
often called into his class to see other children and, that in all the
years that she had been in the primary school Timothy's teachers
had never spoken to her about his lack of progress
or
behavioural difficulties.
After much discussion, spread over several months, Timothy's
name was eventually
placed on the psychologist’s
list for
assessment. By November 1993 Timothy’s educational needs had
still not been assessed, despite the fact that he continues to
present severe management problems within school.'
Failure to make appropriate referrals
view

that

requests

illustrated

for

assessments

at primary
an

entry

school level may also lead to a
to post

in the case study, are viewed as inappropriate,

primary

school

, as

or indeed as attempts

to ‘dump’ problem pupils:

‘What over loads and slows the system down are irresponsible and
irrational
referrals.
School principals
have
apparently
forgotten that the 1986 Order from which we get our assessment
framework expects schools to attempt to meet a child’s needs from
their own resources before they refer the child to the outside
agencies.'
(Educational

Psychologist)

'My SENU is for children who have MED (Moderate Learning
Difficulties). Yet every September, it appears that any new pupil
to the school who gives behavioural problems is sent to me.
Mainstream teachers just want those children out of their classes.
I firmly am of the opinion that my SENU is viewed by the vast
majority of teachers in this school as a dumping ground.
Somewhere where they can send those pupils who do not
conform in the 'big' (mainstream) school.'
(Post Primary SENU Teacher)

Neither

mainstream

contention (Table 8.3).

teachers

nor education

administrators

Yet the number of statements

agreed

issued to children

with

this

in Year

Eight by the SELB continues to increase; for example - 12 in 1989; 25 in 1991; and
46 in 1993.

However, Table 8.3 also shows that staff from SENUs very
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strongly

felt that SENUs were viewed by mainstream colleagues as ‘dumping grounds’

for

troublesome pupils - with 83% strongly agreeing with the statement.
TABLE 8.3
Some

professionals

view

SENUs

No
Oninion

Strons1v
Agree/
Agree
0

Administrators
(N = 8)

as

‘dumping

grounds'.

Stronelv
Disagree/
Disagree

1

7

Teachers
(N = 80)

1 1

1 7

52

SENU Teachers
(N=42)

35

4

3

8.3 Children Under Two Years Of Age

Article 30 of the 1986 (NI) Order referred
were under

two years

empowered,

at the request

child’s educational
manner

other than

regulations

specify

of age.

needs.

to the duties of ELBs to children

With regard

to such

of a parent/guardian,
The assessment

an

ELB was

to make an assessment

so made may be carried

that specified in Schedule
that children in receipt

children,

11 of the Order.
of a severe

of a

out in a

Present

disability

who

DHSS

allowance,

those in receipt of allowances for the blind or deaf, or those who are wheelchair
bound, are automatically

referred

to the local ELB once the child has attained

the age of two years.

Nevertheless,

evidence would indicate that the SELB does not begin

statementing

procedure

for such children

years of age despitethe fact that the
'difficulties'

until

the child has

Board will have been aware

for at least two years, and in many
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the formal

attained

four

of the child's

cases for considerably

longer.

In some cases this delay results in children, some of whom have severe physical
disabilities,
birthday.

not formally
It is hard

dictate this course
funds

on

beginning

to resist

the

school until
temptation

of action, i.e. by 'holding

that

they

have

funding

passed their

fifth

constrictions

may

back' the school start date saves

transport and personnel.

Case Study Two
'Mary Molly was born on 3/1/90 at Daisy Hill Hospital, Newry. At,
birth it was diagnosed that she had spina bifida with associated
hydrocephalus.
The hydrocephalus was successfully dealt with
via surgery. Mary's linguistic development was not normal, nor
does she have mobility in her legs, though she is an inquisitive
three year old. At an early stage Mary's parents, both of whom
are teachers, recognised that she had, 'quite severe difficulties'
though expressed the opinion that they would like her to attend
the ‘ordinary’ local nursery school to, in their words, 'see how
she goes on'. Both parents accepted that eventually Mary might
need a special school placement.
On 5/6/92, their social worker informed
the SELB Special
Education Branch of Mary’s medical condition and the parental
desire to have her, initially at least, educated at their local
nursery
school - no reply was received.
The Molly's were
eventually informed by the SELB on 5 June 1994, two years later,
that formal statementing procedure for Mary would begin in the
'near future'.
In November 1994 the assessment procedure had
yet to start.

The local nursery
school, while sympathetic
to the Molly's
position have stated that they cannot accept Mary until a
statement has been issued for her.
Paradoxically, the local
special school have offered Mary a placement pending the
outcome of the statement.
The Molly's have refused this offer,
preferring to wait and by so doing hopefully get their child a
placement in a mainstream nursery school.'

The impending Code of Practice with its clearly defined assessment

times and its

insistence

professionals

may/should

on the development
result

in

a

of close working

smoother

transition

links

between

into

the

educational

pre-

school/nursery system for children who have learning difficulties and who are
under two years of age.

Within the SELB seven
nursery,

pre-school

children

with

or reception

statements

were

classes on 1 March

attending

1994 while

mainstream

17 children

of

school age were not attending school.

In contrast,

parents/guardians

who wish their

pre-school

special school, apparently do not have such complications.

child

to attend

a

These children move

automatically into the special school system when they are of an age to do so. It
would appear that parents/guardians
provision

for their children

apparent

lack of co-operation

ELB. Such apparent
educational

provision

who wish to have integrated

are being discriminated
between

discrimination

against

educational

by virtue

the Health and Social Services

runs contrary

and the

to SELB policy of integrated

for statemented children:

'The educational psychologist told me that Moya could begin the
special school as soon as she became four. When I said that I
would like her to go to the local ‘ordinary school’ I was told that
the school would not take her until after an assessment had been
completed - I was told that that would take months. Yet my social
worker had informed the education people two years earlier
about Moya’s medical problems and my wish to have her, initially
at least, go to an ‘ordinary’ school. I don’t know who to believe. I
can’t understand the delay.
How could Moya immediately be
placed in a special school and not an ‘ordinary’ school? What has
happened to parental choice?'
(Parent/Guardian)
T have been a social worker for the last ten years and I can
clearly state that the working relationships
with ELBs with
regard to young persons who have special educational needs is
poor.
At best working relationships
may be described as
‘patchy’.
No formal framework exists that would allow social
workers to air their views; in many, many cases we are not even
invited to Annual Reviews.’
(Senior Social Worker)
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of a n

The delay to place pre-school
mainstream
nursery

schools

children

who have special educational

by the SELB may

and primary

schools,

be due to an

especially

those

apparent

in the

needs into

reluctance

maintained

sector,

of
to

accept such children onto their rolls without the 'support' of a statement:
'If a child has special needs, and those needs are of a medical
nature then I insist that that child has a statement before I will
allow her into my school as I need the protection of the statement
to pay for the additional help she may need - classroom assistants
or equipment.
That is the reality of the situation - I simply
cannot afford to pay for such requirements whilst an assessment
is being carried out however much I sympathise with the
parents.'
(Primary Principal)

No such difficulty

would appear

to exist in relation

to those parents

seeking

placements for their pre-school children in special schools:
'I take many children into my school who don’t have a full
formal statement. I’ve been doing so for years. Usually I would
know about the children for at least a year.'
(Special

School

Principal)

An ELB in Northern Ireland, unlike a LEA in England and Wales, may not force a
school named on a child's statement to accept the child onto its rolls.
the importance ascribed to the statement by school principals
understand,

for once

a child

has

been

assessed

and

the

Therefore,

is not difficult to
education

officer

(special) has decided to issue a statement then the Board must also specify,

and

provide in full, the provision that they intend to make for the child in order to
meet his/her

needs, including

physiotherapy,

occupational

therapy

etc.

Thus,

where the Board decides it will not issue a statement or provide extra provision,
the nursery

school, in many

cases, simply

refuses

parents then must seek an alternative placement:
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to accept the child.

The

'I have no doubt this Board only
at the last possible moment and
order to save money. They think
without a statement. I won’t nor
simply cannot afford to.'

begins educational assessments
as a last resort apparently i n
that schools will take the child
will any of my colleagues - we
(Primary

Principal)

The intention behind Article 30 of the 1986 (NI) Order was to allow a statement to
be prepared on a child prior to him moving into school; apparently

within the

SELB formal statementing

school age.

begins only when the child has reached

The suspicion is that such ‘delays’ may be resource driven.

8.4 The Statement Of Special Educational Needs
Article 31 of the 1986 (NI) Order specified that where an ELB, having
assessment

under

Article

educational

needs, then

the ELB shall make a statement

educational

needs;

that

and

29, is of the

such

opinion

a statement

that

a child

be made

had

special

of the child’s

special

and

accordance with Part Two of Schedule 11 of the 1986 (NI) Order.
issues a statement,

the ELB is under

an obligation

made a n

to arrange

maintained

in

Where an ELB
for the special

education provision specified in the statement to be made for the child.

Within

the SELB, the decision to issue a statement

rests exclusively

with the

education officer (special) who does so on the basis of his interpretation
written

advice

she

receives

from

a range

of professionals

and

of the
parents

/guardians.

Of the 36 parent/guardian

questionnaire

responses,

25 (70%) had

provided

written evidence to the education officer (special) at some time.

While parents

may appeal

are small - i n

the contents

of a statement

the number
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of appeals

1992 there were just three in the whole of Northern
provided

advice during

the assessment

procedure

Ireland.

Professionals

who

may not lodge appeals.

All

children with statements are re-assessed when they are between

the ages of 13

years 6 months and 14 years 6 months (Section 8 (1): Schedule 2).

All statements

have to be reviewed

being based on educational

annually

- the Annual

and medical reports

Review.

Reviews

and the views of the child's

teachers; with parents informed of any changes to a statement.

In relation

to Annual

Reviews, 29 (80%) of parents/guardians

indicated

they

attended the most recent annual review; though 16 of them (55%) thought it was
a ‘waste of time’:
'The annual review is an annual farce. Everyone sits there and
smiles and says nice things to each other. In my experience it is
a waste of time'
(Primary Parent/Guardian)
'The real issues of resources shortages, funding inadequacies
placement debates are never really spoken about.'
(Post

Primary

'It’s just an administrative paper exercise.
parents come to them at all.'

and

Parent/Guardian)

It amazes me that any
(SENU

Parent/Guardian)

Though not every parent/guardian shared these views:

'I find the annual review very useful.
is having may be shared.'

Any problem that my son
(Primary

Parent/Guardian)

'I find it reassuring to have all the professionals together.'
(Post
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Primary

Parent/Guardian)

'Any problems may be dealt with quickly.
I always make a
comment on the form which is sent home and I find that it is
always replied to - very reassuring.'
(SEND

Many

respondents,

decision

to issue

especially
a statement

availability of resources

teacher
or

not

respondents
within

the

Parent/Guardian)

(62%), suggested
SELB rests

on

the

more

needs.

to issue a statement due to the fact that it then

becomes legally liable for the provision specified on the statement.

primary

the

than on any assessment of a child's educational

They felt the Board is reluctant

believed, being especially

that

true for statemented

children

This, it was

in the early

years

school:

'The Board is always short of cash. The suggestion has always
been around that they (special education section) will only issue
statements when they have the funds to meet the requirements
of the statement. It has even been suggested that it is ‘easier’ to
get a statement at the beginning of the financial year as opposed
to the end of it. It is logical, the statement is a legally binding
document on the Board - to issue a statement without having the
resources to meet it is tantamount to administrative suicide.'
(Post Primary SENU Teacher)

T have no doubt that decisions relating to the assessment of
special educational needs are taken at the start of the assessment
procedure
by virtue
of limited
alternatives;
subsequent
discussions and negotiations having little or no significance o n
the final outcome.'
(Primary

Principal)

'Resource
shortages,
vested
interests
and
the
traditional
autonomy of professions may, in certain circumstances, affect
decisions pertaining to the issuing of a statement.'
(Post
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Primary

Principal)

of

Even when a statement was issued, many parent/guardians indicated that by the
time they

received

the

final

statement

its contents

were

out

of date

and

therefore no longer educational useful or applicable:
'When I got the statement I couldn’t believe its contents. In my
opinion all the advice given was out of date, and thus worthless. I
have to admit, and I know that I am not alone in thinking this but the actual form made no sense to me. It was very difficult to
understand.'
(Parent/Guardian)
Teachers were just as critical:
‘The statement is less than useless.
I do believe that all they
(SELB) change are the children’s names. Most statements read
the same. They are vague and woolly; certainly of no use to me in
planing a programme for a pupil.’
(HOD SEND)

The time it took to produce a statement in England and Wales was criticised b y
the Audit Commission's 1992 Report which argued that this was the main reason
why the process was not valued.

The point was highlighted that it could take u p

to two years to receive a statement,

with an average waiting time of 16 months.

It is interesting to record that after the Audit Commission Report was published,
government
identified

ministers

were relevant

1993) and this current
For

stated that there

example,

respondents

working

to Northern

research
from

to this research,

was no evidence
Ireland.

that the problems

Subsequent

research

it

(Cairns,

would suggest that such a view was incorrect.
data

supplied

the average

by

the

time taken

36

parent/guardian

for a statement

issued, from initial referral, was 18 months; this being two months

to be

longer than

that recorded by the Audit Commission in England and Wales!

One does not have to look far in order to see how such a situation
developed.

may have

Every school psychologist has a 'list' of assessments to be carried out.
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As children are statemented they are removed from the 'list', with new referrals
being added.
having

An average

'list' may contain

approximately

as many as 100. Should a psychologist

take ill and/or

period of time, no one else is assigned his/her assessment
else!

It is not difficult

avoided

if the

to see the solution

ELB employed

additional

80 names

with some

miss work for a

'list' - there is no one

to such a situation;
educational

delays could be

psychologists;

a point

strenuously argued by the chief psychologist for the past number of years.

However,

as noted, the suggestion

works to the benefit

has been

made

that

of the Special Education Branch

completing

an

assessment,

financially

responsible

the

less

the

for providing

period

this delay

- the longer

of time

for the child's

the delay i n

that

needs.

apparently

the

ELB are

In addition,

the

time lapse may even dissuade teachers from referring children!

8.5
Article

Terminology
33 of the 1986 (NI) Order provided

provision’

definitions

(Para 1); ‘special educational needs’

2); ‘child’(Para 3) and ‘ordinary
the previous

classification

and

school’ (Para 4).

system

for ‘special

educational

‘learning difficulty’

(Para

While the disappearance

was generally

welcomed, the

of

terminology

used within the 1986 (NI) Order has, apparently, caused considerable confusion.

Of the

36 parent/guardians

information

provided

incomprehensible.
13 parents
statement.

by

surveyed,
the

In addition,

(36%) 'agreed'

that

Special

Education

twenty
they

33 (95%)

parents

did not

Many stated that when the statement

vague and as such, of little use:
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'strongly

agreed'

that

Branch was

inadequate

(55%) 'strongly

agreed',

understand
eventually

the

content

arrived

the
and

while
of

the

it was often

‘When the statement arrive home, and indeed the same happened
with the draft statement, I couldn’t understand it. There were so
many pages and forms to fill out. It was all very daunting.’
(Parent/Guardian)

Many teachers were similarly confused:

'When the psychologist
called to explain
the statementing
procedure she actually admitted that many of the terms used
required explanation in themselves.
She said that that would be
done soon via a DENI circular.
When the circular was issued we
were none the wiser.'
(HOD Post Primary SEND)

'I have yet to get a satisfactory definition from anyone as to what
‘learning
difficulty’
means.
Surely we all have learning
difficulties in some area or other. I can’t speak French - I was
never any good at it. Did I have learning difficulties when I was
at school?
I’m sure the French teacher thought so.'
(Primary SEND Teacher)

'There was a time when the terms we used immediately indicated
what a child’s problem was e.g. blindness, deafness, severe
learning difficulty. Now all we hear is that he is ‘statemented’,
and that’s that. One must have read the statement to discover the
needs, unfortunately
many teachers never get to read the
statement.'
(Special School Teacher)

The following

'playlet'

is included to highlight

the area of special educational

provision

based on actual incidents

which

research,

terminology

and

highlights

occurred

terminology

in Northern
during

difficulties.
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difficulties,

Ireland.

the collection

within

The 'playet'

is

of data for the

Act One
A small room furnished with a desk, a telephone

and computer.

The researcher

is seated and talking to an ELB officer using the telephone.
'So, from what you say as far as the ELB is concerned

Researcher:

there is a

special educational needs unit at the school.'
'Yes.

ELB officer:

According

to our records

there

is a specially

designated

class there for children with special educational needs.'
'Thank you very much, that is all I need to know.'

Researcher:

Researcher replaces the

telephone, then

makes another call.

'Ah, Mr Smith, its about the special educational

Researcher:

spoke to you about yesterday.

needs class that I

I have just spoken to an ELB officer, and he has

informed me that there is one at your school.'
Head

Teacher:

such a class.

'Well that's news to me.

As I told you yesterday, we do not have

There seems to be some confusion here.’
Act Two

An office in the ELB main offices.

The researcher

is talking

to an education

officer who has responsibility for special education provision.
Researcher:
and units.

'I'm still not clear about

We do have both.

We have special classes and

units.'

Researcher:
ELB

special classes

This ELB seems to have 'units' in some schools and 'classes' in others.'

ELB officer: 'Yes, that's right.
special

the difference between

officer:

'Well what is the difference between them?'
'That is a good question.

not in practical terms.

I suppose there is no difference

We call some 'classes' and some 'units'.

confusing, but is not really.

We know we are talking about.'
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It might

really,
sound

Act
Office in the ELB head quarters.

Three

Researcher faces another ELB officer.

Researcher:

'Now, I think

children have

been, 'statemented', in the primary school,

a post-primary

I have

understood

what you have

school they are, 'de-statemented', if they

told me.

when they transfer

If
to

do not live within one

of the catchment areas of one of your special units.'
ELB

officer:

'Yes, that is correct.

to cover the whole Board area.

Unfortunately we do not have enough SENUs

Though we do have plans to establish

additional

'units' and to expand existing ones.'
Researcher:

'So, even though

a child still has special

educational needs, you

still, 'de-statement', him.'
ELB officer:'Yes, otherwise the secondary

school may refuse

to

give him a

place.'
Researcher:

'And that depends on where they live and not on any assessment

of their specific needs.'
ELB

officer:

'I'd rather not answer that question.'
Act

A large secondary

school staffroom.

Four

The researcher

sits deep in conversation

with the teacher in charge of special educational provision within the school.
HOD:

'Have you got all the information you need?

SENU timetable, the class lists and the pupil profile

I've given you a copy of the
sheets.

Is there

anything

else you might need?'
Researcher:

'No that is fine, I think I've got everything

for being so helpful.'

I need.

Thank you

HOD:
with.

'Oh, that's OK...... a pleasure. Now, one thing

you might be able to help me

Can you tell me what a 'statement' is?

Researcher's

Apparently,

face

freezes

for teachers,

with

incredulity

as

the

the term 'special educational

curtain

falls.

needs' and its associated

concepts would appear to be too wide in their parameters.

For example, only 5%

(N=6) of the teacher sample disagreed with the contention

that the term 'special

educational
indicated

need' was open to too many

that the term

educational

'learning

administrators

sample (N=4) disagreeing
interpretations

interpretations

difficulty'

to be of use; 8% (N=9)

was similarly

did not admit to such

difficulties

that the term special educational

to be of use though

half

of the

flawed.

sample

However,

with

half of the

need had too many
refused

to commit

themselves on this question.

It would appear that many teachers
the terms.

In this

respect

simply did not understand

the lack of an

commented upon by many respondents.

objective

Indeed, during

the meanings

measure

was critically

the research

clear that many teachers working within the special education

of

it became

sector are using

terminology from earlier legislation as it was viewed as more specific and hence
more

informative.

In relation
(89%) were

to the term

‘statement’

of the opinion

that

the vast majority

the term

meaning to be of any educational use.

was equally

of teacher
much

respondents

too wide

However, this state of affairs

to be an educational

never

term with 'any use' in itself, it was simply

term that described the final stage in administrative process.
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its

may appear

to highlight a misunderstanding among respondents - the term statement
was intended

in

a

The apparent intention behind Article 33 was to provide clear definitions
terms used within
teacher

the special

respondents,

education

aspects

but not educational

the Article failed in its intention.

of the Order.

administrators,

of the

The majority

would maintain

of
that

The most damming criticism being:

'.. even the definitions provided required definitions themselves.
Unfortunately,
the definitions for the definitions
were not
given.'
(Special School Teacher)

The suggestion

has been

made by parents/guardians

possible that this vagueness
'specifically
commitment
afford.

worded
which

could be part of a deliberate,

statements'

could

lead

to

the SELB, faced with a finite

Interestingly,

an

30 parental

replies

deal directly

with

though,

for the psychologist

during

the assessment

unwritten,

policy as

open-ended

(again)

financial

procedure,

that they felt

in statements.

is the person
the

could not

who was 'blamed'

(82%) indicated

that she was responsible for the lack of information
not be surprising

that it is

budget just simply

it was the school psychologist

for this lack of information;

and teachers

This should

whom the parents
Board

only

coming

involved when the statement was issued.

To compound

already

officer

responsibility

with

identifying titles.
or, the placement
statementing

existing

terminology

officer;

This situation

teachers and parents/guardians.

officer;

provision

SELB the

She was variously referred to as the special education
Education)

education

the

several

officer.

special

within

had

(Special

for

difficulties,

the assessment

alone caused considerable

officer,

or, the

difficulties

for

They simply did not know who to talk to, with

a corresponding lack of clarity of roles.
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8.6

Funding

Considerations

Of the many issues investigated

by this research,

among teachers, administrators

and parents as those surrounding

and resourcing of special education provision.
were especially
provision.
funding

critical

of the perceived,

Almost everyone

interviewed

none raised as much debate
the funding

Teachers and parents/guardians
apparent

brought

underfunding

of such

the conversation

around

to

issues.

There was a feeling among teachers that special education funding
be devolved to individual schools.

should not

While over a third of teachers (36%) felt that

funding

should

not be devolved to schools, just under a third

funding

should be so devolved, with the remaining

(30%) felt that

34% indicating no opinion.

Those against devolution of funds usually indicated that their concern
the funds would not find their way to special educational provision

was that

within the

school:

T have no doubt that if the senior management team (SMT) of
this school ever got their hands on the funds for my SEND that
we would suffer. I feel that they (the SMT) simply would spend
the funds on other projects. I would be very much against the
idea. We all criticise the SELB, in many cases for good reasons,
but I personally would argue strongly that they should continue
to control those funds allocated by DENI for special educational
provision.'
(HOD Secondary SEND)
'My school principal has never agreed with having the SENU at
the school (it was a development of the last principal). I feel that
if he got his hands on SENU funds he would ‘rundown’ our
provision.
Possibly even close the unit down. If one could be
sure that all the special educational funds delegated to the schools
would be spent on special educational provision, then the idea is
a good one. Unfortunately, one cannot be sure of this.'
(Primary
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Teacher)

However,

not everyone

agreed

with the above

sentiments,

particularly

those

teachers from special schools:

'We in special schools have rarely had difficulty with funds. The
special education people in the Board look after all that for us. To
delegate funding matters to the schools would just result i n
additional work for no extra benefit.'
(Special School Principal)

The majority

of administrators

(N=6) felt that such funds should be devolved,

while two administrators did not agree:

'The process of removing responsibility from the centre to the
periphery is a keystone of current government policies - not just
in education.
The logical end state of this is that all schools even special schools - will eventually have totally delegated
budgets. It's then up to them to spend the funds allocated as they
see fit, subject to them fulfilling their statutory responsibilities.'

When

asked

administrators

about

special

education

were unanimous in

provision

their opinions

and

resources,

that current

educational

provision

in the

SELB was adequate given the level of resources available:

'Everyone wants more these days. It's the ethos of the world we
live in. However, I must say the special education resources are
very adequate. It would be nice to have more. But at the moment
we are doing OK. It is true that some areas do better in resource
terms that others, but apart from buildings no-one suffers.
No
one would ever let a special school close for want of resources - it
just is not on.'
(Assistant Education Officer)

Indeed, the majority

of ELB respondents

the SELB as adequate

to provide

while two had no opinion
between

education

officers

on this.

(N=6) regarded

the special

educational

However, there

in relation

to whether
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resources

provided

provision

were differences
control

of such

by

required,
of opinion
resources

should lie with the ELBs or with DENI.

Six of the administrators

felt that control

should lie with DENI and two believed it should lie with the Board.

Where

teachers

education

were

concerned

67% felt

that

should be considerably

increased,

while

SELB provision

for

special

54% felt that DENI should

fund all resources for statemented children, though 34% had no opinion
and only 12% (N=15) disagreed.

on this

Reasoning for this may be linked to their belief

that the Board did not provided adequate resources, but if funding

lay with DENI

then things might be different:

'When
in my
this is
due to

I first started teaching in this SENU there were six pupils
class. Now there are 15 pupils. I am of the opinion that
due solely to a lack of SENUs in the area which in turn is
a lack of funds for special educational projects.'
(Post Primary SENU Teacher)

'There appears to be a lack of everything as far as special
educational
provision
is concerned.
There are too few
psychologists, too few SENUs, too few specialist teachers, too few
special education advisors ; I could go on forever.
Money, o r
rather the lack of it is the problem as far as special education
provision is concerned within this Board.'
(Primary
Of the

36 parents

who

returned

questionnaires,

31

(86%)

Principal)
felt

the

special

education provision within the SELB as it applied to them, was inadequate:

'No I'm not happy
just have to look
classes are much
are just too many
more funds and a

with current provision within the SELB. You
at our fella’s school - its falling apart.
The
too large - the teacher tries her best but there
children in the room. We need more teachers,
better attitude from the Board.'
(Parent/Guardian)
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Not everyone agreed with such sentiments:
'Funding for my school is more than generous.
The Board
officers are equally more than helpful in providing resources.
As my numbers increase so does my school budget.'
(Special School Principal)
‘Funding does not seem to be an issue in special schools. My class
has three computers, a video, T.V., extensive library, kitchen area
and outside play area. I also have a classroom assistant. All this
for five pupils. My sister wouldn’t have half of what I have and
she has 27 in her class.’
(Special School Teacher [SLD])
‘There seems to be no problem with resources at Mark’s school.
The class sizes are small and the rooms are very well equipped
and brightly decorated. Mark’s class has two helpers (classroom
assistants) in addition to the teacher to help. I’m very pleased
with the whole set-up.’
(Parent/Guardian Of Special School Child)

8.7

Overview

Assessments

•

In the opinion of teachers
taking much too long.

•

Parents/guardians
felt that they should be much more involved and
informed in relation to initial assessments than they are at present.
Teachers and education administrators also agreed with this view.

•

A number

of teacher and

and parents

initial educational

parent/guardian

respondents

educational psychologist was the key player in the
assessments - but this was to some extent a misperception.

assessments

felt
delay

are

that the
in

initial

Parents/guardians
apparently were unclear as to the role that t h e
educational psychologist had in the initial assessment procedure and
consequently many held him/her accountable for functions that were n o t
his/her responsibility.
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•

The practice

seemingly

exists among some primary

school principals

of not

referring children for assessment when such children have passed Year Six.

•

A majority of SENU teachers
'dumping

•

grounds'

by

felt that their classes were used as behavioural

mainschool

Teachers,

especially

reluctance

among educational

post-primary

those

education.

in

teachers.

SENUs, felt
psychologists

Education

that

there

was

to assess children

psychologists

in turn

an

apparent

who were i n

felt that

schools

were trying to ‘get rid of troublesome pupils’.

Children

•

Under

Poor practical
Health

Two

Years

working

links appear to exist between

and Social Services

and

educational

personnel

boards,

from

the

especially where

the

initial school placement of a statemented child is concerned.
•

Apparently

no formal

communicationstructure

Education Branch and personnel from

exists between

the Special

the local Health and Social Services.

Statements

•

The suggestion was forcefully made by some teacher
SENU teachers,
resource

•

Parents

respondents,

especially

that they believed that the decision to issue a statement

driven

rather than

felt that their

personnel

when

children’s

special

needs

need driven.

views were not given

decisions
and

was

were

being

made

sufficient
about

consequence placement.
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the

weighting

by ELB

nature

of their

Terminology

•

The lack

of clear,

precise definitions

of the terminology

used within

the

special education sections aspects of the 1986 (NI) Order caused considerable
problems

to teacher

and parent/guardian

respondents

to the

research.

Educational administrators did not indicate any such difficulties.

•

The sheer

volume of correspondence

and statementing

from the ELB relating

came in for a lot of criticism

to assessment

from parents/guardians

and

special school teachers,

that

teachers.

Funding

•

Considerations

There was a feeling among teachers,
special education
was felt
funds.

funding

should not be devolved to individual

that ELBs should continue
A minority

especially

of teachers

to hold and allocate

special

(32%) felt that such control

schools.

It

education

should lie with

DENI - almost all of these teachers worked within SENUs.

•

While there has been an increase in the number
in SENUs since 1991 there has been
SENUs from the SELB.

of children

no corresponding

being educated

increase

in funds to

This has resulted in resource shortages in many ELBs.
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8.8 Conclusion

Several issues have been raised by the findings of this chapter.

Assessments
The length

of time it took to complete

annoyance

to a number

has been
‘human

an assessment

of parent/guardians

found to be the case in England
factors’

may be involved in many

few of the parent/guardians
contexts,

had any

degree

was a source

and teachers.

The same situation

(Adams, 1990).

Whilst undoubtedly

‘delays’, the fact remains

or teachers,

especially

of understanding

those

lack of communication

information

authority,

and teachers.

the accessing

This research

from

of the assessment

raises the joint issues of an apparent
between

would suggest

of great

that very
mainschool

process.

and/or

This

transfer

of

the ELB, and parent/guardians
that if there

was a free

flow of

information, and if communicational channels were readily accessible, then the
issue of the length of time for assessments
i.e.

a

knowledge

multidisciplinary
empathy

of

statutory

to be completed may not be as great,

waiting

periods,

a

team approach

etc.

may

professionals

and

parent/guardians

between

alleviate

knowledge

concerns.
would

of

the

A degree
also

aid

of
the

situation.

Parent/guardians

felt that their views and opinions

educational

administrators,

subsequent

Annual

not only during

Reviews.

were not at all valued b y

the initial

Parent/guardians

assessment,

also felt that

involved to any extent in decisions about their children,

entitlement).

suggestions.

Administrators,

not

unnaturally

they

not

the child having
totally

rejected

It would seem that the apparent isolation of administrators
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were

(this is unfortunate,

the 1986 Order refers to the parents/guardians throughout,
legal

but also at

as
no

such

and the

difficulties which parents /guardians have in gaining
and encourages such views.
information

Open communication

access to them, promotes

channels

may result in a better understanding

with a free flow of

of roles and responsibilities

and lessen such opinions.

Research

would

suggest

that

where

parents/guardians

educational

matters they become supportive

the

context

school

opportunity,

(Munn,1993).

and positively

concerning

their

the

to be involved

should

involved

i n

knowledge

of

be

given

in educational

the

matters

children.

Whilst the free flow of information
on

and develop a fuller

Parents /guardians

encouraged,

are

assessment

procedure

and opening

may

understand delays, it cannot prevent

help

them.

of communicational

parent/guardians

channels

and

teachers

In this respect the impending

Code

of Practice with its time limit on assessments is to be welcomed.

The educational
/guardians

psychologist

and teachers,

came

especially

in

for a lot

in relation

of criticism

assessments.

from

parents

However, much of

this criticism may be unfounded, and may be based in a misunderstanding of the
educational

psychologists

role.

Many

parents/guardians

psychologist alone

had theresponsibility

did not understand

that the psychologist was working

that had statutory
reactions.

of issuing statements; they
within

Here again

a legal

that

the

apparently
framework

misperceptions

affected

The opening communication channels, discussed earlier, may resolve

this situation
educational

time limits built into it.

felt

by making

parents

and teachers

psychologist.
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more aware

of the role of the

An area of some concern in relation to assessment relates to the discovery
apparent

reluctance

ofprimary

school

principals

to

refer

children

assessment when such children have reached Year Seven, such referrals
left to the post-primary
candid
their

about such
friends

school.

a practice,

and peers

Several
citing

primary

school principals

the benefits

over the benefits

educational

special units or schools as the rationale for these procedures.
also be that

falling

school

enrolment

figures

what the

concept

such a practice

meant.

since many,

may be a consideration.

in a SEND or special school where

i n

It is

in Edinburgh.

policy' was carried

as we shall later see, were unclear

Many parents/guardians

with their apparently

among

However, it could

These school principals cannot argue that this 'non referral
grounds

being

provision

interesting to note that Toon (1989) discovered a similar situation

out on integrational

for

were quite

of social integration

of special

of a n

may

unwittingly

strong reluctance

a placement

support

to accept a placement

in a mainstream

school is a n

option.

Accepting
his/her

that it is morally

full educational

overcome
principals

and educationally

entitlement,

indefensible

the above situation

if there were simply more SENUs within
would then

not risk losing a pupil

to deny any child

may/could

the primary

to another

be readily

sector.

school

School

- the pupils

would remain within his/her school but move into the SEND.

This research

recommends

as a matter

expressed by parent/guardian

and teacher

be given

clear

referral to

an ELB for anassessment

special educational

of urgency

respondents)

guidance on the procedures

needs.

(given

to be

to be carried

concerns

that all schools should

followed

when

making

a

out on a child who may have

It is hoped that the impending

its accompanying Code Of Practice, will address this issue.
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the many

1996 (NI) Order with

Children
Within

Under
an

educational

ELB

Two

Years

which,

apparently,

opportunities

for

all

supports

children,

the concept

it

of

integrated

was somewhat surprising

to

discover such a wide difference of experience among parent/guardians

seeking

special

seeking

school

mainschool
difficulties

placements

placements.

for

their

Those

at all - the transition

young

seeking

children

special

school

those

placements

seeking

every

- the net result

were difficulties

mainschool

placements.

of which

not start school until they were over fiveyears of age.

Here again,

the openingof communicational

information

and a clear defining

It was equally

links

with a free

of responsibilities

no

This was
At almost

was that many

children did

the above situation.

had

from home to school was ‘seamless’.

not the case for parents/guardians
stage there

and

flow of shared

and roles would alleviate

Murphy (1990) found a similar situation in England.

surprising

to discover

that

no formal

communicational

links

existed between the Special Education Section and the various Health and Social
Services departments.
from birth,

Thus a child with special needs ‘known’ to social services

only becomes known

compulsory school age.

to the education

system a few months

The delay in initial assessments already

before

noted results i n

many children not starting primary school or nursery school at the appropriate
date.

There is also the suggestion

that this delay in issuing

work to the benefit of the ELB from a funding perspective.
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a statement

may

Statements
A number
vague

Of

Special

Educational

of parent/guardians

wording

contained

Need

and teachers

within

the

statement

rendered it of little use, when it eventually
an almost identical situation

in England.

meant that a great number

of teachers

expressed

the opinion

of special

arrived.

that the

educational

need

Cornwell (1988) discovered

The language

used within

felt that statements

statements

were of little used

when planning a curricular programme for the child.

Nevertheless, the view was expressed by many parents/guardians
that this vague wording

of statements

and teachers

was a deliberate ploy by the ELB to save

funds, as a specifically written statement would be easy to monitor,

a vague one

would not i.e. what are ‘appropriate mathematical tasks?’

The suggestion was made by a number of teacher respondents (62%) that within
the SELB the decision to issue (or not to issue) a statement
more

to do with

special

resource

educational

implications

than

with

any

many

post-primary

principals

from Year Eight for assessments

where such referrals

made for behavioural

In this instance

whereby

reasons.

post primary

up to the GCSE exams the number

almost doubles.

referred

measure

of

many

children

were almost exclusively

the statement

schools 'got rid' of troublesome

while at the same time received extra funding
the run

objective

need.

At the other extreme,

means

of special need had

pupils into SENUs

for such pupils.
of referrals

was used as a

from

Additionally,
certain

i n

schools

Psychologists interviewed suggested that this was an attempt b y

the school to gain extra time for the student in his/her

exams.

However,

referrals have the effect of tying down scarce psychologist time which
better utilised else where.
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such

could b e

Terminology

Differences

There existed wide interpretation differences of key special education terms, not
only

across

teachers,

groupings.
personal

Such

administrators

interpretation

experiences

educational

and

parents,

differences

and differing

but

may

also within

be related

levels of direct

to variations

involvement

concepts as Blackledge & Hunt, (1985) argue.

such

with

(1989) suggested

supported
education

such

an

that such a scenario

idea.

administrators

Indeed,
was

Furthermore,

such

possible have

a co-ordinated

very

divergence

key fundamental terms.

of 'concept

between

when

Related to interpretation

or 'construction

administrators

no difficulties,

obviously

compounded
administrators

by

How can

the main actors cannot

one

agreed

led to
the fact

and parents

that

the

The

on

three

- had limited,

ideas to each other.
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of

respondent
if any,

of

For example it may
as adequate
yet as

This divergence

differing
groups

methods

is the

group

to do nothing;

in schools.

problem

Each

provision

for then they are required

problems.

difficulties

of reality'.

to view current

we have seen this is not the view of the teachers
views

research.

is worrying.

respondents will look at reality from their own perspective.

and presenting

and

Hegarty (1988) discovered similar difficulties in special

of reality'

suit special educational

Cole (1989)

parents/guardians

apparent throughout this

service

special

confusion.

may lead conflict;

of interpretation

and mainstream schools in England.
aspect

conflict

i n

What is particularly

concerning is the resultant confusion which seems to lead to further
Andreski

sub

views
-

of
was

teachers,

of communicating

The,

apparent,

lackof

communication

between

professionals has resulted in a large mis-match

parents/guardians

between

and

what actually happens

in schools and what parents and administrators think happens in schools.

The confusion
with.

in relation

Whilst legal

to definition

definitions

of terms needs to be immediately

exist, almost everyone

had their

own

special education

and related terms framed by their own experiences.

wide policy

special education

would

on

specialeducation

awareness.

Inset

Alternatively,

ordinators

who

Province-wide
education,

would

courses

for

all

disseminate

party

administrators

that

consisting

and

parents,

differences
Working

in

Parties

in

information.

could

be

of such groups

across

is confined

The suggestion

at

as

raising

education

co

Additionally,

a

all sectors

of

to

formulate

The Working Party must

of opinions
several

Northern
to either

from

established

are currently

A Board

Special

Ireland;
teachers

exists that

within

ELBs,

Education

however,

the

of administrators
such

groups

tend

to

themselves.

The terminology

used in letters

relation

to the assessment

children

in particular

Audit

to differences

There

existence

are not represented.

perpetuate

the

addition

exist across ELBs.

membership
parents

wide for

aimed

of teachers

idea of

in this regard;

for special

operational definitions of key special education terms.
be Province

help

teachers,

courses could be organised

them

working

would undoubtedly

dealt

Commission

sent by the

procedural

SELB to schools

framework

were deemed unacceptable.
Report

(1992).

A

in general

and parents

and statemented

This reflects

'plain

English'

documentation, or having an educational welfare officer explain
such letters to parents would help to alleviate the situation.
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i n

findings

from

approach

to

the content

of

The sheer

volume of correspondence

was also critically

teachers and parents, as was the necessity
surprisingly,

the

SpecialEducation

documentation

sent to schools and

commented

for such correspondence.

Section

refused

to

upon

by

Somewhat

confirm

that

parent/guardians was kept to a minimum.

The suggestion exists that it is not the case i.e. one parent

interviewed

received

three copies of her son’s statements over a period of two weeks!

Funding

Considerations

The SELB spends

more on special educational

four ELBs in Northern
their

staff were

resources

positively

- equipment

did concede

Ireland.

and

that they were

provision

that any of the other

Several special school principals

delighted

to relate

to the researcher

human. SENU staff were
better off that many

and many
their

less enthusiastic,

of their colleagues

of

many
though

in other

ELBs.

Of some concern
special

school

was the discovery
context

to special

of no shift in allocation
educational

of funds

provision

contexts, despite the fact that fewer children are attending

within

mainschool

special schools.

Audit Commission Report (1992) identified a similar concern.
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from the

The

Chapter Nine
Curriculum Issues
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This chapter explores the area of delivering the Northern Ireland Curriculum to
children who have statements
this raises

for teachers,

of special educational

administrators

need and the issues which

and parents/guardians.

contained within the chapter was collated from responses
from

interviews

9.1

Curriculum

Two features
of the
further

with

and

development

administrators,

Ireland's

administrator

education

and

and

parents/guardians.

vocal.

traditional

as being

special education

Firstly,

schools with selection of children

system were referred

respondents

of an 'adequate'

especially

this, the enduring

students

to questionnaires

Reform

of Northern

teacher

SENUs being

teachers,

Information

the

continued

detrimental

to the

system, teachers
existence

at age 11; and, secondly,

requirement

to by many

on all schools

from

of grammar

following

on from

for high

levels

of

academic success in public examinations:

'The 11+ epitomises the exam orientated education system in
Northern Ireland. The 11+ represents an ideology of excellence
which implies those children who do not ‘pass’ are failures.
As
statemented children do not sit the 11+ exam and are sent, in the
main, to comprehensive schools how can we then state that all
children have the same educational rights and opportunities.'
(Primary SENU Teacher)
'There is little doubt that a vast amount of money could
the 11+ was not a feature of our educational system. A
of the money saved could be put into the development
educational provision......... It will never happen here
Ireland) our education system is too preoccupied
successes.'

be saved i f
percentage
of special
(Northern
with exam

(Education

Selection testing at 11 years, the transfer

procedure,

post-war education system in Northern Ireland.
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is a central

Officer)

feature

of the

One result is the existence of a

strong

grammar

school tradition

in Northern

Ireland.

However,

it has

been

speculated that this academic pressure may have an effect upon funds available
for special educational

provision

(Cunningham,

1991).

The introduction

Educational Reform Order in 1991 was seen by many educationalists
whereby
funding

the

effects

imbalances

of the

transfer

procedure,

could be minimised.

academic

Yet, through-out

of the

as a method

constriction
the

period

and

of this

research there was little evidence that this change was occurring.

9.1. (i) Access To A

Full Curriculum

Within a Northern Ireland context, the principle

that all pupils, irrespective

of

ability levels, should receive a broad and balanced curriculum, relevant

to their

specific

by

individual

Education
educational

Reform

needs

was for

the

first

Order 1989 - the ERO.

time established

For teachers

needs, and indeed ELB administrators,

an opportunity

to improve

special

educational

in

of pupils

this entitlement
provisions

law
with

special

represented

further,

building

upon the advances made by the Warnock Report and the 1986 (NI) Order:

’When I was first informed of the ‘curriculum access statement'
within the ERO I was initially very excited. For the first time our
children, those with severe learning difficulties, would have a
right to an education which was specifically tailored to meet
their individual needs.'
(Special School Teacher)

'The ERO was greeted by many teachers within the SEND area o f
special education, as a very positive step forward from a
curriculum
access perspective.
The access statement
being
particularly important in this respect. The ERO was seen as yet
another step forward with regard to educational entitlement for
all children.'
(Primary SEND Teacher)
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the

'The ERO was undoubtedly instrumental in bringing about much
more curriculum integration within the whole area of special
education.
As I understood
it, all children
with special
educational needs now had the right to attend all subject classes
within a school.
Indeed, one could say that this enactment
strengthened the move toward placing children who had special
needs within integrated mainschool contexts.'
(Senior Education Officer)
Some parents also saw it as a very positive move:
'When I got the wee booklet home (NICC Booklet explaining the
ERO to parents - every parent who had a child attending school
got one) I didn’t read it at first. Then one night, a few days later I
picked it up and read it. I could have cried I was so happy.
To
have it printed in black and white that my child had a n
entitlement to be taught the same subjects as others was just
fantastic.'
(Parent/Guardian)

However, some did not see any real difference:
'I don’t know what the Educational Reform Order meant for m y
child. He still did the same work at school. He still didn’t get
enough homework for my liking. Should the school have told m e
about all this stuff?'
(Parent/Guardian)
T leave the teaching to the teachers. I haven’t a clue what your
talking about. ERO what? Our fella likes the school he goes to a
lot. Mind you, there are some teachers he does not like, and some
of the work he finds difficult.'
(Parent/Guardian)

The principle
pupils
multiple

with

of active
special

learning

curriculum

educational
difficulties,

participation

needs,
whether

including
they

by the
those

complete
with

are in special

range

profound

schools,

of
and

primary

schools, post-primary schools or SENUs was strongly

supported at an ideological

level by all respondents

9.1), SENU teachers

particularly

to this

research

supportive.
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(Table

being

TABLE 9.1
Do
their

you

believe

levels
/

of

that

should

ability

as

opportunities

the

active

their

the

irrespective

same

curriculum

non-statemented

6

0

2

Parents
(N = 36)

29

0

7

Other
Teachers
(N = 8 0)

57

13

1 0

SENU
Teachers
(N=42)

39

0

3

Ireland

special educational

Curriculum

Council [NICC] recognised

participation

by

the

complete

of
access

peers?

Don't
Know

No

curriculum

the beginning

have

children

Yes

Education
Officers
(N = 8)

The Northern

statemented

the importance

range

of pupils

with

needs, and to that end has included an 'access statement'

of all programmes

Northern Ireland Curriculum.

of study for all curricular

of

areas within

at
the

However, as one respondent stated:

'The access statement needs to be given much more prominence
in the file. Its ideology needs to be apparent right throughout.
Its simply not enough just to state it on the cover.'
(Primary Teacher)

Nevertheless,

the access statement

was seen as an essential

pre-requisite

for

special schools, though many teacher respondents (N=78) felt there was a major
issue in relation as to exactly what flexibility the access statement permitted:
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'A further rewriting and clarification of the access statement
would be very much welcomed.'
(Post Primary SENU Teacher)

Though

86% of teacher

aware of special

respondents

educational

issues,

felt that

few mainschool

the majority,

92%, agreed

teachers
that

children there would remain the need for a special school placement.
all educational

administrators

were

for some
Similarly,

expressed the view that there would always be a

need for special school provision for children with severe learning difficulties.

There was some concern
teach

the compulsory

important

among teacher respondents
subjects

aspects of personal

within

that the time required

the NIC left insufficient

and social education

which

time for

traditionally

an important element of the curriculum within special education:

'Whilst I initially greeted the NIC as a positive step forward, I
became concerned that many of the activities that formed the
core of my teaching became peripheral under the NIC.'
(Primary SENU Teacher)

'Every trip out of school had now to be linked to the NIC. Yet for
many of my children this was inappropriate - for example
where does going to the shop to buy flowers for your mother fit
into attainment targets or programmes of studies?'
(Special School Teacher)

'How will we find time for this curriculum when our transport is
always late?
Time is critical with this curriculum
yet m y
children don’t arrive to school until 9.35 a.m. A full 35 minutes
later than the children from the school up the street.
Yet it is
impossible for my children to arrive at school earlier.'
(Special School Teacher)

'How do they expect us to fit specialist therapies such as speech
therapy, physiotherapy etc., into a time table which is now so
rigid.'
(Post Primary SENU Teacher)
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to
the

played

'I have to say that for some of my pupils, their educational needs
would be better met if they were in a special school rather than
here (SENU) due to the lack of opportunity
for curriculum
integration.
Here, the curriculum, due to exam pressures, simply
cannot be ‘twisted’ to met their needs. I feel that in a special
school the curriculum would be tailored to the child’s specific
needs. I’ve said this at annual reviews, but of course, the parents
would never allow it.'
(Post Primary SENU Teacher)

While generally

agreeing

full curriculum

there

within
take.

the Northern

that statemented

was a counter
Ireland

Teacher respondents

inappropriate

for

children

who

Whilst there was broad agreement
sectors

indicated

inappropriate
teachers
special
from

that

the

science

for statemented

from differing

belief that

Curriculum

indicated

children

there

were

certain

statemented

children

a number

of subjects

that they

had

special

educational

needs

on most areas, e.g. teachers
and

children,

school types.

access to the

that

technology

aspects

there were differing

subjects
need

sector.
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not

felt were

(Table

9.2).

from all school
of the
opinions

NIC were
between

For example, just 6% of teachers

schools felt that PE was inappropriate
the post-primary

should have

from

as opposed to 34% for teachers

TABLE 9.2
Which

subjects,

do

you

feel

if
are

any,

within

inappropriate
educational
(%

Northern

the

pupils

to

Ireland

who

Curriculum

have

special

needs?

REPLIES)

Primary

Post
Primary

SENU

Snecia1

French

87

79

86

96

IT

74

57

75

85

EMU

65

62

45

36

CDT

34

54

39

78

PE

21

34

26

6

Science &
Technology

45

65

76

78

Irish

95

89

78

100

History

56

78

74

97

Related to this point was the fact that very few teachers believed the teaching of
a modern language to children with statemented special needs was appropriate:
'I am being ‘forced’ to send children to French classes who
cannot even write a simple sentence in English.
Where is the
educational benefit in that?'
(Post Primary SENU Teacher)

Over half of the teachers who returned questionnaires indicated that they felt a
child’s statement should specifically state those subjects that he/she
should not be taught, with 42%

stating that they had no opinion.

(the child)

It was felt that

if the statement indicated the subjects the child was to be taught and the levels
at which they were to be taught, a lot of time would be saved.
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Here we have a fundamental problem.
subject

areas

curriculum

not just those
is a 'common

that

The Education Reform Order applies to all

teachers

curriculum'

wished

or it is not.

to 'opt into'.

Either

Paradoxically,

positive comments and responses at the beginning of this chapter

the

the
very

in relation

to

a right of curriculum access, have now changed:
'It crazy to expect these children (statemented) to do everything
that the other children are doing. They simply can’t keep up.
The teacher must pick the subjects which she feels would benefit
the individual child. Its common sense. It cannot be legislated
for.'
(Post Primary
'Whoever devised this
done by children from
The work is much too
cannot cope with the

Teacher)

curriculum (NIC) did not envisage it being
special schools or SENUs. How could they?
difficult for those children.
They simply
work.'
(Primary

However, despite the fact that the above sentiments

Teacher)

all, apparently,

equated a

statement with a learning difficulty, not everyone agreed with such sentiments:

'It is my intention to ensure that the children in my charge have
access to all the subjects on the curriculum.
For too long m y
children had to do with a watered down diet of English and Maths.
(Post Primary SENU Teacher)
'If the law says my child should be allowed to do all the subjects
in school, then he will. It’s as simple as that.'
(Parent/Guardian)
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'The curriculum
access statement within the ERO is for all
children; and as such children should only be exempted from a
curriculum
area
if sound
educational,
psychological,
or
emotional reasons exist to support such an exclusion.
A mere
hunch is morally and legally totally unacceptable.'
(Education

Reasons why teachers
vary

according

pressures

Officer)

felt pupils should be excluded from the NIC appeared

to the

school

were remarkably

context

constant

interesting,

and somewhat

strange,

respondents

also put exam pressures

though

pupil

ability

across all school sectors
point

to record

as an important

and

assessment

(Table 9.3).

was that primary
factor;

to

interesting

An

school
when

one considers that within NI, apart from the 11+, primary school children do not
take external exams.

TABLE 9.3
Which

factors,
is

to

if
be

any,

are

important

excluded from
(%
Primary

External
Examination
Pressure
Pupil's
Ability
No Specialist
Teachers
No Specialist
Rooms
Assessment
Pressure

a

when

specific

deciding

if a

NIC subject?

Replies)

Post
Primary

SEND

S necia 1

47

84

33

34

87

65

9 1

94

85

1 0

5

95

96

4

6

100

76

89

79

87
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child

9.1.

(ii)

Progress
through

Educational
through

Assessment

the Northern

an eight level scale.

statemented

Curriculum

Many respondents,

and special schools had difficulty
the 'step' between

Ireland

(Ref.:

2.4) is currently

especially

those from SENUs

with these 'levels'.

This difficulty

related

to

levels; it was seen to be too great, in the academic sense, for

children.

Many respondents

(N=67) expressed

the view that some

form of progression was required between the present levels:

'The present system of the eight level scale is too broad for all the
children in my school. It does not allow for recording progress
between the levels. What we need is smaller steps of measurable
progress. Perhaps we could split levels into 'a', 'b' or 'c', its just a
thought.'
(Special School Principal)

Concerns

existed

among

introduction

of

educational

needs;

teacher

'statutory'
such

formal

concerns

respondents

in

assessments
were

relation
for

identified

to

children

the

proposed

with

as potential

reasons

excluding pupils from certain subjects:

'I really don’t see how we can be expected to formally
children.
For many of the children in my class there
little or no curriculum progression from year to year.
for many, due to neurological decay, there will be a
back’. Think of the effect that that will have on parents.'

test our
will be
Indeed,
‘falling

(Special School Teacher)

'The children in units have experienced enough failure through
their years at school. I strongly feel that regular formal testing,
where they are measured against some ‘norm’ will damage their
self confidence.'
(Primary SENU Teacher)

'I would question the need for norm testing in relation to
statemented pupils. The annual review is sufficient to appraise
parents and educationalists of curriculum progression.'
(Educational
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special

Psychologist)

for

There was 100% agreement
special schools required

among teacher

an appropriate

respondents

assessment

from special schools that

designed for and by teachers

or managers from the special education sector.

Additionally,

teachers

expressed

concern

that

the

current

assessment

units

were not applicable to the majority of children who had special needs:

'The assessment units are targeted at much too high a level. The
presentation was poor, the use of English in them was way above
many children
and the questions used were in many cases
irrelevant.
If we must have assessment units then we need them
from level one, or even from stepping stones level.'
(Primary SENU Teacher)

'The content of the present assessment units is much too difficult
for children in our school. There are no exceptions to this.'
(Special
In response to such comments

the Northern

Ireland

School

Curriculum

Principal)
Council (NICC)

have begun to take corrective measures:
'It is true that criticisms were levelled that the content of the
External Assessment Resources (EAR’s) were inappropriate
to
many
children,
especially
those
children
with
special
educational needs. We have listened to such comments and have
incorporated
special
educational
content
into
the
set of
assessment units presently being prepared.
However, at a more
basic level, it is likely that in the near future children who have
statements and who are in special schools catering for severe
learning difficulties will be exempt from assessment.'
(NICC

However,

the above quote raises

the questions

- what

Administrator)

is ‘special

educational

content’? and why should children with SLD be exempt from assessment?
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Related to the area of assessment is the area of curriculum
respondents

support.

All teacher

(N=122) felt that little guidance had been given by DENI, NICC and

the SELB curriculum support team (Table 9.4).

TABLE 9.4
Little

guidance

delivering

the

been

has

NIC

to

given

children

to
with

in

relation

educational

special

Disa 2r ee

Strongly
A2ree

Aeree

By SELB

89

13

5

14

1

By NICC

86

14

12

10

0

BY DENI

45

67

10

0

0

However, teachers

strongly

No
Opinion

teachers

disagreed with the idea) and all administrators
this person

a special

A major role of this person would apparently be to

co-ordinate and to supervise all school based special educational

was that

needs.

Stron21v
Disagree

supported the idea of each school having

needs co-ordinator - a SENCO.

to

agreed.

would in some way administer

issues (only 8%

The implied suggestion
curriculum

support

for

children with special educational needs.

In addition, many teacher

respondents

(N=45) felt that within

special schools,

non specialist subject teachers needed as much guidance and support as possible
to give

them

the

confidence

to adapt

individual needs of their pupils.

3 10

specific

programmes

of study

the

9.1.

(iii)

The

Special

Education

Sub-Committee

[NICC]

As a direct result of the impending

implementation

of the Education

1991 (NI) Order, the Northern
Educational

Ireland

Needs Sub-Committee

Curriculum

to advise

Council established

on special

educational

Reform
a Special

curriculum

matters, in its broadest sense - not just statemented issues:

'The establishment
of this
committee
(Special
Education
Committee) was seen as part of a genuine commitment on the part
of NICC to include special educational issues within mainstream
education. Our committee identified and discussed a wide range of
curriculum issues related to the implementation of the Northern
Ireland
Curriculum
from
a special
education
perspective,
especially in relation to statemented children.
We then passed
our advice on to the subject committees. I do believe that, in the
majority of cases, our advice was listened to. For too often special
educational issues had been ignored by statutory agencies - I
genuinely feel that this is no longer the case from a curriculum
perspective.'
(Committee

This committee ensured

that a special needs dimension

advice to DENI and in the subsequent
issued to all schools in March
the 'stepping
Science,

stones' guidance

and then

later

curriculum

material,

was included

guidance

1992. Of particular

material

significance

first produced

for Geography,

History

and

Member)

which

was

for teachers

was

for English,
PE.

in NICC's

This

Maths and

material

was

One within

Key

specifically designed for children who were working

Pre-Level

Stage One (KS1).

(81%) found this material

The majority of teacher respondents

useful, with a minority finding it of little use (19%).

Teachers
and

in post-primary

suggested

particularly
Three

that

have

they

schools were critical
stopped

short

wished the material

of the stepping

of their
to have

content.

31 1

specific

included

stones materials

needs;

they

would

Level Two and Level

In addition, many teachers

in post-primary

schools apparently

did not receive

copies of ‘stepping stones’ material:
'Stepping stones were useful in so far as they went. Perhaps i f
they had included Level Two material they would have been of
more use to a greater audience. It seemed crazy to me that this
material (stepping stones curriculum material) was not sent to
post-primary schools.'
(Post Primary SENU Teacher)
This research has discovered that this was due to NICC's mailing system:
'This is not an excuse and I accept that a mistake has been made.
Stepping stones material was ‘ear marked’ for special and
primary schools, and as such only those schools received them.
Our mailing system did not allow them to be sent to post-primary
schools.'
(NICC Administrator)

As of December

1996 this was still the situation.

Apparently

to send primary

curriculum material to post-primary schools would involve the writing of anew
computer programme - this will be done when the computer system is replaced
in 1997 when NICC move into new premises.
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9.1.

(iv)

School

The ERO requires

Performance
governors

on GCSE results.

of all post-primary

This information

school performance tables.

and parents

being

up the 'table'

the higher

schools to publish

information

then forms the raw data for DENI published

These school performance tables have been 'turned'

by many teachers

reinforced

Tables

into school league tables - with a common
then

the 'better'

the

by the fact that the tables are published

school.

This

view

view

in rank order rather

is

than

alphabetical order, or by ELB.

This 'league table' aspect of the ERO presented
teachers
schools).

from
The

special

schools

publishing

(the

problems

requirement

of school

does

performance

to teachers
not

apply

to special

tables

tends

to

encourage schools to enter as many pupils as possible for externally
exams; as the vast majority

of pupils

who have

- but not

special

educational

moderated
needs

not/could not enter such exams they may become a liability to schools:
'My school has 56 statemented pupils.
I have 11 statemented
pupils in fifth year (year 12). This represents 10% of the total
number of fifth year pupils.
Before we even start exams lam
showing 10% of my pupils gained zero GCSE passes as statemented
pupils don’t do exams - they just don't have the ability.
How do
you think that looks to prospective parents.
The net result has
been that I have pressed DENI to record that these pupils as
statemented.'
(Post Primary Principal)

T feel that I personally
am under pressure.
By taking SENU
pupils into my class I
am certain to have much lower class
average scores than colleagues who do not have statemented
children in their classes. I certainly give the children (SENU
children) the work to do - they simply cannot do it. So they also
are under pressure. Its a vicious circle. I just wonder what this
does to integrational policies.'
(Post
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Primary

tacitly

Teacher)

do

This apparent pressure was also felt by parents:
'The work is much too hard for him. I did mention this to the
teacher and he told me that he was under pressure from the
principal to increase the number of children in the class
gaining exam passes........ I wish he could just remain in the SENU
all day. He would be much happier and so would I.’
(Parent/Guardian)
'I don’t like my daughter going to the classes taught by the other
teachers.
They don’t know how to teach children who have
special needs. The work she gets is much too hard for her.'
(Parent/Guardian)
'My son used to love going to the science class.
work has got very hard for him. I fully realise
teach the other children in the class, but my son
with it. I did mention this to the unit teacher.
worse I will ask for him not to go to the science

But recently the
the teacher has to
just cannot cope
If it gets much
class any more.'

(Parent/Guardian)

SENU teacher

respondents

also indicated

that they felt that the publication

school performance tables were detrimental

from a special education provision

perspective (Table 9.5).
TABLE 9.5
Do

you feel

that

tables

is

-

the

publishing

detrimental

to

of results
special

Yes

Administrators
(N = 8)
Parents
(N = 3 6)
Teachers
(N = 12 2)

-

school performance

educational

Don ’t
Know

provision?

No

6

2

0

26

9

1

102

1 2

8
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of

An additional issue was identified in relation to statemented children
GCSE exams and who subsequently

who did sit

attained grades below C. A proportion

pupils achieved GCSE grades in the range G - D (32.7%) in 1993.

At present

of all
there

is no way of knowing how many of these pupils had a statement of special need.
Several teacher respondents

to this research

(N=12) were very

unhappy

about

the apparent lack of credit accorded to GCSE grades below C:
'Two children from my class attended mainschool English classes.
I have no doubt that both of them found the work hard going.
But to their credit they stuck at it. When the results came out
both got grade F. They told me that they had failed as the teacher
had told everyone in the class that only a grade C or above was a
pass. Nothing I could say would convince them otherwise.'
(Post Primary SENU Teacher)
'The idea is still around that you must get above grade C to pass a
GCSE. This is simply not true. There is no pass or fail in the GCSE.
Pupils attain a grade that reflects their work.'
(DENI Administrator)

9.2

9.2.

Curriculum

(i)

MLD

Considerations

Curriculum

Considerations

Within the SELB all children with statements which indicate MLD attend a SENU.
It has been suggested that as SENUs are directly
secondary
minimal

schools,

difficulties

(Cairns, 1993).

in

relation

attached

to either

to curriculum

To examine this hypothesis,

access

the responses

primary

or

should

be

of ten SENU

teachers from seven schools in the SELB (four primary and three post-primary)
were examined
integration

in detail.

was either

Nine of the ten reported
low or very

low and

elaborated on this:
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their

that access to curriculum
comments

at interview

'There is an opinion, I’ve often heard expressed, that states that
children attending a SENU will have access to the whole of the
curriculum
offered to the non-statemented
children
in the
school.
That is just rubbish.
Some of the most segregated
educational contexts in the Province are to be found within
SENUs. Mainschool teachers don’t want to know about us.'
(Post Primary SENU Teacher)

'I initially thought that the ERO was a positive step forward. But
I’m still doing exactly what I was doing ten years ago. There has
been little or no curriculum integration in this school for SENU
pupils.
The other teachers have enough to do.'
(Primary SENU Teacher)

Accommodation in SENUs appears to be another
interviewed

felt

that

their

teaching

delivery of the full range of the NIC.

issue.

Only one of the teachers

accommodation

was

suitable

for

Reasons given by the remaining

the

nine for

their room being unsuitable included poor maintenance, room too small, lack of
equipment and perhaps more worrying lack of accessibility for pupils.

Six of the ten teachers
schools

were apparently

interviewed

indicated that the SMTs of their

‘uninterested

in

special educational

respective

provision’:

'I tend to be an annoyance to the SMT. Especially the person i n
charge of the timetable.
I keep insisting that my class (SENU)
gets woodwork. He tells me that he can’t fit it into the timetable.
I’ve asked for that in writing so I can present it to the special
education Inspectorate.
I’m still waiting.
I don’t understand why
they ever took the SENU into the school.
All they ever do is
complain how expensive it is to the school.'
(Primary

Teacher)

'The integration movement was fine when it was restricted to
social and locational
integration.
When
we moved
into
curriculum
integration
- especially
curriculum
integration
where no allowances or extra funds are available for pupils with
special educational needs- the trouble began.
Conflict between
SENU and mainstream teachers is now common.'
(Post Primary SENU Teacher)
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Teachers also felt that the DENI Inspectorate did not fully realise the curriculum
problems that they (SEND teachers) had to face:

'The Inspectorate feel that as we are close to subject specialists
then the children should attend their classes. This misses one
critical point. Due to the curriculum pressures that mainschool
teachers have, they simply don’t want children who have special
educational needs in their classes. This is having the knock o n
effect of destroying all our integrational policies.'
(Primary SENU Teacher)

The following,

in relation

to the curriculum,

were identified

by MED teacher

respondents:

•

The Northern

Ireland

Curriculum

has resulted

special educational need receiving
in some instances

in pupils

with

statements

a broader more balanced curriculum

this was considered

to

be

at the

expense

of
but

of time

for

personal and social development, life skills and child-centred practical work.
•

The

flexibility

to choose

those

aspects

ofthe

curriculum

which

was

considered by teachers to be most relevant to their pupils' needs.
•

Succinct
required

and unambiguous

subject

relatedstatements

of attainment

were

urgently.

•

Support from school management to aid curriculum integration.

•

Level descriptions

were generally

varied and open to interpretation

conceived

as helpful

and not reflective

steps of progress.

3 17

but were too wide,

of pupils making

small

9.2.

(ii)

SLD

Curriculum

Within the SELB children
(s)

school.

pertaining
within

In

order

to curriculum

Considerations

with statements

to gauge

the

matters,

the SELB and teachers

training

day.

Six teachers

matters.

What was readily

which

feelings

indicate

SLD attend a special

of teachers

in

special

schools

one special school was selected from the five

at that school approached
freely

apparent

gave

of their

time

was the expressed

indeed acted as a catalyst to curriculum

during

an in-service

to discuss

curriculum

view that the ERO had

development/expansion

within

special

schools:

'Prior to the ERO our schools were viewed by many, even parents,
as ‘baby minding’ facilities.
When it became known that the
children would be following a curriculum, attitudes began to
change. I remember the day a parent asked for homework for
her son. I was delighted.'
(Special School Teacher)

'I feel that since 1991 there have been great developments i n
curriculum provisions in our school. Two of our classes attend
weekly ‘link courses’ at the local Further Education College,
while pupils from our school-leavers class attend a technology
course at a local secondary school.'
(Special School Principal)

It was interesting

to note that while half of the six teachers

viewed their levels of curriculum

integration

in special schools

as ‘high’, half perceived

them as

low.

In common

with the teachers

from the SENUs, all six special

school

teachers

were critical of the current level of maintenance within their teaching rooms:

'With the best will in the world I simply cannot do all that I would
want to do in my room as it is simply unsuitable.
Its much too
small, too dark, it urgently needs repainting and my resources
are insufficient.'
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However,

it was acknowledged

undertaking

to rebuild

by all teachers

all five

special

that

schools

the

SELB had

by the

year

given

an

2010 and

this

obviously would lead to much improved accommodation.

Many teachers
their

pupils,

levels

recognised

who would normally

of achievement

relating

the value of curriculum

the

statutory

within

the view that they

curriculum

rather

little

subjects.

curriculum

expressing

the needs of their

show

to the

were

of experience

for

progress

in terms

of academic

All teachers

appeared

insecure

needs

being

of their

required

than having the flexibility
pupils.

breadth

pupils,

with

i n

some

to fit the pupil

into the

to adapt the curriculum

to meet

This was particularly

relevant

in terms of relating

levels of attainment to the NIC Programmes of Study.

Some of the group (N=3) felt that the recommended
were irrelevant
approach
which

since their work was most effective

was adopted.

required

time allocations for subjects

It was also considered

a substantial

amount

when

a cross-curriculum

that the subject

of time, e.g., preparing

related

elements

for PE,

were

as

important as the subject specific content of the Programmes Of Study.

There was support
future

statutory

idea of extending

for including

requirements,
'stepping

include other curriculum

the 'stepping
and there

stones' guidance

was unanimous

stones' up to level three,

areas, especially

material

agreement

with

and for extending

music:

T found the ‘stepping stones’ curriculum material invaluable.
It
explained the legal requirements in a common sense way. The
examples were excellent.'

'The ‘stepping stones’ guidance material was very good. But I
feel that there should have been ‘stepping stones’ for all subjects
on the curriculum - not just English, Maths and Science.'
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into
the

them to

There was also a general view that parents

were less interested

in the statutory

end

there

for

of Key

standardised

Stage

assessment

but

forms of assessment,

that

perhaps

was

related

to 'stepping

would support pupils progress and make a meaningful
reports to

a need

appropriate

stones',

contribution

which

to teachers'

parents.

The following

areas, in relation

to the curriculum

for children

with SLD, were

identified by SLD teacher respondents:

•

The eight level scale within
in special

schools.

the curriculum

The need for a finer

was too generalised
gradation

to be of use

of achievement

within

levels one to three was urgently required.

•

Assessment units were regarded as helpful to indicate solid achievement

at a

level but are inappropriate for pupils who have only made a small amount of
progress in one aspect of a level.
•

Clearly stated guidance relating to the statutory requirements.

•

More time within
personal,

•

the curricula

on

of

social, emotional and spiritual development.

Much more subject
Staff,

should be allocated for the development

general

specific

guidance

curriculum

access

from
for

the

SELB Curriculum

pupils

with

severe

Advisory
learning

disabilities.

•

Flexibility

in deciding those most appropriate

Study for their pupils.
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aspects of the Programmes

of

•

All Programmes

of Study should have materials

which

are appropriate

for

pupils working at very low levels of attainment.

•

A parallel curriculum is required for the provision for TEACCH and a sensory
curriculum with more emphasis on social and personal skills.

9.2.

(iii)

EBD

Curriculum

Considerations

Without

exception,

EBD teachers

interviewed

(N=4) were

criteria

for pupils' success did not lie in academic

insistent

achievement

that

or within

their
the

NIC:

'I feel that the educational system was not very sympathetic to
the needs of pupils with emotional and behavioural problems,
perhaps
since they may, to some extent, be perceived
as
contributing to, or being responsible for their own problems.'
(EBD Teacher)

Teachers emphasised

that the specific problems

to the NIC - counselling
catered for within
of teaching
breadth

was

and behavioural

the curriculum

of these pupils

management

framework.

staff at Fallowfield (N=6) means

impeded access

sessions,

could not be

Additionally, the small number
that pupils'

access to curriculum

restricted:

'It's very difficult to talk of curriculum
breadth
teacher in this school is a general subjects teacher
not a single specialist room.'

when every
and there is
(EBD Teacher)

It was suggested that pupils at Fallowfield (the only EBD school within
are

emotionally

incapable

Programmes of Study.

of sustaining

work

in

learning

Though, as the school is a boarding

was made that their curriculum

was a 24 hour curriculum,
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across

the SELB)
all

the

one, the proposition
and that therefore,

judgements

based only on the implementation

of the NIC were an inadequate

measure of their work:
'For us a school day is just that - 24 hours! It is only when the
curriculum evolves from the ‘total’ needs of the children that it
may be viewed as being effective in promoting learning.'
(EBD Teacher)

All four teachers

were

very

critical

of the

very

low levels

of curriculum

support they got from the SELB:
'I personally have never been on a curriculum training course
in all my time at this school.
Teachers from EBD schools are
simply not invited. We are not special schools in the SELB sense
of the word - SLD - and we certainly could not be described as a
mainstream school. We are a race apart - the forgotten people of
education. I honestly believe that the curriculum advisors from
this Board couldn't find their way to this school. Perhaps they
would much rather be in a nice secondary school - or better - a
nice grammar rather than a school for those nasty boys who beat
up old ladies!'
(EBD Teacher)

The lack of resources

at the school, human

and material were highlighted

as a

further impediment to the implementation of the NIC. The following in relation
to the curriculum, were identified by EBD teachers:
•

Explicit

recognition

of

the

particular

circumstances

of

Emotional

Behavioural Units/Schools, in relation to the implementing of the NIC.

•

More flexibility in terms of time and curriculum content was needed.

•

Freedom to focus on the more practical aspects of subjects in order to provide
meaningful

experiences

for their pupils.
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•

Further
level

•

breakdown

of levels within

levels

1-3 and clarification

of existing

descriptions.

There should be more of an emphasis

on the development

of practical

life

skills and activities in the curriculum.

9.3

Overview

The following have been identified as areas of future curricula

development,

as

it pertains to teachers who teach children who have special educational needs:

•

Agreed assessment

for SLD pupils

and appropriate

materials

developed

and for teachers who work within the SLD sector. Indeed, it is essential
support

materials

are likewise

pupils with special needs.
subject' teachers

produced

specifically

This would enhance

could adapt specialised

that

for use by teachers

confidence

curricular

by

areas

of

so that 'general
in a flexible

way

appropriate to their pupils.
•

Further breakdown of levels and clarification of existing level descriptions.

•

The development of more assessment materials

to show progression

within a

level.

•

Revision and extension of 'stepping stones'.

•

The

development

appropriate goals

•

for

appropriate

accredited

external

assessment

to

set

and targets.

More training at the initial teacher training stage for the teaching
with special needs.

The present

system is regarded

of pupils

as too limited where

it

exists at all.

•

More INSET required
development

and

and support

from ELBs and NICC for both

assessment.
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curricular

Appropriate provision should be made for pupils who:

1. need non visual methods of acquiring and relaying information;
2. non aural

methods of acquiring information;

3. a means of communication other than speech;
4. technological

aids to receive and communicate information.

9.4

Conclusion

Given

the

number

mainschool
children
1993).

of children

have

contexts

it has

been

who have

special

educational

This concept

practice.

who

is well known,

Yet this research

mentality’.

that
needs

it is part

all

educational
teachers

needs

are

teachers

(e.g. Hegarty,1993(a);
of the rhetoric

within

opinions

of mainschool

which

clearly

teachers

indicated

that

of

Cairns,

of educational

would suggest that there still exists a ‘them

The vast majority

researchexpressed

argued

special

who took part
teaching

and us
in this

children

who had special educational needs, especially those with MLD, SLD and EBDwere
someone else’s responsibility - definitely not theirs.

Such teachers often quoted

their lack of expertise or training to teach ‘such children’.
that children

with special needs in some way learn

children;

mainschool

difficulties

as ‘learning

teachers

tend

to

perceive

differently’to ‘normal;’

Though this implies

differently

from ‘normal?’

children

with learning

children,a myth

that

needs

dispelling (Clark & Dyson, 1995).

The implications
educational
prevail

opportunities

then

successful.

of the above

situation

within

it is unlikely

that

for developing

schools
curricular

Schools that successfully

is

frightening;
integrational

meet thecurriculum
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integrated
if

curricular

such attitudes

practices

will

be

demands of a diverse

range

of individual

approaches
(Ainscow,

Special

are

needs through

invariably

agreed

effective

in

policies on teaching
meeting

special

and learning

educational

1991).

educational

needs

are

not

just

a reflection

of

pupils'

difficulties or disabilities; they are often related to factors within
can prevent
recognises

or exacerbate
this.

Liaison

fostered

through

planned

involvement

needs,

needs

some problems
between

implementing

including

special,
the

staff,

of pupils

would

to its credit,

and post primary

Northern Ireland

of Inset of all teacher

ELB support

schools which

- the Code of Practice,
primary

inherent

Curriculum

schools
and

the

with special educational

beimportant

in achieving

and

promoting access to the NIC for all pupils.

The Education Reform Order, with its insistence that all children
their

academic

ability

school, curriculum
supported

should

have

and material

the integrational

equal

would,

principles

access

to all the

on the surface
of the 1986

irrespective

resources

at least, appear

of

of the
tohave

(NI) Order. However,

in

many cases the difficulties of implementing it have not always led to the desired
outcome.

Five specific areas of concern were noted:

•

Difficulties pertaining to access to specialist subject teachers

•

Difficulties pertaining to access to

•

Apparent altitudinal difficulties from

other staff at the school.

•

Apparent altitudinal difficulties from

school SMTs.

•

Apparent lack of curriculum support from DENI, SELB and NICC.

A conflict of opinion/conflict

specialist rooms.

of conscience

this research with mainschool teachers,

was readily

especially
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apparent

throughout

those from the post primary

sector.

Whilst no teacher interviewed

disability,

had a right

of access

physical; the same respondents

for the exclusion

statement

of special

to all of a schools'

were later indicating

should be excluded from many
reason

denied that every

subjects

within

Such a scenario

needs to be addressed immediately.

resources,

human

that statemented

the NIC.

rested on the (irrational?)

need.

child, irrespective

of
and

children

Apparently

the sole

fact that the pupil had a

is educationally

indefensible,

Clough & Linsay (1991), working

and

on a NFER

project discovered a similar situation in England.

Teachers from SENUs were the most vocal respondents

in asserting

the right of

their

teachers

curriculum

pupils

to

have

access

integration.

They were

further

in

on

implementation
mainstream
being

also the

obtaining

this

specialist

right

and an apparent

as the two major

subject

most vocal
than

of the 1986 (NI) Order.

teachers

given

to

in asserting
they

that
been

had

The apparently

blocks

to the

integrational

ideal within

SENUs. There was a strong

school within

a school' - with little or no links, curricular

they

were

no

prior

to

the

negative

lack of commitment

stumbling

-

attitudes

of

from management
development

of the

sense of SENUs being
or otherwise,

'a

with

the host school.

Special school respondents, on the other hand, were very enthusiastic
possibilities

being offered by the development

ideology within

special schools.

of the 'curriculum

that of their brothers and sisters.

Children

It therefore

is currently

coming

equated with

should not be surprising

from teachers
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which

to

from SLD schools were being given

that the greatest drive for the development
children

entitlement'

In many schools, for the first time, thanks

the ERO children with SLD were being offered a curriculum

home-work for the first time.

about the

of the curriculum
within

the special

to discover

for statemented
school

sector.

Indeed,

one

special

school

principal

described

himself

as

a

born

again

integrationalist!

Parent/guardian
children

respondents

were

forthright

in their

should have access to a full and balanced

were most insistent

that

the curriculum

insistence

curriculum,

had to be tailored

that

their

though

they

to the

individual

curriculum needs of the pupil, the pupil not simply being placed in a different
educational

context.

For many
teachers

teachers
working

within

the

field

of specialeducation,

within SENUs, the integrational

especially

those

intent of the 1986 (NI) Order

and examination dictates of the 1989 ERO apparently run contrary to each other.
The 1986 (NI) Order with its emphasis
was initially
education;

welcomed

majority

of teachers

children

to this

research. More

who did not sit external

schools position on the School
schools

to education

within

became

specifically,
exams

Performance Tables.

reluctant

possible

solution

could

be the

children

working

at Levels 1 - 4.

to develop their
creation

the ability levels of many children

special

upon exact curriculum

assessment and selection was seen as counter-productive

respondents

statemented

that

by the

approach

while the 1989 (NI) Order with its emphasis

prescription,
teachers

warmly

on an all inclusive

were

the
seen

to many

number

of

to Tower’

a

The consequence of this was
existing

of externally

SENU provision.

moderated

exams

These exams would be more appropriated
rather

than the traditional

A
for
to

GCSEs, and could

be included in the School Performance Tables.

The administrative revision
by

NICC, later

CCEA, was

of the Northern
warmly

Ireland

welcomed

respondents.
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by

Curriculum
all

begun

in 1993

SENU/special

school

Chapter Ten
Integrational Issues
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10.1

Introduction

This chapter

will examine issues surrounding

the point of view of parents,
other

related

definitions,
support

teachers,

professionals.

and

finally

children,

Specific

type of integration,

the concept

of integration

education

integrational

administrators

topics

considered

views and attitudes, perceived

integration

as it is perceived

from

from

and
are,

benefits,

outside

special

school

the

perspective.

Article 32 of the
statement

1986 (NI) Order specified

under Article 31, that the

be educated at an

‘ordinary’ school.

•

the views of the child's parents,

•

that

educating

receiving
•

the

the child
special

child should, subject

an ELB maintained
to certain

The ‘certain conditions'

at anordinary

educational

that where

school

provision

a

conditions,

being:

wascompatible

with

his

required;

the provision of efficient education for the children with whom he would be
educated; and

•

the efficient use of resources.

(Note the use of sexist language)

School managers,

governorsand teachers

ensure

that a child

school

had his/herneeds met.

special educational

were to use their bestendeavours

who had a statement

provision

In addition,

and who was attending
those

concerned

should, insofar as compatible
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with

to

an ‘ordinary’
with

providing

the conditions

in paragraph

two, secure the child engages

in all the activities

of the school

together with children who do not have special educational needs.

At an ideological/theoretical

level the SELB may be viewed as a supporter

providing

integrated

educational

mainschool

contexts.

At a practical

provision

for

level this ideology

main, through the provision of SENUs in primary
children with MED (by far the largest grouping
the Board).

statemented

Yet, despite the SELB’s integrational

children

is accomplished,

and post-primary
of statemented

of
in

in the

schools, for

children

within

ideology, the overwhelming

majority of children with SLD and EBD continue to be educated in special schools
and, while no additional special schools have been built within

the Board since

1968, there have equally been no new policy initiatives coming from the SELB to
encourage schools to develop integrated provision for these children.

10,1.

(i)

A common

Definition
definition

of

Integration

of ‘integration’

does not yet appear

within Northern Ireland or the SELB.
research,

meant

educational

differing

programme

things

to have

Integration, when considered

to different

with generous

support

people

- from

from trained

to evolved
within

a well planned
staff, to a belief

that integration was already occurring since the vast majority

of children

special

the

educational

needs

were

already

being

educated

in

'To the best of my knowledge, no definition of integration has
ever been legislated for. It may be contained in Regulation SR
365 though I’m not too sure.'
(DENI Officer)

contained in Regulation SR 365.)

This lack of legislative direction was later confirmed:
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with

mainstream

contexts:

(Note: No definition of integration is

this

'The Department (DENI) is aware that integration, in its various
guises, does take place throughout
Northern
Ireland.
The
Department would encourage ELBs to seek opportunities during
the statementing
process
to increase
the
proportion
of
statemented pupils in ordinary schools in the spirit of Article 32
of the 1986 Order.'
(DENI Officer)

Other opinions

being:

'Different
ELBs have embraced
the idea of integration
i n
different ways and to differing degrees.
Boards which have
many special schools obviously had less of an urgency to
integrate pupils who have special educational needs.
In other
Boards which had fewer special schools the majority of such
pupils were already attending mainstream schools, and were thus
to all purposes already in integrated provision.......... What one ELB
construes as integration may not be so construed in another.
For
example, locational integration is seen by many as a perfectly
good and acceptable form of integration; in other Boards only
functional integration is viewed as acceptable.'
(DENI Officer)

When

asked

if

the

possibility

existed

that

guidelines to schools on the topic of integrated

DENI might
provision

consider

for children

issuing
who had

'statemented' special educational needs, a DENI officer stated:

'Given the relatively compactness of NI, and the fact the ELBs
have a considerable degree of compatibility and co-ordination of
integrational practices and levels of provision, I would think it
highly unlikely for the Department to issue such guidelines.
Guidelines would only be of use if there was a high level of u n co-ordination of provision, or worse, if there was no provision at
all - for that would fly in the face of the spirit of the 1986 Order.'
(DENI Officer)

When one moves

away

from

the central

administration

of special

education

(DENI) to individual schools, apparently, an even more confused picture appears
in relation to a definition of integration:

'Integration,
that means placing
handicapped
children
in
ordinary schools.
I'm not really sure what it means. I do believe
that it is a good thing though. There should be more of it.'
(Primary

T've no idea.

Teacher)

Is it something from America?'
(Post Primary Teacher)

'That means that
ordinary children.

my son can go to an
I'm all for it.'

ordinary

school

with

(Parent/Guardian)

'Integration allows my son to attend an ordinary school, with
ordinary children doing all the ordinary things children do. His
disability is not highlighted.'
(Parent/Guardian)

'Integration is a principle which allows children with learning
difficulties to take part in the same activities as their non
disabled peers.
However, for it to work for the benefit of the
child a lot of pre planning must be carried out.'
(Primary SEND Teacher)
'Teachers must look not just at how they treat the ‘differences’
statemented children present, but at how their school treats
educational differences in general.
Schools must look, not just at
a specific curriculum area, but at the day - to - day activities of
the school and how these may be developed to encourage
integrated educational opportunities for statemented children.
Unfortunately, there has always been a distinct lack of help and
support from DENI. SELB personnel do try to help, but their
hands are constantly tied by lack of resources and funds.'
(HOD Post Primary SENU)

'Our teacher talks about 'integrated classes' a lot.
These are
classes that we go to in the mainschool.
I used to like them but I
don't any more.'
(Primary SENU Pupil)

'We have integrated classes on our timetable.
We get a new
teacher for those classes and Mr Smith takes his break.'
(Post Primary SENU Pupil)
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Teacher respondents to this research, in the main, ‘strongly
(88%) that all children
peers;

educational

agreed’

or ‘agreed’

had a right to be educated in a school along

administrators

were

even

more

supportive

side their

of the concept

with 100% ‘strongly agreeing’ or ‘agreeing’ (Table 10.1).

TABLE 10.1
All

children
be

irrespective
educated

of

in

a

Strongly
Agree
Administrators
(N = 8)
Teachers
(N = 122)

10.1.

(ii)

SELB

their

levels

school

of

along

Agree

ability

with

have

their

a

right

peers.

No
Disagre
Odinion
e.

Strongly
Disagree

5

3

0

0

0

64

43

13

2

0

Integration

to

Policy

It is current SELB policy (albeit an unwritten policy) that all statemented

pupils

should attend a mainstream school where this is compatible

with the provisions

contained

The

statemented

within

Article

children

32 of the

1986 (NI)

was already an established

Order.

practice within

integration

the SELB long

before the dictates of the 1986 (NI) Order came into operation:

'Our (the SELB’s) first affirmative step towards integrated special
educational provision within ‘ordinary’
school contexts took
place in 1972, before
the Warnock
Committee
was even
established,
and long before
the Committee
published
its
recommendations (1978) encouraging integrated provisions. We
called such integrated classes 'special educational needs units'
[SENUs]'. Initially SENUs were developed in the primary sector,
but in 1982 we extended the provision into the post primary
sector. Children were given a place in a SENU on the advice of a n
educational psychologist.'
(Educational
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of

Psychologist)

One of his colleagues further stated:

'The SELB has long been a strong supporter of the concept of
integration as it applies to children who have special needs.
However, it is important
to emphasise
that a fundamental
approach of the SELB is to examine the very specific individual
needs of each child and make educational provision to meet those
needs, rather than a dogmatic
adherence to an
ideological
concept.
In these circumstances it is not always desirable, to
integrate pupils who have special educational needs
into SENUs.
Indeed, SELB policy (unwritten?) specifically states that special
schools with their special equipment and teaching expertise will
continue to be the most appropriate provision to meet the needs
of some children.'
(Educational

Each of the
differing

six areas

levels of integration,

this research,
educational

an integrated

context

statemented pupils.
devised

of disability

by

statemented

the

where

'integrational

placement
statemented

in

Chapter

coefficients'.

Five, have

For the purpose

was defined as a placement
pupils

were

widely

educated

within

along

of
any

side non

The term integrational coefficient is an administrative term

SELB special

children

identified

Psychologist)

education

officer

she wished to see attend

time of the school day.

to describe

mainschool

For example, an integrational

the

classes

coefficient

number
at any

of
one

of 33% has

been allocated to all SENUs - this means that in the case of a SENU which has 15
pupils - at any time of the school day at least five pupils
into

mainstream classes.

should be integrated

Few SENU teachers give the term much credence.

The SENU initiative may give the impression that of the 1,069 statemented
within

the

SELB,

881

(82%)

receive

their

education

within

pupils

integrated

mainstream contexts, with the remaining 324 (18%) educated in special schools.
This occurs,
recorded
within

in the main, as pupils

upon

their

mainstream

statements
schools

with moderate

are placed

and many

within

understand
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learning

difficulties

(MLD)

SENUs - all of which
this

to be integration

are
yet

these SENUs are every bit as segregated as the special school.

In such situations

statemented pupils may never attend integrated mainstream classes:

'For all the curriculum integration these children
might as well be in a special school.'

get here they

(HOD Post Primary SENU)
'We don't go to many classes with other teachers. Most of the time
we stay in our own class.......... I wouldn't mind going to other
classes with the rest of the school.'
(SENU Pupil)
Even the actual environs of a school may present barriers to integration:

'The actual physical state of the building here is more disabling
than many of the children's disabilities.
I have a wheelchair
bound child in my class yet the science rooms and the HE rooms
are on the second floor, and we don’t have a lift. So Mary cannot
attend those classes as I am prevented from lifting her by Health
and Safety Regulations.’
(Post Primary Teacher)
The picture

in special schools is somewhat different.

have developed integrational

Several

special

schools

schemes and are sending pupils to classes at local

schools and colleges:

'Of course we integrate our children - for too long they were
hidden away from the eyes of the community. We send children
to the local EEC, to the local secondary school and we have link
courses with three primary schools. Field trips up to the town
forms a core element of our social curriculum.'
(Special

School

Principal)

'We go to lots of places for lessons.
My class goes to another
school for PE. To a different school for woodwork.........We also go
to the pool and to the leisure centre with children from St
Mary's.'
(Special School Pupil)
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10.1

(iii)

Views

On

Integration

Views on the concept
background.

of integration

varied

depending

on

the

respondent’s

Broadly speaking the situation for each of the research

groupings

may be summaries thus:

•

Educational

administrators

unreserved

support

thought

the concept

in interviews;

never done anything

was very

yet paradoxically

good and gave it

administrators

have

to put their support for the concept into any general

plan to develop it at a Board level.

•

A majority of mainschool teachers were unaware
had heard of it thought

it was a very

of the concept.

good one, though

their

Those who
responses

i n

interview would tend to suggest that they supported the concept so long as it
was someone
potential

else's responsibility.

benefits

Some mainschool

to non-statemented

children

teachers

of having

quoted

the

disabled children

in a class.

•

Special school teachers were knowledgeable about the concept though
was outside

their

placement.

However,

actively

terms

developing

school teachers

of reference

a minority
it within

as they

had

their

quoted the benefits

embraced

schools.

In

worked

in

the

concept

interviews

felt it

a segregated
and

these

for their pupils and the benefits

were
special
to the

other non-statemented pupils as their motivating force.

•

All parents/guardians
and in interview.

supported

the concept

Wide definition differences

common thread was that a mainschool
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both in questionnaire
were in existence,

placement

replies

though

was to be preferred

the

over a

special school placement.

It is worthy

of note that parents/guardians

from

special schools were also very supportive of the concept.

Of the 36 parents/guardians
wish their son/daughter
school, even

surveyed,

placed in a special

if the educational

provision

suited to their child's specific needs.
apparently

still

31 (86%) indicated

that they

school rather

within

than

the special

The stigma of attending

would not

a mainstream

school

was more

a special

school

remains:

T personally have never heard anyone speak against integration
as an educational idea. However, I think it would be politically
incorrect to do so in this day of equality. Though one does have
to admit that for some children there will always be the need for
special school provision and for some children even residential
special school provision.'
(Parent/Guardian)

'The feeling created by the
at many levels, has had the
unpleasant, and I may say
of entrenched views at the
reasoned and constructive

integration debate within the Board,
tendency to polarise opinion until the
very unproductive, situation developed
extremes with all that it implies for
argument.'
(Senior Education Officer)

It is interesting,

and somewhat surprising,

to record that 27 parents/guardians

(75% of respondents) equated a SENU placement with a special school placement.

Integrated

special educational

provision

illustrated above, but also a process.

was perceived

not only as a goal, as

The underlying goal is that the educational

experiences of children who have special educational needs should be as similar
to those of their
educational

non

methods

disabled peers
as ‘normal’

order to develop knowledge,

as possible.

as possible,

behaviours

have special educational needs:
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The process

within

involves

mainschool

and characteristics

using

contexts,

in children

i n
who

'Integrated special educational provision may be viewed as a n
educational
process;
the act of combining
the
skills
of
mainschool teachers and special education teachers to assure all
children
equal
educational
opportunity
and
to
develop
alternative strategies supportive of the provision of appropriate
services, all within a mainschool environment.
Though it has a
large social aspect.'
(Educational

Psychologist)

'I really wanted my Fred to go to St. Mark’s school. Even though I
know that he has some very special needs - I still wanted him to
go to the same school as his friends so they could get used to h i m
and he get used to them.
I’m sure Slemish (special school) is a
very good school, but it is a special school. I didn’t want Fred to
go to a special school when the option of an ‘ordinary school’ was
around.'
(Parent/Guardian)

'The homework is very difficult.
Often we have fights over it.
But when all is said and done I feel that Sue is very better off
mixing and playing with her friends.
I was offered a special
school placement but I refused it.'
(Parent/Guardian)

The vast majority of all respondents gave support for the concept of a right to
education (Table 10.2).
TABLE 10.2
All

children

irrespective
to

Strongly
Agree

be

of

their

given

levels
an

Disag r ee
Opinion

Parents
(N = 36)
Teachers
(N = 1 22)
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ability

have

a

right

education.

Agree

Administrators
(N = 8)

of

Strongly
Disagree

'All children have a right to an
society can call itself civilised
any of its children an education
see no reason why a child could

education. It’s a basic right. No
while at the same time denying
of one form or another.
I can
not be educated.'
(Primary

Teacher)

'The law says that all men are equal. In this country (Northern
Ireland) we had civil disruption while striving for the right of
‘one man one vote’. ... Everyone should have equal access to all
of society’s resources and that undoubtedly includes the right to
have an education provided free of charge.'
(Post Primary
There

was also agreement

statemented

pupil.

on

the

Most respondents

benefits

Principal)

of integration

agreed that there

for

the

non-

were educational

social benefits for the other pupils in having statemented

children

and

present

in

their class or attending their classes (Table 10.3).
TABLE 10.3

There
which

are

educational

has

children

and
with

social

benefits

special
within

Strongly
Agree

for pupils

educational

in

needs

a

class

enrolled

it.

Agree

Di sa g

e

Opinion

Strongly
Disagree

Parents

(N=36)
Administrator
(N = 8)
Teachers

(N = 122)

When one looks at the 'type' of school the teachers

came from the picture

becomes clearer (Table 10.4) with teachers from SENUs and special schools much
more likely to agree that there are social benefits to integration.
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TABLE 10.4
There

are

which

educational
has

children

and

social

who

have

enrolled

Strongly
A2ree

benefits for pupils

Agree

in

special

in

educational

a

needs

it.

No
Ooinion

Disagree Strongly
Disagree

Primary
(N = 36)

5

12

17

2

0

Post-Primary
(N = 27)

6

1 1

1 0

0

0

SENU
(N = 42)

28

14

0

0

0

Special
School
(N = 1 7)

1 1

5

1

0

0

Typical positive views being:
'There are many advantages for having handicapped children
attending normal schools. The other children can readily see
that not every child is as fortunate as them and them learn, at a n
early age, that the handicapped child is just like them - they cry,
laugh, sing etc.'
(Primary

Teacher)

'If children with special educational needs are in the school then
the other children may in later life be inclined not to build u p
negative attitudes towards them, or the resources they may
require. The hope is that in later lift both sets of children will b e
more tolerant of each other.'
(Post Primary Principal)

'Children who learn together and play together become
more tolerant of each other; I have no doubt of that.'

much

(Post Primary SENU Teacher)
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class

Yet, responses

from mainstream

teachers

in relation to integration

to present a different argument with 71% either strongly

agreeing

would tend
or agreeing

that pupils who have special educational needs should be educated within

SENUs

along side their ‘statemented’ peers:

'There are statemented children in our school.
I think that’s
fine. They can be educated together in the SEND by specialist
teachers.
I think there is very little to be served by asking
teachers who are not specialists to take them into their classes.
The children don’t like it and the teachers certainly don’t.'
(Post Primary
Pupils currently

attending

integrated

classes apparently

Teacher)

were

aware

of this

attitude:
'I go to science and maths classes in the big school with two other
boys from our class. The teacher doesn't like us. The work is
very hard and he always shouts at us. He makes us feel real
stupid.
(SENU Pupil)
'I would rather stay in the unit [SENU] for all my lessons. The
teachers and other boys make fun of me a lot. My mummy wants
me to be in 'big school' classes but I don't.
She says it will
toughen me.'
(SENU Pupil)
Results contained within Table 10.5 only serves to further
with just 55% of teachers

refuting

the suggestion

that non-statemented

will suffer from having statemented pupils in their class.
of teachers who recorded ‘no opinion’ is worthy of note.
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confuse the situation,

The percentage

pupils
(37%)

TABLE 10.5
The

non-statemented

perspective,

by

Strongly
Aeree

having

A

2

can

suffer

statemented

ree

from

pupils

an
in

educational

their

class.

No
Opinion

Disaeree

Strongly
Disagree

47

42

23

10

0

Teachers
(N = 1 22)

pupils

'I don’t believe that handicapped children should be in normal
schools. I’m sure it's not politically correct to say so by it’s my
opinion.
There are safety reasons
to be aware
of but
fundamentally I do believe that children who are handicapped o r
disabled should be educated in a special school where all the
necessary skills are readily available.'
(Post

Not everyone
similar

expressed their views as forcibly;

though

Primary

Teacher)

undoubtedly

some held

opinions:
'The possibility exists that the non-statemented children in the
class will suffer as a result of having statemented children in the
class as the teacher will have to slow his teaching down and
spend more time with the child who has special needs. In these
days of exam pressures and school league tables that is just not
on.'
(Post Primary Teacher)

At

a

fundamental

level,

there

was

an

apparent

unwillingness

among

mainstream teachers, albeit a minority view (13%), to endorse the SENU concept
- the foundation

stone

of SELB integrationalist

policies;

the following

being typical of this group:

'I'm not sure about SENUs. I believe that they just don't work.
Children with learning problems, some with quite bad learning
problems, are put into our schools (mainstream?) just so as it can
be said they are not in a special school.'
(Post Primary Teacher)
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views

'We never get any information on SENUs or the children in them.
They are just dumped on schools by the Board with little or n o
prior consultation or information.
The SELB will do anything to
get a SENU at a school.'
(Post Primary Teacher)
'I believe that many SENUs have been placed in schools by the
SELB where they are simply not wanted by either the staff o r
management.'
(Primary Teacher)
(Note: the latter

two views

are

factually

incorrect.

Before

established, the BOG of the school must give permission

a SENU may

be

to DENI and the SELB. 1 n

addition, the SELB must publish

in the local and national

establish a SENU at that school.

Quite obviously there exists an communicational

difficulty

A larger

press its intention

to

here.)

group expressed

‘no opinion’

(46%) when

asked if non-statemented

children would feel uncomfortable around statemented pupils (Table 10.6).
TABLE 10.6
Non-statemented

pupils

statemented

would

pupils

feel

attending

uncomfortable
their

around

classes.

Strongly
Agree

Agree

No
Odinion

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1

7

56

3 1

27

Teachers
(N = 122)

'Em not so sure about this. I would hope that all children would
‘get on with’ each other. But 1 just don’t know how they would
react.
Parents also would have an opinion.'
(Post Primary

Teacher)

In the eyes of many educators within the SELB, SENU provision
integrated

provision

- if a unit

is attached
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to a mainstream

was viewed as
school

then

administrators

appear

to

view

it

as

administrators

had no such difficulties

SENUs. Indeed

100% of administrator

integrated

provision.

in stating

respondents

support

Educational

for the

concept

of

stated that all SENUs should

function as, part of an 'ordinary' mainstream school:

'SENUs are an excellent means whereby children with learning
difficulties can mix with children
who do not have such
problems. The idea, like all good ideas, of having a special class
attached to a school is not new, its been around for a very long
time.'
(Education Officer)

Teacher

replies

agreeing

with

were
the

just

as supportive

with

82% of respondents

strongly

sentiment:

'Its nice to have children go to an ‘ordinary’ school rather than a
handicapped school. Children from the special class at our school
take part in all the different things that the other children do they are in the school play, in the football teams etc.'
(Post
There is however, the suggestion
their

rolls, soon developed

that schools which

the reputation

of being

Primary

Teacher)

had statemented

pupils o n

a school for ‘slow pupils’.

All educational administrators rejected this suggestion,

however,

some teachers

agreed that this was the case.

'Just what is a ‘slow school’? I totally reject the suggestion.
On
the contrary, a school which has statemented pupils on its rolls
develops a very positive reputation
of catering for all the
children in its locality, not just the academic ones. Indeed, such
schools may be said to totally embrace
the comprehensive
ideology.'
(Assistant Education Officer)

'I can see how such a scenario might happen; but it does not
happen here (SELB). It would not be allowed to happen. We have
several
schools which
have over fifty statemented
pupils
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attending each of them and
referred to as ‘slow schools.'

none

of them

are,

or could

be,

(Senior Education Officer)

Teacher respondents expressed a contrary

opinion:

1 have no doubt that this happens.
I feel, as do many of m y
colleagues, that we have too many statemented children at the
school. Other parents will stop sending their children to us i f
this trend continues.
No other school in the area has half as
many statemented children as us.'
(Post

Primary

Teacher)

'We have too many statemented children in our school for its
size. They (the SENU) came here with six pupils, now there is
over fifty. Its too much. In the eyes of many parents we now
have the reputation of only teaching slow pupils.'
(Primary

The majority
statemented

of these
children

teachers

(65%)

would object

felt

to having

that

Teacher)

parents/guardians

statemented

children

of nonin

their

child's class:

'Parents send their children to school to be educated and they
expect the very best for their children.
I honestly feel that
many parents would object to having their child in a class that
also has children who have learning difficulties. I don't exactly
know what the specific objection would be. But I do know that
they would object.'
(Primary

The majority

of teacher

attitudes were crucial

respondents

in determining

(92%) were of the opinion
whether

succeed or fail, with only 4% gave disagreed.
opinion

teachers

Teacher)

commented:
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an integrational

that
scheme

When asked to elaborate

teacher
would
on this

’Teachers are much more likely to embrace the concept of
‘integration’ if it is explained to them. Once support has been
gained the rest is relatively simple.'
(Post Primary SEND Teacher)
'Teacher support is vital for any integration
programme
to
succeed. No one expects total support, though that would be very
nice indeed, - but as a minimum there must be open and obvious
support from the senior management team of the school.’
(HOD Post Primary SEND)
All educational administrators

and educational

psychologists

were of a similar

opinion:

'It would be unreasonable to expect any integration scheme to
succeed which did not have the support of the rest of the staff.
Therefore, a crucial role of the principal, or his of her SMT, is to
foster a climate within the school which will result in any
‘integration’ scheme having the support of as many teachers as
possible.'
(Senior Education Officer)
'An integration scheme will succeed or fail in direct proportion
to the levels of support that it has from the other teachers in the
school. A scheme well supported will thrive, a scheme poorly
supported will fail, with all the attending implications.'
(Education

10.1.

(iv)

External

Support

For

Psychologist)

Integration

The vast majority of teacher respondents

to this research

(86%) felt that there

was little, if any support given by the SELB to those schools which attempted to
embrace
disagreed.

the

concept

of integration,

while

8% gave

no

opinion

and

It was felt that such schools were left with minimum support:

'To the best of my knowledge, the SELB has never given me, o r
sent to any of my SENU staff, any advice on the operation of
integration within my school. Examples of good policy would be
nice - but we’ve never been given any.'
(HOD Post Primary SENU)
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7%

Particular

criticism

courses for teachers

was

directed

to acquaint

towards

the

themselves

teacher

sample did not express

lack

of in-service

with special education

teaching methodologies, with 67% of teachers
such courses and only 6% disagreeing.

apparent

stating there were not enough

It is important

an opinion

issues and
of

to note that 27% of the

on this point,

which

may

suggest

they had not considered the idea previously partly because no courses existed:

'In-service
courses, for mainstream
teachers
which address
special educational issues simply just do not exist.
I’ve never
heard of any. Mind you they would be very useful indeed.'
(Primary

Principal)

'There is no doubt that we need much more courses dealing with
special education.
It is only by educating the teachers that we
can ever hope to have successful integration within our schools.'
(Post

Primary

Principal)

'In-service courses are rarely organised for the teachers in m y
school. Though I understand that the SELB is organising anew
curriculum support branch.
That development may help us.'
(Special School Principal)

When

asked to consider

administrators,

the

same

not unexpectedly,

group expressed

‘no opinion’.

Given

of the

the

role

education forward
surprising

school

provision

to discover

need
rejected

for

service

for integration

that the majority

courses,

the suggestion

psychological

planning

in-service

of teachers

though

with
within

regard

half

of ELB

half of the

to special

the SELB

(87%) apparently

it was
viewed

the current level of psychological support and subsequent guidance as minimal.
As one school principal stated:
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'Often I have written
requesting
advice from the school
psychologist on integration issues. I do get it; but it often takes
months. They always seen to be so busy - but no-one really seems
to know what they do apart from assessments.1
(Post

Primary

Principal)

’I was told that it was not part of the psychologists role to give
advice on integrational matters.
That, apparently,
belonged
either to DENI Inspectors or to the Curriculum Advisory Service.’
(Primary

Principal)

T just don’t ask them (school psychologist) any more. Its a waste
of time.
If any school wishes to implement an integration
scheme in this Board they have to do it themselves.’
(HOD Primary SEND)
However, the official position is:

’The Schools Psychology Service will provide advice to any school
principal, or to any school teacher, when requested to do so, and
do so in an efficient manner. It’s as simple as that.’
(Senior Education
All administrators

rejected the suggestion

that psychologists

more ’integrational’ support and advice to schools.
DENI’s role an even
current

greater

level of support

number

needed to provide

When it came to considering

of teachers

on integrational

Psychologist)

matters.

were also very critical (Table 10.7), though reluctant

(90%) were critical
Education

administrators

to make specific comment,

presumably because of their professional position in relation to DENI.
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of the

TABLE 10.7
DENI

could

do

schools

much
who

more

supporting

implement

Strongly
Asree

Agree

those

integrational

No
Oninion

teachers

and

policies.

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

6

2

0

0

0

93

17

10

2

0

Administrators
(N = 8)
Teachers
(N = 1 22)

in

'It would almost appear that special education does not form part
of the wider world of education if one judges by the interest that
DENI takes in it.'
(Post

Primary

Teacher)

'No comment!'

(Senior Education Officer)

Another

form of external

training.

If children

mainstream
special

education

educational

support

could be provided

with special educational
then

mainstream

initial

teacher

needs are to be integrated

teachers

issues and methodologies.

through

need

to be made

The majority

into

aware

of teachers

of

(90%)

supported the inclusion of special education elements in initial teacher training
courses while all of the education

administrators

were reluctant

to express

opinion on the matter:

'It would undoubtedly
make good sense
to have
special
educational
issues and areas of development taught in teacher
training colleges.
New graduates would have a knowledge of
special educational topics and be thus in a better position to deal
with and teach children who have special needs.'
(Primary
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Principal)

an

10.2
10.2.

Specific
(i)

Moderate

The SELB issue
mainschool
(MLD).

Learning

statements

contexts',

In March

All children

Integrational

for

Difficulties

that
all

Contexts

specifically
children

1994, these children

with MLD have their

record

with

'integrated

moderate

provision

learning

difficulties

account for 63% of all statements

education

provided

within

i n

issued.

SENUs; no child

with MLD is currently educated outside the Board's administrative area.

In relation
contexts

to the teacher questionnaire,

replied

to the questionnaire;

integrated provision that these

42 teachers

a response

teachers

rate of 84%.

within

contexts’

SENU

The picture

painted was very much different

the, 'all MLD pupils are educated in integrated
by the SELB.

who worked

philosophy

of

from

expounded

As one post primary SENU teacher stated:

'It is true that my SENU is attached to a mainstream school. But
we have no links with the mainstream school. I would dearly like
to develop such links, but my colleague in the 'other' school is
not so keen.
Something to do with parental perspectives lam
told.'

Nevertheless, all pupils with MLD are experiencing
‘Locational integration’,

as defined by Warnock

'locational

integration'.

(1978), relates

to the physical

location of the special education

provided. It can be said to

is established

'ordinary' school.

in or beside

an

special school and a mainstream
connection

need exist between

exist where

It could also exist where

school share the same site.
the schools. The children

statemented

schools may meet, though
children,

not necessarily

the stigma attached
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to separate

so.

a

No organisational

may see each other,

though often at a distance; a form of parallel educational living.
respective

an SENU

The staff of the

For the parents

special

schools

of

may be

removed since their child goes to a school or unit on the site of mainstream
provision.

Locational

integration

mainschool

as

management

used

with

hierarchy

SENUs, apparently
to relinquish

allows

the

decision-making

host
to the

special needs staff, and therefore the senior management of schools do not have
to worry about such classes when constructing

the time-table,

arrangement,

management

apparently,

staffing and funds.

permits

the

school

etc.

Such a n

to claim

extra

This research recorded high levels of support for this form

of MLD integration

(Table 10.8). The suggestion

this should not be surprising

has been critically

as this form of integration

requires

made that
mainschool

teachers little or no contact with children who have special educational needs.
TABLE 10.8
Teacher

attitudes

on

'locational'

pupils

form

the

for

statemented

SELB.

Very
Positive

Positive

No
Opinion

Negative

Very
Negative

66

21

34

1

0

Teachers
(N = 1 2 2)

A second

within

integration

of integration

was 'social

integration'.

This

form

of

integration demands a greater degree of involvement with the mainschool than
did 'location integration'.

Social integration

was said to exist where children

attending the SEND ate, played and socialised with other children;
and 'non-statemented

children met together on a social basis.

SENU may also share the same staff-room.

statemented

The staff of the

Yet, support

for this form of integrated

locational integration.

provision

was just as strong

as for

Though, this may be due to the fact that many teachers

viewed social integration as an aspect of locational integration.

The third form of MLD integration

investigated

by this research

was termed

This was deemed to be the most developed aspect of

'functional

integration'.

integration.

It was achieved where locational and social integration

children

with

special

Children co-operated

educational

needs

in joint educational

participating
activities.

in

the

classroom.

This type of integration

makes the greatest demands on the teacher, in terms of teaching
and classroom organisation.

led to the

methodology

Teachers (23%) expressed the least support for this

form of integration (Table 10.9).
TABLE 10.9
Teacher
for

attitude

staternented

Very

on

'functional'

pupils

within

the

Positive

Positive

integration
SELB.

Very

Negative
Opinion

Negative

Teachers
(N = 1 22)

The closest example

of this type of integration

within

the SELB is where

children in SENUs attend classes in a mainschool context where they are taught
by subject specialist teachers

- this is termed curriculum

integration

context of this research:
'SENUs within 'ordinary' schools may seem to be a practical form
of special educational provision for staternented pupils, where
the numbers of pupils is small; yet the setting up of an SENU
requires not only the provision of essential accommodation and
equipment, but also the development of positive attitudes within
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in the

the host school. No progress can be made in an atmosphere of
professional arrogance and bigotry.
Without these conditions,
integrated
education becomes integration
at the expense of
education.'
(HOD Post Primary SENU)

10.2.

(ii)

Severe

Learning

Difficulties

As is the case in the rest of the UK, the provision
children

who

phenomenon.

have

severe

learning

of a formal

difficulties

is

a

education

relatively

for

recent

Within a Northern Ireland context it was the 1987 (NI) Order that

placed the responsibility to educate children with SLD on local ELBs:

'Historically,
such
children
had been
excluded
from
the
education system in the belief that efforts to teach them were
unlikely to produce any measurable
benefit and therefore
apparently
represented
a misuse
of limited
educational
resources.'
(Education

Officer)

However:

'The move towards normalisation of services for children with
disabilities during the latter half of the twentieth century was
reflected in a growing recognition that children with SLD had
the same educational rights as others in the community to the
achievement of maximum independence as adults and as a result
should be educated to the best of their potential towards that end.'
(Special

Although views differ on implementation,

School Teacher)

strong arguments

were made for the

integration of children with SLD into the mainstream educational system:

'On the one hand, arguments rest on justice and human rights
principles
which recognise
the educational
needs of these
children for a functional, community based education that will
enable the children to achieve maximum independence as adults.
On the other, they rest on the findings of empirical research i n
cognitive psychology which indicate that in the absence of
strategies
for transfer
and generalisation
of skills, such
education should focus on skills which are of immediate value i n
the community, and should take place in the environment
i n
which they are most likely to be used.'
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(Education

If these

arguments

appropriate

are followed to their

educational

setting

for

children

classroom

supplemented

by community

extensive

planning

resourcing:

and

logical

Psychologist)

conclusion,
with

resources,

then

SLD is

though

the

the

most

'ordinary'

this would require

'It is not clear how the extensive one to one instruction required
by children with SLD, and the health care support they may
require, could be incorporated into the 'ordinary' school without
radical organisational changes.
(Special

School

Principal)

And later:

'Such changes are unlikely to take place in the current economic
climate, given the high costs involved for the low numbers
involved.'
(Special School Principal)

Concern

was expressed

that

both

the quality

and the availability

of support

services would suffer if integration was carried to its logical extreme, especially
in times of economic
SEND teachers
'ordinary'
mainstream
educational

constraint.

The view expressed

(N=37) was that the flexibility

school, especially
activities,
provision

if care is taken

offers

the

for children

can take place into the regular

best

offered

by the vast majority
by the SENU within

to avoid physical

prospect

isolation

of
the

from

of

successful

integrated

with SLD. Especially

if further

integration

classes for non-academic

and extra curriculum

activities.

This last comment goes to this special school teacher:

'The future of integrated educational opportunities for children
with SLD within the SELB remains uncertain. It is important that
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the needs of these children are
principle.
If integration as an
within the special school sector
that is much more informed than

not sacrificed for the sake of a
idea is to proceed and develop
then it needs to do so in a way
it is at present.'
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10.3
•

Overview

The majority

of teacher

and education

concept that all children
an education

•

(87%) supported

the

of their ability levels have a right

to

within a mainstream school environment.

Wide interpretation

differences/degrees

found to exist between

•

irrespective

administrators

A very large number

of knowledge

on integration

teachers, parent/guardians and

of teacher and education

administrators.

administrator

(96%) indicated that they felt that the attitudes of teachers
had an effect upon the

was

respondents

in a ‘host’ school

success or otherwise of an integration

scheme at that

school.

•

Whilst the

SELB hassupported

provision

for children

the

concept

of integrated

who have special educational

level at least, little concrete

educational

needs, at a theoretical

support has been given to schools

who wish to

extend and develop the concept.
•

Teachers

suggested that a school which

may develop
prospective

the reputation
parents

their children

of being

of non-statemented

to such a school.

has statemented
a school

for

children

Education

pupils

on its rolls,

‘slow pupils’
many

administrators

and

that

not wish

to send

rejected

such a n

idea.

•

The majority of teachers, mainstream, SENU and special school, felt that little
direct

support

was given

by

the

Schools Educational Psychology
teachers

in

particular

who

Service,

the

Section and DENI to schools in general

and

were

SELB Curriculum

attempting

Support

to implement

policies for children who had special educational needs.
of support reinforces
expert

special

the view that special education

education

teacher.
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integrational

This perceived

is the preserve

lack
of the

•

The lack of in-service

courses

on special

commented

upon by the vast majority

suggestion,

the

education

educational

of teachers;

administrators

courses should be made available

was critically

whilst rejecting

conceded

to senior

issues

that

more

such a

in-service

school administrators.

More of

such courses would help inform and aid integrationalist policies.

•

Board administrators were of the opinion that by providing SENU placements
they were developing the integration concept, yet few of the pupils in SENUs
experienced

•

anything

A large

number

concept

of curriculum

being

actively

more

than

of special

locational

school

teachers

integration

developed

with

integration.

were

for their

actively

pupils.

local mainstream

embracing

Link

schemes

schools.

the
were

Yet very

little

support was being given to such teachers and schools from either the SELB’s
curriculum support service or NICC.

10.4

Conclusion

A conflict between the theory
during

the course

parent/guardian

of this research.
who took part

agreement

with

mainschool

contexts:

the

principle
Duncan

findings.

This apparent

provision

within

away

from

implications

the

and the practice

of integration

Almost every

in the research
of

integrating

(1990) and Hornby

agreement

ideological

aspects

teacher,
indicated

of

statemented
(1992) both

expressed many misgivings and concerns

were

reported

and
in
into

similar

aims of integrated

towards

especially

they

children

Nevertheless,

integration

in the classroom, many teachers,

administrator
that

with the philosophical

the SELB was most encouraging.

became apparent

as one moved
the

practical

mainstream

teachers,

- these were also in evidence

in both

case studies.

A paradox exists here,
‘theoretical’

concept

for the very

teachers

of integration

were
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who earlier
now,

had agreed

at a school

level,

with the
recording

limited support for the concept and expressing the view that they did not really
understand the implications of having statemented children
perhaps

they

knowledge

didn't

support).

was placed firmly

the SELB, the
teacher

get any

educational

respondents

integrated

provision

between

The responsibility
the curriculum

psychology

openly

stated

section

for statemented

integrated

someone

else

and

for

children

DENI.

Many

to

lack

of

section

of

mainschool

agreement with

and its attendant

to administer

responsibility

this

and advisory

that they were in general

long as it was someone else's responsibility
importantly,

in their classes (or

ideologies,

so

the scheme, and more

teach

the

children

within

classes.

Many children

interviewed,

especially

those from SENUs supported

‘going to other classes in the mainschool’
(Sheldon,

1991)]

transition

However,

was difficult.

a large number
Teasing

teachers

and the difficulty

children

expressed

[a similar

from

situation

also expressed

the

other

level of the work given

the view that these factors

the idea of

was recorded

by

the view that this

children,
being

unsympathetic

key factors.

were of sufficient

Some

intensity

to

‘put them off’ attending mainschool classes.

Within

a

Northern

about teaching
direction

children

of helping

differences.
into their

Ireland

Mainschool

context much

about differences,
children
teachers

and acceptance

being

and clearly

to understand

classes may implement

understanding

is currently

attempting

of differences.

others'

to integrate

specific

curriculum

However,

programmes,

similarities

statemented

units

sociologists would suggest that, if we truly want children
we mustlook beyond

designed

to behave
no

and

children
to foster

some educators

and

differently,

matter

designed these may be to the overall social climate of the school.
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by NICC

we must move in the

each

special curriculum

written

how well

In

this

regard

particular

are

principle.

the

SELB in

to be

genera!

commended

At a time when

and

for

other

the

their

ELBs are

special

education

steadfast

backing

developing

officer

of the

their

special

in

SENU
school

provision, the SELB in addition to developing their special school system are also
extending and developing the SENU concept.

However, while SELB administrators may be happy
the SENU concept

through

post-primary

schools,

support

this

development,

number

of teachers

school at all.

and

the increasing
in
this

the

main

in host schools,

number
school

research

to facilitate the development

has

of SENUs in primary

administrators
discovered

apparently,

sector.

that

an

do not want

This has had the net effect of almost halting

‘new’ SENUs in the post primary

are

and

happy

to

increasing

SENUs at their

the development

Reasons for this situation

of

are not hard

to find.

There

is also the

provision
research

fundamental

one in the same?
were every

Warnock's

or otherwise,

as children

and

the children

in special

integrated

schools.

were found to exist between

Whilst educational

classification

- is SENU provision

Children in many of the SENUs visited during

bit as segregated

any, links, curricular
and the host school.

question

purists

many

this

Few, if
SENUs

may quote the fact that under

are experiencing

locational

integration

-

little social or functional integration apparently took place.

The attitudes

of staff towards

children

who had special

needs

was a critical

factor in determining the success or otherwise of an integration scheme and the
two case studies also highlighted

the important
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guiding

role in this respect

of

the school principal.

Corder (1992) found a similar situation in New York as did

a recent CSIE study within a UK context

The attempt
movement
the

(CSIE, 1993).

by the SELB to develop
towards inclusive

development

education

of integrated

special educational

the SENU concept
- which

educational

the process

for all (other

children

with

to the

developed

out of

children

with

education

is the

disabilities

into

is a more wider process, incorporating

disadvantaged

groups

disabilities), and the accommodation

of mainstream

of all children.

of the concept

The development

for

Whilst integrated

of bringing

mainstream schools, inclusive education
the idea of access

itself initially

opportunities

needs (Clark et al, 1995).

term used to describe

may be linked

as well as those

with

schools to the diverse needs
of an

inclusive

education

system within the SELB could be fostered if the Board made public their resolve:

•

to support teachers and schools which develop integrational schemes;

•

that children
broad

•

that

and

such

with special educational

needs have an equal entitlement

to a

balanced curriculum;

an

entitlement

is a part

of the

Board’s

equal

opportunity

programme;

•

to develop clear policies for meeting special educational needs; and

•

to develop through
both

at a primary

educational

additional
and

resources,

the concept

secondary level

needs may be educated

within

so that
their

of inclusive
children

with

own community

education
special
and with

their own peers, irrespective of the degree of their handicap/disability.
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Chapter Eleven
Conclusions
And
Recommendations
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11.1 Overview Of Research Findings
It has

been

worthwhile!)

suggested
then

SELB.

many

However,

differing

between

a research

project

to

be

effective

(and

(Bailey,

In this regard this current research was effective in that it

issues

relating

the principle

perspectives

educational

for

it should discover some issue or area of controversy

1978; Denzin, 1986).
uncovered

that

that

to special
findings

each

issues investigated.

groups, but differing

educational

provision

of the research

of the

groups

Not only

were

perspectives

relate

had

on

there

the

widely

within
to the

widely

three

special

differing

were also identified

the

within

views
groups,

particularly in respect to teachers.

However,

there

respondents,

was

within

one

common

theme

across

their frame of reference,

all

three

undoubtedly

groups.

All

had the welfare

of

the children in their charge foremost in the provision and education provided.

II.1.

(i)

Administration

Teachers

Teachers felt that they were given little assistance
needs of statemented

children.

All teacher

by the SELB in meeting

respondents,

special schools, felt that the assessment procedure
was much

too long and bureaucratic.

listened to by ELB administrators.
not

asking

for

children

apart

prior to issuing

They also felt their

Some primary

to be assessed

views

as they

feared

the

special

the same ELB officer in charge

educational

statementing'

provision

was

a

of issuing

clash

of

- no other group expressed this opinion.
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rarely

admitted to
being

SENU teachers

-

i n

a statement

children

statements

interests

those

were

school principals

removed from their school with attendant teacher job losses.
that having

from

the

felt

and funding
'resource

led

The lack of in-service

training

provided

Mainschool

by

the

and SENU teachers

from NICC in delivering
on the contrary
helped

SELB was
felt that

they

the NIC to statemented

felt the curriculum

them greatly.

severely

Many

had been

by

given

all

teachers.

little guidance

pupils - special school teachers

advice given

teachers

criticised

maintained

to them
that

was very

good and

poor communicational

channels existed between themselves and the ELB.

Administration
SELB administrators

felt that

the current

statementing

assessment

procedure

was working effectively and efficiently and that there were very good levels of
communication

between

schools,

educational

psychologists

and

parents/

guardians; that the Board was making adequate provision for all the statemented
children
staffed

within

its area;

to met the

and that

children’s

schools

needs.

and SENUs were

Administrators

also

well funded
felt

that

education policies were being fully implemented in all schools within
area

and that teachers

advisory

were

being

fully

supported

through

the

and

special

the Board
curriculum

service and Inset provision.

Parents/Guardians
Parent/guardians

felt strongly

that

very

poor communication

links

existed

between themselves and the ELB, especially

the Special Education Officer.

They

expressed the opinion

rarely

in decisions

about

felt that their

views

initial assessments,

that they

were very

and even in Annual

Reviews.

involved
Parents

were rarely listened to, especially in relation to placement issues.
time

it

took

to

parents/guardians.
administrators

get

a

statement

was

The lack of assistance

severely
given

criticised
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by

to parents/guardians

was criticised as was the volume and wording

sent by the special education section.

The length
95%

of
of

by ELB

of documentation

11.1.

(ii)

Curriculum

Teachers
Mainschool
support

teachers

and advice

consequence

expressed
to deliver

were very

the view that they were

not being

the NIC to children

statements,

reluctant

SEND and special school teachers
bringing

as it did a curriculum

to have

with

statemented

pupils

statement

NIC.

educational

Mainstream
in-service

teachers
courses

felt

that

directed

to

and as a

of the

1989 ERO,

for all pupils.

Teachers

from all sectors commented critically on the lack of funding
the

the

in their classes.

welcomed the introduction

entitlement

given

there were
them and

for the delivery
insufficient

that

this

of

special

contributed

directly to their lack of knowledge on special educational matters.

Administrators
SELB administrators

expressed

Board's area were getting
at an appropriate
the curriculum

the view that all statemented

a curriculum

service.

were being

Administrators

economic climate, the SELB was making

within

the

that was tailored to their special needs,

level, and that teachers
advisory

pupils

adequately

stated

supported

that in

very good curriculum

the

by

current

provision

for all

an entitlement

to the

statemented pupils within its schools.

Parents/Guardians
Parents/guardians
same resources

felt that their

children

of a school, human

Having a statement

and a placement

should have

and physical,
within

as non-statemented

a SENU or a special

viewed as a barrier to being educated within the same curriculum
mainstream

children.
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children.

school was not
framework

as

11.1.

(iii)

Integration

Teachers
The concept

of integrating

statemented

children

into

mainschool

contexts,

implicit within the 1986 and 1989 Orders was warmly greeted by SENU teachers
and special
principle

school
of

teachers.

integration

implications.

Many

quoting

of

lack

Mainschool

were

refused

support

less

than

to have

and

teachers

whilst

enthusiastic

statemented

knowledge

as

supportive
about

children

in

fundamental

its

of the
practical

their

classes,

reasons.

Wide

intepretational differences on key special educational issues were found to exist
between many teachers.
school - having
made

that

SENU teachers felt that they were in a school within a

little or no contact

many

schools

only

with the host school.

accepted

The suggestion

SENUs due to funding

and

was

staffing

implications.

Administrators
SELB administrators strongly
was

being

educated

in

expressed the view that no child with a statement

segregated

integrated mainstream context.

contexts

Administrators

their dedication to the integration concept.

who

could

be

educated

in

an

pointed to the SENUs as proof of

This illustrated

their apparent

lack

of awareness on the difference between theory and practice.

Parents/Guardians
Parents/guardians

almost

unanimously

wished

their

children

to

go

to

a

mainschool educational context rather than a special school or SENU. However,
the volume of work their children
also a cause for some concern.
communication

between

were receiving

Parents/guardians

teachers

and
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in mainschool
complained

themselves.

Wide

contexts

was

about the lack of
interpretational

differences
teachers

on key terms

were found to exist between

parents/guardians

and

and administrators - with a corresponding confusion.

Children

Children
they

interviewed,

like attending

teasing,

difficulty

and those from the case studies, expressed
mainschool

classes

but cited

of work and ‘cross’ teachers.

HE, Craft, Woodwork (practical

several

the view that

negative

The favourite

factors

-

classes were PE,

subjects); the least popular were Maths, English

and Science (NIC core subjects!).

11.2 Specific issues Identified By The Research

The ten specific issues identified
three

by this research

may be recorded

under

the

headings:

• Administrative
• Curricular
• Integrational

Each

of these

questionnaire

issues

was

clearly

in

returns

and

interviews.

evidence
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in

the

case

studies

and

i n

Administrative
1. Concern

Issues

over vague and unclear

wording

within

assessment

documentation

and statements of special educational need.
2. A lack of communication

between

parents/guardians

education administratorsand a corresponding lack of
3. The suggestion

that the issuing

of statements

and teachers

and/or

understanding of roles.

may have

more

to do with

resource interests rather than a special educational need.
4. Concern over the length of time it took to have a statement issued.

Curricular
1. A lack of practical support for the idea that all children should have access to
an appropriate curriculum,

irrespective of their ability.

2. A lack of training for teachers in special education curricular issues.

Integrational
1. A lack of practical

support

and commitment for the idea that

all children

have a right to be educated within a mainschool context.
2. Wide interpretational differences in key areas.
3. Teacher
provision
4. Little

attitudes
in

less than

supportive

of

integrated

educational

many contexts.

external

implement

were

support

integration

was in

evidence

policies.
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for schools

which

decided

to

11.3

Discussion

Communication
Perceptions

on

special

education

groups

provision

of research

in

the

respondents,

SELB differed

not

but also differed

only

between

the three

within

groups.

This would tend to support the work of Ramasut (1989) who identified

similar differing perceptions among teachers and LEA administrators in London
in the mid 1980s.

The main communicational

gap appeared

to be between

the staff of the ELB.

The extreme difficulty

staff was commented

upon by almost every

this research
(1994).

- an almost identical

Communicational

were also highlighted,

of communicating

situation

difficulties

directly

parent/guardian

themselves

parents/guardians

and schools

in the two case studies.

and parents/guardians

Administrators

and teachers.

serves to highlight differences in perception even further.
see how such a situation
between

parents

parents/guardians

Perceptions
special

and

and

administrators

It is not difficult to

but

on one's role and one's position

- Tomlinson

Better communication

This simply

also

- not just
between

teachers.

may depend

education

channels

may lead to mistrust and sometimes hostility

/guardians

with ELB

who took part i n

strongly rejected the suggestion, claiming that good communicational
existed between

and

was recorded by Riddle and Brown

between

as was evident

parents/guardians

networks

(1981) suggested
between

would go some way to bringing perceptions

a similar

professionals
more in line.

within
situation

the world

of

in London.

and parents/guardians
This is not to suggest

that different perceptions are a bad thing - they can act as catalysts for change
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and development - but within the SELB the views were so extreme and different
that they act as a potential blockage for future developments.

There

was a real

involved within

misconception

the assessment

and responsibilities
administration

as to the

roles

and statementing

of the key players

are made known

in

the

and

responsibilities

process.

Yet, until the roles

assessment

to parents/guardians

of all

and

statementing

and teachers

there

will

always exist an atmosphere of mistrust and suspicion.

Simply

sending

blockage,

extra

correspondence

as this research

ELB documentation

discovered

does not

that a majority

was vague and ambiguous

There needs to be an opening

solve

this

communicational

of respondents

and consequently

of communicational

channels;

felt that

of little use.

ELB officers

or

CASS personnel could deliver In-set courses; EWOs could visit parents/guardians
with final

statementing

parents/guardians
rather than

documentation

and explain

could be made feel more

a part

the contents
of their

to them, and

child’s

education

a passive bystander.

Terminology

The 1986 (NI) Order, the fundamental piece of special education legislation

from

which we get the legislative basis for the assessment and statementing

process,

in common

detailed

definitions

with

previous

of key terms.

continuance

of

administrators

and

legislative

enactment’s,

avoided

providing

This lack of clear definition/guidelines

confused

terminology

parents.
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perceptions

among

resulted

in a

teachers,

The imprecise

nature

of legislative

definitions

is repeated

in the

Code of Practice, which all schools are to have implemented

impending

by September

1998,

which defines a special educational need as:

‘a learning difficulty which calls for special education provision
to be made to over come the difficulty.’

Resource

Led

As noted

in

Chapter

administrators
perceive

Statementing
One the

directly

then allocate funds to individual

the priorities

to schools.

SELB is funded

to lie.

The branches

by

the

sections/branches

then distribute

DENI.

SELB

where

they

the funds allocated

Indeed, SELB officers are to be commended for the amount of capital

and recurrent expenditure which they allocate to special education initiatives.

However, a funding issue may exist within individual schools.
to the suggestion
educational

that special educational

provision.

Many

funds

SEND teacher

This issue relates

may be used for non

respondents

common practice, especially in post-primary schools.

believed

special

this

Qualitative evidence

to be
from

both case studies, questionnaires and follow-up interviews would tend to support
the suggestion; quantitative evidence would did not.

As might
rejected

be
the

SEND concept

expected
suggestion.
within

the

SELB administrators
Indeed,

and

ELB administrators

Board and the recent

Special Schools (SLD) as a measure

school
point

building

of their commitment

provision.
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managers

strongly

to the developing
of two replacement

to special educational

Educational
provision

administrators see

few flaws

in

the

current

special

made by the SELB. This view may be resource

flaws no action need be taken.

Curriculum

educational

driven,

by seeing

no

No action means no additional expenditure.

Issues

It is a fundamental

point of principle

needs share with all children
curriculum. Children

that

children

an entitlement

should

be given

with

special

educational

of access to a broad and balanced

access to

specialist

teachers

and

educational experiences of the highest possible quality.

Yet this research has highlighted in many cases, especially
studies, a situation

which

may best be described

Children with special educational
balanced

curriculum,

within

as ‘curricular

needs were not given

the two case
constriction’.

access to a broad and

in the main because of an incomplete

understanding

on

the part of mainschool teachers of the child’s special needs, but also because of
altitudinal

difficulties.

When one considers
Code of Practice,
special

all teachers

educational

educational

that under the terms of the

needs,

1989 ERO, and the impending

are deemed to be teachers
the

ideology currently

situation

is very

of children

worrying.

being actively pursued

The

educational

special

educational

then explained

the

(Government

for the year 2002) may find a less that favourable

environment inwhich to develop here

If such a scenario

inclusive

in England through

Code of Practice and the Green Paper ‘Excellence For All Children’
aims for special education

who have

is to be rectified
curriculum

to them through

then

material
a planned

in NT

mainstream
immediately

teachers

need

circulated

series of In-set courses.

to have

to them,

and

At present

CCEA circulate

special

education

curricular

material

to specialschools

and

SENUs only.

Code

Of Practice

The fundamental

aim of the Code of Practice

provision made for children with special needs.
within

which

children’s

needs.

in 4.3. (vi).

The

strategies

key principles which underlie

In this

sense

the

The Code provides

all schools in NI may devise curriculum

special

specified

is to improve

the Code may

educational
a framework
for meeting

the

be viewed

Code were
as promoting

inclusion.

In England, as a result of the change
is being

supplemented

Paper contains

by the

in Government,

the Code of Practice [COP]

Green Paper on special

the Government’s

aims to be achieved

education.

This Green

by the year 2002.

It is

interesting to note that the COP and Green Paper hopes to deal with many of the
issues

identified

within

integrational/inclusive
/guardians;

opening

this

research;

teaching

provision

programmes;

communicational

channels;

developing teachers skills in special educational

of practical
working

support
with

increasing

for

parents
inclusion;

matters - from initial training

to SENCO courses; and setting policies for excellence.

From the perspective of this research two aspects of the Green Paper stand out;

• the recognition of the need for teachers and those who support them to have
better training in special educational issues; and
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• a belief

that

growing
their

An

a growing

number

number

of children

of mainstream

with a range

schools

should

of special educational

accept

a

needs onto

rolls.

Education

For

All respondents

All

to this research,

either

'Strongly

Agreed'

or 'Agreed'

children irrespective of their ability levels had a right an education.
some doubts
educational

were

provision

was encountered
children
supporters,
provision

expressed

with

special

educational
by

mainstream

it was suggested

that

needs.

questionnaire

later in interviews

with the concept

it was suggested

might be within

when

judging

when

indicated

of integration,

all teachers

returns,
they

did not want

particular

classes.

11.4

Recommendations

the

schools.

Indeed,

that

that

of

some

statemented

However,

context

Strong
were

of the

opposition
teachers

of the

integrated

personally,

that all

of

strongest
educational

while

agreeing

children

in their

These recommendations are directed towards resolving the ten issues uncovered
by this research.

Recommendations may again be divided into three sections;

• Administrative.
• Curricular.
• Integrational.
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11.4.
•

(i)

Administrative

Clearer criteria needs to be specified to help ELBs issue statements
educational
present

need - and thus ensure

during

the period of this research.

also be minimised
defined

a measure

with clearer

terminology

definitions

of continuity
Terminology

between

which

was not

difficulties

of key terms.

would aid communication

of special

may

Such commonly
ELBs and ensure

a

measure of continuity in the issuing of statements.

•

Accepting

that it would be much

special needs provision

better

through

appeal

Therefore

schools, as well as parents,

against either

the delay

the smooth operation

better communication

conflict cannot always be avoided.
by DENI, whereby

to ensure

in the

of

and understanding,

a system of appeal, controlled
may have the opportunity

issuing

of a statement

to

of special

educational need, the content of a statement or appeal against the decision of
an ELB not to issue a statement, should be established.

•

Parents

should

be

recommendation
implications

actively

concerning

involved
their

of each alternative

them to assist in making
feel that their opinions

with

child's

professionals

initial

type of placement

an informed

decision.

school

in

making

placement.

The

should be made plain

At all times parents

are being valued by Board officers.

the case was a comment made many times by parents

a

to

should

That this is not

who took part in this

research.

•

DENI, ELBs and

local

Health

and

communicational

channels,

information

the Learning

from

Social

especially
Disability
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Services
in

Boards

relation
Teams

and

to

should
a

Special

establish

sharing

of

Educational

Sections.

The Children (NI) Order (1995) promotes such a holistic approach,

though there is little evidence of is operating in practice.

•

In determining
wishes

of

the

pupils

educational
should

be

provision

to be made,

considered

in

the

light of

ascertainable

their

age

and

understanding.

•

A separation, at ELB level, between the functions of those responsible for the
provision of special educational needs and those responsible
of such needs should be immediately established.

The current

the SELB where one person controls all functions

for the funding
situation

with

leaves the Board open to

the suggest that the issuing of statements depends on available resources.

•

A statutory

framework

Services to co-operate
statement

making

in delivering

of special educational

1986 (NI) Order is not binding
provision
schools

of speech
depends

on

it mandatory

therapy,
local

specified in a statement.

for Social Services

the 'non educational

requirements

need’ should be established.
on Social and Health
occupational

availability

therapy

rather

(It is recognised

than

and Health
of a

Currently

Services.

the

Thus, the

and physiotherapy
on the

that the Children

assessed

in
need

Order may aid

the development of this recommendation.)

•

ELB funding for SENUs in mainschool

contexts should be in accordance

the concept of Direct Banding

Funding

Such funding

fenced'

intended).

should be 'ring

with

(DBF) as used by the DEE (1994(a)).
by DENI (only

used for the purpose

Such funds would not form part of the delegated school budget.
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•

An

expanded

School

Psychological

Service,

staffed

by educational

psychologists with appropriate qualifications, under the aegis of DENI should
be established

without

delay.

The length

of time

in

having

statemented may, as a result, be reduced, and parental concerns

a child

considerably

lessened.

•

The number of staff working within the Special Education Branch
increased to deal with the increased
every

increasing

number

statementing procedure.

•

volume of administration

of requests

for

initial

should be

caused by the

assessments

and

the

This may reduce the time taken to issue a statement.

The content and extent of special education

sent

to schools

and parents should be kept to a minimum and be in 'plain English'

and easily

understood.

Where need be an education

content of letters etc. to parents.
pertaining
clearer

correspondence

welfare

This may reduce confusion

to the assessment and statementing

understanding

of the

officer could explain

roles

procedures

of people

the

among parents
and give them a

involved

within

the

two

procedures,

11.4.

•

(ii)

Curricular

The SELB should make a public

commitment

that a child

who has special

educational needs, as defined by a statement of special educational
the right

to be educated

within

a mainschool

context

along-side

need, has
his/her

peers, irrespective of any funding or curricular considerations.

•

All schools should develop a written policy and procedure
identification and assessment
needs.

of pupils who may have

with regard to the
special

The COP with its five stage model should cover this.
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educational

•

Provision

should be made for the pre-service

more teachers

in mainstream

schools on issues related

its related assessment procedures.
teachers

A number

should be based in mainstream

psychologist

should

and in service

be allocated

to statementing

of shared curriculum

Resource

to each

training

Centres.

centre.

This

of
and

resource

An educational
would

allow

the

sharing of information and skills to a wider teacher population.

•

CCEA should develop 'Stepping Stones' curricular advice material
subjects within
which

need

currently

the NIC.

them,

the

and

case.

Such materials
not

just

should then

primary

This research

found

and

be sent to

special

a real

need

to cover all
all schools

schools

which

expressed

is

among

mainstream teachers for such advice and direction.

•

The development

of team teaching

for non special education

the development

of mixed-ability

teaching

courses.

through

This would allow an osmosis of skills

from

specialists

SELB sponsored
the special

and
Inset

education

specialist teacher to the mainstream subject teacher and visa versa.

•

A written,

phased

curriculum/physical

introduction

of children

who have

statements of special needs into the 'ordinary' school system should be put i n
place by the school psychological service.
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11.4.
•

(iii)

Integrational

DENI and ELBs should ensure

that school administrators

children who have special needs, including
educational
the

•

need, are the responsibility

remedial/special

If provision
provision

those with statements

of all teachers

for children

SELB policy

statements

who have special

no additional/new

needs should be built

school contexts - apart from replacement

requirements.).

inclusion;

in a school, not just

then

educational

exception to this relates to EBD provision which
present

of special

teachers.

is to match

outside mainstream

are aware that all

is currently

This should not be taken

for some children,

parents

buildings

(the

insufficient

for

as endorsing

may wish a special

compulsory

school placement,

and in line with parental choice, this should be accommodated.

•

The provision of integrated educational

placements

be seen by SELB administrators as a continuous
of providing

a placement

within

a SENU.

for such children

has to

process and not just a matter
There

needs

to be

a fuller

understanding on just what integrated educational provision entails.

•

Before any form of integrated
and/or

provision

is established

SMT should consult with all teachers

levels of support.

in schools, the SENCO

in order to assess attitudes

Where attitudes are less than supportive,

a programme

and
of

information on special education should immediately begin.

•

Increased

provision

educational

matters,

mainstream

schools.

should

be provided

especially

subject
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for staff development

specialist

staff within

on

special

post primary

•

Assessment reports,

prior to a statement

being issued, should be sent to the

principal of the school recommended for the child.

The principal

consulted

by

prior

regarding

the special educational

a member

of the

assessment

team

provision

which

should be

to the

enrolment

will need to be made, if

the child's special needs are to be adequately met.

•

Integration

support

projects

a means

are

projects
whereby

share their experiences
attempting

In

order

to

develop

to facilitate

the

should

be

developed

'specialist'

with teachers
integrational

special

and

expanded.

education

from mainstream

teaching

development

of the

Such

teachers

may

schools which

are

programmes.

above

recommendations,

the

Southern Education and Library Board should make public:

•

A description of present integrational practices for pupils with statements

of

special educational need in the schools for which it is responsible;

•

A general

outline

of administrative

changes

envisaged

as they

pertain

to

children who have statements of special educational need, over the next five
years in the light of the implications of the Code of Practice.

11.5

Conclusion

The research would argue that there is an urgent
educational
need,
within

provision

especially
education

in the

light

in recent

review to be successful
educational

for children

who have statements

of the many

curriculum

of special

of

educational

and funding

changes

years - and those in the immediate future.

For this

there

administrators

need to review the pattern

must be a strong

and teachers
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and sincere

at all levels,

commitment

to sustain

and

from

develop

sufficiently
children

coherent
and

curriculum
everyone

and flexible

a willingness

support.
is talking

inconsistencies

systems

to

provide

of support
adequate

There must also be a shared
about - this is currently

between

and

within

for the
levels

In the

circumstances

two developments

of such

funding

and

of just what

not the case due to terminology

educationalists

current,

of

understanding

and

administrators.

socially divisive educational administrative system which
consequences.

needs

apparently,

has many curriculum

unfavourable

economic

would offer hope; the enactment

Education Order and the accompanying Code of Practice

- which

of the

1996

tacitly includes

the right of equal educational opportunity for all.

It has been argued that within SELB there currently exists a set of presumptions
which

may inhibit

the

appropriate

needs of those who require
being especially

democratic

special educational

true in respect

of children

response

provision

to the

and/or

with learning

educational

support.

difficulties

This
within

SENUs.

The

present

especially

method of SELB funding

within

mainschool

frameworks,

involved

with

special educational

although

there

has been

decade

and

changes
personnel.

consequent

in

institutional

must be a matter

provision.

changes

educational

This research

in special education

institutional

shift,

structures

- the

there

of concern

of integrated

in administrative

education,
structures

needs apart. In agreement, this research

paradoxically
which

to all

has indicated

legislation

has

different

provision,

really

that

in the past

not

been

any

use of time,

space

and

Wedell (1995) has made the point that as educational

in the direction
entangled

forspecial

systems

the more they

tend to set pupils

with

move

become
special

would argue that there has been very
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little, if any,
training

change

schemes

within

and

real

SELB special

institutional

educational

structural

The task for SELB educators is not to establish
system

for childrenwho have

school environments

special

and support

and extend the practice.
are simply not working.
contexts as segregated

policies,

DENI teacher

change.

the principle

of an educational

educational

needs, but

structures which

would introduce,

The bedrock of SELB integrated

to create

provision,

new

develop
the SENUs,

Children in many of these SENUs are being educated i n
as the most remote special school; whilst many pupils i n

special schools are enjoying high levels of integration through link schemes.

The irony is not lost on this researcher!

11.6 End Piece
The concept of educational provision for children with learning
been in evidence, in one guise or another,
born with the 1986 (NI) Order.

To that end, the

broader

educational

analysis

of historical

implicit

within

advances.

the

development

many of our young

for a long period of time. It was not

in theory

1986 (NI)

at least, equal educational

within

Northern

that,

Order,

as in

were

an education

Ireland.

However,

1947, the education

never

system

people who have special

construed

which

as

needs, rather than

increasingly

reinforced

financial

constraints

recession.
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resulting

reforms

downgrades
raising

The spirit only too obviously present in 1947 prevails

the

liberating

socially

expectations.

by

rights

1986 (NI) Order may be viewed as part of a

data indicate

Today we tolerate

has

Rather, it was the next step in a series of events

leading to public policies affirming,
for all children.

difficulties

their

today and is

from

economic

In

addition,

there

is a consideration

worthy

of note

beyond

expression of an educational system and that is the political culture
From a special educational

provision

exhibit much more concern
manifested.
in the

alone,

that

must be provided

categorisation

equality

- and there

(Cathcart,

1990).

are - let them be divided in terms

development.

providing

information

clarifying

and challenging

research

and

society

rather

opportunity

and the 'non academic’.

cannot make decisions for policy makers

and/or

of a society.
needs to

of spirit than it has hitherto

of educational

improving the quality of educational provision.
change

formal

than a belief
for

all our

and that it must not be limited in any manner

into the 'academic'

resources

Research

and more generosity

Ireland

There has to be a much wider held conviction,

ideology

children

aspect, Northern

the

If there

are limited

of educational

and others

by

need

concerned

with

Nor can it by itself bring

about

But it may create a better basis for decisions, b y
explanation

about

educational

beliefs and assumptions.

practice

and

Such is the hope of this

project._______________________________________________________________
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Appendix 3:1

Reference Number:
Sex: M/F
Date: (
)/(
V(
f
School Type:
Recorded Yes/No:

'In A Class Of Their Own*
Am
Witlhim The

Imtt© SEM Firo^isloii
SoMtem Edmoattiom Amd
LibiraTf Board

Teacher

Questionnaire ___ ________

Master Reply
Sheet
In completing the following questionnaire would you
please put a cross (X) in the box that most closely
matches your views, opinion or experience.
Please answer all questions. Should a question not apply
to you would you please indicate this.
This paper accepts that most children have Special
Educational Needs; however the term as used in this
questionnaire refers to those children who have
’Statements' of Special Educational Need as defined by
Article 33 of the 1986 (NI) Order.

(1)

All children irrespective of their levels of ability have a right to be
educated in a school along with their peer grouping.

Strongly Agree (64)

(2)

Disagree (5)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Agree (47)

No Opinion (23)

Disagree (6)

Strongly Disagree (3)

Agree (19)

No Opinion (8)

Disagree (2)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Agree (43)

No Opinion (31)

Disagree (6)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Agree (63)

Don't Know (10)

Disagree (11)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Pupils with special needs should only be allowed to 'mix' with their own
Special Class peers.

Strongly Agree (5)

(8)

No Opinion (14)

All pupils with special educational needs have inadequate IQ scores.

Strongly Agree (38)

(7)

Agree (17)

There are benefits for other pupils in having pupils with special
educational needs in their classes.

Strongly Agree (42)

(6)

Strongly Disagree (0)

For some children with special educational needs there will always be the
requirement for a placement in a Special School.

Strongly Agree (93)

(5)

Disagree (2)

All aspects of the school curriculum should be offered to children who
have special educational needs.

Strongly Agree (43)

(4)

No Opinion (13)

The term 'special educational need' is open to too many interpretations.

Strongly Agree (86)

(3)

Agree (43)

Agree (9)

No Opinion (52)

Disagree (51)

Strongly Disagree (5)

The 'non-statemented' pupils can suffer from an academic point of view bv
having 'statemented' pupils in the class.

Strongly Agree (0)

Agree (10)

No Opinion (47)

Disagree (42)

Strongly Disagree (23)

(9)

There are too many pupils enrolled in Special Classes and SENUs.

Strongly Agree (17)

(10)

(74)

(93)

(32)

(76)

Disagree (21)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Agree (36)

No Opinion (12)

Disagree (0)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Agree (12)

Agree (67)

No

Opinion (17)

Disagree (0)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Board of Governors should have specific
who have 'special educational needs'.
No

Opinion (23)

Disagree (0)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Agree (35)

No

Opinion (10)

Disagree (1)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Special education funding should be devolved to each school (LMS) in
order to give each school a sav in how to spend its money.

Strongly Agree (9)

(16)

No Opinion (42)

There are certain subjects
on the curriculum that children with special
educational needs need should not take.

Strongly Agree

(15)

Agree (37)

A member of the school's
responsibility for children

Strongly Agree

(14)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Few 'mainschool' teachers are aware of the main SEN issues.

Strongly Agree

(13)

Disagree (15)

The term 'integration', as it applies in SEN issues, is open to too many
interpretations.

Strongly Agree

(12)

No Opinion (41)

Special Classes and SENUs should continue to be funded and staffed directly
bv DENI.

Strongly Agree (22)

(11)

Agree (49)

Agree (28)

No Opinion (39)

Disagree (24)

Strongly Disagree (22)

Special Classes and SENUs are often given little support / guidance
from a schools Senior Management Team.

Strongly Agree (32)

Agree (27)

No Opinion (15)

Disagree (46)

Strongly Disagree (2)

(17)

The attitudes of other members of staff are crucial in determining
whether an integrational scheme will 'succeed'.

Strongly Agree (101)

(18)

Disagree (74)

Strongly Disagree (17)

Agree (26)

No Opinion (2)

Disagree (0)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Agree (8)

No Opinion (2)

Disagree (0)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Agree (29)

No Opinion (10)

Disagree (8)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Agree (63)

No Opinion (10)

Disagree (5)

Strongly Disagree (0)

All areas of the school building should be accessible to children in
wheelchairs.

Strongly Agree (105)

(24)

No Opinion (23)

In integrated classes, the 'statemented' pupil often takes up more than his
fair share' of teacher time.

Strongly Agree (42)

(23)

Agree (5)

Every school should have a special needs co-ordinator in order to supervise
SEN issues.

Strongly Agree (75)

(22)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Blindness/Deafness are no handicaps to joining the school play.

Strongly Agree (112)

(21)

Disagree (8)

The parents of children who have special educational needs should be fully
consulted when a decision is to be made relating to SEN provision.

Strongly Agree (94)

(20)

No Opinion (8)

Some teachers view SENUs as 'dumping grounds'.

Strongly Agree (3)

(19)

Agree (11)

Agree (17)

No Opinion (0)

Disagree (0)

Strongly Disagree (0)

All new schools under construction should be built so as to accommodate
wheelchairs.

Strongly Agree (105)

Agree (17)

No Opinion (0)

Disagree (0)

Strongly Disagree (0)

(25)

A child in a wheelchair should be able to have access to all teaching areas
in a school.

Strongly Agree (105)

(26)

Disagree (0)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Agree (15)

No Opinion (4)

Disagree (0)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Agree (1)

No Opinion (112)

Agree (7)

feel

Disagree (0)

uncomfortable

No Opinion (56)

Strongly Disagree (0)

around

Disagree (31)

'statemented'

Strongly Disagree (27)

Agree (56)

No Opinion (23)

Disagree (15)

Strongly Disagree (5)

Few teachers have been specifically trained to teach children who have
special educational needs

Strongly Agree (29)
(16)

(32)

No Opinion (0)

All teachers of Special Classes and SENUs should have formal
qualifications in Special Education.

Strongly Agree (34)

(31)

Agree (17)

Non-handicapped pupils would
pupils in integrated classes.

Strongly Agree (1)

(30)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Integration should be viewed as hierarchical in nature: with 'Functional
Integration' at the apex and 'Locational Integration' at the base.

Strongly Agree (9)

(29)

Disagree (0)

Special classes and Special Units should be attached to and function as. part
of an 'ordinary' school

Strongly Agree (101)

(28)

No Opinion (0)

Where applicable, all schools should have a lift, in order to aid those pupils
who
have difficulty walking up stairs.

Strongly Agree (105)

(27)

Agree (17)

Agree (35)

No Opinion (12)

Disagree (30)

Strongly Disagree

Mainstream teachers often feel that pupils with special educational needs
should be taught bv teachers specifically trained in that area.

Strongly Agree (53)

Agree (30)

No Opinion (20)

Disagree (19)

Strongly Disagree (0)

(33)

'Mainschool' teachers would find it a 'good' experience to have special
needs pupils integrated into their classes.

Strongly Agree (12)

(34)

(24)

(97)

(24)

(24)

Disagree (2)

Strongly Disagree (5)

Agree (11)

No Opinion (2)

Disagree (0)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Agree (13

No Opinion (19)

Disagree (3)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Agree (56)

No Opinion (35)

Disagree (7)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Agree (58)

No Opinion (34)

Disagree (6)

Strongly Disagree (0)

DENI could do more in supporting those teachers and schools who
implement 'integrational' policies.

Strongly Agree (93)

(40)

No Opinion (59)

In-service courses should be made available for the Senior Management of
all schools so that they might become aware of issues in Special Education.

Strongly Agree

(39)

Agree (32)

Not enough 'In-Service' Courses are offered in order that 'Mainstream'
teachers can acquaint themselves with special educational needs Issues.

Strongly Agree

(38)

Strongly Disagree (

There should be a range of recognised qualifications in special education
that mav be gained at the end of 'In-Service' courses.

Strongly Agree

(37)

Disagree (16)

A special educational element should be included in all course of initial
teacher raining.

Strongly Agree (109)

(36)

No Opinion (67)

)

'Mainschool' teachers are reluctant to allow pupils with special educational
needs into their classes.

Strongly Agree

(35)

Agree (27)

Agree (15)

No Opinion (10)

Disagree (4)

Strongly Disagree (0)

The SELB could do more in supporting those teachers and schools who
implemented 'integrational' policies.

Strongly Agree (85)

Agree (20)

No Opinion (10)

Disagree (7)

Strongly Disagree (0)

(41)

The SELB School Psychology Service could do more in supporting those
teachers and schools who implement 'integrational' policies.

Strongly Agree (87)

(42)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Agree (27)

No Opinion (10)

Disagree (0)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Agree (20)

No Opinion (0)

Disagree (0)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Agree (9)

No Opinion (0)

Disagree (0)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Agree (47)

No Opinion (52)

Disagree (0)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Mainschool' teachers who have pupils with special educational needs in
their classes spend more time with these pupils than other pupils.

Strongly Agree (3)

(48)

Disagree (0)

A pupils 'statement' should specifically state those subjects that he
should not be integrated for in the 'mainschool'.

Strongly Agree (23)

(47)

Agree ( 23)No Opinion (10)

Little guidance has been given bv SELB Field Officers, in relating to
delivering the Common Curriculum to pupils with Special Educational
Needs.

Strongly Agree (113)

(46)

Strongly Disagree (0)

Little guidance has been given by DENI in relating to delivering the
Common Curriculum to pupils with special educational needs.

Strongly Agree (102)

(45)

Disagree (5)

Little guidance has been given by NICC in relating to delivering the
Common Curriculum to pupils with special educational needs.

Strongly Agree (85)

(44)

No Opinion (10)

NICC documents contained little information relating to special education

Strongly Agree (89)

(43)

Agree (20)

Agree (5)

No Opinion (14)

Disagree (61)

Strongly Disagree (39)

'Mainschool' children object to 'statemented' pupils being in their class.

Strongly Agree (0)

Agree (6)

No Opinion (34)

Disagree (37)

Strongly Disagree (45)

(49)

The parents of 'Mainschool' children object to a 'statemented' pupils being
in their sons/daughters class.

Strongly Agree (0)

(50)

Agree (6)

No Opinion (35)

Disagree (36)

Strongly Disagree (45)

An 'ordinary' school that accepts 'statemented' pupils gets the reputation
of being a school for 'slow' pupils.

Strongly Agree (27)

Agree (82)

No Opinion (10)

Disagree (2)

Strongly Disagree (0)

I would like to thank you for taking the time to complete this
questionnaire, and to assure you that all replies will be treated
with the strictest confidence.
Should you wish to contact me on any point or issued raised
by the above questionnaire in particular, or special education
in general I can be contacted at;
Drumcree High School
4-6 Moy Road
PORTADOWN
Tel:

Yours Sincerely
Peter G. Cunningham

0762/334725

Appendix 3:2

Reference Number:
Date: (
V(
V(
f
Job Type:
Recorded Yes/No:

’In A Cliss Of Tlheii Own*
Am Imvestigsitiom Imto SEN Piiwisiiom
WittMm The Somthem Edmenttiom Amd
Lilbirary Board
Education

Administrator

Master Reply
Sheet
In completing the following questionnaire would you
please put a cross (X) in the box that most closely
matches your views, opinion or experience.
This paper accepts that most children have special
educational needs; however the term as used in this
questionnaire refers to those children who have
’statements’ of Special Educational Need as defined by
Article 33 of the 1986 (NI) Order.

(] )

All children have a right to be educated in a school along with their peer
grouping, irrespective of their level of ability.

Strongly Agree ( 5 )

(2)

)

Agree ( 0 )

No Opinion ( 4 )

Disagree ( 4 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Agree ( 1 )

No Opinion ( 1 )

Disagree ( 0 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Agree ( 1 )

No Opinion ( 0 )

Disagree ( 0 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Agree ( 1 )

No Opinion ( 2 )

Disagree ( 4 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Agree ( 1 )

Don't Know ( 2 )

Disagree ( 0 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

The SELB is presently providing adequate provision for children who have
SEN, given the resources available to them.

Strongly Agree ( 7 )

(8)

Strongly Disagree (

The 1986 Order was the most important step forward in placing SEN issues
into 'mainstream' educational circles.

Strongly Agree ( 5 )

(7)

)

The SELB should fund exclusively all resources for 'statemented' children.

Strongly Agree ( 1 )

(6)

Disagree (

For certain children with special educational needs there will always be
the need for a placement in a Special School.

Strongly Agree ( 7 )

(5)

)

All aspects of the school curriculum should be offered to children with
special educational needs.

Strongly Agree ( 6 )

(4)

No Opinion (

The term 'special educational needs' is open to many interpretations.

Strongly Agree ( 0 )

(3)

Agree ( 3 )

Agree ( 1 )

No Opinion ( 0 )

Disagree ( 0 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

The 1986 (NPOrder had significant implication for SEN provision within
the SELB.

Strongly Agree ( 0 )

Agree ( 4 )

No Opinion ( 2 )

Disagree ( 2 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

(9)

Parents should take a central role in the assessment procedure prior to a
'statement' being issued for their child.

Strongly Agree ( 3 )

(10)

Opinion ( 0 )

Disagree ( 0 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Agree ( 1 )

No

Opinion ( 3 )

Disagree ( 4 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Agree ( 1 )

No

Opinion ( 0 )

Disagree ( 6 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Agree ( 4 )

No

Opinion ( 2 )

Disagree ( 0 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Agree ( 1 )

No

Opinion ( 6 )

Disagree ( 0 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Special Education funding should be devolved to each school (LMS) in
order to give each school a say in how to spend its money.

Strongly Agree ( 7 )

(16)

No

The 1986 Order and the 1989 ERQ from a SEN perspective are contradictory.

Strongly Agree ( 1 )

(15)

Agree ( 0 )

Do you feel that the SEN Branch has all the resources that are needed to
provide an adequate SEN provision within the SELB?.

Strongly Agree ( 2 )

(14)

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Few SELB administrators are aware of SEN issues.

Strongly Agree ( 1 )

(13)

Disagree ( 0 )

The term 'integration', as it applies to SEN issues is open to too many
interpretations on the part of administrators.

Strongly Agree ( 0 )

(12)

No Opinion ( 1 )

Special Classes and Units should to be funded and staffed directly by DENI

Strongly Agree ( 8 )

(11)

Agree ( 4 )

Agree ( 3 )

No Opinion ( 1 )

Disagree ( 0 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Special Classes and Special Units are often given little support/guidance
from the Management of the SELB.

Strongly Agree ( 0 )

Agree ( 0 )

No Opinion ( 0 )

Disagree ( 2 )

Strongly Disagree ( 6 )

(17)

The attitudes of the other members of staff within the SELB are important
in determining whether SEN provision will succeed.

Strongly Agree ( 3 )

(18)

Agree ( 4 )

No Opinion ( 1 )

Agree ( 0 )

No Opinion ( 0 )

Agree ( 2 )

No Opinion ( 2 )

Agree ( 2 )

No Opinion ( 2 )

All areas of the school building should be
wheelchairs.

Strongly Agree ( 8)

(24)

No Opinion ( 0 )

Disagree ( 0 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Disagree (0 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Disagree ( 0 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Disagree ( 0 )

to

supervise

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

From a SEN perspective 'integration' was the key aspect of the 1986 (NI)
Order.

Strongly Agree ( 4 )

(23)

Agree ( 1 )

Every school should have a Special NeedsCo-ordinator in order
SEN resources.

Strongly Agree ( 4 )

(22)

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Blindness/Deafness are no handicaps to joining school 'social 1 activities.

Strongly Agree (8 )

(21)

Disagree ( 0 )

The parents of children who has special educational needs should be
consulted when a decision is to be made relating to placements.

Strongly Agree ( 3 )

(20)

No Opinion ( 0 )

Some SELB administrators view SENUs as a 'Dumping Grounds'.

Strongly Agree ( 7 )

(19)

Agree ( 5 )

Agree ( 0 )

No Opinion (

)

Disagree ( 0 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

accessible to children in

Disagree ( 0 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

All new schools under construction should be built so as to accommodate
wheelchairs.

Strongly Agree (8 )

Agree ( 0 )

No Opinion ( 0 )

Disagree ( 0 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

(25)

The SELB should provide funds so that (24) mav be achieved?.

Strongly Agree (4 )

(26)

Disagree ( 0 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Agree ( 3 )

No Opinion ( 2 )

Disagree ( 0 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Agree ( 4 )

No Opinion ( 1 )

Disagree ( 0 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Agree ( 1 )

No Opinion ( 6 )

Disagree ( 0 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Agree ( 0 )

No Opinion ( 8 )

Disagree ( 0 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Not enough 'In-Service' Courses are offered in order that 'Mainstream'
managers can acquaint themselves with special educational needs issues.

Strongly Agree ( 0 )

(32)

No Opinion ( 0 )

A Special Education element should be included in all course of initial
teacher training.

Strongly Agree ( 0 )

(31)

Agree ( 2 )

SELB administrators would find it a 'good' experience to visit some schools
providing SEN Provision.

Strongly Agree ( 1)

(30)

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Many SELB administrators feel that pupils with special educational needs
should be taught only bv teachers specifically trained in that area.

Strongly Agree ( 3 )

(29)

Disagree ( 0 )

Teachers in charge of Special Classes and Special Units should have formal
qualifications in Special Education.

Strongly Agree ( 3 )

(28)

No Opinion ( 3 )

Special classes and Special Units should be attached to and function as. part
of an 'Ordinary' school

Strongly Agree ( 6 )

(27)

Agree ( 1 )

Agree ( 8 )

No Opinion ( 0 )

Disagree ( 0 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

More in-service courses should be made available for the Senior
Management of all schools so that they might become aware of issues in
Special Education.

Strongly Agree ( 8 )

Agree ( 0 )

No Opinion ( 0 )

Disagree ( 0 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

(3 3)

DENI could do more in supporting those ELBs who are implementing
'integrational' policies.

Strongly Agree (5 )

(34)

Disagree ( 4 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Agree ( 0 )

No Opinion ( 0 )

Disagree ( 6 )

Strongly Disagree ( 2 )

Agree

( 0 )No Opinion ( 1 )

Disagree ( 5 )Strongly Disagree ( 2 )

Agree ( 3 )

No Opinion ( 2 )

Disagree ( 2 )

delivering the NI

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Agree ( 0 )

No Opinion ( 0 )

Disagree ( 6 )

Strongly Disagree ( 2 )

A pupils 'Statement of Special Educational' should specifically state those
subjects that he should not be integrated for in the 'mainschool'.

Strongly Agree ( 2 )

(40)

No Opinion ( 4 )

Little guidance has been given bv SELB Field Officers, in relating to
delivering the Common Curriculum to pupils with special educational
needs.

Strongly Agree ( 0 )

(39)

Agree ( 0 )

Little guidance has been given bv DENI in relating to
Curriculum to pupils with special educational needs.

Strongly Agree ( 1 )

(38)

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

Little guidance has been given by SELB in relating to delivering the
NI Curriculum to pupils with special educational needs.

Strongly Agree ( 0 )

(37)

Disagree ( 0 )

The SELB School Psychology Service could do more in supporting those
teachers / schools who are implementing 'integrational' policies.

Strongly Agree ( 0 )

(36)

No Opinion ( 0 )

The SELB could do more in supporting those school who are implementing
SEN policies in their schools.

Strongly Agree ( 0 )
(35)

Agree ( 3 )

Agree ( 1 )

No Opinion ( 5 )

Disagree ( 0 )

Strongly Disagree ( 0 )

An 'ordinary' school that accepts 'Statemented' pupils can get the
reputation of being a school for 'Slow' pupils.

Strongly Agree ( 0 )

Agree ( 0 )

No Opinion ( 0 )

Disagree ( 0 )

Strongly Disagree ( 8 )

Would you have any objections to giving a follow-up interview based upon your
replies in this questionnaire?
Yes ( 5 )

No ( 3 )

If you have answered 'YES' to the above question, I will need your:
Name:________________________________________________
Contact Address:

I would like to thank you for taking the time to complete this
questionnaire, and to assure you that all replies will be treated
with the strictest confidence.
Should you wish to contact me on any point or issued raised
by the above questionnaire in particular, or special education
in general I can be contacted at:
Any School
Any Road
Any Town
Tel:
Yours Sincerely
Peter G. Cunningham

04563/982356

Appendix 3:3

Reference Number:
School Type:
Date:

Tn A Class Of Their Owe1

ithm Tlh®

l

Imto SEN
Eduaonitiom And

_______ PARENT S QUESTIONNAIRE________

Master Reply
Sheet
In completing the following questionnaire would you
please put a cross (X) in the box that most closely
matches your views, opinion or experience.

Please answer all questions. Should a question not apply
to you would you please indicate this.
There are no * Right1 or ’Wrong1

Answers.

(1)

What

'tvoe '

of

school

r

does

pecial School

Prim

for

(2)

(

5

)

vour

13
12
9
2

1LB

(3)

Special

Needs

13
5
1
2

(4)

ning

(5)

to

vour

issue?

(6)

Teacher

(

Education Welfare Officer

)

Psychologist
( 1 )

Other

( 8 )
(

SELB

(

)
) Please Specify

(7)

Do vou feel vour views and opinions
consideration bv this person?
Yes

(8)

Whv
(N)
(N)
(Y)
(Y)

(9)

do

vou

feel

( 2 )

this?

No

Please

were

given

enough

( 7 )

Specify.

They never wrote anything I said down.
She just had her own opinion.
I got my son into the school I wanted.
No opinion expressed.

In vour opinion
the SELB?

do

vou

Yes

feel

( 5 )

that

vour

No

6
1
1
1

views

are

'listened

to'

bv

( 31 )

Why do you feel this?
(N) They never ask my opinion.
(Y) No opinion expressed.

31
5

(10) Do You Feel That Assessment Procedures As They Apply To
Statemented Pupils Are Structured So As To Prevent Speedy
Action?

Yes

( 36 )

No

( 0 )

(11) If vour son/daughter's SEN were of a type that could best
within a special school context - would vou still seek a
placement in a mainschool context?

Yes

(12) How

long

did

it take

( 31 )

to

get

(

18

No

( 5 )

vour son / daughter

) Months

be met

statemented?

(13) Do you, or someone
this
Statement?

from

Yes

(14)

Do you feel
Reviews?

that

it

( 29 )

is

Yes

(15) Does

vou

son/daughter

Yes

vour

family

No

'worthwhile'

( 16 )

ever

No

Annual

attending

these

about

No

his/her

(18) Do

vou

feel

that

( 0 )

taken

into

18
1 1
5
2
vour

Yes

( 19 )

vour

views

Yes

( 7 )

son/daughters

No
were

No

head

listened

to?

( 12 )

5
1
1

(19) Have vou ever presented the SELB with
pertaining to vour son/daughters SEN?

( 25 )

teacher

( 15 )

In what way?
A change in placement resulted.
A change in teacher resulted.
A subject change was made.

Yes

Annual

SEN?

generally.

(17) Have vou ever spoken to
SEN matters in general?

of

( 7 )

(16) In what wavs would vou like to see vour opinions
account in relation to vour son/daughter's SEN?

Placements.
Assessments.
More information
No opinion.

Reviews

( 20 )

speak

( 36 )

attend

No

( 13 )

written

evidence

about

If No - Why Not?

(Y)
(Y)
(N)
(N)
(20)

The teacher sent home a form.
I wanted my opinion recorded.
I was not asked.
They never listen to parents.

Do vou feel that
into
account?

the

educational

Yes ( 7 )
In
(Y)
(Y)
(N)
(N)

13
12
8
5
psychologist

what way?
A change in placementresulted.
A statement was issued.
They never listen to parents.
No opinion.

Yes ( 3 )

views

5
2
6
23
you

ever

discussed

No ( 33 )

Do vou feel that vou were consulted enough in the assessment
procedure prior to vour son/'daughter's statement being issued?

Yes ( 7 )
(23)

vour

No ( 29 )

(21) On Parent Nights and Open Evenings have
SEN issues with a mainschool teacher?

(22)

takes

Do vou
funding

feel that vour sons/daughters school has enough
to meet vour child's specific educational needs?

Yes ( 5 )
If 'NO'

No ( 29 )

No ( 31 )

Please Indicate Why You Feel

They never give money to our children.
The school is in very bad repair.
No remedial teacher.
No opinion.

This:

16
7
2
6

(24)

Do vou feel that
staff/resources to

vour
meet

sons/daughter's school has enough
vour child's specific educational

Yes ( 5 )
If 'NO'

They
The
No
No

needs?

No ( 31 )

Please Indicate Why You Feel This:

never give money to our children.
school is in very bad repair.
remedial teacher.
opinion.

16
7
2
6

Would you have any objections to giving a follow-up interview based upon your
replies in this questionnaire?
Yes (

)

No (

)

If you have answered 'YES' to the above question, I will need your:
Name:________________________________________________
Contact Address:_____ ___

_____

_____

I would like to thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire, and to
assure you that all replies will be treated with the strictest confidence.
Should you
wish to contact me on any point or issued raised by the above questionnaire i n
particular, or special education in general I can be contacted at:
Any School
Any Road
Any Town
Tel: 06759/564321
P.G.Cunningham

Appendix 3:4

October 1993

Dear Colleague
I am presently engaged in a Ph.D. research project based at Queen's
University Belfast. This project is an investigation into the provision made for
children who have special educational needs. The project will be rooted
within the Southern Education and Library Board area.
It is now fifteen years since the Warnock Committee first
recommended, and in so doing made popular, the concept of educating
pupils with Special Educational Needs [SEN] along side their peer groups.
This
research
will
attempt
to
illustrate
how
Warnock's
recommendations and subsequent legislative dictates of the 1986 (NI)
Education and Libraries Order have been implemented in schools within
an ELB in Northern Ireland.
Given your extensive experience and knowledge within the sphere of
education, I would be grateful if you would spend some time and
complete the enclosed questionnaire. Your comments and suggestions
in this venture would aid the research greatly. As you will appreciate,
research in this area within a Northern Ireland context is almost non
existent, thus your replies will be most very valuable in formulating
future possible management approaches on SEN issues within the a NI
framework.
All issues raised by teachers will be passed on to the
authorities in an attempt to create change/innovation.

'relevant'

I can assure you that all replies given will be treated confidentially.
I would be obliged if you could return the completed questionnaire
within the next five days, in the S.A.E. enclosed. Please do not hesitate

to contact me at the above address should
information on any aspect of the research.

you

require

When all data has been collected, collated and analysed,
happy to send you a resume of my findings if so requested.

further

I shall be

It only remains for me now to thank you, and your in advance for you
time and co-operation in this venture.
Yours faithfully

P.G.Cunningham
B. Ed. (Hons), M.Sc.

Appendix 3:5

November

1993

Dear Colleague

You may recall a few weeks ago I sent you a questionnaire

relating to

the provision made for children who have special educational needs b y
the SELB

This project being part of a Ph.D. Research Degree that I have

undertaken for The Queen's University of Belfast, Faculty of Education.

As of the above date I seem to have received no reply from yourself.
may be that our letters have crossed in the post.
please disregard

If that is the case then

this letter, and I thank you for taking

complete the questionnaire.

11

the time to

If however, you have not yet filled in the

questionnaire, could I now ask you to do so.

I cannot stress enough how

valuable your replies are, given your wealth of experience, in providing
a Northern Ireland perspective upon special educational provision.

In the event that you may have mis-laid the original questionnaire,
am sending you a second one.

Could I ask you to please return it to m e

within the next three days in the

Once

again

I

confidentially.

can

assure

I

you

enclosed S.A.E.

that

all

replies

will

be treated

When all data has been collected, collated and analysed,
happy to send you a resume of my findings if so requested,

I shall b e
It only

remains for me now to thank you in advance for your time and cooperation in this project.

Yours Faithfully

P. G. Cunningham
B.Ed. (Hons), M.Sc.
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Drumcree High School
4-6 Moy Road
Portadown
Co. Armagh
5 November 1993
Dear (Named Person)
I am presently the teacher in charge of the Special Educational Needs
Units at Drumcree High School, Portadown.
At the present time I am
engaged in carrying out a Ph.D. Research Project at the Queens University,
Belfast, under the direction of Prof. Rex Cathcart.
This project is an investigation into the provision made for children who
have 'statemented' special educational needs by the SELB.
It is now fifteen years since the Warnock Committee first recommended,
and in so doing made popular, the concept of educating pupils with
Special Educational Needs along side their peer groups. This research will
attempt to illustrate how Warnock's recommendations and subsequent
legislative dictates of the 1986 (NT.) Education and Libraries Order have
been implemented in schools within the SELB.
Given you position and experience within the field of Special Education at
ELB administration level, I would be very much in you debt should you
find yourself in a position to complete the enclosed questionnaire.
I
would also be grateful if you would allow me to have the opportunity to
have an interview with you on the topic of special educational issues
within the SELB pertaining to provision made for children with
'statements', especially.
May I in advance thank you for taking the time to read this letter, and I
look forward to meet you in the near future.

Yours Sincerely

P.G.Cunningham
B.Ed. (Hons), M.Sc.

Appendix 3:7

1 September 1994
Dear Parents
I am presently engaged in a Ph.D. research project based at Queen's
University Belfast. This project is an investigation into the provision
made for children who have special educational needs. The project will
be rooted within your Education and Library Board area
A significant section of this research involves getting the opinions of
parents who have children who have special needs, and who are
presently attending a school in which their child in integrated into
'mainschool' classes.
With this in mind, your name has been picked at random by computer,
as one of the group that I would like to give a short questionnaires to.
The questionnaire itself will not take longer than five minutes to
complete and it will be filled in anonymously i.e. you do not put your
name on the paper.
Could I therefore ask you to complete the form below and return it to
your child's class teacher as soon as possible. All replies will be treated
confidentially.
May I in advance thank you for your time and support in this venture.
Yours Faithfully

P.G.Cunningham (Mr)
B.Ed.(Hons), M.Sc.

I/We would like to take part in the Queen's University Research Project,
'In A Class Of Their Own'. I understand that I will only have to complete
one questionnaire anonymously.
Signed
(Parents/Guardian)

Appendix 3:8

Drumcree High School
4-6 Moy Road
Portadown
Co. Armagh

26 November 1993
Dear Colleague

You may recall three weeks ago I sent you a questionnaire relating to
SELB provision for children who had 'statemented' special educational
needs; his project being part of a Ph.D. Research Degree that I have
undertaken for The Queen's University of Belfast, Faculty of Education.

As of the above date I seem to have received no reply from yourself. 11
may be that our letters have crossed in the post. If that is the case then
please disregard this letter, and I thank you for taking the time to
complete the questionnaire. If, however, you have not yet filled in the
questionnaire, could I now ask you to do so. I cannot stress enough how
valuable your replies are, given your experience, in providing an
educational
administrators
perspective
upon
special educational
provision.

In the event that you may have mis-laid the original questionnaire, I
am sending you a second one. Could I ask you to please return it to m e
within the next three days in the enclosed S.A.E.

Once again I
confidentially.

can

assure

you

that

all

replies

will

be

treated

When all data has been collected, collated
and analysed, I shall be
happy to send you a resume of my findings if you so request. It only
remains for me now to thank you in advance for your time and co
operation in this project.

Yours Faithfully

P. G. Cunningham
B.Ed. (Hons), M.Sc.

Appendix 3:9

14 September 1996
Dear Parents
You may recall a few weeks ago you were sent questionnaire relating to
parental perspectives pertaining to the provision made for children with
special educational needs within the SELB. This project being part of a
Ph.D. Research Degree that I have undertaken for The Queen's University
of Belfast, Faculty of Education.
As of the above date I seem to have received no reply from yourself. 11
may be that our letters have crossed in the post. If that is the case then
please disregard this letter, and I thank you for taking the time to
complete the questionnaire. If, however, you have not yet filled in the
questionnaires, could I now ask you to do so. I cannot stress enough how
valuable your replies are, given your parental position, in providing a
Northern Ireland perspective upon special educational provision.
In the event that you may have mis-laid the original questionnaire, I am
sending you a second one. Could I ask you to please complete it and
return it to me within the next three days in the enclosed S.A.E.
Once again I can assure you that all replies will be treated confidentially.
When all data has been collected, collated and analysed, I shall be happy
to send you a resume of my findings. It only remains for me now to
thank you in advance for your time and co-operation in this project.

Yours Faithfully

P. G. Cunningham
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Reference Number:

Interview Schedule (S.E.L.B.)
’In A Class Of Their Own1

An investigation into special educational provision
within an Education and Library Board as it effects
children who have 'statements’ of special educational
need.
Name of interviewee:

Interviewee's Title:

Place of interview:

Type of Interview

(Formal/Informal)

(Recorded/not Recorded)

Date: (

/

/

)

(Structured/unstructured)

Notes Taken (Yes/No)

Time:

a.m/p.m.

INTERVIEWEE S POSITION/BACKGROUND

(Q.l) For how long have you worked for the S.E.L.B.?

(Q.2) For how long have you held your present position?

(Q.3) Flow many of a staff work for/with you?
(What are their titles?)

(Q.4) What percentage of your duties relate to Special Education?

(Q.5) Which of these duties do you feel to be the most important
relation to Special Education?
(Why/How)

(Q.6) Have you every been a teacher?
(If 'YES’: Where/When)

(Q.7) Have you ever taught S.E.N.(M) & (S) / 'statemented' pupils?
(If 'YES': Where/When)

(Q.8) Do you see it as part of your job to visit schools and speak with
teachers? (Why?)

(Q.9) Do you encourage teachers to make their opinions known to you?
(If 'NO' Whv/If 'YES' How?)

(Q.10) Do you value these opinions?
(How Do You Show That You Value Them?)

(Q.ll) Do you encourage parents to make their opinions known to you?
(If 'YES":How?)

(Q.12) Do you value these opinions?
(How Do You Show That You Value Them?)

(Q.13) How, in your opinion, do you feel Special Education has evolved in
the last ten years within this ELB?
(What Were The Major Changes As You Perceived Them?)

(Q.14) How, in your opinion, do you see Special Education evolving in the
next ten years within this ELB?
(On What Do You Base This Opinion?)

(Q.15) How do you see your own position in the next ten years?
(Why Do You Hold This Opinion?)

SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL ISSUES
(Q.16) What in your opinion is the single most important issue facing
Special Education at this moment in time within this ELB?
(Why Do You Think So?)

(Q.17) Do you feel that this issue is helpful or harmful to Special
Education?
(On What Do You Base This Opinion?)

(Q.18) Do you/ have you had, the opportunity to contribute to the ELB's
Strategic 'Five Year' Plan?
(How?)

(Q.19) Do you work with the Special Needs Officers from the other Area
Boards on issues of mutual concern?
(What Issues? / Which ELB’s / How often?)

INTEGRATIONAL ISSUES
(Q.20) To the best of your knowledge, have D.E.N.I. ever presented to
your ELB any form of 'integrational' criteria?
(If 'YES' What were they? / Can I Have A Copy?)

(Q.21) What do you understand by the term 'integration' as applied to
'statemented'

pupils?

(Q.22) From where did you get this opinion?

(Q.23) Irrespective of any funding advantages there may be, do you feel
that integrating 'statemented' pupils into 'mainstream' classes is
beneficial for those pupils?

cmiY?)

(Q.24) Irrespective of any funding advantages there may be, do you feel
that integrating 'Statemented' pupils into 'mainstream' classes is
beneficial for the non-statemented pupils?
(Why?)

(Q.25) Do you feel that the N.I.C. has helped or hindered integrational
initiatives established by your ELB?
(Why?)

(Q.26) Do you feel a school should be 'forced' to accept 'statemented'
pupils?
(Why?)

(Q.27) In your opinion, how many 'Statemented' pupils could be
integrated into a mainschool 'secondary / primary' class of 30
pupils?
(Why have you picked this number?)

FUNDING
(Q.28) Do you feel that Special Education within this ELB is adequately
funded at present?
(Why do you feel this?/ On what evidence do you base your
opinion?)

(Q.29) How important to you is it for Special Education to continue to be
funded from Central Government?
(Why)

(Q.30) Do you feel that schools that make a positive effort to
'integrate' children with Special Needs into mainschool classes
should get some form of extra funding as an incentive?
(Why?)

(Q.31) In your opinion should the LMS scheme be extended to include
special education?
(Why? What advantages would accrue to special education?)

Many thanks for taking the time to answer these questions.

Perhaps

you would like to ask some questions of myself?

(1)

(2)

(3)__________________________________________________________________________________

INTERVIEW ENDED:

:

a.m./p.m.

TOTAL LENGTH OF TIME OF INTERVIEW:

PG.

Cunningham

Hrs.

Mins.
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Rathgael House

Balloo Road

Telephone Bgngor 270077

Bangor

Co Down

BT19 7PR

Fax 0247-456451

P G Cunningham Esq BEd (Hons) MSc

/

September 1993

Dear Mr Cunningham
I refer to your letter dated 26 August 1993.
I have unfortunately been unable to trace publications issued by Education and
Library^jtoards containing their responses and proposed managerial changes
following^ntroduction of the 1984 Education (Northern Ireland) Order provisions
on special education.
All I could suggest is that you attempt to obtain this information from the 5
Education and Library Boards concerned.
Yours sincerely

D G PATTERSON

Appendix 4:2

eadquarters Offices: Grahamsbridge Road, Dundonald, BELFAST BT16 OHS
Ihief Executive: T. Nolan, O.B.E., B.A., M.S.Sc., Dip.Ed., F.R.S.A.
elephone: Belfast (0232) 484550 Fax (0232) 481417

GEN 707

Mr. RG. Cunningham, B.Ed.fHons). Mifc

5;C/

Our Ref:
Your Ref:

2 October 1992
Date:

1986

EDUCATION (N.U ORDER

Dear Mr. Cunningham,
Further to your letter dated 21st September, I attach for your information the Board’s
initial response to the Draft Education and Libraries (N.l.) Order which eventually
became the 1986 Order.
Apologies for the delay in replying in that it took some time to discover the document
in our old files.
Yours sincerely,

D. CARGO
ASST. SENIOR EDUCATION OFFICER

PLEASE APPLY TO ABOVE ADDRESS.
Offices also at: 18 Windsor Avenue, BELFAST BT9 6EF

26 Wellington Park, BELFAST BT9 6DL
AA Rallwlaccnrt Rr»aH

RFI PAQT RTft ft 1*^
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Rathgael House

Balloo Road

Telephone Bangor 270077

Bangor

Co Down

BT19 7PR

Fax 0247-456451

Mr P G Cunningham

j^-August 1992

Dear Mr Cunningham
I refer to your letter of 5 AugustThe legislation on special education is contained in
Articles 29 to 36 and Schedule II of the Education and
Libraries (NI) Order 1986. Certain amendments were made
by the Education (NI) Order 1987 and the Education Reform
(NI) Order 1989. (Articles 55 to 57 and 155 refer
although the former has not yet been implemented.) The
Department has not revised Circular 1987/21.
I hope this will assist you with your research.
Yours sincerely

A McCANDLESS

Special Education Branch

Appendix 4:4

All Education Boards in Northern Ireland use the same format of
"Statement", as outlined in D.E.N.L Circular 1987/21. This circular
was issued to all schools, Boards of Governors and Education and
Library Boards on 30th April 1987.
Section (11) outlines the child's special educational needs, while
Section (111) contains the measures that the Education Board
proposes in order to meet those stated needs.

II - SPECIAL EDUCAUCNAL NEEDS
(Here, set out, in accordance with Article 31(1) of ard paragraph 6(1) (a) of
Schedule 11 to the Order, the child's special educational needs as assessed by
the Board. )

Gerard is a pleasant, co-operative boy who has special educational needs arising from
learning difficulties in basic school subjects and a visual impairment.

Ill - SPECIAL EDUCAUCNAL PPOVISICN
(Here specify, in accordance with regulation 10(1)(a), the special educational
W^"C^ ^le
intends to arrange to meet the needs specified in Part

Gerard will be taught as a member of a small group for part of the school day where
higher levels of individualised tuition will be given than is normally provided in
mainstream classes in an ordinary secondary school. By arranging participation in
certain classes and activities in the ordinary secondary school for other parts of
the day the school will provide access to an appropriately broad and balanced
curriculum taking into account his age, ability, aptitude and attainments.
Gerard's curriculum will increasingly need to lay due emphasis on the development of
those social, life and vocational skills necessary in adult life.
In devising and inplementing Gerard's educational programme his school should seek
advice and support from a qualified teacher of the visually inpaired.

Appendix 5:1

MINUTE OF A MEETING ATTENDED IN CRAIGAVON TEACHERS CENTRE ON FRIDAY
16 NOVEMBER 1990 AT 1. 30 pm TO DISCUSS MATTERS AKISIH3 FBCM THE OFERATICN
qt SPECIAL EDUCAUCNAL NEEDS UNITS IN SCHOOLS LI^ELJ TO ARISE FBCM THE
OF LMS IN THE BOARD' S AREA ON 1 APRIL 1991.

PRESENT. -

BOARD OFFICERS

Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

J
H
S
S
W

G Martin (Senior Education Officer)
M Morrow (Chief Finance Officer)
Anthony (Education Officer : Special)
Rooney (Senior Educational Psychologist)
A Cummins (Assistant Education Officer)

Principals and Teachers as per attached photocopy of signed lis

u

-in his ooeninq remarks referred to the introduction of LMS in
Hie ?3ecse o£ the meeting »» to discuss the concerns and
the vieus SiS schools as to the problers likely to arise.
He

asked Mr Morrow to explain the effect of LMS on Units.
Mr- Morrow stated that schrcls with special units would
55 * ' Worker PS non rer unit.
This would be in accition to the A W. P._U.—for _
Scilc in^ nri-it-'~nn also the Board would be paying the saIanes__of
the1 teacher(s) at the unit(s) in the schoolcase ^
'schools the payment: of a classroom assistann would fall to the s<=^°
but if schools decided to spend the money on teaching ataff he sav^no
reason whv they should not do so.
Mr Gilpin stated that a unit
cularlv with a small number of pupils would be badly o-f^
financially to which Mr McCoy added that similar hidden ccsus such as A,
maintenance light and heat would have to be met out of a sma_le_ \
amount for less pupils using the classroom. After a lengthy discussion
it was noted that primary school units appeared to have some cause for
concen and it was agreed that the situation would be monitored f-om
1 Ao-hl 1991
It was noted that there was some flexibilityin_special _
laSlor.
Tie problems r^sed wuld te rurth.r cohered arr,, r£
necessary problems dealt with on an individual basis.
It
confirmed^that specialist equipment specified m the statement wil-—~J\
paid for by the Board.
Sister Yvonne was advised in answer to a query that in future hie
pavment of classroom assistants in secondary schools would be part o^
the" delegated budget but if a statemented pupiI had a specined need_
St rcffiSom
il^uld be funded EentrallvThe financial
I^lLaSL^f-the maintenance and servicing of llHi in schools for
handicapped pupils is to be considered by the Board.
2.

ADMISSION PROCEDURES:

Mr Gilpin enquired about the position of the Board of Governors
regarding the admission of a pupil to a unit. It was /^f^Stchools
-item would be investigated and a written reply copied to all schools
with units
It was however explained that a problem was more like_y to
SSeSt the case of a parent who did not accept advice and refused to
agree to a child being moved.
Mr M.cCov suggested that the Board should consider introducing a
contract' system involving the parent, the school and the Board.
Mr Rooney indicated that the proposed placement of a pupil in a
unit is discussed with the Principal before it is actually
given to the parent.

3.

TRANSPORT ARRANGEMENTS:
Some of those present felt that in a few cases the form of transport
might not be- appropriate to the needs of the child(ren) involved.
There was some concern about the times of travel for young children and
that operators were not keeping to the agreed times - these matters are
to be brought to the attention of the Transport Officer by the
Principal.
Mr Elliott, Principal of Banbridge High School voiced concern about the
danger to pupils travelling alone in taxis.
Circular 1990/28 had been issued by the Department of Education and
checking procedures would be put into effect.

4.

TRANSFER PROCEDURES:
This item concerned pupils transferring from primary to secondary units
and it was agreed that schools would be advised by the proceeding 1
June who is transferring.
Mr Anthony said that the schools would have
an indication by the end of February following the annual review about
pupils due to transfer
Mr Gilpin said that parents have a perception of choice particularly
regarding children attending diagnostic units.
Mr Rooney advised that
in discussions with parents they are advised that their representations
will be taken on board and given due consideration
Regarding transfer at 16+ the view was taken that some parents were not
accepting the opportunities available thereby creating uncertainty over
the number of places for the following year.
It was noted that in such
cases the school should refer the particular pupil's case to the Board
for a full re-assessment to be carried out.

5.

SUPPORT ARRANGEMENTS FOR TEACHERS:
The arrangements for advice and support were noted including the
advisory role of the Principal Educational Psychologist.
The Principal
Educational Psychologist would in future co-ordinate arrangements for
the provision of necessary advice and support.
It was noted that a Field Officer for severe mentally handicapped
puoils would be appointed and that a further 2 posts to meet the needs
of" units would be taken up later.
Mr McCoy mentioned some of the difficulties envisaged in implementing
the Northern Ireland Curriculum.
He said that support for special
schools and units needed to be improved.
Mr Rooney said that In-Service Courses would be provided for teachers
from the units when their needs had been identified.
This is a matter
for Mr Gilmour in consideration with Principals.
Mrs McCarthy (St Paul's High School, Bessbrook) suggested that an
effect of introducing the Northern Ireland Curriculum would be to make
integration difficult.
Mr Gilpin suggested that the Psychologists should provide advice with
regard to an ' individual education programme' for each pupil and that
any Field Officers to be appointed should have had experience in
special education.

6.

LEVELS OF THEBAPY:
These are prescribed by the Senior Clinical Medical Officer and are
under the control of the Health Boards.
It was generally felt that the
ptoard should provide speech therapy in its own schools., _
ii It
considered to be unacceptable that speech therapists were not
[I employed by the Board.

7.

ADMINISTRATION PROCEDURES:
Mr Gilpin said that in his opinion these could be simplified - there
should be less red tape.
Mr Martin said that the Board is constrained by the Department's
procedures with regard to approvals such as for classroom assistants.
Mr Kerr queried the need to provide typed lists of pupils in units when
the Board actually placed the pupils.
Mr Martin noted that Principals were asked to take on an additional
workload when units were set up at schools and that in primary schools
the option of a postholder could not be taken up as in secondary
schools.

Mr Martin in closing the meeting thanked those present for the worthwhile
discussion and exchange and indicated that further meeting(s) mxgh. be
necessary.
The meeting ended at 3. 40 pm.

Appendix 6:1

The implications of a formal amalgamation between the two schools
were stated as below, by two working parties from both schools
chaired byt he respective principals in 1985.
1.

Improvement in educational provision, where it would secure the
important width of provision throughout the school, ensure better
placement of pupils in courses where they can succeed, minimise
the failure rate in public exams, permit a more streamlined
teaching provision by eliminating duplication and permit the
redeployment of staff to areas of need, such as remedial
education, pastoral work and fourth and fifth year less-able
programmes.
The problems created by the lack of agreed
curriculum in junior school subjects, separate third year 'option'
exams, lack of cross-moderation, choice of subject teachers,
cumbersome disciplinary structures
and limited subject choice
would be minimised or eliminated in an amalgamated school.

2.

Classroom discipline would improve. The atmosphere in a co-ed
classroom is changed and the girls have a moderating effect on
the boys' behaviour.

3.

A school size of 800 would be considered, according to the
Department Circulars, a reasonable size for a secondary school
and so it would have little difficulty in fulfilling the criteria laid
down for viability at 6th form level.
It could negotiate and
justify the sixth form extended provision from a position of
strength.

4.

Staff morale could be improved, particularly in the smaller
school. As the school woud be classified in a higher group the
new staffing structure would include a number of senior teachers.

5.

The Department has stated that subject departments should have
a 'blend of your and experience’ and 'be sufficiently large to
permit an inter-change of ideas between teachers of the same
subject'. Amalgamation would enhance the level of dialogue and
momentum within departments sisgnificantly, because more
teachers would be assigned to each subject on a full-time basis.

Other advantages were seen as:
Streamlined ancillary provision.

Savings in Free Books scheme.
Less duplication of equipment, e.g. photocopiers.
Social advantages of a larger staff.
Social advantages of one large Sixth form.
One timetable.
Excellent provision when current resources are pooled
e.g. computers, music, etc...
One School Presentation Night.
One Open Day.
One examination centre.
However, the most fundamental reason for any merger should be TO
IMPROVE THE EDUCATIONAL PROVISION, which would be achieved, as
stated, by

Appendix 6:2

BRIEF FOR THE PROVISION OF t.S.N. AND DIAGNOSTIC UNITS

INTRODUCTION
Primary C-S.N.

units will cater for a minimum of

12 pupils who have been
Pupils should be at
.east 7^years c months on 1 September of the school year in which they ent—
the unit.
rYnere two units are provided in the same school, the junior of the
tv/o units may cumit pupils who are 7 years old.

Determined by .he Boara to oe educationally sub-normal.

Secondary E.S.N. units will cater for a minimum of 10 pupils of secondary
school age wno have been determined by the Board to be educationally sub-ncrma
A Diagnostic unit will consist of approximately 8 pupils aged 4 to 8 years
W ° ,V1_J' °e ecucG't:i-onally sub-normal,

some of whom may have physical handicaps

STAFFING
The.starring for each type of unit is normally one teacher and one classroom
assistant.
' SITE

[

- Where pcssiole,
;

existing surplus accommodation should be adopted or extended

+
^
i ne i equirements listed below are for permanent ourcose
built ccccmmccction.
In certain cases where existing accommodation is' b-rm

. adeptec,
ments.

,ne department of Education may ce prepared to modify these require-

Mcny of the oupils attending will
recu.ire
ranspert.
Adequate car oarkinc
facilities ror board mini-buses
st
cars and visiting services' cars should
'be proyidec.
Tne vehicles transporting the pupils should be able to bring
them close to the unit entrance.
ere changes or level occur low gradient ramps should be considered in
P-ererence to 3teps^ Rcmps are less likely to give rise to accidents and are
re easi_y negcticoie for perambulators and wheelchairs.
It is important that

L,PSimmediately
sr‘cuiG ^'er:T1Gnat'3
change

in a Isvei, unobstructed surface or pathway which dees
direction in an abrupt manner.

Both'

hard
har^ surrcce ana g ass play areas should be within easy reach of the uni-fteacnin9 °rea should open directly on to a hard surface play space of
approximately 120 sq m.
ltl

i
PJILDING
building should incorporate the fol

lowing:

reaching crec.ct /G sq m, opening directly on to the herd surface plcy
spac^,
urnishmg
hould include (a) Side benching of appropriate height
or the ege of the pupils, under which there should be shelves and
removable doors, (b. a sink unit with ample splash-back area and fitted
^i n screw down pillar taqs, (c) the majority of wail surface covered in
Pinooard end (d; three switched electrical double socket outlets.
A store of approximately ? sq m, which is directly accessible from the

'

oaching space and is fitted with a lockable door.

.

./2

3.

A utility room 13*to 15 sq m in area to include bathing facilities.
The following will be required:
(a) ventilation to an outside wall,
(b) a sink unit at acult level, (c) a double switch socket outlet,
(d) a store cupboard, (e) facilities for bathing a child.

4.

Toilets.
If possible the unit should be located with easy access to
existing toilets, one of which should be converted for use by the
physically handicapped. Otherv/ise two toilets should be provided in
the building, one of v/hich should be usable by the physically handicapped.

5.

Office/ Visiting Services' Room.
This office, of approximately 15 sq m,
should be available for the teacher (administrative work and interviewing)
and for visiting services (psychologist, speech therapist, medical officer)
The off ice should contain a telephone.

MEALS PROVISION
Pupils in units should be able to have meals in the same accommodation as the
remainder of the school.

K£/MW
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